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Suppose you wanted an Automatic RLC Bridge 
that could measure up to 2 Mn resistance, 
2000 H inductance, and 0.2 F capacitance, 
plus equivalent series resistance and leak-
age current. A bridge with 5-digit resolution 
for reactance and resistive readouts, auto-
matic decimal point and units of measure-
ment; a 20-measurements-per-second capa-

bility; 120-Hz and 1-kHz test frequencies; 
5-terminal connections to preserve a basic 
0.1% accuracy; a built-in 0 to 3-V bias or 
external bias to 600 V; optional remote 
programmability and data output. 

And prices that start at $4,215. (in U.S.A.) 

Where could you possibly find such a bridge? 

1683 Automatic RLC Bridge by GENERAL RADIO 

West Concord, Mass. 01781 Tel: (617) 369-4400 Europe: Postfach 124, CH 8034 Zurich, Switzerland o 
Circle 900 on reader service card 



SAMPLING 

(0' 
REAL-TIME 

STORAGE 

ECONOMICAL 

What's new in HP Scopes? 18 GHz, 
dual-channel sampling! New, faster 
HP diodes now extend sampling ca-

pability through 18 GHz. For the first 

time, you can directly view and mea-
sure 18 GHz CW signals (or 20 psec 
risetime pulses). 
But there are more new scope in-

novations from HP. There's the new, 

easy-to-use, 250 MHz real-time scope 
... and new, direct read-out TDR with 

1/4 " resolution.., and new variable 
persistence and storage scopes for 

measurements up to 100 MHz ... and 
a whole new series of low-cost 500 

kHz scopes. 

AND, there are more eye-popping 

!et 1, 
• e; t 14, 

HEWLETT hp PACKARD 

OSCILLOSCOPE SYSTEMS 

scope ideas just around the corner! 

Next time you see your HP field 
engineer, ask him /what's new in 
scopes. You'll be surprised by all 

that's happening to give you better, 

more economical scope measure-

ments. One thing, wa bet you'll get 
a new (and better) answer, every time 
you ask! 

Are you thinking about a new 

scope? Are you wondering whether 
you should continue down the same 

old road? Or is it time you took a look 

at another manufacturer? The HP 
road means going with the demon-

strated leader — maker of perfor-
mance champs. 

Call your HP field engineer, het 
now, if 18 GHz sampling is your in-

terest. Complete 18 GHz samplin 

system available with delayed sweep, 
or w/o delayed sweep. If you already 

have an HP 12.4 GHz sampling system, 
add the new 18 GHz HP 1430B remote 

sampler. Write Hewlett-Packard, Pal D 
Alto, California 94304. Europe: 1217 

Meyrin-Geneva, Switzerland. 
,15 
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" Impedance 
Measurement goes full circle 

The HP 4815A RF Vector Imped-
ance Meter will conveniently mea-
sure complex impedance over the 
entire impedance domain. You get 
instant, direct readout of impedance 
magnitude from 1 ohm to 100K 
ohms and phase angle from 0 to 
360°, over a frequency range of 500 
kHz to 108 MHz. Now you can easily 
measure impedances with negative 
real parts, often present in feedback 
amplifiers with small phase margin. 
To measure impedance at multiple 
frequencies, simply set the fre-
quency, probe, and read. No nulling 
and balancing, as with conventional 
bridge measurements. 

21,,117 

Circle 2 on reader service card 

A convenient probe lets you mea-
sure directly in active circuits to 
determine driving point impedance 
under actual operating conditions, 
with minimum residual effects. For 
example, amplifier input or output 
impedance can be continuously 
monitored while bias, feedback, 
load, and frequency are varied. In-
circuit measurements for determin-
ing loop gain and phase margin can 
also be made. 
The 4815A is also ideal for evalu-

ating passive devices, such as com-
ponents and networks. Use it to 
characterize transformers, resonant 
circuits, transmission lines, filters, 
and crystals. You can measure at 

actual operating frequencies and 
make network adjustments while 
impedance parameters are moni-
tored. For example, antenna/trans-
mission line matching networks can 
be quickly adjusted. Price: $2650. 
To learn more about how easy it 

is to use impedance for evaluating 
circuits and components, request 
Applica-ion Note 86 and a special 
impedance issue of the HP Journal. 
If you would like to discuss a partic-
ular application, call your local HP 
field er,gineer or write: Hewlett-
Packard, 100 Locust Ave., Berkeley 
Heights, N.J. 07922. In Europe: 1217 
Meyrin-Geneva, Switzerland. 

HEWLETT h PACKARD 

IMPEDANCE INSTRUMENTS 
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Readers Comment 

Soviet economy 

To the Editor: 
As always, when the Soviet Union 
gets bogged down in the mire of 
its communistic economy and 
wishes to advance it looks to the 
products and skills of capitalists 
to bail it out. This time Soviet 
planners wish to calm "consider-
able public complaint about in-
adequate automation of the Soviet 
economy" by buying from the West 
computing equipment to produce 
"the vision of a whole planned 
economy being run by a vast net-
work of computers all over the 
country." The achievement of this 
goal is important to Soviet planners 
because "the computer has become 
a political symbol in the Soviet 
Union. It stands for a rational 
technocratic control of the economy 
and, ultimately, Soviet society" 
[Electronics, Jan. 19, p. 137]. 
And, as always in the past, busi-

nessmen in predominantly capital-
istic countries are able and willing 
to help the troubled Soviet regime 
and eagerly provide the means to 
keep communism going. (See West-
ern Technology and Soviet Eco-
nomic Development, 1917 to 1930, 
Antony C. Sutton, Hoover Insti-
tution, Stanford University.) These 
men give no thought to the princ-
iples on which capitalism is based 
—individual rights; they act only 
for the range-of-the-moment profit 
—they call it being practical; and 
they give no thought to the long 
range economic and political con-
sequences resulting from violating 
ethical principles by supporting 
that which is evil—the suppression 
of individual rights. Short range 
thinking makes them accept the 

erroneous idea that there is a con-
flict between the moral and the 
practical and that it is practical to 
sacrifice one's ideals. 
But a proper moral code must 

be in accord with reality, and im-
moral actions do have practical 
consequences. (See Capitalism: 
The Unknown Ideal, Ayn Rand.) 
Only by overlooking these con-
sequences can businessmen sup-
port a totalitarian regime which is 
dedicated to the annihilation of 
capitalism. Communism has pro-
claimed the long range goal of 
destroying capitalism by physical 
invasion, revolution or subversion. 
The Soviets have repeatedly con-
firmed their loyalty to this goal 
by words and in actions. (Recent 
examples: the violent suppression 
of capitalistic tendencies in Hun-
gary and Czechoslovakia.) 

If capitalism dies it will be by 
self-sacrifice and suicide; if com-
munism lives it will be with the 
help of its chosen enemy—capital-
ism. 

Ernst F. Germann 
Austin, Texas 

• Above letter was previously 
summarized. The original is now 
being published in full. 

In the works 

To the Editor: 
You say [May 11, p. 41] that 

Zenith is building tv sets in Tai-
wan. We are planning a facility 
there; however, the arrangements, 
still in the final stages, won't be 
operational before late this year or 
early next. 

William A. Nail 
Zenith Radio Corp. 
Chicago 
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PETP FIL V CAPACITORS 

E &COST: 

NO BIG THING 
EASIER THAN EVER TO FIT 

YOUR BOARD & BUDGET. 

BROAD LINE GETS BROADER. 

8 LOWER CAPACITANCE VALUES 

(100 pF thru 390 pF @ 200 V). 

Type 192P Pacer® Polyester Film Capacitors are 

mass-produced to beat the space/cost squeeze in 
commercial and industrial applications. Extended-

foil PETP film sections with metal end caps provide 

best possible non-inductive construction. End caps 

also act as moisture barriers. Ideal for automatic 

insertion on printed wiring boards. Expanded line 

includes capacitance values from 100 pF to .47 F. 
Voltage range, 80 to 600 vdc.Write for Bulletin 2066C. 

Technical Literature Service 
Sprague Electric Company 
35 Marshall Street 
North Adams, Mass. 01247 

THE BROAD-LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS 

SPRAGUE 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 
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Dear Mister: 

Now that transistors are starting to 
catch on, we've decided to get into the 
business. Transistors and diodes are a big 
deal. But to some companies, they're just a 
nuisance. Why should they bother about 
transistor customers when they can sell IC's. 

Well we, for one, care. 
At The Sincere Transistor & Diode 

Company, we sell the same stuff everybody 
else does. The difference is our attitude. 
With us, every customer is a big shot. 

Whether he buys a million transistors or just a couple dozen. 
If the numbers on the following pages look familiar they should 

be. We've made a deal with Fairchild Semiconductor, to take care of 
transistor and diode buyers-some of the really important people in 
electronics. So, Fairchild helps us make transistors and diodes. And 
we help them care more about their customers. 

lb order any number of any of the products we've listed, just 
call (415) 962-5011. Or drop a note to our plant at 313 Fairchild 
Drive, Mountain View, California 94040. We'll prove that nothing 
succeeds like Sincere. 

`9")to-ez 

'eed/ 
LOW LEAKAGE DIODES 

1000 
DEVICE TYPE 1.99 100-999 9999 109 

70300 FD6 .50 .34 .18 .14 

F0333 FD5 2.00 1.33 .40 .37 

16456 FD5 .33 .22 .17 .13 

194560 F115 .36 .24 .18 .14 

91457 FD5 .35 .24 .14 .11 

16457 

JAN/193 FD5 .35 .24 .19 .15 

164570 1115 .35 .24 .19 .15 

16458 FD5 .45 .30 .19 .15 

19458 

109/193 FD5 .45 .30 .19 .15 

194580 FD5 .45 .30 .19 .15 

111459 FD5 .45 .30 .19 .15 

16459 

11111/193 FD5 .45 .30 .19 .15 

194590 FC15 .48 .32 .19 .15 

194824 705 .48 .32 .19 .15 

194825 F05 .48 .32 .19 .15 

Contomod on next column 

â'7.7z+L'ê+-14T 
HIGH CONDUCTANCE FAST SWITCHING DIODES 

1000-
DEVICE TYPE 1.99100999 9999 108 

FD400 FD4 2.25 1.50 .42 .35 

FD444 FD4 1.00 .67 .25 .21 

162510 704 .17 .14 

19625 FD4 .30 .20 .13 .10 

59626 FD4 .30 .20 .13 .10 

19627 F114 .30 .20 .17 .14 

19628 FD4 .60 .40 .19 IS 

59629 FD4 .67 .45 .21 .18 

19643 FD4 .90 .60 .21 .18 

19643188/256 FD4 .90 .60 .21 .18 

ContlnuM on next column 

116430 FD4 .90 .60 .21 .1 

9658 704 1.35 .90 .25 

9650949/207 FD4 1.35 .90 .25 .2 

N660 FD4 .45 .30 .19 .1 

N662 704 .24 .16 .12 .1 

11662JAN/256 FD4 .24 .16 .12 .1 

96620 FD4 .60 .40 .19 .1 

N663 FD4 .57 .38 19 .1 

9663JAN/256 FD4 .57 .38 .19 .1 

9005 704 .45 .30 .19 .1 

9804 704 1.50 1.00 .25 .2 

9806 704 .75 .50 .20 .1 

9807 704 .75 .50 .17 .1 

94830 FD5 .50 .34 .19 .15 

94838 
JAN/118 FD5 .50 .34 .19 .15 

948381011TX FD5 1.80 1.20 1.10 .90 

114840 FD5 .50 .19 .15 

94848 FD5 .50 34 .19 .15 

9485A FD5 .58 .39 .19 .15 

#48513 FD5 .58 .39 .19 .15 

9485891N FD5 .58 .39 .19 .15 

94858185412 FD5 1.80 1.20 1.10 .90 

Conlinued on nod column 

9486 FD5 .80 .54 .24 .2 

N4860 FD5 .80 .54 .24 .2 

N4868 FD5 .80 .54 .24 .2 

948613 

109/118 FD5 .80 .54 .24 .2 

114868109TX FD5 1.80 1.20 1.10 .9 

N890 FD5 1.50 1.00 .25 .2 

93595 FD5 1.95 1.30 .70 .5 

93595 
189/241 FD5 3.00 2.00 .70 .5 

COMPLETE SELECTION OF TRANSISTORS & DIODES 



SINCERE 
TRANSISTORS 

DUAL AND DARLINGTON 
TRANSISTORS-METAL CAN 

DEVICE TYPE 1.99 100.999 

29997 NPN.Datlington 10.50 7.00 

29999 NPN•DarlIngton 14 85 9.90 

292060 NPN•Dua 6.75 4.50 

2920604 NPN-Dua 8.70 5.80 

292223 NPN-Dua 4.95 130 

292640 NPN•Dua 4.50 100 

292642 NPN Da 6.75 4.50 

292722 NPN•Dua 9.00 6.00 

292723 NPN•Derlington 14.40 9.60 

292724 NPN•Darlington 15.00 10 00 

292725 NPN•Darlinglon 18.00 12.00 

292806 PNP Da) 17.25 11.50 

292903 #P#oal 5.85 3.90 

292913 NPN.Dua 2.25 1.50 

292915 9P#DaI 6.00 4.00 

292917 NPN Dal 3.00 2.00 

292919 NP9 Dar 5.25 3.50 

292920 NPN-Dual SOO 6.00 

2929206 NPN•Dual 11.20 7.50 

292972 NPN-Dual 2.50 1.75 

292976 NPN.Dual 5.25 3.50 

292979 NPN-Dual 10.00 6.50 

292980 #P# Dal 11.25 7.50 

293424 NPN Dual 15.75 10.50 

293727 PNP Dal 12.50 9.00 

293729 NPN Dal 7.35 4.90 

293800 PMP.DaI 9.00 6.00 

293804 PNP DaI 15.00 10.00 

293810 PNP D.aI 15.00 10.00 

294015 P#PDaI 12.00 800 

294017 PNP Dual 9.00 6.00 

294020 PNP Dual 11 25 7.50 

294025 PNP•Dual 15.00 10.00 

Con,Inued on next column 

POWER 
DEVICE TYPE 1.99 100-999 

294237 NPN/PWR 2.25 1.50 

294238 NPN/PWR 2.75 1.85 

294239 NPN/PVIR 3.05 2.05 

295681 NPN/PWR 1.80 1.20 

295682 NPN/PWR 2.50 1.65 

295334 NPN/PWR 6.30 4.20 

295335 NPN/PWR 7.20 4 80 

293439 NPN/PWR 3.70 2.45 

293440 11PN/PWR 1.80 1.20 

294234 PNP/PWR 3.00 2.00 

294235 PNP/PWR 3.45 2.30 

294236 P9P/PWR 3.90 2.60 

295679 PTIP/PWR 2.20 145 

295680 PNP/PVIR 3.00 2.00 

293054 NPN/PWR 1.20 .80 

293441 NP11/PWR 2.70 1.60 

294231 NPN/PWR 2.10 I 20 

294232 NPN/PWR 2.40 1.60 

294233 NPN/PWR 3.15 2.10 

2114910 NPN/PWR 1.55 1.05 

294911 NPN/PWR 1.80 1.20 

294912 NPN/PWR 2.10 1.40 

293740 PNP/PWR 2.70 1.80 

294898 PNP/PWR 1.95 1.30 

294899 PNP/PWR 2.60 1.75 

294900 PNP/PWR 2.70 1.95 

293055 NPN/PWR 1.80 1.20 

293232 NP/1/11WR 2.00 1.35 

293713 NPN/PWR 4.40 2.95 

203714 NPN/PWR 4.70 3.15 

293715 NPN/PWR 4.85 3.25 

293716 PNP/PWR 6.75 4.50 

294913 NPN/PWR 2.40 1.60 

29191 11 NPN/PWR 2.60 1.75 

294915 NPN/PWR 4.20 2.80 

245067 NPN/PWR 1.80 1.20 

295368 NPN/PWR 2.25 1.50 

295069 NPN/PYIR 2.85 1.90 

293789 PI111/PWR 7.50 5.00 

293790 PNP/PWR 8.90 5.95 

293791 PNP/P1VR 8.75 5.85 

293792 PNP/PWR 9.50 6.35 

Atk COMPLETE SELECTION OF 
- TRANSISTORS & DIODES! 

Ak 137 SMILING SALESMEN 
TO SERVE YOU! 

IMMEDIATE,OFF-THE-SHELF 
DELIVERY! 

-T. 24 100% SATISFACTION 
›ky GUARANTEED! 

.194 FREE CHICKEN SOUP 
WITH EVERY ORDER! 

RF-IF AMPS-PLASTIC 

100. 1000 
DEVICE TYPE 1.99 999 4999 SR 

5E3001 REMPN 75 50 

5E3002 11F.NPN 75 50 

5E5001 RF/AOC NPN 3.40 .95 

5(5002 RUMP NPN l_40 .95 

5E5003 RF/AGC.NPN 3.50 3.03 

005006 RFAGC NPN 3.05 .70 

293563 0F 9P9 .45 .30 27 26 

293688 RF/AGC.11PN .45 .30 27 26 

293690 11F/AGC.NPN 52 .35 32 31 

5E5025 IF NPN .85 .58 

293691 IF.NPN .40 .27 23 22 

293692 IF NPN .42 .28 26 24 

293693 A14/FM.NPN .45 .30 27 26 

293694 AM/F1.1•NPN .45 .30 27 26 

294121 RF-PNP 57 .38 34 32 

294122 RF .PNP .62 .41 37 35 

293689 RF ACC NPN 45 .30 27 26 

SWITCH 
TO OUR HIGH SPEED 
SWITCHES-PLASTIC 

100. 1000. 
DEVICE TYPO 199 999 4999 51( 

293639 PNP/HS SW 38 25 .23 .22 

293640 PNP/HSSW .45 30 .27 .26 

293646 9P9/6050 .53 .36 .32 .30 

SE3646 NPN/HSSAT SW .30 .20 .16 .14 

294257 PNP/HSSW .40 .26 .23 .22 

21142574 PNP/SW .50 .34 .30 .18 

294258 PNP/HS SW .53 .36 .32 .30 

2942586 PNP/SW .60 .40 .36 .34 

294274 NPN/HSSW .38 .25 .23 .22 

294275 NP11/HS SW .40 .26 .23 .22 

DEVICE 
1000-

0.99 103-999 9999 101( 

250 18,4 2.6-200 Volts (88 type.) 

19702.745 80 60 .35 .32 

197024 7454 90 .67 .40 .36 

400 m111 3.3.200 Volts (136 tipa) 

19746.759 .80 .60 .35 .32 

197464.7594 .90 .67 .40 .36 

19951.985 .80 .60 .35 .32 

399574 9656 .85 .64 .37 .34 

199578 9858 .90 .67 .40 .36 

19986 992 1.75 1.30 .90 .76 

1N9864 9924 2.10 1.40 1.00 .75 

19986E1-9928 2.40 1.80 1.25 1.05 

SOO 1110 2.4.200 Volta (183 types) 

95221 5264 .53 .40 .28 .24 

95265 .53 .40 .28 .24 

N5266 .53 .40 .28 .24 

95267 .53 .40 .28 .24 

95268 .53 .40 .28 .24 

95269 .53 .40 .28 .24 

95270 .53 .40 .26 .24 

952214. 52646 .66 .50 .30 

952658 .66 .50 .35 .30 

952664 .66 .50 .35 30 

952674 .66 .50 .35 .30 

952686 .66 .50 .35 .30 

952696 .66 .50 .35 .30 

952706 .66 .50 .35 .30 

952218.52648 .82 .62 .43 .36 

952658 .82 .62 .43 .36 

952268 82 .62 .43 .36 

952676 .82 .62 .43 .36 

952688 .82 .62 .43 .36 

952698 .82 .62 .43 .36 

952709 82 .62 .43 .36 

95271 .66 .50 .35 .30 

95272 .66 .50 .35 .30 

Continued on nee column 

:ONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE 

N5273 .66 .50 5 .30 

(15274 .66 .50 35 .30 

95275 66 50 35 .30 

95276 .66 .50 35 .30 

95217 .66 .50 35 .30 

95278 .66 .50 35 .30 

95279 .66 .50 35 .30 

N5280 .66 .50 35 .30 

95286 .66 .50 35 .30 

952714.52724 .87 .65 45 .38 

115273.6 .87 .65 45 .38 

952744 .87 .65 45 .38 

952756 .87 .65 45 .38 

952766 .87 .65 45 .38 

1152774 .87 .65 45 .38 

952786 .87 .65 45 .38 

952796 .87 .65 45 .38 

N52804 .87 .65 45 .38 

952816 .87 .65 45 .38 

95271B 1.10 .85 60 .51 

N527213 1.10 .85 60 .51 

952738 1.10 .85 60 .51 

N527413 1.10 .85 60 .51 

9527513 1.10 .85 60 .51 

9527613 1.10 .85 60 .51 

952778 1.10 .85 60 .51 

11527138 1.10 .85 60 .51 

9527913 1.10 .85 60 .51 

N528013 1.10 .85 60 .51 

952810 1.10 .85 60 .51 



Molly's Special-Of-The-Week 
GENERAL PURPOSE 

AMPLIFIERS AND SWITCHES 

-PLASTIC 

DEVICE TYPE 
100. 1000. 

149 999 4999 SK 

253565 NP5/11G Pre A. .38 

253566 1635/HG Amp .36 

253567 61/9P5/EPA .40 

253568 9P5/EPA .42 

253569 MN/EPA .69 

253638 PNP/CPA/SVI .46 

253638A MP/CPA/SW .60 

293641 IIPN/RF AMP .12 

293642 5161/RF AMP .49 
Contimmd 

.25 .23 .22 

.24 .21 .20 

.27 .24 .23 

.26 .23 .22 

.16 .35 .32 

.31 .28 .27 

.40 .36 .34 

.28 .26 .24 

.33 .29 .28 
on next column 

253613 MPS/DF AMP .57 .38 .31 .32 

253644 PNP/11C SW .67 .44 .10 .38. 

251645 PNP/FIC SW .84 .56 .51 OR 

294248 FNMA. AMP .13 .19 .17 IS 

754249 PNP/1.1.6.5 

AMP .70 .38 .34 .32 

294250 MP/1.1./L11 

MAP .75 .40 .36 .34 

254250A P5P/CPA .90 .15 .41 .39 

254355 IMPNIC.1.5 

AMP SW .82 .55 .49 .47 

254356 P5P/NC•1.5 

AMP 09W .82 .59 .49 .47 

254888 P/IP/15/116 

AMP .75 .50 .45 .43 

KIEIKIEEKIEEIKIKIEIC 

COMPUTEF1 
0100E8 

KIEEEEEIKIEEEEll 

1000-
DEVICE TYPE 1.99 100-999 9999 10K 

FD600 FD6 2.25 1.50 .42 

F0700 F07 4.00 2.67 

F0777 F07 1.50 1.00 .40 

FD6666 FOB 1.00 .67 .21 

F06600 F06 2.25 1.50 42 

N251 F06 .30 .20 .15 

5251JAN/188 FD6 .30 .20 .15 

9252 106 .65 .44 .17 

5659 106 .45 .30 .19 

5814 F06 .80 .54 

5903 FE16 .75 .50 .30 

11903.4 F06 .75 .50 .19 

5904 FD6 .75 .50 .30 

5906 F06 .60 .40 .19 

11906A F06 .75 .50 .19 

5907 FD6 .60 .40 .19 

59070 FD6 .75 .50 .19 

5914 F06 .30 .20 .14 

59141011/116 FD6 .30 .20 .14 

59141ANDI FD6 1.65 1.10 .95 

54607 F096 1.30 .87 .35 

94610 106 /00 1.33 1.00 

N4727 F0119 .35 .21 .14 

64950 FD6 2.00 1.33 .55 

95282 FD116 2.25 1.50 .39 

95318 FD/16 2.50 1.67 .45 

953/9 F0146 1.00 .67 .24 

2 

.35 

.30 

.21 

.35 

.12 

.12 

.14 

.15 

.17 

.20 

.16 

.20 

IS 

.16 

.15 

.16 

.11 

.11 

.85 

.31 

.80 

.11 

.so 

.33 

.38 

.21 

WHILE 
THEY LAST! 

SWITCHES-METAL CAN 

DEVICE TYPE 1.99 100.999 

29706 14/1115/SW .46 .40 

25708 M/11191/SW .49 .43 

29709 MilIPN/SW 1.65 1.10 
Comneed on need column 

GENERAL PURPOSE DIODES 

1000. 
DEVICE TYPE 1.99 100.999 9999 10K 

N46I 

N4614 

5462 

54626 

5463 

54636 

6464 

94646 

5482 

9483 

5484 

5486 

96/9 

5022 

6662 

5676 

5678 

5279 

5795 

5799 

9816 

6844 

5125 

5926 

205 

FD5 

105 

1115 

FD5 

105 

FD5 

FD5 

FD5 

FO5 

FD5 

FD5 

F06 

F01 

F04 

F05 

105 

FD4 

F04 

104 

FT14 

196 

FD6 

106 

34 

.35 

.38 

.43 .29 

.45 

.45 

.15 

.47 

.50 

.50 

.57 

.30 

.75 

.96 

.75 

1.00 

1.50 

.30 

.45 

.36 

1.35 

1.00 

1.00 

.33 .22 

.23 

.24 

.26 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.32 

.34 

34 
.38 

.20 

.50 

.64 

.50 

.67 

1.00 

.20 

.30 

.26 

.90 

.67 

.67 

.17 

.19 

.18 

.19 

.19 

.19 

.19 

.19 

.19 

.19 

.19 

.19 

.17 

.70 

.24 

.19 

.22 

.25 

.13 

.19 

.11 

.30 

.50 

.50 

IS 

.14 

J5 

.15 

.15 

.15 

.15 

.15 

.15 

.15 

.15 

.14 

.15 

.21 

.16 

IS 

.22 

.10 

.15 

.12 

.26 

.10 

.40 

25914 M/11P5/5W .95 .63 

252368 M/NP5/511 1.07 .93 

2523690 5/98W/SW 1.65 1.10 

252894 N/PIIP/SW 1.95 1.30 

252891/1 M/P5P/SW 3.60 2.40 

2113012 M/PNP/SW 1.95 1.30 

253013 $1/929 ,5W 7.00 1.69 

293014 NM AN SW 3.50 2.40 

255207 III/PNP/SW 4.50 3.00 

294209 M/PMP/SW 8.25 5.50 

255456 M/P5P/SVI 5.40 3.60 

254208 14/RIP/SW 5.25 3.50 

255455 M/PNP/SW 4.50 3.00 

253511 M/71111/541 1.80 1.20 

293617 M/11PN/SW 2.25 1.50 

2113648 5/599/SW 2.70 1.80 

253546 M/PMP/SW 5.25 3.50 

252475 IA/NM/SW 147 1.65 

292481 N/11P/I/SW /63 1.75 

CORE DRIVERS 
UNLIMITED! 

.101 al .1, .411 al, Ala 

DEVICE TYPE 149 loom 

292901 

292905 

2929056 

252906 

252907 

2929070 

253467 

293722 

253724 

253725 

14/P5P/DR 

M/PIIP/OR 

M/P5P/DR 

M/P5P/1111 

M/P5P/136 

M/P5P/D9 

M/P5P/OR 

MMP5(09 6.00 4.00 

5/999/09 850 5.50 

M/5191/011 11.50 7.50 
Continued on next column 

1.33 .59 

1.33 .55 

ISO 1.88 

1.33 .89 

1.33 .55 

2.70 1.80 

9.75 6.50 

754014 

2529014 

2529066 

293731 

294047 

253252 

251046 

253736 

253303 

1113426 

252846 

253015 

N/NPN/DR 9.00 000 

M/P5P/DR 2.45 1.62 

M/P5P/DR 2.33 1.55 

64/9P5/SR 6.00 4.00 

14/NPN/DR 4.00 2.65 

M/IIPN/D9 9.75 6.50 

WWII/DR 3.50 2.35 

5/NN/DR 6.60 4.40 

MMP5/011 13 50 9.00 

1491P11/DR 5.25 3.50 

M/11PPI/0/1 4.95 3.30 

M/11P5/1/11 1.93 1.29 

RF & IF AMPLIFIERS-

METAL CAN 

DEVICE TYPE 149 100.999 

29916 

211918 

253250 

25707 

29915 

25917 

25995 

259956 

3.65 2.40 

3.30 2.20 

1.95 1.30 

6.30 4,20 

1.50 3.00 

2.48 1.65 

5.85 3.90 

9.00 5.10 

Continued on next column 

2N11314 

2N26/5 

292616 

252729 

2/43337 

293338 

253339 

253839 

2$45034 

294035 

254134 

295236 

295244 

BIG DER!, 
MONOLITHIC DIODE ARRAYS 

1-99 100999 

Comt »en 

FSA2500M 

FSA250IM 

MA250211 

FSA2503M 

FSA2504M 

FSA2521M 

DecedIrg %trim 

FSA1410M 

FSAIIIIN 

FSA2002M 

F56200351 

F56251714 

12.00 

8.00 

15.00 

12.00 

15.00 

800 

5.30 

10.00 

8.00 

10.00 

100 5.30 

8.00 5.30 

8.00 5.30 

8.00 530 

13.10 8.75 

Confined on nen column 

FS42523M 

FSA25251A 

F54252614 

RF Diodes 

Etandmetch Diodes 

62100 

RF101 

AFC Tun, Diodes 

1.00 

1.01 

RI Attenuaten 

81,01 

7.50 

17.00 

17.00 

22.25 

10.00 

12.00 

15.00 

1180 

190 

4.65 

6.00 

18.00 

12.00 

5.00 

11.30 

11.30 

15.55 

6.70 

8.00 

10.00 

11.40 

2.60 

3.10 

4.00 

12.00 

8.00 

1110 8.75 

13.10 8.75 

1110 N75 

1.00 .80 

1.25 I 05 

1.00 .80 

1.25 1.05 

1.00 80 

ÇIU5 \\\ 

"k\ 

GENERAL PURPOSE 

AMPLIFIERS-METAL CAN 

DEVICE TYPE 1-99 100.999 

25657 

211696 

29697 

2117180 

297206 

258696 

25930 

291131 

291132 

291613 

2111711 

251890 

251893 

252219 

292219A 

292212 

752227A 

252484 

253019 

25 3053 

25325IA 

254033 

262217 

292218 

21122180 

252220 

M/11PN/GPA 

M/NPII/GPA 
IA/NM/CPA 

M/NPN/CPA 

M/PNP/GPA 

M/NPN/GPA 

N/P5P/GPA 

5/161P/EPA 

5/NN/EPA 

11/11PII/GPA 

14/11M/GPA 

NMPN/GPA 

14/NPM/GPA 

M/11M/GPA 

11/1111P/CPA 

NI/NM/CPA 

M/NP11/GPA 

MilIPM/GPA 

M/NPN/CPA 

M/P5P/GPA 

14/P5P/CPA 

MINP11/0PA 

NRIPM/OPA 

M/NPII/GPA 

14/NN/EPA 

2.20 

.52 

.52 

.79 

1.32 

4.50 

2.60 

1.46 

1.46 

.79 

.85 

5.30 

1.57 

1.05 

5.25 

1,05 

4.85 

310 

6.00 

1.27 

2.63 

11.25 

3.02 

.77 

4.50 

3.02 

I 47 

.46 

.46 

.68 

3.00 

1.75 

1.27 

1.27 

.60 

.74 

3.55 

1.05 

.70 

3.50 

.70 

125 

2.65 

4.00 

.85 

1.75 

7.50 

2.01 

.50 

100 

2.01 

SINCERE TRANSISTOR 

& DIODE COMPANY 

313 Fairchild Drive 

Mountain View, California 94040 

THERE'S A SINCERE TRANSISTOR STAND IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD! 
(IN BY 9 OUT BY 5) 

ALABAMA 
SCHWEBER ELECTRONICS 
Huntsville 
Tel: 205-539.2756 

ARIZONA 
HIER ELECTRONICS COMPANY 
Phoenix 
Tel: 602-263.1112 

HAMILTON ELECTRO OF ARIZONA 
Phoenix 
Tel: 602-272-2601 

CALIFORNIA 
AVNET ELECTRONICS 
Culver City 
Tel: 213-836.7200 

HAMILTON ELECTRO SALES 
Culver City 
Tel: 213-870.7171 

HAMILTON ELECTRO SALES - NORTH 
Mountain View 
Tel: 415-961-7000 

HAMILTON ELECTRO OF SAN DIEGO 
San Diego 
Tel: 714.279.2421 

G. S. MARSHALL COMPANY 
El Monte 
Tel: 213-686-1500 

G. S. MARSHALL COMPANY 
San Diego 
Tel: 714.278.6350 

G. S. MARSHALL COMPANY 
Sunnyvale 
Tel: 408-732-1100 

COLORADO 
HAMILTON ELECTRO SALES 
Denver 
Tel: 303.433-8551 

HYER ELECTRONICS COMPANY 
Englewood 
Tel: 303-771-5285 

CONNECTICUT 
CRAMER ELECTRONICS. INC. 
North Haven 
Tel: 203.239-5641 

FLORIDA 
POWELL-FLORIDA 
Orlando 
Tel: 305.423-8586 

CRAMER FLORIDA. INC. 
Fort Lauderdale 
Tel: 305-566.7511 

HALL MARK ELECTRONICS 
Orlando 
Tel: 305-855-4020 

SCHWEBER ELECTRONICS 
Hollywood 
Tel: 305-927.0511 

GEORGIA 
CRAMER ELECTRONICS. INC. 
Atlanta 
Tel: 404.451-5421 

ILLINOIS 
F.J.R ELECTRONICS 
Rosemont 
Tel: 312-678-8560 

PACE/AVNET ELECTRONICS 
Schiller Park 
Tel: 312-678.6310 

SEMICONDUCTOR SPECIALISTS, INC. 
Chicago 
Tel: 312-279-1000 

INDIANA 
SEMICONDUCTOR SPECIALISTS. INC. 
Indianapolis 
Tel: 317.243-8271 

KANSAS 
AVNET ELECTRONICS 
Prairie Village 
Tel: 913-362-3250 

LOUISIANA 
STERLING ELECTRONICS CORP. 
Nev. Orleans 
Tel: 504-522-8726 

MARYLAND 
HAMILTON ELECTRO SALES 
Baltimore 
Tel: 301-796-5000 

SCHWEBER ELECTRONICS 
Rockville 
Tel: 301-427-4977 

CRAMER/WASHINGTON 
Rockville 
Tel: 301-424-2700 

MASSACHUSETTS 
CRAMER ELECTRONICS. INC. 
Newton 
Tel: 617-969-7700 

SCHLEY ELECTRONICS CORP. 
Watertown 
Tel: 617-924-1500 

SCHWEBER ELECTRONICS 
Waltham 
Tel: 617-891.8484 

MICHIGAN 
SEMICONDUCTOR SPECIALISTS, INC. 
Detroit 
Tel: 313-255.0300 

SHERIDAN SALES CO. 
Southfield 
Tel: 313.358-3333 

MINNESOTA 
PACE/AVNET - MINNEAPOLIS 
Minneapolis 
Tel: 612-920-5866 

SEMICONDUCTOR SPECIALISTS, INC. 
Minneapolis 
Tel: 612-861-34CD 

MISSOURI 
HAMILTON ELECTRO SALES 
Hazlewood 
Tel: 314-731-1144 

SEMICONDUCTOR SPECIALISTS, INC. 
St. Louis 
Tel: 314.423-6500 

NEW JERSEY 
HAMILTON ELECTRO SALES 
Cherry Hill 
Tel: 609.662-9337 

SCHLEY ELECTRONICS CORP. 
Rutherford 
Tel: 201.935-2120 

NEW MEXICO 
HIER ELECTRONICS CO. 
Albuquerque 
Tel: 505-265-5767 

NEW YORK 
CRAMER ELECTRONICS 
Rochester 
Tel: 716.275-0300 

CRAMER ELECTRONICS. INC. 
Syracuse 
Tel: 315-455.6641 

SUMMIT DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 
Buffalo 
Tel: 716-884-3450 

HAMILTON ELECTRO SALES 
Syracuse 
Tel: 315-437-2641 

SCHWEBER ELECTRONICS 
Westbury, Long Island 
Tel: 516-334-7474 

TAYLOR ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 
Baldwin, Long Island 
Tel: 516-223.8003 

NOFFFH CAROUNA 
HAMILTON ELECTRO SALES 
Greensboro 
Tel: 919-275-9969 

OHIO 
F.J.R ELECTRONICS 
Dayton 
Tel: 513-278.9411 

SCHWEBER ELECTRONICS 
Cleveland 
Tel: 216-333-7020 

SHERIDAN SALES CO. 
Cincinnati 
Tel: 513-761.5432 

SHERIDAN SALES CO. 
Cleveland 
Tel: 216.524-8120 

OREGON 
HAMILTON ELECTRO SALES 
Portland 
Tel: 503.255-8550 

PENNSYLVANIA 
POWELL ELECTRONICS, INC. 
Philadelphia 
Tel: 215.724.1900 
SHERIDAN SALES CO. 
Pittsburgh 
Tel: 412.243.6655 

TENNESSEE 
POWELL ELECTRONICS. INC. 
Fayetteville 
Tel: 615-433.5737 

TEXAS 
ARCO ELECTRONICS INC. 
Dallas 
Tel: 214-239.9123 

HAMILTON ELECTRO SALES 
Houston 
Tel: 713-526-4661 
NORVELL ELECTRONICS. INC. 
Dallas 
Tel: 214.357.6451 

NORVELL ELECTRONICS, INC. 
Houston 
Tel: 713-774-2568 

UTAH 
HIER ELECTRONICS CO. 
Salt Lake City 
Tel: 801-487-3681 

WASHINGTON 
HAMILTON ELECTRO SALES 
Seattle 
Tel: 206.624.5930 

KIERULFF ELECTRONICS 
Seattle 
Tel: 206-763.1550 

CANADA 
AVNET ELECTRONICS OF 
CANADA, LTD. 
Toronto 
Tel: 416-789-1838 

AVNET ELECTRONICS OF 
CANADA. LTD. 
Montreal 
Tel: 514.381-9126 

RAE. INDUSTRIAL 
ELECTRONICS. LTD. 
Vancouver 
Tel: 604.253-8494 

SCHWEBER ELECTRONICS 
Toronto 
Tel: 416-925-2471 

Circle 8 on reader service card 



Who's Who in this issue 

Brown 

The career trajectory of W. L. 
Brown, author of the article that 
starts on page 94, has spanned 
nuclear research, missiles, and ac-
ademe. Now a professor in the 
Electrical Engineering Department 
at San Diego State College, Brown 
has worked on isotope separation 
at Oak Ridge, on the Bomarc mis-
sile at Boeing, and on the Atlas 
ICBM at General Dynamics. 

Scott Boleky Bums Meyer 

Leading the discussion of the article on silicon-on-sapphire mem-
ories that begins on page 82 is one of its authors, Joseph R. Burns, 
who holds a Ph.D. from Rutgers, and who's with RCA's David 
Samoff Research Laboratories, where he's concentrating on semi-
conductor memories. The other authors, all with RCA Labs, are 
Joseph H. Scott, a Lincoln University graduate, who works on 
integrated circuit technology; Edward J. Boleky, an MSE graduate 
of Princeton, who specializes in digital IC's, and John E. Meyer, 
who holds an MSEE degree from the University of Pennsylvania, 
and who has been engaged in research on silicon and thin-film 
integrated circuit technology. 

Greenbaum 

Computer-aided design, the subject of the article 
that begins on page 90, is the latest locus for the 
efforts of J. R. Greenbaum, its author. A radar 
instructor for the Air Force during World War II, 
Greenbaum, who holds an MSEE from Stevens In-
stitute of Technology, joined General Electric in 
1955. His first assignments were in nuclear reactor 
instrumentation, but he's been involved in CAD for 
the past few years. 

Stifle Johnson 

If its namesake, the great Greek teacher, were here 
today, he might wish he could have used Plato, 
the educational modem described in the article 
that begins on page 99. The authors, Jack Stifle 
and Mike Johnson, are with the University of 
Illinois' Coordinated Science Laboratory. Stifle has 
been designing digital systems, crt displays, and 
data communications gear. Johnson has been doing 
development work on the Plato system. 

Electronics J July 20, 1970 
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Emancipate 
our time 

When You Are Faced With A Tough Design Problem 

The System 9100 Allows You 

To Pick It Apart, Analyze It, Modify It, 
And Solve It 

Right At Your Desk. 



I,. 

You are an engineer on the move— 
you see a problem and a host of 
possible solutions fill your mind. 
Complex combinations of components 
and parameters—any one of which 
may be a major breakthrough— 
demand careful analysis. You write 
up four or five of your better ideas 
and take them to the programmer to 
run on the computer. "Tomorrow if 
you're lucky," he says, "the next day 
if you're not." Back to your desk. 
Pencil, paper, slide rule—if you stay 
a little late tonight you might be able 

to work through one possibility 
yourself. 

There is a better way. The HP System 
9100. We call it the Emancipator 
because it frees your time for 
innovative engineering. No need 
to wait for a programmer or wait in 
line at a time-share terminal. The 
System 9100 will compute your 
problems, build your models, and 
plot your graphs—at your desk— 
instantaneously. With full programming 
capabilities, including looping and 
branching and sub-routines—and the 

most extensive program library 
available anywhere, the System 9100 
starts solving your problems as 
soon as you open the box. 

Arrange a "hands-on" demonstration 
at your desk. Lease, rental and 
purchase options available, write: 
Hewlett-Packard, P.O. Box 301, 
Loveland, Colorado 80537. 

090/31 

HEWLETT à PACKARD 

HP CALCULATOR SYSTEM 9100 

Circle 11 on reader service card 





.SLOW CIRCUITS WOULD 
HAVE BEEN LIKE HAVING 
HALF-A-SATELLITE! 

When COMSAT elected to develop its Time-Division Communi-
cations System using digital techniques, it was immediately obvious that 
system capacity would be limited by circuit speed. That's why they chose 
Motorola MECL integrated circuits for the job. 

COMSAT Laboratories, with the support of INTELSAT, developed 
an advanced, 700-channel, Time Division Multiple Access system capable 
of processing and transmitting information to the satellite at a 50 mega-
bit rate. Motorola's Applications Engineering department helped with 
engineering assistance and the kind of technical information that could 
be provided only by the people who pioneered high-speed, emitter-coupled 
logic. 

Using high-speed gates, flip-flops and complex functions from Moto-
rola's MECL II line, COMSAT was able to develop general purpose digi-
tal logic cards that are actually capable of handling rates of 70 megabits. 

More importantly, COMSAT found that these same techniques can 
be used for 150 megabit units — and there is consideration for logic in 
the 200 to 500 megabit range. 

New, Motorola MECL III circuits can easily handle speeds up to 
the 300 megabit level, using gates with 1.0 nS propagation delay and flip-
flops with toggle/shift frequencies on the order of 350 MHz. 

MECL IV circuits, now in development, will yield 500 MHz flip-
flops and 900 picosecond gates — thus providing for even higher-capacity 
communication systems. Other systems such as radar signal processing, 
audio and video bandwidth compression, digital adaptive reception and 
digital filtering will also benefit from this advanced line of high-speed 
integrated circuits. 

And, the speed and versatility of high-speed MECL is not limited 
to digital communication uses. Coming soon are fourth generation com-
puters, ultra-high-speed instrumentation, and a variety of advanced 
avionics gear — all designed around Motorola MECL circuits. 

For complete information about how MECL can put speed in your 
system, write on your company letterhead to Box 20912, Phoenix, Arizona 
85036. Ask for the "MECL High-Speed Systems Design Library." 

System Speed, Family Compatibility with MECL 

FAMILY 
PROP. DELAY 

(TYP) 
TOGGLE/SHIFT 

FREQUENCY (TYP) 
FUNCTIONS 
AVAILABLE 

GATE POWER 
DISSIPATION (TYP) 

MECL ll 4.0 nS 180 MHz 41 25 rnW 
MECL III 1.0 nS 350 MHz 16 55 rulN 

20 ruW MECL IV 0.9 nS 500 MHz 

M ECL — Trademark of Motorola Inc. 

MOTOROLA MECL 
the only way to go...FASTER 
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LOW 
POWER 
OP AMP 
Problem: Your op amp 
application demands low 
power dissipation. 

Solution: The new Silicon ix 
L140 op amp. 

The L140 is an ideal answer 
if you're working on a battery 
powered system or faced with a 
packing density problem. 
In this typical application the 
externally controlled supply 
current is less than 30 
power dissipation is less than 
300 µW. 

Write or call for complete 
information and applications 
assistance. 

Siliconix 
incorporated 

2201 Laurelwood Rd. • Santa Clara, Calif. 95054 
(408) 246-8000 Ext. 201 • TWX: 910-338-0227 
In Europe: Silicunie Limited. Saunders Way. wetly. Swansea. Great Britain 

Who's Who in electronics 

Collins 

"I've been challenged a number of 
times, but I've never been refused 
money for programs," says Jeffrey 
H. Collins, the 40-year-old outgoing 
director of the physical sciences 
department in the North American 
Rockwell Corp.'s Autonetics Re-
search and Technology division. 
"I'm not leaving Autonetics over 
any grievance." 

Collins, an authority on surface 
wave acoustic devices, [Electron-
ics, Jan. 19, p. 110] will be an Auto-
netics consultant in that area and 
in microwave ferromagnetic device 
work after he becomes research 
professor of electrical engineering 
at the University of Edinburgh in 
Scotland. He was with the electri-
cal engineering department at the 
University of Glasgow for 10 years 
before coming to the U.S. "I simply 
want to get back home," Collins 
says. 
Born near London and educated 

at the University of London (bache-
lor's degree in physics and master's 
in mathematics), Collins faces a 
new challenge at Edinburgh be-
cause he's going to establish an 
electronics research institute for 
the East of Scotland electronics 
industry on behalf of the Scottish 
Council for Industry. The effort 
will be partially supported at the 
outset by the British Science Re-
search Council. 

Maxi job. As Collins puts it, 
"We'll be trying to form a mini-
Stanford Research Institute in a 
mini-Palo Alto. That's what the 
East of Scotland is. There's a lot 
of engineering and production, but 

they need high-level R&D in com-
ponents and devices." 

Reflecting on his Autonetics ten-
ure, Collins says that the physical 
sciences department has moved 
out of a difficult position that ex-
isted when he came aboard two 
years ago, and the contractual 
backlog is now three times greater 
than it was then. With a chuckle, 
he observes, "It's better to go while 
it's good, not with your tail be-
tween your legs." 
And how will the technologies 

with which he's been associated 
fare after Collins leaves early this 
month? Probably rather well, he 
thinks. His successor as head of 
the department, George Pulliam, 
has been the specialist in materials 
required for the exotic technol-
ogies in the department. While he 
isn't the device authority Collins 
is, Pulliam's materials processing 
lmowhow will be augmented by the 
theoretical device knowledge of a 
solid state research group that Col-
lins established at North American 
Rockwell's Science Center during 
the last 18 months. 

"I look forward to working at Itek 
because it's just the right size and 
age; big enough to have large re-
sources but young enough to be 
hopeful about translating ideas into 
action," says Henry R. Lewis, 45, 
recently appointed vice president 
for research and development at 
the Itek Corp. in Lexington, Mass. 
"R&D is more exciting in a com-
pany interested in moving into new 
areas." 

Itek plans to deemphasize sales 
to the military, which last year 
accounted for about 64% of its 
$153.2 million in sales. By the end 
of this year two-thirds of its income 
and half its sales (which should 
equal last year's) should come from 
commercial products. Lewis, in his 
newly created post, would seem to 
be just the person to turn R&D 
efforts towards commercial goals. 
He comes from RCA, where he di-
rected the materials research lab-
oratory and the program for ap-
plying holography to prerecorded 
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Would the engineer who asked us to design a 
marking system to serialize on an electronic 
praying mantis, please call (603) 352-1130. 

It's ready. 

If for some strange reason you're not making 
electronic praying mantises, how about your 
transistors, IC's, SCR's, diodes, thyristors or 
whatever. We can handle those, too. 

We've got the systems, typefaces, inks, 
supplies and services to mark whatever 
you make, and mark it right. 

Our problem-solver booklet 
will tell you more about us. 

Write for it now. 
Ç 

(before you 
go bugs) 

Markem Corporation 

305 Congress Street 

Keene, N. H. 03431 

International Offices: Markem Europa N.V. Schiphol Oost, Holland, Markem U.K. Ltd. Rugby, Warwickshire, England 



Who's Who in electronics 

eDK 
Bet your chips 
on a sure thing 

The REDCOR PAFT II takes the gamble out of 
chip testing. It's the MOS/LSI Tester using RED-

COR's systems-proven analog and digital compo-
nents plus the field-proven RC 70 Computer. The 
Systems Pros at REDCOR have put it all together 
in a total system for high speed production testing 

of MOS/LSI devices. And it's been hard at work 

in the field for a year and a half. 

PAFT II is a shoo-in to use. The TEST software 

package lets technicians write testing routines in an 
easy-to-use, problem-oriented language. All tests 
are completely under control of the computer pro-

gram. Both parametric and functional testing. 

When your chips are down for testing, don't 
gamble. Take the sure bet: come to REDCOR and 
PAFT II. We're delivering. Call us collect for more 

information. 

REDCOR CORPORATION 

Ei Telephone: (213) 348-5892 

Lewis 

video for home use—to be marketed 
as SelectaVision [Electronics, Oct. 
13, 1969, p. 43]. 
While Lewis claims he's been so 

busy since joining Itek he hasn't 
had a chance to sit down and 
think, there are several broad areas 
he would like to work on. "Program 
regulation and image processing, 
and, in general, learning how to 
handle and access large amounts 
of stored material, is one of the 
large problems technology has to 
solve now." 
Ganging up. More immediately, 

Lewis would like to see Itek's ca-
pabilities in optics, electronics, and 
materials "put together in the lab-
oratory to a larger extent. These 
capabilities have been separately 
applied to separate divisions." He 
also thinks optics should have a 
larger impact on Itek. 
Lewis also sees possibilities in 

computer control of machinery, and 
Itek has formed a joint venture 
with the Kingsbury Machine Tool 
Corp. of Keene, N. H., called he 
Itek-Kingsbury Co., to develop 
computer controls. "We have a 
capability for computer program-
ing with our mathematical back-
ground," Lewis says, "and we 
make sensors and circuits involved 
in making the interface to ma-
chinery." 
Another new product area which 

appears promising is titanium di-
oxide, a photosensitive material de-
veloped by Itek's Lexington Re-
search Laboratory, which reverts 
to its blank state shortly after ex-
posure—like reusable film. Lewis 
sees applications in graphics. 
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Craftsmanship in hard materials...an industry standard 
HIGH PRECISION TUNGSTEN CARBIDE BONDING TOOLS, 
SUCH AS THE ONE SHOWN IN THIS 13X MAGNIFICATION 
OF AN ULTRASONIC LEAD BONDING OPERATION, WERE 
PIONEERED AND INTRODUCED AS PRODUCTION DE-
VICES BY TEMPRESS ... IN 1963, THE TEMPRESS CAP-
ILLARY TUBE, AN INDUSTRY STANDARD ... IN 1967, THE 
ULTRASONIC BONDING TOOL, AN INDUSTRY STANDARD. 

The techniques and the specialized machinery de-
veloped to produce such precision products from 
ultra-hard materials have not been duplicated; quite 
probably will not be, for they are a result of the 
unique combination of Tempress people and the 

Tempress philosophy. To meet its responsibilities, Tem-
press maintains a continuing expansion program, limited 
only by strict adherence to the Tempress Standard of Ex-
cellence. (It requires as long as 11 months to train an 

operator for certain operations.) The same uncompromis-

ing standard is applied to Tempress Automatic Scribing 
Machines and to the entire growing family of Tempress 

miniature assembly tools and production equipment. 

-1-EMRESS 
Tempress Industries, Inc., 980 University Ave., Los Gatos, Calif. 95030 
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with this quiet family. 
Hot Molding with Allen-Bradley's exclusive 
technique, gives these composition variable 
resistors an unusually low noise level. And 
importantly, this low noise level actually de-
creases in use. Under tremendous heat and 
pressure the resistance track is molded into 

place. A solid element with a large cross-sec-
tion is produced. 

This important Allen-Bradley difference 
means better short-time overload capacity 
and a long operating life. Control is smooth, 
resolution almost infinite. These variable re-
sistors are ideal for high frequency circuits. 
Why should you trust the performance of 

your designs or your reputation to anything 
less than Allen-Bradley quality? Use the most 
thoroughly "field tested" (over 20 years) vari-
able resistors available today. Quantity stocks 
of popular types J, G, W and GD available for 
immediate delivery from your appointed A-B 
industrial electronics distributor. 

For information write: Marketing Department, 
Electronics Division, Allen-Bradley Co., 1201 
South Second Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
53204. Export office: 1293 Broad Street, 
Bloomfield, N. J. 07003, U.S.A. In Canada: 
Allen-Bradley, Canada Ltd., 135 Dundas 
Street, Galt, Ontario. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

TYPE J— 
STYLE RV4 TYPE K 

TYPE G— 
STYLE RV8 TYPE L TYPE W TYPE GD 

CASE 
DIMEN- 
SIONS 

5/8" deep x 
1-5/32" dia. 
(single section) 

5/8" deep x 
1-5/32" dia. 
(single section) 

15/32" deep x 
1/2" dia. 

15/32" deep x 
1/2" dia. 

15/32" deep x 
1/2" dia. 

35/64" deep x 
1/2" dia. 

POWER 
at + 70°C 2.25 W 3 W 0.5 W 0.8 W 0.5 W 0.5 W 

TEMPERA-
TURE 
RANGE 

—55°C to 
+120°C 

—55°C to 
+150°C 

—55°C to 
+120°C 

—55°C to 
+150°C 

—55°C to 
+120°C 

—55°C to 
+120°C 

RESIST-
ANCE 
RANGE 
(Tolerances: 
-±- 10 and 20%) 

50 ohms to 
5.0 megs 

50 ohms to 
5.0 megs 

100 ohms to 
5.0 megs 

100 ohms to 
5.0 megs 

100 ohms to 
5.0 megs 

100 ohms to 
5.0 megs 

TAPERS Linear (U), Modified Linear (S), Clockwise Modlied Log (A), Counter-Clockwise Modified Log (13), 
Clockwise Exact Log (DB). (Special tapers available from factory) 

FEATURES Single, dual, Single, dual, Miniature size. Miniature size. Commercial DUAL section 
(Many and triple and triple Immersion- Immersion- version of version of 
electrical versions versions proof. SPST proof. type G. type G. 
and available. Long available. Long switch can be Immersion- Ideal for 
mechanical 
Options 
available 
from 
factory) 

rotational life 
Ideal for 
attenuator 
applications 
Snap switches 
can be 
attached to 
single and dual. 

rotational life, attached, proof. attenuator 
applications. 
Immersion-
proof. 

e—, 

EC70-6 C Allen-Bradley Company 1970 
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Bell &Howell 
&Jacob &Haag &Hull &Lewis 

& Czuha & Shitara &Reid & Stefansson 
&Bane & MacDonald 



Of course you know Bell & Howell. Chances are, you went to school together. But you probably don't know Jacob, 
Haag and the rest. They're carving out a whole new group for Bell & Howell. The Electronics & Instruments Group. 
A group that makes equipment you'd hardly find in your old classroom. Like systems for identifying air and water 
pollutants. Control systems for chemical companies. Aircraft entertainment and mini-theaters. Materials for com-
puter read-out and communications systems for hospitals. 
But in one respect, the new group is just a chip off the old block. The same care goes into making oscillographs and 
digital transducers that goes into making projectors. There's a lot more to Bell & Howell than meets the eye. For a 
look at how far we've gone since your old school days, just write to . . . 

Bell & Howell, Electronics & Instruments Group, 360 Sierra Madre Villa, 11 BELL E HOWELL 
Pasadena, Calif. 91109 

@ Copyright 1970 Bell & Howell 
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Wescon goes a little soft 

SHORT 
TIM 
FACT® (Flexible 
Automatic Circuit Tester), 
Hughes' random access 
test system checks out the 
integrity of any kind of 
wiring at computer speed: 
4,000 continuity tests in 
one minute. Or 2,000 
leakage tests in one minute. 

Works automatically, 
semi-automatically or 
manually. Talks with 
computers. Understands 
trouble-shooting. 

FACT. Makes short 
work out of long testing 
procedures. Quick delivery. 
Order now. Lease/Rental 
plans available. Contact: 

L. W. Risner 
FACT Systems 
Hughes Aircraft Company 
P. O. Box 92904 
Los Angeles, California 90009 
(213) 670-9040 

HUGHES I 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

FACT  

"The times they are a-changin'," 
goes the song—and that's how it's 
going in the program for this year's 
Western Electronic Show and Con-
vention (Wescon), to be held Aug. 
25 through 28 in Los Angeles. 
For the first time, a significant 

portion of the technical program— 
seven of 27 sessions—will be de-
voted to minicomputers, computer 
software, time-sharing, and other 
aspects of the computer business. 
The shift reflects the increased im-
portance of computer software and 
peripherals in the electronics in-
dustry, as well as the decision by 
the Western Electronics Manufac-
turers Association, one of the 
show's sponsors, to admit software 
companies. 
Numbers games. The first two 

computer-oriented sessions, on 
Aug. 25, will include "Managing 
the Development of Large Soft-
ware Systems," and "Evaluation of 
Proprietary Software." On Aug. 26, 
sessions on "Minicomputers in 
Process Industries," and "Hands-
on Programable Calculators" will 
be presented. The next-to-last day, 
Aug. 27, will be devoted to "Eval-
uation of Time-Sharing Services," 
and "The Impact of Interactive 
Computing Systems on Engineer-
ing Problem Solving." The final 
session on Aug. 28 will cover 
"Computer-Aided Design Capabil-
ity of Digital Logic Blocks" and 
will include papers on computer-
aided circuit design, functional 
testing, printed circuit-board de-
sign and testing, and computer-
aided LSI design. 

Current trends in microwave 
technology are to be represented. 
Here sessions will cover "Milli-
meter Systems, Devices and 
Guides," and "Solutions to Prob-
lems of Low-Noise Amplification 
at Microwave Frequencies." The 
former will feature an overview of 
millimeter-wave systems, a de-
scription of a digital transmission 
system using a circular electric 
mode waveguide, rectangular di-
electric image lines for IC's, and 
millimeter-wave Impatt power 
sources. The latter session will 

discuss recent advances in low-
noise transistor amplifiers, new de-
velopments in low-noise traveling-
wave-tube amplifiers, recent ad-
vances in mixers and tunnel diode 
amplifiers, parametric up-convert-
ers in receiving systems, and com-
ponents for use in high-perform-
ance wideband receivers. 
A substantial part of the pro-

gram, five sessions, will cover man-
agement and marketing subjects, 
such as electronic instrumentation 
distribution trends, the IC over-
seas, product planning, advances 
in commercial avionics, and man-
agement control systems. 
Power to the problem. Another 

departure this year will be a two-
day, four-session symposium on 
‘`applying technology to public 
problems." For several years the 
Wescon symposium has zeroed in 
on electronics packaging. Show of-
ficials say the change reflects both 
the current national interest in 
solving urban environmental prob-
lems and increased industry atten-
tion to applying technology to new 
potential business areas. Speakers 
at the keynote meeting in the Los 
Angeles Hilton Hotel on Aug. 26 
will be C. Lester Hogan, president 
of Fairchild Camera and Instru-
ment; Max Palevsky, Xerox Data 
Systems; and Prof. Burton H. Klein 
of the California Institute of Tech-
nology. The subject of the keynote 
session will be "Problems and Op-
portunties in the Real World." 
The second session will consider 

"technology and the mobile popu-
lation," with participation by 
James M. Beggs, Under Secre-
tary of Transportation; John C. 
Beckett, government relations man-
ager, Hewlett-Packard; and Albert 
Hibbs, transportation applications 
manager, Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory. 
Problems in information utiliza-

tion will be discussed in a "Tech-
nology and Information Exchange" 
by Peter C. Goldmark, director of 
CBS Laboratories; John R. Pierce, 
Bell Telephone Laboratories; Paul 

(Continued on p. 24) 
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The cable that won't 
hold you back 

To move ahead in today's complex technology, the wire and 

cable you specify must be as sophisticated as the equipment 

it connects. Being unable to repair themselves, connections 

have to be more dependable than the humans they replace. 

The wire and cable you put in today should have the most 

contemporary construction and electronic capabilities 

available ... to minimize rewiring as you expand. 

It should be equal to the unfamiliar equipment and 

interfacing systems that you're going to be living with soon. 

This is the kind of wire and cable that Brand-Rex can 

bring you because we've been in on the development 

of these systems for years. 

Are you the push-forward type? Send for our "all-

products brochure". It covers contemporary wire 

and cable for telephone/communications... 

computer/peripheral... commercial/appliance... 

municipal... industrial/utility .... and military applica-

tions. Tubing and sleeving, too. Brand-Rex Division, 

American Enka Corp., Willimantic, Conn. 06226. 

Phone 203 423-7771. 

Connect for tomorrow 

BRAND-REX 

44:419me - , 
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For automated 
manufacturing 
you need 

1 D C1500 
Because... 
we supply a complete system operable by: 

is performed 

1. Computer Control 
2. Manual Control 
3. Paper Tape 
4. Magnetic Tape 

The NEMS DNC1500 is actually a 
specially designed mini-computer. It is 
especially valuable when used with 
computer control, because it frees the 
main computer for other duties during 
repetitive operations. X-Y positioning of 
production equipment for insertion 
operations, drilling, milling, plotting, etc. 

under the digital control of the mini-computer. 

The DNC1500 slews heavy loads at speeds of up to 600 inches per 
minute. We guarantee accuracy at full speed! Standard resolution of 

the DNC1500 is 500 micro-inches, assured by the use of 8 BCD 
digits. Optional resolutions of 100 or 10 micro-inches are available. 

For complete information on the NEMS DNC1500, contact: 
C. G. Chapel, Product Manager 

NATIONAL ELECTRO-MECHANICAL SYSTEMS, INC. 
Box B, 32 Broad Avenue, Binghamton, New York 13904 • Phone: 607 723-9561 

(Continued from p. 22) 

Visher, Hughes Space Systems di-
vision; and Daniel E. Noble, vice 
chairman, Motorola Inc. 

In the final session on Aug. 27, 
"Technology and the Urban So-
ciety" will be explored by Floyd L. 
Goss, chief engineer and assistant 
manager, Los Angeles Department 
of Water and Power; Charles Mil-
ler, director, Draper Laboratories; 
Phillip Berry, president of the 
Sierra Club, and Frank Dimster, 
director of urban design for Wil-
liam L. Pereira and Associates. 
Computer and data processing 

portions of the technical program 
will be held at Hollywood Park, 
and the remainder of the technical 
sessions at the Museum of Science 
and Industry. The symposium 
meetings will be at the Los An-
geles Hilton. 

For further information contact: Ernest W. 
Pappenfus, Wescon, 3600 Wilshire Blvd., Los 
Angeles, Calif. 90005 

Calendar 

Photovoltaic Specialists Conference, 
IEEE; Seattle Center, Washington, Aug. 
11-13. 

International Conference on 
Microelectronics, Circuits, and Systems 
Theory, IEEE; University of New South 
Wales, Kensington, Sydney, Australia, 
Aug. 18-21. 

AFMA National Conference, Armed 
Forces Management Association; 
International Hotel, Los Angeles, 
Aug. 20-21. 

Radiation Effects in Semiconductors, 
Air Force Cambridge Research Labs; 
State University of New York at 
Albany, Aug. 24-26. 

Western Electronic Show and Convention 
(WESCON), IEEE; Biltmore Hotel, 
Sports Arena, Los Angeles, Aug. 25-28. 

Preparation and Properties of Electronic 
and Magnetic Materials for Computers, 
the Metallurgical Society, Stetler-
Hilton Hotel, New York, Aug. 30-Sept. 2. 

Application of Computers to the 
Problem of Urban Society, Association 
for Computing Machinery; New York 
Hilton Hotel, Aug. 31. 

(Continued on p. 26) 
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Need a fast, accurate solution to an IC problem? E-H Research Laboratories, Inc. teams up with lwatsu 
Electric Company, Ltd. to offer you the ideal test instrumentation. 

E-H breaks through with the E-H 129 pulser which is capable of driving the fastest digital logic circuits. Until 
this compact, all solid-state instrument came along, no practical commercial pulse generator offered repeti-
tion frequency capability beyond 200 MHz. The E-H 129 offers 500 MHz, 2-volt pulses with less than 500 ps 
risetime and such extras as baseline offset, pulse-top/baseline inversion function, and synchronous gating. 

And the ideal mate for this instrument is the lwatsu 5009B sampling scope which allows you to observe and 
control the waveforms you generate. The lwatsu 5009B with 18GHz bandwidth lets you evaluate fast circuits 

with high accuracy—in fact, direct measurements on 100 ps edges with less than 2% display error. Features 
include less than 20 ps risetime, sensitivity from 10mV/cm, dual-trace performance with seven operating 
modes, separate miniature sampling heads, big CRT and triggering to full bandwidth for extra convenience. 

If these two instruments can't solve your problems, E-H can offer you E-H and lwatsu instrumentation that 
can. Contact an E-H representative and get a fast solution. Today. 

«fflr- ii • • • 
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E-H 
the 
fast 
solution 

01111111001111.1 

PL 

515 Eleventh Street • Box 1289, Oakland, California 94804 • Phone: (415) 834-3030 • TWX 910-366-7258 

in Europe: E-H Research Laboratories (Ned) N.V., Box 1018, Eindhoven, The Netherlands, Telex 51116 

In Japan: lwatsu Electric Company, Ltd., 7-41, 1-Chome Kugayama Suginami-Ku, Tokyo 167, Japan 

• 
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New from Ledex! 
Long stroke, 

straight pull solenoids 

SIZE 75 
3/4" DIA. a 1.1/2" 

Zentempr,  
miAlegmulleh 051 

100 X» SP 403 530 100 100 
1101(6 

SIZE 125 
1.1/4- DIA. a 11/4" 
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o ma 100 2:0 600, 603 /00 
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SIZE 150 
1.1/2" DIA. • 2.1/2" 

0 100 200 300 400 600 600 700 
.001,311311 

Now when you need long stroke linear motion you can look 
to Ledex, the same people who have for years been engi-
neering and producing one of the broadest lines of rotary 
and short stroke straight pull solenoids on the market today. 

This new line of straight pull solenoids comes in four 
basic sizes, with a force range of % to 20 pounds and a 
stroke range up to Y.1 inch. 
You get Ledex long term dependability, too. A resilient 

pad has been built in to cushion impact and eliminate 
repeated pounding of the pole faces. The electroless nickel 
plated solenoid plungers move in a brass sleeve bushing to 
assure low friction, positive alignment and long wear. 

Eight standard models (two in each size) are available 
off the shelf so you can do your prototyping in a hurry. But 
if none of these fit your requirements exactly, we're ready 
to custom design a solution for your actuating problem. 
As a matter of fact, Ledex is prob-
ably best known for its engineering 
know-how and its willingness to 
work with you to meet unusual ap-
plication requirements. 
Write today for your copy of 

Bulletin C-1100 containing detailed 
specifications of the new line of 
Ledex straight pull solenoids. 

Specialists in remote actuation 

LEDEX DIVISION, LEDEX INC. 
123 Webster Street, Dayton, Ohio 45401 phone (513) 224-9891 
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AICA-IFIP Conference on Hybrid 
Computation, IEEE; Technical 
University, Munich, Germany, Aug. 
31-Sept. 4. 

Association for Computing Machinery 
Conference, New York Hilton Hotel, 
Sept. 1-3. 

International Electrical and Electronics 
Engineering Conference, Korea 
Institute of Electrical Engineers, Korea 
Institute of Electronics Engineers, 
Korea Institute of Science and 
Technology, IEEE; Korea Institute of 
Science and Technology, Seoul, 
Sept. 2-4. 

Conference on Microwave and Optical 
Generation & Amplification, IEEE; 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, Sept. 
7-11. 

International Broadcasting Convention, 
IEEE; Grosvenor House, Park Lane, 
London, Sept. 7-11. 

Petroleum & Chemical Industry 
Technical Conference, IEEE; Camelot 
Inn, Tulsa, Okla., Sept. 14-16. 

Annual Technical Symposium, Society 
of Photo-optical Instrumentation 
Engineers; Anaheim Convention 
Center, Calif., Sept. 14-17. 

International IEEE/G-AP Symposium 
and Fall USNC/URSI Meeting, Ohio 
State University, Columbus, Sept. 
14-17. 

Conference on Gas Discharges, IEEE; 
London, Sept. 15-18. 

Intersociety Energy Conversion 
Engineering Conference, IEEE; 
Frontier Hotel, Las Vegas, Sept. 20-25. 

Conference on Engineering in the 
Ocean Environment, IEEE; City Marina 
Auditorium, Panama City, Fla., 
Sept. 21-24. 

Conference on Electron Device 
Techniques, IEEE; United Engineering 
Center Auditorium, New York, 
Sept. 23-24. 

Fall Broadcast Technical Symposium, 
IEEE, Washington Hilton, Sept. 23-26. 

Joint Power Generation Technical 
Conference, IEEE; Pittsburgh Hilton 
Hotel, Sept. 27-30. 

Conference on Underground 
Distribution, IEEE; Hotel Pontchartrain 
and Cobo Hall, Detroit, Sept. 27-30. 

Conference on Trunk Telecommun-

(Continued on p. 29) 
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The beauty of this connector... 

it saves you a pretty penny. 
Sure, Amphenol's new Excellite audio/electronic 
connector is beautiful. It's strong and light weight, 
too. Made from the same tough, molded ABS plas-
tic used in pro football helmets and golf club heads. 
The lustrous nickel plating enhances the look and 
value of your product. 

But where it really sparkles is on the money it 
saves you. First off, it costs less to buy. The savings 
from new, lower cost materials are passed on to you. 
Secondly, it saves you time in termination. Excellite 
cable connectors come completely assembled, not 
as a bag of parts. Your production people aren't 

burdened with assembly or bothered with parts that 
don't fit or are missing. We do all that. 

The Excellite line provides a full complement of 
distinctive 3, 4 and 5 contact connectors that are 
completely interchangeable and intermateable with 
all latch-lock type audio connectors. 

For complete information on Excellite audio/ 
electronic connectors, send for your free copy of 
Catalog EX-1. Amphenol Industrial Division, The 
Bunker-Ramo Corporation, 1830 South 54th Ave-
nue, Chicago, Illinois 60650. 

AMPHENOL 
THE BUNKER-RAMO CORPORATION 

• •  
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Try me. 
Whether you build 
stacks or buy 'em... 
we'll show you how 

Westilghcuse Gold-Line 
rectifier assemblies yield 

more power per dollar. 

Send for the proof. 

After you've tried our assem-
blies, you'll ask yourself why 
you bother to build. 
Because Westinghouse 

Gold-Line rectifier assemblies 
give you simplified design and 
standardization; fewer parts; 
bonus output amps. 
And you'll save on inven-

tories, parts, labor, testing, 
rejects and down-ratings. 
What's more, we guarantee 
the current rating of Gold-Line 
rectifier pre assembled pack-
ages. They're compact in de-

sign with a wide range of distinct 
current and voltage ratings and 
circuit configurations. 

Let us analyze your real costs, 
and prove that Westinghouse can 
save you money But first write 
for our 54-300 catalog and our 
54-021 price list You'll see how 
our stacks stack up. Then you'll 
try us. Write Westinghouse 
Semiconductor Division, 
Youngwood, Pa. 15697. 

You can be sure.., if it's 

Westinghouse 



Meetings 

Westinghouse Industrial 
Semiconductor Distributors 

Alabama 
ACK Radio 
Birmingham 205 322-0588 

Electronic Wholesalers, Inc. 
Huntsville 205 539-5722 

Arizona 
Hamilton Electro of Arizona 

Phoenix 602 272-2601 
Kierulff Electronics Corp. 
Phoenix 602 273-7331 
California 

Newark Electronics 
Inglewood 213 674-8440 

Hamilton Electro Sales 
Los Angeles 213 870-7171 

K-Tronics 
Los Angeles 213 685-5888 

Elmar Electronics, Inc. 
Mountain View 415 961-3611 

Hamilton Electro Sales—North 
Mountain View 415 961-7000 

Hamilton Electro of San Diego 
San Diego 714 279-2421 

Colorado 
Electronic Parts Co. 
Denver 303 266-3755 

Hamilton Denver 
Denver 303 934-5508 
Connecticut 

Cramer Electronics, Inc. 
North Haven 203 239-5641 
Florida 

Cramer Electronics, Inc. 
Fort Lauderdale 305 566-7511 

Electronic Wholesalers 
Hollywood 305 923-8181 

Electronic Wholesalers, Inc. 
Orlando 305 841-1550 
Georgia 

Specialty Distributing 
Atlanta 404 873-2521 
Illinois 

Semiconductor Specialists, Inc. 
Chicago 312 279-1000 

Avnet of Chicago 
Schiller Park 312 678-6310 
Indiana 

Fort Wayne Electronics Supply, Inc. 
Fort Wayne 210 742-4346 

Ra-Dis-Co. 
Indianapolis 317 637-5571 

Radio Distributing Co. 
South Bend 210 287-2911 
Maryland 

Pyttronic Inc. 
Baltimore 301 727-5100 

Hamilton Electro Sales 
Hanover 301 796-5000 

Cramer Electronics, Inc. 
Rockville 301 424-2700 
Massachusetts 

Cramer Electronics, Inc. 
Newton Centre 617 969-7700 

Schweber Electronics 
Waltham 617 891-8484 
Michigan 

Semiconductor Specialists, Inc. 
Detroit 313 255-0300 
Minnesota 

Semiconductor Specialists, Inc. 
Minneapolis 612 866-3434 

Stark Electronic Supply 
Minneapolis 612 332-1325 

Missouri 
ECI Semiconductors, Inc. 

Kansas City 816 221-2400 

Electronic Components for 
Industry Co. 
St. Louis 314 647-5505 

Hall-Mark Electronics Corp. 
St. Louis 314 521-3800 

New Jersey 
General Radio Supply Co., Inc. 
Camden 609 964-8560 

Angus, Inc. 
Moorestown 609 235-1900 

Sterling Electronics, Inc. 
Perth Amboy 201-HI 2-8000 

New Mexico 
Kierulff Electronics Corp. 
Albuquerque 505 247-1055 

New York 
Stack Industrial Electronics 
Binghamton 607 723-6326 

Summit Distributors 
Buffalo 716 884-3450 

Cramer/Eastern 
East Syracuse 315 437-6671 

Schweber Electronics 
Long Island 516 334-7474 

Milgray Electronics, Inc. 
New York 212 989-1600 

Ohio 
Sheridan Sales 

Cincinnati 
Sheridan Sales 

Cleveland 
Hughes-Peters, Inc. 
Columbus 

Mentronics, Inc. 
Mentor 

Oklahoma 
Hall-Mark Electronics Corp. 
Tulsa 918 835-8458 

Pennsylvania 
Cameradio Company 

Pittsburgh 412 391-4000 

South Carolina 
Sawyer Electronics Corp. 

Greenville 803 235-0438 

Texas 
Hall-Mark Electronics Corp. 

Dallas 214 231-6111 
Midland Specialty Co. 

El Paso 912 533-9555 
Hall-Mark Electronics Corp. 
Houston 713 781-6100 

Lenert Company 
Houston 713 225-1465 

The Altair Co. 
Richardson 214 231-5166 

Washington 
Hamilton Electro Sales of the 

Pacific Northwest 
Seattle 206 624-5930 

West Virginia 
Charleston Electrical Supply 
Company 
Charleston 304 346-0321 

Wisconsin 
Taylor Electric Company 
Mequon 414 241-4321 

Canadian Westinghouse 
Hamilton, Ontario 416 528-8811 

Westinghouse 
Electric International 

London, S.W. 1 Whitehall 2704 
New York 212 692-3322 
1 Curfew Yard—Thames Street 
Windsor, Berkshire 63-39-2/4 

Westinghouse 
Semiconductor Division 
Youngwood, Pennsylvania 15697 

513 761-5432 

216 524-8120 

614 294-5351 

216 946-3058 

(Continued from p. 25) 

¡cations by Guided Waves, 
IEE; Savoy Place, London, W.C. 2, 
Sept. 29-Oct. 2. 

Mervin J. Kelly Communications 
Conference, University of Missouri and 
IEEE; Rolla, Mo., Oct. 5-7. 

Symposium on Feature Extraction and 
Selection in Pattern Recognition, IEEE; 
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, 
III., Oct. 5-7. 

Industry & General Applications Group 
Annual Meeting, IEEE; La Salle Hotel, 
Chicago, Oct. 5-8. 

Short courses 

Real-Time On-Line Computer Control, 
University of Wisconsin; University 
Extension, Aug. 3-7; $300 fee. 

Development of Real-Time Computer 
Systems, University of California at 
Los Angeles; Boelter Hall, Room 4442, 
Aug. 3-14; $420 fee. 

Microwave Semiconductor Devices and 
Circuits, University of Michigan; 
Crysler Center, Ann Arbor, Aug. 3-14; 
$350 fee. 

Simulation Techniques for Mechanical 
Systems, University of Michigan; 
Chrysler Center, Ann Arbor, Aug. 3-14; 
$400 fee. 

Digital Space Communications, 
University of Southern California; 
School of Engineering, Department of 
Electrical Engineering and University 
College, Vivian Hall of Engineering, 
Aug. 3-14; $375 fee. 

Display Systems Engineering, 
University of California at Los Angeles; 
Mathematical Sciences Building, 
Room 5200, Aug. 10-14; $310 fee. 

Call for papers 

Mexico International Conference on 
Systems, Networks, and Computers, 
IEEE; Oaxtepec, Mexico, Jan. 19-21, 
1971. Aug. 31 is deadline for 
submission of abstracts to Dr. 
Roberto Canales R., Instituto de 
lngenieria, Ciudad Universitaria, 
Mexico 20, D.F. 

International Federation of Automatic 
Control Symposium on Multivariable 
Control Systems, Duesseldorf, 
Germany, Oct. 11-13, 1971. Oct. 31 is 
deadline for submission of abstracts 
to VDI/VDE—Fachgruppe Regelungs-
techaik, P.O. Box 1139, D-4000 
Duesseldorf 1, Germany. 
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The most versatile 
system has tooling 
Manual to N/C. 

MANUALLY FED 
CONTACT INSERTION 

MACHINE 
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interconnection 
to match. 

The two work together to substantially reduce 
your interconnection costs. 

The AMPMODU* interconnection system is de-
signed to give you both positioning versatility 
and circuit flexibility. The post and receptacle 
contacts provide these because each one is a 
completely independent electro-mechanical 
module. 

AMPMODU* CONTACT 

ONE TYPE OF 
RECEPTACLE 
CONTACT 

SECTION OF 
STAKED DOWN 
POST CONTACTS 

For board-to-board interconnection 
The receptacles, for example, can be staked up, 
down or sideways. This means that you can ar-
range the daughter boards either perpendicular 
or parallel to the mother board. 

THIS SIMULATED ARRANGEMENT SHOWS 
THE VERSATILITY OF THE AMPMODU* SYSTEM 

*Trademark of AMP Incorporated 

1 Versatile, high-speed tooling 
You can stake these receptacles automatically at 
speeds up to 4000 per hour. Machines can be 
provided for application as fast as the operator 
can position the board, or for complete numer-
ical control. 

ONE TYPE 
OF BOARD-
TO-WIRE CONNECTOR 

For board-to-wire interconnection 
And these receptacles aren't limited to being 
stuck to boards. Some can be crimped to wires 
and housed in connector blocks. Others can be 
crimped to coaxial wires. And there's even a ver-
sion that can be terminated to flat cable. All of 
this can be done by automatic machines. 

POS POSTS IN 
IN RIGID FLEXIBLE PLASTIC 
NYLON BLOCK CARRIER STRIP 

For machine-wireable interconnection 
The mating posts come in two versions: .031 x 
.062 and .025 x .025 in a variety of lengths. These 
can be furnished in a nylon block or in strip form 
to be inserted at random locations. The other end 
of the posts is available for wrap-type or our own 
unique TERMI-POINT* automatic point-to-point 
clip wiring method. 

That's our system— posts and receptacles that 
you can arrange virtually any way you want, and 
a complete line of application tooling to apply as 
many as you want. This precision relationship 
between tooling and contacts is the way we con-
sistently lower your applied costs. We call it 
Economation. 

Find out more about the AMPMODU interconnec-
tion system and its application tooling. Write to 
Industrial Division, AMP Incorporated, Harris-
burg, Pa. 17105. 

INCORPORATED 
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We've formed 
a small movement 

to eliminate 
keyboard downtime. 

The only moving mechanical parts of our 
new keyboard are the plungers. And they 
barely travel YI6 of an inch. 

Everything else is all solid state. So 
there's no need for mechanical linkages, 
electromechanical parts, contacts or any of 
the moving parts that normally wear out and 
result in expensive downtime. 
The reliability of our all solid state key-

boards will play an important role in helping 
you beat the economics of downtime. Espe-
cially during critical operating periods. 

But if you ever do need application assist-
ance, experienced MICRO SWITCH field 
engineers are standing by to provide the 
back-up help you'll need to solve your in-
dividual problems. 
MICRO SWITCH can supply all standard 

and custom key arrays. Each with the same 
touch and spacing as a regular keyboard. 

Let's get together and discuss keyboard 
reliability or any other part of the business 
you consider important. Dollars. Technol-
ogy. Compatibility. Delivery. They're all im-
portant to us. Call or write us and see. 

MICRO SWITCH 
FREEPORT, ILLINOIS 61032 

A DIVISION OF HONEYWELL 
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TI said to lay off 

5,000 from payroll 

Signetics looks to 

linears for boost ... 

... as Fairchild 

slashes its 

op amp prices 

Navy's advice: 

hold off on 

LSI metalization 

Blood-pressure gage 

arrives from space 

Texas Instruments apparently has joined the burgeoning list of big com-
panies forced by sagging sales to furlough a large chunk of its work 
force. One story racing around Dallas is that TI has axed 5,000 out of a 
total of 30,000, and that the number includes salaried personnel as well 
as production workers. TI would say only that there has been "some 
rebalancing of workloads through reassignment." 
At the same time, TI officials were making plans for a big splash 

at the Fall Joint Computer Conference in Houston, Nov. 17-19. The firm 
will have 1,200 square feet of exhibit area—its most ever—leading to 
speculation that TI might be ready to take the wraps off the big, gen-
eral-purpose machine it plans [Electronics, Feb. 2, p. 34]. 

As the recession deepens, some semiconductor houses lay off workers, 
others cut prices, and still others look for new product lines. Among the 
latter is Signetics, primarily a digital house with only about 10% of its 
business in linears. But with the expected introduction of 12 linear IC's 
next month (five proprietary and seven second-source) the company 
hopes to change is ratio to 50-50. The reason, according to one Signetics 
spokesman, is that TTL's are beginning to sell for less than they cost 
to make, "so to make some money we're turning to linears." 

The op amp price battle is on. Though demand for linear IC's has held 
up in a generally soft semiconductor market, Fairchild is knocking 50% 
to 66% off 100-lot prices on most of its popular linears—the 741, 748, and 
749 op amps, and the 723 voltage regulator. 
As one Fairchild spokesman put it, "we are going to be the price 

leader in linears, and we can do it now that our new, automated facility 
is on-line." 

Navy program managers are advising IC manufacturers to hold off on 
research into the processing of large scale integrated circuits until the 
full details of a promising new metalization technique are divulged. 
The technique, developed by Texas Instruments under a contract from 
the Navy's Advanced Airborne Digital Computer Program, is said to 
eliminate pinholes and cracks in oxide layers—a common cause of failure 
in LSI arrays. In the technique, wafers are metalized with aluminum. 
The wiring patterns are then protected with a photoresist, and the non-
protected portions of the aluminum are anodized, thus becoming insulat-
ing layers. 

Companies are continuing to apply space-program experience to medical 
electronics. SCI Electronics of Houston, which cut its teeth on biomed-
ical instrumentation for the manned space program, will announce a 
new medical instrument line this fall. A key unit will be a blood-
pressure monitor for hospital intensive-care wards that uses the old 
technique of pumping up a cuff around the arm and listening for the 
point at which the pressure stops the blood flow. 
However, the monitor's operation is based on a phenomenon in the 
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blood-pressure waveform that SCI says it has discovered only recently. 
The waveform is sensed by a piezoelectric microphone, analyzed, and 
converted to a binary-coded decimal format for both diastolic and 
systolic pressures. The data can be used to drive a display or can be fed 
to a patient-monitoring computer. SCI says its system can replace sur-
gically inserted catheters or the recently developed ultrasonic pressure-
measuring devices [Electronics, Dec. 8, 1969, p. 43]. 

Microwave CAD 

program unveiled 

Computer features 

varied logic blocks 

First approval seen 

for GE-Honeywell 

Amcap, a computer program that could make complex microwave 
circuits easier to design than with ECAP's approach to lower-frequency 
devices, has been developed by Environmental Computing of Lowell, 
Mass. Earlier microwave computer aids have been limited to design of 
simple circuits; a coupler has too many parts for most other programs. 
By contrast, Amcap can help design and analyze devices with more 
than six ports and 100 active or passive circuit elements—even more if 
memory beyond the minimum 18,432 words of core is available. 
Amcap works from audio frequencies through the millimeter-wave 

region. Also, instead of printing out its analytical data in so-called node 
voltage, Amcap prints out performance data in terms readily used by 
microwave engineers: insertion loss, standing wave ratio, impedance, 
and others up to a total of 20. Finally, Amcap can simulate operational 
inputs, allowing an engineer to optimize a circuit without leaving his 
teletype console. 

A line of computers with fluid architecture may be ready in as little as 
six months, and special models for digital signal processing applications 
are now being delivered in four to six months by Stein Associates of 
Lexington, Mass. Using blocks of logic—that the company calls Blogics— 
connected by cables via a patch panel, a user can configure machines 
ranging from simple general purpose computers to fast Fourier com-
puter peripherals, and digital filters. 
The Stein approach differs from the logic module approach—its Blogics 

are far more complex, comprising, for example, four-input multiplexers, 
four-input data registers, gated high-speed parallel adders, and others. 
Depending on the speed of the application, memory can be either core 
or semiconductor. But the user need buy only the amount of computer 
he needs, and connect it—or change it—to suit his purpose. 
Spokesmen expect costs to be lower than average for given applica-

tions; a 1,024-point fast Fourier machine using 10 Blogic modules would 
cost less than $20,000; a fast Fourier machine with 30 times the speed 
would use 36 Blogics and cost less than $100,000. 

With Honeywell staffers preparing to introduce executives of the planned 
Honeywell-GE computer combine, insiders wonder if approval from the 
two boards of directors might be imminent. And if the boards come 
through as expected, only two obstacles remain. One is the possibility 
that Bull-GE might be taken over by the French national computer 
company, Compagnie Internationale pour l'Informatique [Electronics, 
June 22, p. 183]. This is said to be unlikely, although the Pompidou 
government asked CII to bid hard against Honeywell-GE. The other is 
U.S. Government rejection of the merger. 
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Circuit board assembly for avionics system made and tested at our Muncy. Pa. facility. 

Component and 
Circuit Design 

FROM 
IA 

CUSTOM ASSEMBLIES  

From circuit boards to complete assemblies, 
we've got the capabilities. 
Before you get to final design, talk to us. We'll show you the best 
and least expensive way to produce your system. 
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Because we've got the experts, we are 
willing to accept any challenge on the 
design and assembly of printed-circuit 
cards. First of all, we make our own 
circuit boards—single-sided, double-
sided and multilayer. We also have the 
equipment to insert components on the 
board. And we are experienced at de-
signing specialized equipment to test 
out the finished assembly. 
The result? A completely integrated 

facility that can take care of all of your 
circuit assembly headaches. And we 
have the production facilities to pro-
duce your assemblies in volume. 

Because of our wide range of capa-
bilities, we can start with you at any 
point in the design/production sched-
ule. We'll sit down with you at the be-
ginning of design, or we'll make the 
board that you designed. We'll insert 
components, if you want, or give you 
the finished board for component inser-
tion in your own plant. 

Talk to our engineers right at the 
beginning of your design. They'll show 
you where to relax tolerances to get a 
better yield and lower cost. They'll ana-
lyze thermal conductivity to give you a 
layout with better heat dissipation. In 

fact, they will even run a temperature 
profile of the entire board and give you 
a prediction of its reliability. In short, 
they can cancel out potential problems 
long before your equipment gets to the 
production stage. 

If you have your board already de-
signed, we'll take over from there and 
produce them in any volume you re-
quire. At that point, we can either de-
liver the boards to you or turn them 
over to our component insertion people. 
They'll set up a production line that 
will turn out your completed circuit 
board assemblies at high speed. 
And again, at the end of that produc-

tion line our test equipment people will 
take over and set up specialized test 
equipment to make sure that each as-
sembly meets your specifications. 

In short, we have the capability to 
pick up at any point in your design 
cycle, and drop out wherever you wish. 
What more can we offer ? 

CIRCLE NUMBER 300 

Tins Issue in capsule 
Microwaves 
Better step-recovery diodes improve multi-
plier design. 

Hybrid Microelectronics 

Flexibility is the key to hybrid packaging. 

ICs 

Take advantage of Gray code in your counter 
designs. 

CRT Modules 

Integrated display module fills computer 
terminal needs. 

Diodes 

Diode arrays contribute to low-cost, high-
speed computers. 

Television 

We've done it again! A brighter color tube. 

Manager's Corner 

Hybrid microcircuits: a packaging concept. 
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MICROWAVES 

Better sten-recovery modes 
improve multiplier design. 
Multiplier efficiency is increased by diodes 
haying minimum transition times and lower 
thermal resistance. 
Our new step-recovery diode family is designed for use in 
both low- and high-order multipliers.The devices are oxide-
passivated, mesa epitaxial silicon diodes mounted in the 
023 package. Modern bonding techniques have been used 
in attaching the chip to the package to obtain low thermal 
resistance. Minimum transition times are obtained by care-
ful control of the intrinsic layer thickness and resistivity. 

In multiplier applications, the diode stores charge and 
appears as a low impedance when driven into forward con-
duction by one half of the RF signal. On the second half of 
the cycle, the diode conducts until the stored charge is re-
moved. It then switches off very rapidly at a speed deter-
mined by the transition time. Ideally, in multiplier design, 
the transition time should be less than the period of the 
output frequency. 
Another important factor in multiplier design is the 

minority carrier lifetime. It is desirable that this lifetime 
be greater than the period of the input frequency. This 
lifetime is the time required for all charge stored on both 
sides of the PN junction during the forward biased state 
to be returned across the junction when the RF signal 
reverses phase. 

Figures 1 and 2 show the relationship of minority car-
rier lifetime and maximum transition time to frequency. 
With these charts and the table of data on our new step-re-
covery diodes you can see exactly what our diode family 
can do for you in your next design. 
The chart in Fig. 3 shows the junction capacitance varia-

tion with bias voltage for three types of microwave diode: 
microwave tuning varactors (MTV), punch-through var-
actors (PTV) and the step-recovery diode (SRD). These 
curves show the step-recovery diode characteristics in 
comparison to the other types. CIRCLE NUMBER 301 
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Step-recovery diode characteristics 

VB0) Cj.6(2) T131 

Type Volts Pf ns 
min min max min 

ps °C /watt max m in max typical 

fc 6(5) Tt(4) 0th CCj-6 GHz 

DV B-
6101 30 0.3 0.5 10 100 30 1.6 400 

DV B-
6102 45 0.5 1.0 25 250 20 1.6 300 

DV B-
6103 60 1.5 2.5 60 400 15 1.6 200 

Test Conditions: 
I R= 10µ A 

(2) 1 MHz and VR=6 volts 

13) Ifs 10 mA and IR=6mA 

(4) VR=10 volts and IF=10 mA 

(5) 1 GHz and VR=6 volts 
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Fig. 1. Minimum minority carrier lifetime compared to multiplier input 
frequency. 
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HYBRID MICROELECTRONICS 

Flexibility is the key 
to hybrid packawng. 
Trying to force everything into a "standard" 
package can destroy the advantages of 
hybrid circuit design. 
There is no such thing as a "standard" hybrid micro-
electronics package. In fact, to impose such restrictions on 
a designer would defeat one of the most important features 
of this technology. Design and packaging flexibility is one 
of the key advantages of the hybrid approach. 
The trick is to let your environmental and system param-

eters dictate what would be the optimum package. Then 
talk to our hybrid circuit engineers to develop the most 
efficient and least expensive approach to meeting your re-
quirements. 
The design flexibility we can provide is illustrated in the 

photographs. The first example is a character generator. 
This is one of a family of devices in a stroke type display 
system. Over 100 different types of circuit are used in a 
single display system, and each device differs in the values 
of the input, or summing, resistors. The general circuit is 
shown in Fig. 1. 
As an additional requirement the amplifier had to be 

hermetically sealed and replaceable within the module. The 
amplifier also had to be set at a level to match the other 
amplifiers in the system. This required dynamic trim of 
the finished device. 

Because of our long experience in this field we have the 
equipment to do this resistor trimming quickly, accurately 
and easily and—perhaps most important—at minimum cost. 
A final, and important, requirement of the design was 

that, due to system packaging constraints, the entire 
module had to be in a dual in-line configuration. 

Because of the large number of differing precision re-
sistors required for the range of modules, our engineers 
designed a substrate that would accommodate more than 
one module type. This approach had many economic bene-
fits. 
The amplifier is constructed using a hermetically sealed 

TO-5 can for the semiconductor elements of the amplifier. 
This package is entirely replaceable. After the amplifier 
is mounted on the substrate containing the precision re-
sistors the amplifier output is adjusted. This is done by 
monitoring the amplifier output while trimming one of the 
resistors on the substrate. When the proper output value is 
reached, the character generator is ready for mounting in 
custom-designed header. The final product is shown in 
Fig. 2. 
A second example of the flexibility of hybrid packaging 

is shown in Fig. 3. Here, the requirement was for a hybrid 
module that would identically replace the discrete com-
ponent assembly shown. 
The hybrid assembly could, of course, be made much 

smaller, but because of the direct replacement requirement, 
the hybrid circuit is designed into the same package. In 
addition to being more economical, the hybrid circuit also 
offers advantages in size, weight and system reliability. 
These are only two examples of how we can apply our 

hybrid packaging technology to design problems. Do you 
have a design right now that might be improved by the use 
of hybrids? Talk to our engineers. You'll be surprised at 
what they can save you in both work and money. 

L RANGE OF R*3 : 50 ,1 

2. RESISTOR •TOLERANCE, 5 0.2 

3. AMPLIFIER GAIN I (DYNAMIC ADJUST) 

Fig. 1. General circuit of character generator. 

Fig. 2. Hybrid assembly of character generator. 
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INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

Take advantage of Gray code 
in your counter designs. 
Use of Gray code for counters offers some 
desirable features that you can't get from 
binary systems. 
If you want up/down counters that give you ease of con-
struction, reduced noise, reduced errors in reading, and a 
system that won't overflow, you should think about using 
Gray code. 
The key advantage of Gray code is that only one bit can 

change at a time. Thus, if the clock pulse should occur 
while the counter is being read, the maximum error in the 
reading is only "one". Noise on the power line caused by 
flip-flops changing state is also reduced. This decreases 
power drain in high-frequency operation. 

In addition, you can't generate "sliver" pulses with 
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Gray code as is the case in binary operations. It is also 
very easy to change the direction of counting in a Gray-
code counter. You simply invert parity. Another advantage 
is that the Gray-code counter stops counting when it 
reaches its maximum value, whether it is counting up or 
counting down. If this doesn't happen to be a valuable 
feature in your design, simple logic can be provided to 
eliminate it. 
The logic diagram of a four-bit Gray-code up/down 

counter is shown in Fig. 1. Parity of the number is gener-
ated in an SM-120 parity generator. The parity generator 
outputs can be inverted by adding a "1" at pin 6 of the 
SM-120. The maximum value and zero are decoded at pins 
Mx and Z, respectively. These signals can be used as enable 
inputs for additional stages of Gray-code counters, or as 
controls at the input of the first stage to eliminate the 
hang-up at maximum or zero. 

Figure 2 shows how two Gray-code up/down counters 
can be connected to produce an eight-bit counter. If pins 
Mx and Z of the last stage are logically "ORed" with pins 
P and P of the first stage before they are connected to pins 
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A and B, the counter will not hang up at the maximum or 
zero values. 
An excess-three divide-by-ten Gray-code up counter is 

shown in Fig. 3. This counter will not hang up at its maxi-
mum value of 12, but will go to the minimum value of three. 
The last stage of this counter has a square-wave output. 
An important point in this design is that all illegal states 
in this design are self-clearing. 
This Gray-code excess-three counter can be very useful 

in logic systems using decimal notation where the excess-

three code is desired. Also, when used in conjunction with 
excess-three Gray-code to ten-line decoders, this counter 
has many advantages over straight binary systems. 

If it is necessary to clear the counter to a Gray-code 
three (binary zero) a negative pulse applied to the clear 
inputs of GO, G2, G3 and to preset input of the flip-flop Gi 
will do the job. 
Our application note #24 covers the design of Gray-code 

counters in greater detail. If you are interested we will be 
glad to send you a copy. CIRCLE NUMBER 303 

CRT NODULES 

Integrated display module 
tills computer terminal needs. 
Our 12-inch display package fits in 
nicely with I nfoton's system for local 
or remote computer time-sharing. 

Sylvania 12-inch monitor module chassis. 

Infoton needed a CRT display for their 
Vista 1 and Vista 2 computer display 
terminals. They came to us and picked 
out our off-the-shelf 12-inch CRT mod-
ule. By doing this, they saved them-
selves a lot of design time because our 
module comes complete with all-solid-
state power supplies, video and blank-
ing amplifiers. They also saved a lot of 
money, too, because we build these mod-
ules at a lower cost than most people 
can. 
These advantages, combined with In-

foton's expertise and design know-how 
enabled them to offer a reliable, flexible 
unit at a highly competitive price. In 
fact, the low cost of Vista 1 and 2 will 

Infoton Vista 1 Computer display terminal. 

make display terminals available to ed-
ucational institutions that previously 
could not afford them for computer 
aided instruction. 
The Infoton units are designed for 

time-sharing applications in such places 
as brokerage houses, airline reserva-
tion systems and medical information 
systems. 

Because Infoton designed their own 
cabinet, they used our 12-inch monitor 
in the chassis form shown in the photo-
graph. However, if you need it, we can 
supply the monitor complete with its 
own attractive cabinet. 
We can also custom tailor display 

modules to your needs. Because we 

build CRTs, we know their character-
istics and can pick the best one for your 
job. And because we know CRTs, it 
doesn't take our design engineers long 
to come up with the proper drive cir-
cuitry. The result is fast turnaround, 
flexibility and lower cost for you. In ad-
dition, you get exactly the right display 
system for your application. 

In fact, about all you have to do is 
give us the X, Y and Z input voltages 
and any special requirements you have, 
and we will get right back to you with 
the specifics on design and cost for the 
exact display module you need. 

CIRCLE NUMBER 304 
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DIODES  
Diode arrays contribute to 
low-cost, high-speed computers. 
New family of computers use 16-diode ar-
rays to cut assembly time and increase 
memory switching speed. 
Two new medium-size computers, in-
troduced by Systems Engineering Lab-
oratories, use from 600 to 800 Sylvania 
16-diode arrays as core selectors in 
their memory system. The advantage 
to SEL was lower assembly cost, higher 
speed and greater reliability. In addi-
tion, these high-speed computers use 
Sylvania-developed SUHL logic 
throughout. 
Both of these 32-bit computers have 

a high throughput. The input/output 
transfer rate is 1.66 million words per 
second. Because of the modular design 
and task orientation, these computers 
are equally suited to real-time, patch 
processing and general purpose scien-
tific applications. In most cases, they 
can handle all three at the same time. 
The core memory, where the 16-diode 

arrays are used, can be obtained in 
capacities from 8,192 to 131,072 words. 
The arrays are mounted in dual in-line 

packages. 
The arrays, which are available in 

both common anode and common cath-

ode configurations are shown in Fig. 1. 
Their typical characteristics are shown 
in Fig. 2. They provide high forward 
conductance, fast recovery, low capaci-
tance and tight tolerances. These units 
have a forward current rating of 300 
mA and a power rating of 300 mW per 

diode. 
Reverse recovery time of the diode 

arrays is a maximum of 60 ns, even 
under extreme switching conditions 
with a forward current of 300mA and 
an Ir or 30 mA. Typical recovery times 
under the same conditions are in the 
35 ns range. 

Because of the manufacturing proc-
ess used to produce these arrays, 
electrical characteristics are closely 
matched over a wide temperature 
range. 

In addition, units are available with 
2 to 16 diodes. All of these arrays are 
available in 10 or 14 lead dual in-line 
packs or in fiatpack configurations. 
They all meet MIL-S-19500 standards. 

CIRCLE NUMBER 305 

Fig. 1. Circuit configuration of 16-diode array. 
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TELEVISION  

We've done it again! 
A brighter color tube. 
Using a brighter phosphor and a black 
mask, we've got a new tube that gives 
sharper contrast and 103% more brightness 
than our 1968 tube. 
Sylvania has been the traditional leader in color tube 
brightness and contrast. The reason is simple: we have 
better phosphors and better methods of deposition. Recent-
ly, we introduced a new phosphor system that was com-
petitive with other manufacturers' tubes which use "black" 
systems to improve brightness without loss of contrast. 

Now, we have developed an entirely new color bright 85® 
"Black Mask" picture tube which combines our superior 
phosphor system with a new black masking technique. The 
result is a picture tube that combines the best of all pos-
sible worlds: a 103% increase in brightness over our 1968 
tube, improved color purity and the highest contrast in the 
industry. 
We've always held the edge in phosphor brightness be-

cause of the inherent advantages of our phosphor produc-
tion techniques and our patented phosphor dusting system. 
The "black" systems, on the other hand, enabled other man-
ufacturers to approach the brightness and contrast of our 
tubes because the black systems reduced reflectants and 
allowed the electron beam to cover the entire phosphor dot 
without splash-over. 
When you combine our phosphors with the advantages 

of a black mask, you get a tube that's 103% brighter than 
the tube we introduced in February 1968. You also get 
vastly improved contrast with greater color purity than 
ever before. 
To give you an idea of why Sylvania's color bright 85 

line has traditionally led the brightness race, take a look at 
the graph. Sylvania developed the first rare earth europium 
phosphor screen system in 1964. The whole industry fol-
lowed. And until the development of the black-mask system, 
they couldn't come near us. 

SPECIFICATIONS IN 

VaifflF 
MICROFILM CATALOG 

FILE  

Use Sylvania's "Hot Line" in-
quiry service, especially if you 
require full particulars on any 
item in a hurry. It's easy and 
it's free. Circle the reader serv-
ice number(s) you're most 
interested in; then fill in your 
name, title, company and ad-
dress. We'll do the rest and 
see you get further information 
by return mail. 
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Sylvania brightness increases through the years. 

Now, by combining our high brightness MV phosphors 
with Sylvania's Black Mask technique, we're in front again 
with the highest contrast in the industry. 
Other picture tube manufacturers are using black system 

methods to reduce the reflectivity of the color tube. Our 
approach has been to increase the light emitted from the 
phosphor screen by the development of better phosphors. 
Both approaches work. But, what do you get when you com-
bine them? The best tube. And Sylvania has it. 
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MANAGER'S CORNER  

HYbrld MICNCIPCUHS: 
A packaging concert 
Too often, design engineers think of hybrid microcircuits 
as just another component to plug into their system. If 
they do, they are wrong. Properly designed and applied, a 
hybrid circuit is a complete subsystem. To think of it in any 
other way is to lose many of the advantages of this design 
approach. 

Basically, the hybrid microcircuit is a packaging concept 
that employs thick- or thin-film passive components coupled 
with either discrete or chip active devices mounted on a 
ceramic base. The hybrid module is packaged in either a 
hermetic or non-hermetic enclosure or a combination of 
both. There are an endless number of package forms that 
can be employed. This packaging flexibility is a primary 
advantage of the technology. In addition to size, weight 
and reliability advantages inherent in hybrids, they are 
now economically comparable to a discrete version when 
volume is significant. 

In general, any electronic circuitry that cannot justify 
a monolithic approach is a potential hybrid application. 
Hybrid packaging complements monolithic designs as a 
second level of system integration. We see the emergence 
of the film passive substrates as the next generation of PC 
board. This, coupled with low-cost chip placement, such as 
beam-lead devices, will further broaden the economic jus-
tification for the use of hybrids. 

Sylvania now offers standard off-the-shelf modules rang-
ing from IF amplifiers to digital high-speed networks and 
power drivers. These modules are packaged in commonly 
used forms such as flat packs and TO-5 cans. It makes 
sense to examine these standard devices first in a new de-
sign. However, a custom hybrid can make economic sense 
if the usage can justify the tooling. As a guide, hybrid 
prototypes charges generally are of the same magnitude as 
the fabrication of a discrete module with PC board layout. 
One area which is becoming increasingly important is 

hybrid MSI—or multichip digital modules employing TTL 
devices and a film interconnect pattern. Sylvania believes 
that multichip modules or hybrid MSI will allow the de-
signer a new dimension in system design. 
As a leading supplier of all types of TTL devices, Syl-

vania will be able to provide economical hybrid MSI mod-
ules for a wide variety of applications. 
Our long experience in the design and production of hy-

brid circuits will enable us to offer the designer MSI and 
LSI arrays in hybrid form. But, perhaps most important, 
we can offer him RSI—Right Scale Integration. And we can 
give it to him today. 

Barry Friedman 
Product Sales Manager, Hybrid Microelectronics 

This information in Sylvania ideas is furnished without assuming any obligations. 
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OUR ANGLE: angle position indicators 
that do more and cost less 

SHOULDN'T YOU TAKE A NEW READING 
ON THIS COST-PERFORMANCE ANGLE? 

For complete information on the cost-performance angle, please write or phone now. 

For better ways to measure synchro and resolver data, North 
Atlantic offers the best of both worlds: budget prices for the 
popular API-8025; superior performance and increased 
capability of the new 8525. • Both are interchangeable 
without any mechanical or wiring modifications. 
North Atlantic's solid-state 8525 offers an accu-
racy of 0.05° (3 minutes). Following a 180° 

step input, it synchronizes a five-digit 
NIXIE readout in 1/2 second flat. And 

it tracks at up to 1000° per second. 
Where cost can be traded 
against performance, the 
proven electromechani-
cal API-8025 . . . a 
recognized indus-

try workhorse .. . 
is available with its 6 

minute accuracy, 25 °/ 
second slew speed, and 

many options. • Input of the 
8525 is any 60 or 400Hz resolver/ 

synchro data from control instrumen-
tation. The patented servo design elimi-

nates all inertia and improves dynamic per-
formance many times over. Its digital outputs 

are especially suited to the computer-oriented 
requirements of today's automatic test systems. 

The 8525 . . . priced at $2475 . . . and the API-8025 
priced at $995 actually cost less because they perform 

more functions per dollar. And with greater reliability. 

NOR. IT I-1 -A= I-. -A- 1\T 'TIC 
industries, inc. 

200 TERMINAL DRIVE, PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK 11803 
cable: noatlantic / twx: 510-221-1879 / phone: (516) 681-8600 
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This cleaning agent is boiling. At 118° F. 
It's Du Pont FREON® TF solvent. 

FREON fluorocarbon solvents 
are ideal for low-temperature 
vapor degreasing. Cooling time 
is eliminated for post-cleaning 
processing and testing. There's 
no damage to heat-sensitive 
parts. And low heat passage to 
the work environment. 

If your product has to be 
cleaned thoroughly, safely and 
economically, there are five 
more reasons why you should be 
using FREON solvents: 

1. Complete Wetting and 
Penetration. High density com-

bined with low surface tension 
lifts soils and floats away 
trapped contaminants. 
2. Compatibility. No damage 
to widely used materials of 
construction. 

3. Chemically Pure and 
Stable. No need for acid ac-
ceptance and scratch tests. 
No inhibitors needed. Parts dry 
residue-free. 

4. Lower Overall Cleaning 
Costs. FREON is recoverable for 
reuse indefinitely. Power 
requirements are low in vapor 

degreasing. Fewer production 
rejects. Save labor by cleaning 
complete assembly instead of 
separate parts. 

5. Safe. Nonflammable and non-
explosive. Low in toxicity, 
though prolonged skin contact 
will remove natural oils and 
should be avoided. 

If you have a cleaning 
problem or are looking for an 
improved cleaning system, write 
today to Du Pont Company, 
Room 8789-H, Wilmington, 
Delaware 19898. 

(IU POP FREON Cle=.ing Agent; 
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Awacs avionics suppliers start waiting 
IBM leads computer race, but Goodyear's associative processor 

might mount challenge; radar to be subject of fly-off 

With its selection of the Boeing 
Co. as prime contractor for the air-
borne warning and control system 
(Awacs), the Air Force got its 707-
320C aircraft out of the hangar. 
But as far as avionics suppliers 
are concerned, it will be at least 
two years before the program gets 
off the ground. And when and if 
it flies, Awacs will be in what Gen. 
James Ferguson of the Air Force 
Systems Command calls a core 
configuration—the service's newest 
euphemism for austere. 

"This core configuration," ex-
plains Gen. Ferguson, "contains 
only the absolute minimum equip-
ment to perform the surveillance 
and control function with provi-
sions for growth and added capa-
bilities as future operational needs 
arise." Though the Air Force plans 
to develop Awacs for both conti-
nental air defense and tactical air 
control, the total cost in terms of 
1969 dollars is now estimated at 
$2.1 billion, down sharply from 
earlier projections ranging from 
$11.7 billion to $13.7 billion. 

This new low Awacs price doesn't 
factor in the cost of the interceptor 
to be used with the 42 Boeing 707-
320C command posts the Air Force 
wants to buy. The service is not 
studying adaptations of Grumman's 
F-14 or the McDonnell Douglas 
F-15 for the role. As both are still 
in development, the USAF has not 
ruled out other aircraft, except for 
the modified F-106. Whatever se-
lection is made, the interceptors 
will add several billion dollars 
to the final package cost. 

Six years. The $87 million sought 
for fiscal 1971 Awacs spending 
will cover two aircraft, two brass-
board system demonstration radars 
for tests—one each from Westing-
house Electric and Hughes Air-
craft—plus "a minimum of instru-

mentation and displays" and long 
lead time funds for computer 
software development. But, even 
though the Air Force has promised 
the Pentagon that it will not de-
velop new hardware for Awacs, it 
will be 1976 before an operational 
system is achieved. The "fly-be-
fore-buy" radar tests themselves 
will take about 28 months before 
a choice is made between the 
Hughes medium-pulse repetition 
C-band system and the Westing-
house pulsed doppler, high-pulse 
repetition system operating at 
S-band. 
Whatever the Air Force selec-

tion, the new go-slow schedule is 
discouraging to sources within the 
service. Says one of them: "Even 
if we get a system operational by 
1976, that will be 13 years after the 
program was conceived. And that's 
got to be some kind of record." 

Big wait. Beyond the competing 
radars, avionics choices are still 
years away. Though IBM's Federal 
Systems division has been the lead-
ing Boeing subcontractor for a data 
processor and for command/con-
trol/communications integration, 
there is no guarantee an IBM proc-
essor will fly in the final system. 
Hazeltine and ECI are seen in rela-
tively more secure roles as team 
members, the former for displays 
plus iff transponders and interro-
gators, the latter for communica-
tions systems. 
With final definition of computer 

specifications still two to three 
years away, associative processors, 
such as Goodyear's plated-wire 
machine [Electronics, July 6, p. 40] 
appear a good bet. Developed un-
der contracts to the Air Force ma-
terials laboratory, the Goodyear 
multimode system can track up to 
128 targets in a coverage area 32 
miles on a side, with a selectable 

range window four miles wide. 
Either airborne or ground moving 
targets can be tracked and dis-
played, Goodyear says, a feature 
which would make the system ap-
plicable to either the strategic or 
the tactical role of Awacs. And, 
despite the promise to avoid devel-
opment of new hardware, Good-
year's might well be fully devel-
oped and available by the time a 
specification is ready. 

Medical electronics 

Blood power 

Artificial hearts are still experi-
mental, but surgeons one day might 
well be using them to replace dis-
eased hearts. However, before that 
can happen, researchers will have 
to find a way to generate the 10 to 
20 watts of power needed to drive 
these implanted pumps. One seem-
ingly far-out suggestion: use a per-
son's own blood as an energy 
source by putting a pair of special 
electrodes into his bloodstream to 
make a fuel cell. 

Scientists already are taking the 
first steps toward such a blood-
powered fuel cell. At the Leesona 
Corp.'s Leesona Moos Laborato-
ries, chemist Jerry Fishman and 
physicist Jean Henry have built a 
primitive cell that runs for hours 
and delivers 20 microwatts. 

Selective catalysis is the key. 
While blood carries an almost 
countless variety of compounds, 
each Fishman-Henry electrode cat-
alyzes one and only one reaction 
of one and only one compound. 
Each electrode is coated with gold-
palladium alloy. The anode's coat 
is 55% gold, the cathode's is 85%. 
In blood, the anode breaks down 
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glucose—a sugar—into hydrogen 
ions, an acid, and electrons. At the 
cathode, the blood's oxygen takes 
up electrons to form hydroxyl ions. 
When there's a load across the 
electrodes, electrons flow from the 
site of the glucose reaction through 
the load to the oxygen electrode. 

Flow-through. For their first pair 
of electrodes, Fishman and Henry 
Teflon-bonded the Au-Pd materials 
to 1-centimeter-square sheets of a 
noble metal. Since then the two 
men have found a way to electro-
chemically deposit the alloys. This 
increases the alloy area in contact 
with blood, and when the active 
area goes up, so does the cell's 
output. 
Fishman says that it will be pos-

sible to deposit the alloys on fila-
ments, out of which electrodes can 
be woven. These flow-through 
electrodes would have an even 
larger active area for a given elec-
trode size. 
Keeping the electrodes small is 

important because, as Fishman and 
Henry see it, more than one pair 
will be needed to power an arti-
ficial heart. Any load connected 
across a blood-powered cell 
causes the cell's output to jump to 
some peak voltage and then decay 
with a time constant on the order 
of 1 second. The way to get high 
average power, says Fishman, is 
with an array of electrodes and a 
switching network that sequentially 

Blood into current. 
By selective catalysis 
of blood's oxygen 
and glucose, fuel 
cell produces 
electrons at one 
electrode, takes 
them up at other. 

connects electrode pairs to the arti-
ficial heart. 

Switching helps in another way. 
When the electrodes run continu-
ously, hydrogen and hydroxyl ions 
build in the cell. They not only de-
grade the electrodes but could con-
ceivably upset the body's acid-base 
balance. The less time electrodes 
are on during a given period, the 
lower the ion concentration around 
them, and the easier it is for the 
blood itself to stay balanced. 
NIH nod. The Leesona cell is 

still in the research stage. Tests 
have been run with beakers and 
tubes; animal tests won't begin un-
til late this year. However, Fish-
man and Henry have demonstrated 
the feasibility of a blood-powered 
cell, according to Roger Powell, an 
official at the National Institutes of 
Health's artificial heart program. 
Leesona isn't the only firm get-

ting NIH money to study blood as 
an energy source. Scientists at the 
Esso Research and Engineering 
Co., Pennsylvania Research Asso-
ciates, Tyco Laboratories, and the 
Union Carbide Corp. also are at 
work on the project. 

Safe analysis 

If the average patient knew how 
many accidental electrocutions 
were caused by surges of electric-
ity that pass from a wall outlet 

through medical instrumentation— 
estimates run to 1,200 yearly—he 
might balk at being hooked to 
a diagnostic instrument without 
special insurance. A company in 
Irvine, Calif., the International Bio-
physics Corp., is providing that 
insurance in the design of its new 
differential oxygen analyzer, slated 
to be offered later this month. 
The instrument uses four simple 

d-cell batteries for power, prevent-
ing "ground loops" from getting to 
the patient from the power supply. 
It also will isolate the patient from 
surges. For example, if the instru-
ment is driving a chart recorder 
plugged into a wall outlet, the in-
strument will decouple the patient 
from any surges backing up 
through the differential oxygen 
analyzer. 
Workhorse. The instrument lim-

its the current to the patient to a 
maximum of 2 microamperes, well 
below the 10 la specified as a safe 
load. What's more, the unit isn't 
limited to medical applications. It 
can employ electrodes for a variety 
of jobs ranging from measuring the 
oxygen content in air or water for 
pollution-control purposes, to mon-
itoring the oxygen level in fruit-
transporting containers to prevent 
spoilage. 
But Kenneth Halvorsen, the 

company president, expects the in-
strument to be used first in the 
medical field, which is why great 
pains were taken to assure safety. 
One immediate potential applica-
tion is in open-chest surgery. When 
the patient is placed on a heart-
lung machine, one electrode can be 
put on the incoming side of an 
oxygenator and another on the out-
put side to determine the differ-
ence in the two levels, and there-
fore how much oxygen the patient 
is absorbing. This differential is 
important because too much oxy-
gen—hyperventilation—can destroy 
the heart muscle. 

Stanford Spracklen, vice presi-
dent for research and engineering, 
says that the unit operates on a 
polarigraphic principle. Here, cur-
rent flowing from anode to cathode 
through an electrolyte in the elec-
trode is proportional to the amount 
of oxygen present in the specimen. 
"This is precision measurement in 
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the nanoampere area," SpracIden 
explains. "One sensor we'll be 
making will work at 10 nanoamps 
full scale and we'll be resolving 
0.05 nanoamp to come up with a 
differential measurement." 
Low drain. Dealing with such 

low-level currents for precision 
measurements dictates precise am-
plification. International Biophysics 
officials say they've cornered the 
market on one manufacturer's lin-
ear IC operational amplifier that 
can handle the low input currents 
and give very low current drain— 

No zap. Electrode at left 
for differential analyzer 
is to measure oxygen 
partial pressure in fluids 
or gases. One in hand 
is for vein or artery 
measurements. 

less than 100lia for the total instru-
ment. 

That's why it can operate on 
battery power; the batteries for 
the analyzer are expected to last a 
year. 
The company believes that the 

unit is the first differential oxygen 
analyzer that can take measure-
ments at two points and also give a 
differential measurement all in the 
same instrument. The most sophis-
ticated version, including alarms 
for oxygen levels that are too high 
or low, will sell for $525, less than 
a third the price of similar instru-
ments that use differential photo-
metric rather than polarigraphic 
measurement techniques. The elec-
trode for making measurements in 
gases and fluids adds another $85 
to the price. 

Advanced technology 

Garnet not forgotten 

Once you've learned the composi-
tion of magnetic bubble material, 
they're sure to change it on you. 
Last year it was the orthoferrites, 
with chemical formulas like SIn0.55-
Tb0.45Fe03, to name just one. Now, 
the garnets are here [Electronics, 
June 8, p. 39], with compositions 
like Gd2.3Tbo.7Fe5012. 
The difference isn't just chem-

ical. Bell Telephone Laboratories, 
early to recognize the worth of gar-
nets for bubble material, has used 
this composition to grow bubble 
substrates by the flux method that 
have storage densities of about 10 
million bits per square inch. This 
stacks up against the SmTb ortho-
ferrite densities of only 25,000 bits/ 

Since the cost per bit for proc-
essing information is closely re-
lated to the number of bits that 
can be packed on a chip, the Holy 
Grail—prices less than one cent 
per bit—may be just around the 
bend. And Bell's new garnet mate-
rial has a staggering storage capac-
ity compared with the newest disk 
storage capacity—in the 105 bits/ 
in2 range which is lower than the 
garnet bubbles by a factor of 100. 

Left to its devices. Bell isn't just 
sitting on its garnets. Now that the 
new higher density garnets are 
available to its systems men, Bell 
is going full blast on a low-cost 
mass memory that could be used 
for central office operations. To 
show the feasibility of such a setup, 
an experimental magnetic bubble 
repertory dialing system is in the 
design stage. 

Information could be stored in 
T-bar tracks forming closed loops, 
and selected bits transferred into a 
communication loop and subse-
quently brought to a read/write 
port. Thus, relatively short access 
times may be realized without a 
large number of read and write cir-
cuits. 

Bell already has a small experi-
mental repertory dialer working. 
Using 2-mil-thick orthoferrite plate-
lets, which support 1.5-mil-diam-
eter bubbles, this small-scale ver-
sion of a repertory memory stores 
four numbers of 25 binary bits each 

in four memory loops. It also has 
a read loop and a bubble genera-
tor-annihilator. The memory and 
read loop are nearly identical, each 
consisting of T-bar propagating 
circuits and each connected to a 
common communication channel by 
a gate in the form of a hard mag-
netic film added to the propagating 
circuits. The films are switched by 
current pulses in gold conductors. 

Computers 

EDP for ABM 

Expansion of an American ballistic 
missile defense system is still as 
much a problem of technology as 
it is of politics. Thus, while Con-
gress and the White House dispute 
policy, the Army's Advanced Bal-
listic Missile Defense Agency 
(ABNIDA) quietly pursues new data-
processing technologies for a fu-
ture system. 
One of the agency's classified 

efforts involves development of 
data processors with speeds far 
faster than those of the supercom-
puters soon to be deployed at the 
two existing Safeguard ABM sites. 
To achieve these higher speeds, 
ABMDA is investing most of its 
data processing money in three 
projects—strap-on modules, faster 
mainframes, and software improve-
ments. 
Number, please. Bell Telephone 

Laboratories is building strap-on 
modules that would take over some 
of the tasks performed by the cen-
tral ABM computer. The associative 
processor modules, scheduled to be 
delivered in a few months, will 
have logic that will perform proc-
essing for every few hundred words 
of memory, an Army official says. 
Each of the modules will track 

one particular object headed for 
the U.S. after a preliminary de-
termination by radar of warheads, 
decoys, and launching vehicles. The 
Army official says Bell Labs will 
turn the project over to another 
contractor soon after the bread-
board is delivered, presumably be-
cause of AT&T's expressed desire 
to get out of the ABM business. 
Another approach would adapt 
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the fastest machines being built 
today to the task of tracking air-
borne objects, deciding which are 
enemy missiles and firing inter-
ceptor missiles. That's why the 
agency now pays about $1 million 
a year to the Control Data Corp., 
Texas Instruments, and the Uni-
versity of Illinois to develop anti-
missile defense software for their 
experimental machines, which are 
many times faster than existing 
supercomputers. 
No contest. Once the software is 

developed for the University of Il-
linois' Illiac 4, Control Data's STAR, 
and TI's advanced scientific com-
puter, kernels of an ABM problem 
will be fed to the machines and 
benchmarks will be established. 
Despite appearances, the Army of-
ficial insists, the program isn't a 
runoff between the contending 
computers, but rather an effort to 
establish a data base on the per-
formance of three contending ar-
chitectures. The Iliac 4 approach 
uses 64 processing units operating 
under the control of a Burroughs 
6500 while STAR uses pipeline ar-
chitecture in its arithmetic units 
[Electronics, March 30, p. 52]. The 
design of 'ifs computer is one of 
the best kept secrets in the com-
puter industry. 

Another effort aims at increasing 
the throughput of existing super-
computers—such as the IBM 360/ 
195 and the Control Data 7600—by 
improving software. Both IBM and 
Control Data are currently under 
contract to develop a more respon-
sive software that makes better 
use of memory and the processor 
itself. 

Saving interface 

The want of a standard computer 
peripheral interface, says the gov-
ernment, has cost it $100 million. 
As a result, Federal officials have 
resolved to do something, touching 
off a small war between mainframe 
makers and independent peripheral 
manufacturers. 

In itself, the loss claimed re-
cently by the General Accounting 
Office is nothing new. Comptroller 
General Elmer B. Staats reported 

last year that the government could 
have saved $100 million on periph-
eral equipment if a standard inter-
face were required, because of the 
difference in price between units 
that weren't plug-to-plug compati-
ble manufactured by independent 
companies and the compatible 
units made by mainframe houses. 
The news, however, is the revela-

tion before Sen. William Proxmire's 
subcommittee on economy in gov-
ernment that Washington plans to 
set a Federal standard unless in-
dustry comes up with its own. 

In testimony before the panel, 
James P. Nigro, acting director of 
the National Bureau of Standards 
Center for Computer Science and 
Technology, disclosed that the NBS 
budget request for the next fiscal 
year will include $300,000 to $400,-
000 for development of the stan-
dard. If it's realized and approved 
by the President, computer firms 
would have to provide the inter-
face or give up the lush 9% of the 
market the government represents. 

Budgets, of course, can be cut. 
But Nigro's request is strongly 
backed by both Staats and, judging 
from its testimony before the com-
mittee, the Department of Defense, 
and support like that will carry 
considerable weight if the request 
reaches Capitol Hill. At the hear-
ing, Proxmire even discussed the 
possibility of a supplemental ap-
propriation that would permit the 
bureau to begin work on the inter-
face this year. 

Response. The remaining ques-
tion is how the computer makers 
will respond to the serious threat 
of a Federal standard. The Amer-
ican National Standards Institute 
has been working on a peripherals 
standard since 1967, but nothing 
has come out, largely because of a 
deadlock on whether the standard 
should be for an interface between 
buffer and peripheral units or for 
the input/output channel. 
The mainframe manufacturers 

favor the former on the grounds 
that it would grant the user greater 
flexibility in hanging peripheral 
equipment onto the computer. The 
peripheral manufacturers are hold-
ing out for the cable interface, 
which the Bureau of Standards also 
prefers, because it could be devel-

oped much more easily. The pe-
ripherals people maintain that the 
channel interface proposal is just 
a delaying tactic that will give the 
mainframe makers more time to 
sell their high-priced units. 
One way or the other, something 

has to give. It could be the ANSI 
group working on the standard, or 
it might be the government. 

Companies 

Road to the Rockies 

With the condition of the economy 
today, one might wonder why a 
company would decide to go to 
the expense of establishing a sub-
sidiary. In the case of the infant 
TRW Colorado Electronics Inc., 
some insight may be gained from 
a list of the companies it expects 
to compete with. Bernard Dell, 
TRW/CEI's manager of operations, 
expects to bid against the likes of 
Collins Radio, RCA, Philco-Ford, 
and Motorola's Government Elec-
tronics division for volume produc-
tion of new space electronics, 
avionics, and ground electronics 
hardware. 
"We felt we needed the capabil-

ity to penetrate markets we weren't 
penetrating," Dell dbserves in out-
lining the rationale for establishing 
TRW/CEI, "to capture a larger 

Mapping the route 

Why did TRW decide to establish 
its Colorado Electronics Inc. in the 
Rockies? First of all, the company 
decided to forgo the Los Angeles 
area because of high salaries there. 
A further incentive was the firm's 
desire to maintain a sharp division 
between the R&D type of production 
typical at mw Systems and the vol-
ume production expected from the 
Colorado subsidiary. Also, support 
in terms of machine shops and other 
nonelectronic operations was con-
sidered, as was the fact that the 
Denver-Boulder-Colorado Springs 
area is attracting more and more 
electronic firms. These, along with 
other criteria, led to Colorado 
Springs. 
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The boss. Says TRW/CEI's Dell: 
"We'll have . technical resources 
plus a group oriented toward 
manufacturing processes." 

share of these markets for TRW." 
While TRW Systems Group has a 
production capability, it's charac-
terized by high-technology, few-of-
kind, intricate hardware ranging 
from communications satellites to 
specialized high-speed analog-to-
digital converters for data com-
munications. 
Think and do. Dell believes the 

new company, which expects to 
grow to 200 employees within 18 
months and have an annual sales 
rate of up to $4 million after two 
years, will "have the best of both 
worlds. We'll have a full comple-
ment of technical resources avail-
able on call at TRW Systems, plus a 
group oriented toward manufactur-
ing processes." 
TRW/CEI has leased a 20,000-

square-foot facility in Colorado 
Springs. "We'll be staffing with 
people experienced in making the 
transition from R&D and low-vol-
ume production to high-volume 
production," Dell notes. Typical 
quantities will range from about 
50 to 10,000 units of a given piece 
of hardware. "Our people," Dell 
continues, "will be able to team 

with TRW Systems people to influ-
ence the design from the start" and 
make the hardware more easily 
manufacturable. 
The new firm's first contract is 

from TRW Data Systems to build 
5,000 keyboard assemblies for a 
department-store credit-verification 
system. Beyond that, TRW/CEI is 
bidding against a number of out-
side companies to manufacture 
electronic communications gear 
that TRW Systems needs. "If TRW 
is successful in penetrating the 
navigation satellite receiver mar-
ket, TRW/CEI will probably manu-
facture the receivers," Dell adds. 

Space electronics 

Balloons and birds 

Mixing balloons with satellite ex-
periments finally could resolve the 
questions slowing deployment of 
aeronautical services satellites. The 
former NASA Electronics Research 
Center, now the Department of 
Transportation's Transportation 
Systems Center, delivered as a 
parting shot a report recommend-
ing a series of balloon/transponder 
experiments to be followed by 
launch of a small group of experi-
mental satellites. 

But with the hiatus caused both 
by the switch in control of the cen-
ter and by some antenna delivery 
problems, the first balloon prob-
ably won't go up until early next 
year. NASA's Office of Advanced 
Research and Technology would 
fund these flights. 
Leo M. Keane, head of the spe-

cial projects department at the 
Cambridge, Mass., center, foresees 
two series of balloon experiments 
to shape final questions that the 
satellite launches would answer. 
In the first series of up to five 
balloon launches, aircraft would 
receive signals simultaneously from 
both L-band and vhf transponders 
aboard the balloons. 
Spade work. "In this first series 

we'll be measuring how signal-
noise ratio, data error rate, and 
voice intelligibility vary between 
L-band and vhf," says Keane. 
"With such data, we then can add 

a guesstimate for ionospheric ef-
fects to come up with a pretty close 
idea of needed link margins. And 
specifications like these will trans-
late readily into satellite hardware." 
The second series will deal with 

navigation. As planned, the bal-
loons would use L-band frequen-
cies only and probe the effect of 
ocean multipath on ranging accu-
racy. Once again, data would be 
logged aboard aircraft flying be-
low the balloon's altitude of 100,-
000 to 120,000 feet. 
The transportation center team 

already has some data on ranging 
accuracy from its experiments with 
the ATS-5 satellite. Last spring a 
team sailed aboard the tanker Man-
hattan and used ATs-5 to obtain 
lines of position said to be accurate 
to within less than a mile [Elec-
tronics, May 25, p. 33]. 
"But the ship was slow moving, 

and we were able to use a 3-foot-
diameter antenna," says Keane; 
"by contrast, the test aircraft will 
be well above the water, flying at 
high speed, and using low-gain 
antennas." Also, the center plans 
to gather data on the amount of 
background electronic noise such 
an airborne navigation-communica-
tion system would have to over-
come; high radio interference would 
probably necessitate a more power-
ful satellite. 

All the balloon experiments will 
take place over the Pacific, a con-
dition Keane doesn't like. The sea 
conditions—and therefore multi-
path—will be less severe and vari-
able than those for the Atlantic. 
But the instrumentation, launch 
facilities, and aircraft are all out 
west. Still, he feels, the data 
gathered from the second balloon 
series, when combined with that 
from the Manhattan, will firm up 
navigation radio link margins about 
as well as the other five launches 
will clarify communications needs. 

Constellation. After the data 
from 10 balloon launches is in 
hand, the team recommends the 
launch of three spin-stabilized, geo-
stationary satellites. As foreseen, 
each would carry electronics for 
one voice channel, one 1,200-bit-
per-second data channel, plus 
spherical and hyperbolic ranging 
gear. Of course, data from the 
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balloons or ATS-5 could change the 
list. Also, no agency has yet backed 
or set a time for the satellite experi-
ment. 

Meanwhile, the center's team 
has concluded that narrow-band 
f-m looks best for high intelligi-
bility (95%) voice tran smission 
with the smallest investment in an-
tenna size and transmitter weight. 
Data relay would be by differen-
tially coherent phase-shift keying, 
which reputedly yields a good 
tradeoff in equipment complexity 
and weight. 

Commercial electronics 

Rent-a-laser 

"We're operating our laser facility 
as if it were a nuclear reactor or 
particle accelerator," says Leonard 
R. Solon, vice president and tech-
nical director of Hadron Inc. 
"People bring in and set up their 
experiments and we turn on the 
laser to give them the high-intens-
ity radiation they need." 
At a minimum charge of $200 

for one hour's use of the laser 
room, that radiation can be expen-
sive, especially when each laser 
"shot" costs at least $35 more. 
But it's a good buy, according to 
Solon, because the customer gets 
to use the world's highest powered, 
commercially available laser, which 
costs almost $400,000 to install. The 
laser, the VD/Vic-640, can produce 
an output energy at 1.06 microns 
of up to 500 joules in a 30-nano-
second pulse, equivalent to a peak 
power of 17 gigawatts. In addition, 
the laser can pump 100 joules in 
a pulse as short as 1 nsec and the 
result is a smashing 100 Gw peak. 

Grande. Hadron, in Westbury, 
N.Y., handles the American dis-
tribution of the neodymium-glass 
laser manufactured by a French 
company, Compagnie Générale 
d'Eléctricité (CGE). The laser's 
high power and brightness is 
particularly useful for generating 
high-temperature plasmas, and for 
observing accelerated photolytic 
chemical reactions. And CGE used 
the unit's intense heat last fall to 
cause a controlled thermonuclear 

fusion reaction in a very-high-tem-
perature plasma. 
With its high price tag, the sys-

tem hasn't exactly been walking 
off the shelves. By renting out the 
laser, Hadron hopes potential cus-
tomers may find the laser useful 
enough to make them want to buy 
their own. 

"Right now we're touching the 
most innovative and creative 
people," says Solon. "Once these 
pioneers break ground, there will 
be a second wave of engineering 
and industrial organizations who'll 
move in to use the laser." 
Hadron says a number of organ-

izations have used the facility— 
mostly for classified projects—since 
it was made available two months 
ago. These users include Lockheed 
Missiles and Space division and 
Battelle Memorial Institute. And 
last month the company even had 
a buyer. The Naval Research Lab-
oratory in Washington decided to 
convert, for $214,000, the smaller 
Hadron/CGE system it already has 
to the big 640. 

Meetings 

Leaving the scene 

Indications are that although West 
Coast companies are returning, at-
tendance by eastern firms at Wes-
con, to be held Aug. 25 through 28 
in Los Angeles, will be off more 
than 50% from last year. Of 121 
eastern exhibitors from 1969, only 
51 said they would attend. Wescon 
officials say that overall booth space 
is down 10% from last year [Elec-
tronics, June 8, 1970, p. 34]. Show 
officials expect the trend to hold, 
reflecting the biggest drop since 
1965, another bad business year. 
Tight money is the reason. 
Because new contracts are few 

and far between, mostly due to gov-
ernment spending cutbacks and the 
general state of the economy, com-
pany representatives say that such 
shows as Wescon are being care-
fully evaluated. Those companies 
that say they are attending, are 
showing mostly items that are im-
proved older products or a first for 
that company, but not for the in-

dustry. And some exhibitors with 
booths will forgo the traditional 
hospitality suite, while still others 
report that, although they will at-
tend the show, they will have a 
suite instead of a booth. 

Communications 

Half-price headset 

Two years ago a salesman for a 
major mobile-radio manufacturer 
walked into a Justice Department 
agency with a pitch to equip the 
nation's 300,000 police with a hel-
met-mounted transceiver developed 
for the Army. 
At first the meeting went well. 

Law Enforcement Assistance Ad-
ministration officials liked the way 
the radio freed the policeman's 
hands for driving his motorcycle, 
drawing his gun, or wrestling with 
a drunk. But then came the hard 
question: "How much does it 
cost?" 
"Between $800 and $1,000 in 

quantity," was the answer. LEAA 
officials laughed the salesman out 
of their office. 

Serious. Today, a Long Island, 
N.Y., company is quietly demon-
strating a similar unit with an 
under-$500 price tag which it is 
convinced is no laughing matter 
even though it is well above the 
$150 to $200 that the police com-
munity wants to pay for trans-
ceivers. Leonard Dairo, project 
engineer far Dyna Magnetic De-
vices of Hicksville, N.Y., says the 
New York City Police Department 
plans field tests of the company's 
D566 transceiver later this sum-
mer. And inquiries about the radio 
are coming in from departments 
as far away as the Virgin Islands. 
The Dyna Magnetics transceiver, 

like the devices earlier developed 
by most of the major military com-
munications firms, is voice actuated 
by a solid state switch with vari-
able attack and delay. Yet it differs 
in that it has no external antenna 
or microphone boom, which could 
be snapped off by an assailant, 
Dairo says. 
To get rid of the external micro-

phone, the company turned to an 
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custom config-

urations with 

low - cost 
per key. 

... but we part 
with them willingly 

CONTROL DEVICES, INC. 
204 New Boston Street 
Woburn, Massachusetts 01801 
(617) 935-1105 
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U.S. Reports 

inertial microphone it was already 
producing for use in battlefield 
telephone transmitters. When held 
against the top of the head by the 
helmet's weight, the device picks 
up sound transmitted through the 
user's skull. And because it is well 
insulated by the thick plastic hel-
met, the microphone is insensitive 
to ambient noise levels as high as 
120 decibels, he says. 
Dairo declined to say where the 

vertically or horizontally polarized 
antenna is hidden inside the hel-
met. But presumably criss-cross 
strips of copper foil glued to the 
interior of a demonstration model 
serve this purpose. A whip antenna 
is also available for extended-range 
communications. 
Up to a watt. The 2-ounce trans-

mitter module for the unit will be 
available in five models ranging in 
output from 100 milliwatts to 1 
Watt. The unit is crystal controlled 
with frequency stability to 15 ppm, 
the firm says. Its single-channel 
operation, however, fails to meet 
multichannel requirements cited 
by a number of police officials in 
discussing their radio requirements. 
The receiver for the D560 is 

also single channel and boasts fre-
qency stability equal to the trans-
mitter's. Dual-conversion circuitry 
is employed in the two-once unit, 
which together with the trans-
mitter module will be packaged in 
the neckband of the helmet. The 
transceiver package also will func-
tion as protection for the policeman 
and is said to be able to withstand 
heavy blows. Receive-only models 
also will be available. 
Power is supplied by mercury or 

nickel-cadmium cells. Minimum 
battery life is eight hours, based 
on cycle duty of 80% standby, 
10% receive, and 10% transmit, 
the firm says. If an optional push-
to-talk switch is added, however, 
battery life can be extended con-
siderably by switching over a 
voice-actuation mode only when 
it's needed. 

Doing its bit 

Bell Labs has developed a way to 
transmit data at double the speed 
of existing Bell System data gear. 

However, there's a catch: the data 
set is designed for the analog net-
work, and with today's emphasis 
on digital transmission, customer 
demand may never materialize. 
The new wideband system was 

described at the International Con-
ference on Communications in San 
Francisco by A.M. Gerrish and 
W.J. Lawless. Operating at its 
maximum data rate of 108 kilobits 
per second, it has more than twice 
the capability of the Bell 301D 
(40.8 kb) and the Bell 303 family 
(50 kb). The experimental wide-
band set transmits synchronous 
binary data over group bandwidth 
facilities. The as yet unnamed set 
can operate at speeds of 72, 90, 
and 108 kb and can be used for, 
among other tasks, baseband trans-
mitters and analog trunks with digi-
tal extensions. 
On the basis of thus far lim-

ited tests on a real transmission fa-
cility, performance is expected to 
be on a par with that of the 301 
and 303 series. However, at the 
108-kilobit rate, quality is expected 
to be lower with a 10-4 average bit 
error rate. 
Compares. Operation at 72 kb 

yielded transmission efficiencies of 
92% to 99.9% over a length range 
of 2 kb to 80 kb per block. Average 
efficiency with a block length of 
8 kb-1,000 characters in ASCII 

code—was 99.5%. This compares 
with the 301B data set operating 
at 40.8 kb on a similar transmission 
facility. Performance at 90 kb was 
approximately equal to that 
achieved at 72 kb, while operation 
at 108 kb yielded transmission ef-
ficiencies of 15% to 89% over the 
same block lengths; the average ef-
ficiency with an 8-kb block was 
70%. 
The new wide band data set con-

sists of a baseband unit, a single-
sideband modem, a line termina-
tion and test unit, and optional 
automatic equalizer and error con-
trol units. Data coming in to the 
baseband transmitter runs through 
a 20-stage scrambler to provide a 
random data output. The signal 
goes to an error control unit and 
then to a serial-to-parallel con-
verter and coder. For binary op-
eration-72 kb per second—the sig-
nal passes through the circuit 

directly; for ternary operation-108 
kb per second—three binary digits 
are coded into two binary-coded 
ternary digits. 
For the s-p converter and coder, 

the signal goes to a partial-re-
sponse precoder, where symbol-by-
symbol decoding prevents error 
propagation. The precoder's output 
is sent to a digital-to-analog con-
verter where a multilevel output is 
generated—three levels at 72 kb 
and five levels at 108 kb. The sig-
nal is shaped by a filter and 
summed with a sinusoidal tone at 
36 kilohertz—the tone is used to 
derive the sampling clock. The 
composite signal is the output of 
the Bell Labs unit's baseband data 
set. 

Riding the wave 

For years, Comsat engineers have 
said that digital transmission is 
the wave of the future in orbiting 
communications relays. Not only 
are digital circuits much simpler 
and cheaper than analog circuits, 
but just as important, they use less 
power. 
The engineers soon will be able 

to prove what they've been saying. 
Comsat is testing a Philco-Ford de-
vice to see if one of the largest 
parts of Comsaes business—relay-
ing video signals—can be per-
formed successfully using digital 
techniques to get the signals from 
ground to space and back again. 
The six-month test, due to end 

around December 1, is evaluating 
a color flying-spot scanner and a 
recording device similar to the Im-
iac units Philco-Ford builds for 
the military to convert pictures to 
computer data. The purpose of the 
test, says Richard A. Schaphorst, a 
Philco-Ford visual communications 
research manager, is to see if the 
units provide high enough resolu-
tion and color registration for video 
relays. 

Squeeze. During the test, the 
scanner will digitize color and 
monochrome transparencies. The 
digitized signals will then be re-
corded and tested against Comsaes 
resolution and registration stand-
ards. Every effort will be made to 
compress the bandwidth of the 
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Ever try to kill a Cherry Thumbwheel Switch? 
We did. In a test rack. And after 1,027,632 detent operations it 
was still alive and switching (at rated load under test conditions 
per MIL-S-22710B paragraph 4.8.22) . . . and with less than 25 
milliohms change in the original contact resistance value of 
100 milliohms maximum. 

All stamped, molded and precision metal plated components 
used in Cherry Thumbwheel switches are made in our own plant 
under the technical guidance of an experienced staff of engineers 
using the most modern manufacturing and assembly techniques. 
Consistently dependable product quality is assured. 

CHERRY 

Test Cherry Thumbwheels for yourself 

We'll furnish the test rack. Life test the new Cherry 
Thumbwheel switches right in your own lab. To arrange 
for a test, write on your company letterhead today. 

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP. 

1656 Old Deerfield Road, Highland Park, Illinois 60035 

Makers of patented Snap-Action, LeverwheellThumbwheel and Matrix Selector Switches. 
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U.S. Reports 

video signal while preserving pic-
ture quality, he says. 

If the tests are successful, says 
Schaphorst, speeding up the proc-
ess to digitize the 30 pictures a 
second needed in video transmis-
sion should not be much of a 
problem. 
At this point, neither Philco-Ford 

nor Comsat is making bets on the 
outcome of the tests. But in the 
long haul, Schaphorst says, video 
signals relayed via satellites will 
be digital. "And once you have 
digital video signals, it makes an 
awful lot of sense to make all your 
traffic digital. All you have to do is 
multiplex in your voice, facsimile 
and data," he says. 

Government 

ATS setback 

NASA has taken a step backward 
to set its most recent record with 
the Applications Technology Satel-
lite program. The achievement is 
nothing less than NASA's first with-
drawal of a contract award to Gen-
eral Electric for the F and G ad-
vanced communications satellite in 
the ATS series. The action came in 
the wake of a protest by the losing 
bidder—the Fairchild-Hiller Corp. 
—that NASA had accepted a post-
deadline bid from GE in March 
after NASA officials had leaked in-
formation on Fairchild-Hiller's de-
sign and price to GE. 
The complaint led to an investi-

gation by the General Accounting 
Office, investigative arm of the 
Congress, which confirmed accept-
ance of the late bid by NASA but 
noted, "There is no evidence of a 
leak." More important than GE's 
complaint that it didn't like the 
GAO "innuendos" in the absence of 
firm proof, the company was more 
disturbed by the GAO's recom-
mendation that the award be re-
considered—one which Thomas 
Paine, NASA administrator and 
former GE executive, promptly ac-
cepted by withdrawing the award 
and announcing a recompetition 
between the two companies. 
Outcome. Speculation that the 

ATS-F and G satellites eventually 

will be canceled and a new pro-
gram undertaken was the subject 
of much speculation in Washington 
after the dispute. In view of the 
NASA study and report to GAO 
which GE says extracted much of 
its technical data, and the sub-
sequent delivery of the NASA and 
GAO studies to both competitors, 
GE now argues it doesn't see how 
a fair recompetition can be under-
taken. 
As Daniel Fink, vice president 

of GE's Space division, puts it: 
"This now gives Fairchild-Hiller 
a great deal of technical innovation 
regarding our stuff which is exactly 
what NASA was accused of doing 
earlier. At the same time, the re-
port itself was the first place that 
I believe the official prices were 
mentioned, or at least the relative 
dollars. Relative cost was men-
tioned, and specifically it states 
that GE was 2% lower than Fair-
child-Hiller." As Fairchild-Hiller 
knows its bid, Fink argues that it 
can easily figure GE's bid with a 
bit of arithmetic. Estimated value 
of the contract, still in negotiation 
at the time of withdrawal, was 
about $50 million. 
On evaluation of the two com-

petitors, the initial rating of Fair-
child-Hiller's technical proposal 
was 699 and GE's was 664. The 
margin slipped to 683 to 570 after 
preliminary oral examination by 
the NASA Selection Evaluation 
board, and then GE came out on 
top by one point with a total score 
of 687 after about 10 days of fact 
finding with each company. While 
the board concluded that the pro-
posals were "technically equal" and 
differences in initial price proposals 
were minor an Administration cut 
in the NASA budget caused the 
ATS-F and G timetable to slip so 
the agency requested new bids. 
GE says it then "went home con-

vinced that the tactic, the technique 
had to be minimum cost to give 
them [NASA] a legitimate, able-to-
achieve program" in view of the 
budget constraints. This, the com-
pany says, resulted in its lower 
price after a new round of nego-
tiations with 14 major subcon-
tractors. 
While NASA has yet to specify 

the extent of its recompetition and 

its timetable, GE's Fink believes 
the space agency "feels they have 
to bend over backwards" in the 
new round on ATS. "Where GE 
is concerned, this is doubly true," 
he adds, because of Administrator 
Paine's 19-year GE affiliation. 

For the record 

Layoff? The Hewlett-Packard 
Co., which boasts that it has never 
had to lay off workers, has man-
aged to in effect cut its work force 
while maintaining that record. 
Some 11,000 of H-P's domestic em-
ployees will simply take off one 
day every two weeks without pay— 
and salaries of all corporate officers 
will also be reduced. Unaffected 
will be the Colorado Springs divi-
sion, which makes oscilloscopes 
and pulse generators; the San 
Diego division, x-y recorders; the 
Avondale, Pa., division, analytical 
instruments; and the company's 
3,400 foreign employees. 

Official. The North American 
Rockwell Corp. has made the dual 
announcement that the former 
Autonetics Products division has 
become a separate commercial 
microelectronics company and has 
signed a follow-on contract with 
the Sharp Corp. of Japan [Elec-
tronics, June 22, p. 34], for MOS/ 
LSI arrays that go into Sharp's 
Micro-Compet calculator. The new 
firm is the North American Rock-
well Microelectronics Co., and the 
additional business with Sharp is 
valued at more than $30 million 
through 1972. The initial contract, 
which runs through next January, 
was for nearly $30 million and en-
compassed more than 2 million 
devices. The follow-on order is 
also for more than 2 million de-
vices, but company officials aren't 
disclosing the exact dollar figure 
or the precise number of devices. 
The contract covers the same five 
basic circuit functions included in 
the original order, although some 
of the arrays have been redesigned 
to make them smaller. 

Ad infinitum. Suffer the country 
two more proposed congressional 
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g3O-1 

Cermet TC typically < 100 ppm ... 50 ppm available 

TRW technology now provides 
the first twin offering of dual in-
line potentiometers. A cermet 
trimmer has added infinite reso-
lution, resistances of 10 ohms 
thru 1 megohm, and extra relia-
bility to the picture. Teamed with 
the low cost and tight tolerance 
features of the original DIP 
wirewound. IRC Metal Glaze 

(cermet) completes this first 
family. 

Utilizing the TRW proved "I/C" 
package, both types are shipped 
in magazines, ready for com-
pletely automatic inspection tests 
and PC-board insertion. 
Both cermet and wirewound 

Dl P's are available from your 
TRW Distributor. For technical 

details contact IRC Division of 
TRW INC., 2801 72nd Street, 
North, St. Petersburg, Florida 
33733. Phone: (813) 347-2181. 
TWX: 810-863-0357 

TRW 
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We've got production bonding down cold. 

Figure it out. Hughes' new ball and stitch bonder ends the 
warm-up phase of production. Only its capillary tip gets hot. 

A quick pulse of heat — just enough 
to bond the wire — passes through the tip to 
the exact bonding area. There's reduced heat 
transfer to other parts of the device. 
(Which means no drift in characteristics.) 

The bonding cycle is completely pro-
grammed. One control lever does it all: selects 
one of three search levels, sets the exact time-
at-temperature, initiates the bond (as many 
stitches as you want ), and finishes the job with 
an automatic pig-tail puller and jet flame off. 

Circle 58 on reader service card 

Plus: 8" throat depth (for the largest 
hybrids or multi-device carriers), .0007"— 
.005" gold wire size, and 1.2" XY travel of 
the micropositioner. 

HPB-360 — The cold bonder. Ask us 
about it: Hughes Welders, 2020 Oceanside 
Blvd., Oceanside, California 92054.  

HUGHES 
HUGHES ArRGRAFT COMPANY 

HUGHES W  

The Metal Stickers 



commissions. The Independent 
Technology Assessment and En-
vironmental Data Collection Com-
mission, introduced by Sen. War-
ren Magnuson (D., Wash.) in his 
Commercial Technology Assess-
ment Act, would develop an early 
warning system to alert govern-
ment, industry, and the public 
about possible economic, environ-
mental, and social costs entailed 
in new commercial technology. 
The National Commission on Li-

braries and Information Science 
survived a House-Senate confer-
ence and would, among other 
things, determine the status of li-
brary and information resources 
and services, develop plans for 
meeting those needs, and promote 
R&D to improve library and infor-
mation-handling capability as "es-
sential links in the national com-
munications networks." 

Datran to 11 Ghz. The Data 
Transmission Co. (Datran) has a 
new design scheme for its 35-city 
microwave data network, aimed at 
subduing frequency interference 
objections by common carriers. In 
amendments to its original pro-
posal to the Federal Communica-
tions Commission, Datran proposes 
to move transmission from 6 giga-
hertz to 11 Ghz in some congested 
areas, and to build 16 additional 
repeater stations to handle the 
shorter-range transmission at 11 
Ghz. 
Datran says the design amend-

ments should, by removing ob-
jections to possible interferehce 
caused by the proposed network, 
prompt the FCC to act on its ap-
plication. The network would be 
operational 18 to 30 months after 
FCC approval, says Datran. 

LEAA to lose four eyes. The 
troika leadership of the Justice De-
partment's Law Enforcement As-
sistance Administration is expected 
to be reduced to a one-man show 
after Senate action on an already-
passed House bill. Current law 
provides for three administrators, 
who must unanimously agree on 
LEAA issues, no matter how trivial, 
before crime-control grants are 
made to state and local govern-
ments. That situation led to the 

U.S. Reports 

resignation of former administrator 
Charles Regovin [Electronics, April 
27, p. 115]. 

Digital 3 R's. Microwave Com-
munications Inc. will be ready to 
plan point-to-point microwave ser-
vice for about 85% of the nation's 
colleges and universities by No-
vember, when it will have analyzed 
input from schools on require-
ments. Some require only low-
speed data with Teletype use, 
others want crt readouts and com-
puterized class instruction, and 
some will need the network only 
part time. An MCI proposal to in-
terconnect educational broadcast-
ing stations and university libraries 
is pending at the FCC. 

Court action. At least one engi-
neer is among the 50 former em-
ployees of the Boeing Co.'s Everett, 
Wash., plant who are suing the 
company—they claim they were 
laid off despite promises of from 
three to 10 years' employment. 
Eleven suits have been filed, ask-
ing damages ranging from $30,000 
to $100,000, and another 39 are 
due to be filed by the Everett law 
firm of Griffin & Bortner. 
The plaintiffs charge that Boeing 

recruited them last year from other 
nations and elsewhere in the U.S., 
only to let them go last month. The 
complaints say that none of the 
plaintiffs was familiar with "the 
cyclic nature of Boeing's employ-
ment history or that this employ-
ment would be based upon the 
future sales success of the defend-
ant's aircraft." 

Ironically, most of the suits were 
filed before the announcement that 
Boeing had won the contract for 
Awacs, which could be worth $2 
billion over the next half decade 
and eventually increase the com-
pany's work force. 

Add one. L-Squared Industries, 
the mOS device maker formed last 
year by Arthur Lowell, ex-moS 
chief at Autonetics, has agreed in 
principle to acquire a mineral ex-
ploration consulting and managing 
firm. The company, Monarch En-
terprises of Washington, D.C., will 
become a subsidiary of L-Squared, 
which is in Santa Ana, Calif. 

A lot of people 
are saying 

Hughes is into 
a lot of things 

A lot of people 
are right. 

And with good reason. Hughes makes 
better electrical connectors (RS 287), 
flat flexible cable and circuit assem-
blies (RS 288), direct view storage 
and scan converter tubes (RS 290), 
display systems (RS 291), and multi-
plex systems for remote communica-
tions/control (RS 292). 

: HUGHES 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
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Newest shift register 
recirculates internally. 

512 bits. 
31/2e/bit. 

In 100-piece quantities. 

Now in stock is Intel's new self-contained serial memory, a 512-bit 
shift register complete with all necessary recirculating circuitry on 
one silicon-gate MOS chip. As the block diagram shows, two X-Y 
"chip-select" terminals, a "read" terminal and a "write/recircu-
late" terminal permit operation as a fully functional serial memory 
without need for external logic. 

4  

512-bit register 

Write/recirculate 

X-Y Chip Select 

 i*--I 

A 
X Y 

E> Out 

t 
Read 

Model 1405 is guaranteed to operate to 2 MHz. Data inputs, data 
outputs and all control signals are fully compatible with DTL and 
TTL logic. Clock capacitance is less than 80 pF. Capacitance at all 
inputs is typically a low 31/2  pF and guaranteed not to exceed 5 pF. 

Model 1405 is the most economical means available to construct 
clocked IC serial memories—economical because Intel's silicon-
gate technology is now producing high yields in large production 
runs. 

For immediate delivery in the U.S. phone your local Intel distribu-
tor: Cramer Electronics or Hamilton Electro Sales. Or call us col-
lect at (415) 961-8080. 

In Europe contact Intel at 216 Avenue Louise, Bruxelles, Belgium 
1050. Phone 492003. In Japan contact Nippon IC, Inc., Sanko-Cho 
Bldg., No. 53 Sanko-Cho, Shinjuku-Ku, Tokyo 160. 

Intel Corporation is in high-volume production at 365 Middlefield 
Rd., Mountain View, California 94040. 

Intel 
delivers. 
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A significant advance 
in silicon rectifier 
power handling capacity 
3 new series of silicon rectifiers from Tung-Sol permit 
designers to meet extremely high power requirements. 

• Reverse voltage ratings to 5000 Volts 

• Average forward current to 500 Amperes 

• Surge overload ratings up to 8500 Amperes 

Controlled avalanche characteristics provide transient handling 
capability that results in increased reliability. 

All units feature ceramic-to-metal seals, mount in any position 
and are supplied in either polarity. 

1511 SERIES 1621 SERIES 
Max. ay. forward 
current at 120° C-
420 Amperes 

Surge overload 
rating, 1 cycle-
6000 Amperes 

Max. ay. forward 
current at 120° C-
500 Amperes 

Surge overload 
rating, 1 cycle-
8500 Amperes 

Controlled Controlled 
Avalanche Avalanche 
Voltage-1250- Voltage-1100-
3500 Volts 2300 Volts 

1611 SERIES 
Max. ay. forward 
current at 120° C-
470 Amperes 

Surge overload 
rating, 1 cycle-
5200 Amperes 

Controlled 
Avalanche 
Voltage-2600-
5000 Volts 

Write for technical data bulleti ns— 
Tung-Sol Division, Wagner Electric Corporation 
630 West Mt. Pleasant Ave., Livingston, N.J. 07039 
Twx: 710-994-4865 • Phone: (201)992-1100; (212)732-5426 

TUNG-SOL 
High Power Silicon Rectifiers 
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... higher power for telemetry, ECM, NAVAIDS, Radar 

TRW has added sti I another 
member to its Gigahertz family. 
PT8610 provides 10 watts output 
power at 2 GHz, wi:h 7dB gain 
and 15% bandwidth. It is a single-
chip device in a new low parasitic 
MIC package. 
The broadband capability of 

the device provides circuit de-
sign simplicity and insures re-
peatable system-to-system per-

formance with a minimum of 
circuit tuning elements. 

Designed for use in common-
base circuits, PT8610 can be 
cascaded with other TRW broad-
band devices to extend reliable 
solid state power at 2 GHz. Com-
panion transistors are the 5 watt 
PT8611, 2.5 watt PT8612 and the 
1 Watt PT8613. 

For further information contact 

any TRW distributor or TRW 
Semiconductor Division, 14520 
Aviation Boulevard, Lawndale, 
California 90260. Phone (213) 
679-45E1. TWX: 910-325-6206. 

:tual Size 

TRW 
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GUDESPOD 
GUDE-TIES 
NYLON  5 
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Using spot ttes? 

GU DE-TIES, replacing plastic wraps, 
cut yearly material cost more than 75% 

"GUDE -TIES", CUT LENGTHS of Gudebrod Flat Braided 
Lacing Tapes, are specifically produced for spot tying—in produc-
tion harnessing or for on-site work. A comparative engineering 
analysis found that material costs for Gude-Ties was 76.7% less 
than for plastic wraps on a yearly production basis, and harness 
weight was reduced also. In aviation and other important applica-
tions weight of the harness is important, and gaining more im-
portance. Gude-Ties are dispenser packaged for one hand, easy 
withdrawal. Meet MIL-T Specs, make firm knots. Available in 6", 

8", 10", 12", 15", 18", 20" and 22" lengths (other lengths to order). 

Try GUDEBROD'S SYSTEM "S" 
In spot tying when you combine Gudebrod Gude-Ties with 

Gudebrod Gude-Snips and the Gudebrod Swivel-Tilt Har-
ness Board Mount you're really streamlining the production 
of wire harnesses. Gude-Snips, palm-of-the-hand snips cut 
cleanly, easily—right or left hand. Spring action, Du Pont 

Teflon bearing. Eliminate constant reaching for knife or 
shears. The balanced, three dimensional action of the 

Gudebrod Swivel-Tilt Harness Board Mount brings every 
section of the harness within easy, comfortable reach. 
Cuts fatigue — speeds 
work. Ask for full in-

formation about 
Gudebrod System 

"S" for spot tie 
lacing. (For con-
tinuous tying, ask 
about System "C".) 

Gudebrod Swivel-Tilt 
Harness Board Mounts 
available in several sizes 

UDEBROD 
1870-100 Years of Quality-1970 

GUDEBROD BROS. SILK CO., INC. Founded 1870, 12 South 12th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19107 
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EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT AD555 QUAD SWITCH 

DIGITAL INPUT 0.< n <  1 

INDEPENDENT 
POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE 
REFERENCES 

REF B 

REF A 

EXTERNAL OP-AMP 
PROVIDES LOW OUTPUT 

2R R R R IMPEDANCE. "UNLOADS" 
OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS PROPORTIONAL TO R-2R NETWORK 
PRODUCT OF REFERENCE VOLTAGE AND DIGITAL INPUT 
1OUTPU- n(REF A)+ (1-n -LSB) REF 13) 

SINGLE SWITCH CELL OF 4 SWITCH QUAD 

BIT INPUT 

- - 

DIFFERENTIAL PAIR 
STEERS CURRENT 
TO SINKING TRANSISTORS 

REF B 

REF A 

VOLTAGE OUTPUT 
TO R-2R NETWORK 

+15V 

CURRENT SOURCES 

SUPPLY 300µ A 

TO OUTPUT SWITCH 

CURRENT SINKING 
TRANSISTOR "STEALS" 
OUTPUT TRANSISTOR 
BASE CURRENT 

REF B 

REF A 

OUTPUT TRANSISTORS 
DIELECTRICALLY ISOLATED 
FOR LOW VOLTAGE OFFSET 
AND SWITCH RESISTANCE 

12-BIT MULTIPLYING D/A CONVERTER 

12 BIT DIGITAL WORD INPUT 

rLsB M\ 

ie ttt 

=50k 2R=100k 
R-2R NETWORK 200 SWITCH RESISTANCE IS 
AVAILABLE, AD855 SUBTRACTED FROM 2R RESISTORS 

221 FIFTH STREET • CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02142 

ANALOG 
DEVICES% 

LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

•;r4-
pDAC 555 

The World's First Monolithic 
IC Multiplying D/A Converter 

4 SPDT SWITCHES ON A SINGLE CHIP 

12-BIT ±-1/2LSB ACCURACY 

FULL 4 QUADRANT MULTIPLICATION 
CAPABILITY 

• ±-5pprreC MAX TC, —55°C TO +125°C 

• IDEAL FOR DIGITAL-TO-SYNCHRO 
APPLICATIONS 

• MEETS MIL-STD 883... FLATPACK OR DIL 

Second in a series of monolithic IC D/A converter 

circuits, the Analog Devices Model AD555 µDAC is 
intended for applications which require variable refer-
ence inputs. This feature permits full 4 quadrant mul-

tiplication of the analog and digital inputs, useful in 

many avionic applications such as digital-to-synchro 

conversion, digital gain control, etc. 

The µDAC AD555 is comprised of 4 dielectrically 

isolated voltage switches driven by logic input buffers 
compatible with all popular DTL or TTL logic. With 

the addition of an R-2R resistor network, each AD555 

becomes a 4-bit D/A converter. All critical parameters 

are matched to permit three such µDAC's to be simply 

interconnected to form a monotonic 12-bit converter 
with ±-1/2LSB accuracy. 

Proprietary design techniques yield switch per-
formance similar to discrete-component solid state 

switches, but with inherently better tracking. Switch 

"ON" resistance is 20 ohms, matched to -±5 ohms 

within each chip. Precision 12-bit thin film R-2R 

resistor networks, matched to switch ON resistance, 

are also available from Analog Devices. Voltage offset 
is 1mV -±1mV max. Switching delay time is typically 
3.5µs. 

For free new application notes giving complete 

specifications and theory of operation of this new 
series of monolithic D/A converters, or to request 

evaluation samples phone your local sales office or 

Mr. Richard Ferrero collect on the ANALOG HOT 

LINE ... (617) 969-3661. 

ANALOG 
205/536-1969 

206/767-3870 

213/595-1783 

214/231-4846 

215/643-2440 

216/261-5440 

301/588-1595 

303/781-4967 

305/424-7932 

312/774-1452 

313/886-2280 

DEVICES' SALES 
314/725-5361 

315/454-9314 

317/846-2593 

412/371-9449 

415/941-4874 

416/247-7454 

512/732-7176 

513/426-5551 
514/683-3621 

516/692-6100 

518/372-6649 

OFFICES 
602/274-6682 

604/926-3411 

607/748-0509 

612/881-6386 

613/224-1221 

617/492-6000 

713/622-2820 

71 6/685-4111 

913/831-2888 

918/622-3753 
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ISSING LINK 
Link your scientific or general-purpose 
computer with transducers and con-
tact closures and get real-time data 
and analysis. You've probably been 
stymied with no economical way to 
connect thermocouples, RTD's, load 
cells, flow meters and contact closures 
to your computer. 

AR's 5206 is the "missing link" 
which translates multiple transducer 
outputs (volts, ohms, Hertz, and con-
tact closures) into computerese and 
interfaces them tc your computer. As 
an intelligent "front-end" with a built-in 
mini-computer, the VIDAR 5206 can 
monitor and manage continuous pro-
cesses, even when your big computer 
is down. It saves big computer time by 
pre-processing data. Efficiencies and 
trends are displayed only when re-
quired. Your people can interrogate it 
through remote displays to keep track 
of how things are proceeding. 

Whether you want to use your com-
puter for dynamic testing — or need a 
stand-alone process manager and data 
logger, get all the facts about VIDAR's 
wares (hard and soft). 

77 Ortega Avenue, Mountain View, Calif. 94040 (415) 961-1000 

the automatic-measurement people 
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Defense and space Government electronics contractors are still fighting Congressional 
firms try to soften attempts to impose tough cost controls. Although resigned to adoption 

of uniform cost accounting systems—following overwhelming Senate 
new cost controls passage of a bill to requiring such systems in all defense and space 

contracts—the contractors are trying to get House adoption of the Sen-
ate measure. The industry fought uniform accounting tooth and nail 
when first proposed by Sen. William Proxmire (D., Wis.), but the upper 
chamber's bill is nowhere near as tough as the House version, sponsored 
by the powerful Rep. Wright Patman (D., Texas). 
Though the Senate scrubbed a loophole exempting prime and sub-

contractors with less than $25 million in annual Government sales—a 
provision sponsored by the Western Electronics Manufacturers Associa-
tion—it didn't touch the provision that accounting standards could be 
established and monitored by an independent five-man board named by 
the U.S. Comptroller General. The House bill, on the other hand, puts 
the stringent General Accounting Office in charge of accounting 
standards. 

Regardless of the compromises that industry can salvage from Senate-
House negotiations, the application of uniform accounting principles is 
expected to make contract costs much more visible, contractor overhead 
charges much less flexible, and engineering expenditure controls much 
more restrictive. 

New agencies will Application of electronics to environment problems and in oceanography 
is expected to accelerate now that the White House has issued an execu-

boost environmental tive order creating the Environmental Protection Agency and the 
electronics use National Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency. Both organizations will 

receive only the fiscal 1971 money appropriated for the groups from 
which they will be formed in August. But their administrators, still to be 
named, are sure to push multiple system studies and hardware-oriented 
projects to gain visibility and public acceptance—and the leverage to ask 
for more money in fiscal 1972. 

Air Force pursuing To see if most airborne multiprocessors can be fashioned out of a stan-
dard set of computer modules, the Burroughs Corp. is being funded by 

modular airborne the Air Force Avionics Laboratory to build three types of data process-
data processor ing modules. If the approach is successful, standard modules could be 

assembled into computers for every type of aircraft from light tactical 
systems through attack bombers. Under the $469,000 award, Burroughs 
is scheduled to deliver by December 1971 a processor module, a switch-
ing matrix, and a unit that can be used for either input or output. A 
separate award is pending for development of four 16-kilobit plated 
wire memory modules. 
Burroughs will use Fairchild 100-gate micromosaic arrays and 300-gate 

discretionary wired circuits to keep volume down to 1.8 cubic feet for an 
800,000 instructions-per-second triplexed processor. The Avionics Lab's 
program is aimed at the same cost and logistical problems as the Navy's 
more ambitious Advanced Airborne Digital Computer, a modular 
machine that would be used in all Navy planes from 1975 through 1985 
[Electronics, July 21, 1969, p. 521. 
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Washington Newsletter 

Will DuBridge 

survive as 

science adviser? 

NASA tradeoffs 

may curtail funds 

for space stations 

FCC sets rules 

for cable systems 

Radio allocations 

may blossom into 

states' rights issue 

Speculation is growing that Lee DuBridge, director of the Office of 
Science and Technology, will not last much longer as science adviser to 
the President. DuBridge, lacking the political expertise of some of his 
predecessors, is reportedly being ground down by criticisms of his per-
formance and the absence of policy guidance by the White House. 
Though no one can confirm that DuBridge plans to leave, sources close 
to the office concede that he is dismayed by his inability to determine 
White House science policy and unhappy at being left to his own devices. 

Plans for interim space stations that would fly in the mid-70's may 
cause cutbacks in a potential bonanza for the electronics industry, the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration's $5 billion space sta-
tion program. Many NASA planners are arguing that because NASA 
funding is leveling off, the space shuttle, designed for use in launching 
and resupplying the space station, will not be able to fly until the 1977/ 
1978 slot set aside for the space station. Thus, they contend, smaller 
stations carrying more austere electronics would provide the only means 
of maintaining a manned space exploration effort. 

Eight proposals for interim space stations are reportedly under con-
sideration, and all would use some of the remaining seven Saturn 5 
boosters. Use of the Saturns, however, would require cancellations of 
Apollo flights. The two strongest contenders for the boosters are a sec-
ond Skylab, which would provide a second platform for scientific experi-
ments in 1974, and a six-man "intermediate" space station that could 
fly in 1976. If the latter gets the green light, the 12-man space station 
would have to be pushed back into the 1980's. 

Eying the internationally interconnected cable grids of the future, the 
Federal Communications Commission has opened a new CATV docket 
to consider technical standards for the industry. 
The CATV area abounds with unresolved standards problems. One 

proposed FCC standard would require two-way transmission capability 
in cable systems. Such a two-way capability should provide at least 
the capacity for a single 4-kilohertz message and be available for sharing 
with' other subscribers—for example, between the home and banks or 
newspapers. The FCC also wants 40-channel systems in major urban 
areas and 20-channel systems in suburban and rural areas. 

If one Deep South state has its way, the Administration's "southern 
strategy" would be extended even to radio frequency allocations. Argu-
ing that the Federal Communications Commission has failed to employ 
a state-oriented systems approach to frequency assignments, the state 
is pushing for the granting of frequency blocks to states for reallocation 
by local authorities for intrastate use. Pending official publication of a 
systems engineering study by the state, the FCC refuses to disclose any-
thing about the state's identity—except that it is southern. 
While this revolutionary approach would permit reassignment of, say, 

forestry frequencies to police departments in areas where there are no 
forests, communications suppliers predict possible chaos. They see them-
selves making different models of each piece of equipment—at much 
greater cost—to suit the peculiar requirements of each state. 
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The best of Linear 
For the past several months, 

we've presented a profusion of facts, 
specs and applications on Linear 
Integrated Circuits. 

It's time for a recap. Just in case 
anybody missed something they 
shouldn't have. 
The following two pages contain 

the most significant product infor-
mation we've presented in this ad 
series. Not that everything else 
wasn't important. 
But, if we only had one ad to run 

this year, this is the ad we'd run. 



Introducing the World's First 
Monolithic J-FET Input Op Amp 

Punch-through op amps are 
obsolete. 

Fairchild's new p,A740 now 
oilers 150 pA (max.) current into 
either input. While some manu-
facturers are talking about super 
beta or punch-through transistors 
with current gains of 1000, 
Fairchild technology now makes 
possible J-FET devices with 
equivalent betas of over 15,000. 
And, they're completely compat-
ible with standard monolithic 
processing. 
The ,uA740 is a simple two-

stage design similar to the uA741, 
but employs J-FET input tran-
sistors to obtain extremely low 
input currents. 

µA740 Electrical Performance 
Input Current  150pA max. 

(either input) 

Unity Gain Slew Rate 6V/AS 
Input Resistance  10' 2 Ohms 
Voltage Gain  120dB 
Input Offset Current 30pA 

The new linear has all the 
convenience of the pA741: 
internal frequency compensation 
for unity gain, input over-voltage 
protection to either supply, out-
put short circuit protection to 
ground or either supply, and the 
absence of "latch-up." 

Balanced offset null is easily 
obtained with a 101{n potentio-
meter and does not affect other 
parameters. 

Other p.A740 features include 
a wide common mode range of 
± 12 volts, high differential volt-
age range of ± 30 volts, and wide 
operating supply range of ± 5V 
to ± 22V. 
The ,uA740 is directly inter-

changeable with the LA741, 
,uA748 or LA709. 
The new Fairchild device 

provides circuit designers with 
superior performance in such 

INVERTING 
INPUT 

The New ju,A796 
A740 FET INPUT OP AMP 

• 
• 

applications as active filters, 
voltage followers, integrators, 
summing amplifiers, sample 
and holds, transducer amplifiers 
and other general-purpose 
feedback applications. 
The uA740 is now available in 

TO-99 packages (both military 
and industrial temperature 
ranges) from any Fairchild 
Distributor. 

Reader Service Number 511 

We Knew It Was Going lb Be Versatile, 
But We Didn't Know How Versatile. 

The new low-cost ,uA796 Doubly 
Balanced Modulator/Demodu-
lator is finding its way into an 
amazing variety of systems. 

Communications-gear engi-
neers are taking advantage of its 
great versatility and high carrier 
suppression in modulators and 
demodulators for single sideband, 
suppressed carrier and phase 
shift key transceivers. It's also 
being used as a synchronous AM 
demodulator, a quadrature FM 
demodulator, and as a phase 
comparator for phase locked loop 
receivers. 

Digital tape/disc memory 
designers are utilizing the Ii.A796's 
unique properties in fast differ-
entiators and phase correcting 

circuits for NRZ or phase encod-
ing systems, while remote D.C. 
R-G-B gain controls, color shade 
and keystone corrections are 
practical for color TV broadcast 
equipment use. Other possibilities 
lie in signal chopping, frequency 
changing, linear mixing and more. 

Here Are The Specs: 

Carrier Suppression 65dB 
'Pransadmittance Bandwidth 

Carrier Port 300MHz 
Signal Port 80MHz 

Signal Gain 3.5V/V 
Input Impedance 

(signal port) 200KS2 
Input Offset Current 0.7µA 
Differential Output Swing 8.0 volts p-p 

Here Are The Prices: 

U5F7796312 
—55°C to +125°C 

U5F7796393 
0°C to 70°C 

$4.80 @ 100 pcs. 

$2.25 @ 100 pcs. 

CARRIER 
INPUT 

80  
I-) 

7 o  
1+1 

SIGNAL INPUT 
40  

AA796 DOUBLY BALANCED 
MODULATOR/DEMODULATOR 

6 01+) OUTPUT (-) 9 

o  
1+1 

BIAS 
50  

100  
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FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR A Division of Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation Mountain View, California 94040, (415) 962-5011 TWX: 910-379-6435 
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New Op Amp has Gain of 3,000,000. 
Fairchild's new pA725 Instru-

mentation Operational Amplifier 
can do the same jobs that used to 
require expensive chopper-
stabilized or complex discrete 
component amplifiers. The pA725 
is ideally suited for use in Low 
Level Signal Conditioners, Instru-
mentation Amplifiers, Precision 
Measuring Equipment, Process 
Control Systems and Data 
Acquisition Equipment. 

Electrical Performance/Features 
Low Input Noise Current. 0.6pA/Hz 
High Open Loop Gain 3,000,000 
Low Input Offset Current 3nA 
Low Input Offset 

Voltage Drift O  5,1V/°C 
High Common Mode Rejection. .120dB 

One of the many applications 
for the p.A725 is in Linear photo-
detection systems. Use of a PIN 
Photodiode with the 1.LA725 
provides the user with a low 
noise linear detection system 
which operates from low 
voltage supplies and has 
none of the inherent INPUT 1, 

1-1Z 
disadvantages of photo-
multiplier tubes (high pgroZE 
voltage supplies, aging effects, 
large physical size, high 
power dissipation). 

Reader Service Number 509 
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MicropowerExists-µA735 
Minimizing power drain, weight 

and space gives design engineers 
ulcers (how come the system power 
supply designer is the last one to 
know you've overrun the allotted 
system power consumption?). 

Here's good news. Relief exists: 
The 1.A735 micropower opera-

tional amplifier uses only 100pW 
at ± 3.0 volts. 

Systems such as space vehicles, 
aircraft, and portable medical 
equipment will benefit from the 
use of the IJA735 by shrinking 
bulky batteries. It gives you 
low quiescent currents. It also 
gives you versatile, accurate 
and cool operation without the 
customary design tradeoffs. 

In addition, the 1.LA735 simpli-
fies design of high impedance 
instrumentation circuits due to its 
extremely low input currents. 

Here are some typical device 
specifications: 

input offset current 
input bias current 
input offset voltage 
supply voltage range 

power consumption 
open loop voltage gain 
input impedance 
noise 

500 pA 
5.0 nA 
1.0 mV 
± 3 volts 
to ± 18 volts 
100 µW 
20,000 
10 mn 
.5 pA/Viiz 

Smart engineers who like to 
minimize component count can 
now take advantage of a new 
simplified frequency compensa-
tion scheme that applies over 
the entire supply voltage range of 
the pA735. 

Closed 
Loop Cain C 1 RI 

1 20nF 11007 

10 2ni 1.11Q 

100 680pF 111‘11 

Most engineers like to eliminate those large, 
expensive, hard-to-find capacitors that hog space 
and dollars. Here's a nifty little application which 
will avoid large capacitors in low frequency, 
active filter design. And with very low supply 
current drain! 

This circuit has a center frequency at 10 Hz, 
12 dB rol off with —3 dB points at 6.5 Hz and 
14 Hz. The FLA735 lets you use small capacitor 
values and large resistors for frequency shaping 
at a few Hz, due to the isA735's low input offset 
current. 

The new price is low, too — 

µA735 -55°C to +125°C $37.50 @ 100 
AA735B -20°C to +85°C $22.50 @ 100 
µA735C 0°C to +70°C $15.00 @ 100 

See? Micropower does exist; 
alive and in quantity at your 
Fairchild distributor. 

Reader Service Number 510 



FOR 
MULTILAYER CIRCUITS 

For multilayer or precision double sided boards 
with plated-thru holes,—in volume—the place to go 
is Cinch-Graphik—the world's largest independent 
producer of precision circuits. 

For information on the capabilities and 
automated facilities of Cinch-Graphik, contact 
your local Cinch Electronics Group District office or 
Cinch-Graphik, 200 South Turnbull Canyon Road, 
City of Industry, California, 91744. 
Phone (213) 333-1201. 

CINCH-GRAPHIK 

CINCH DIVISIONS OF TRW INC., CINCH MANUFACTURING, CINCH-GRAPHIK, CINCH-MONADNOCK AND CINCH-NULINE CC-7006A 
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The ultimate 
oscillator. 
Now there's a trae function generator 

that's priced like an oscillcior. 
The new Modes 130 delivers sine, square, 

triangle and sync outpus from 0.2 Hz to 2 MHz with 
flat frequency response and low sine distortion. 

The ultimate is only 3295.* 

FREO HZ 
1K 

X 100K 

MODEL 130 

FUNCTION GENERATOR 

I 1 / /1 AvrL 

1.0 // 

••••• 

3 - .-

50(2 
OUT 

WAve-ra K 
P.O. BOX 651, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92: _2 
PHONE (714) 279-2200 TWX 910•335 2007 

*Find out about our Model 131 VCG, $345; Model 134 Sweep/Trigger VCG, $495; 
Model 135 UN/LOG Sweeper, S695; M.ocel 136 VCG/VCA Generator, $595. 
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In digital panel meters, long term stability is a 
chopper stabilized front end. That's our series 340. 
Full range, low cost digital panel meters that do 
away with interface problems. Across the board. 
With a temperature range of +10° to +40°C, 
zero stays put. 

The indications are clear. Non-blinking displays 
you expect only in the most expensive meters, five 
readings per second with accuracy to 0.01%. And 
at low, low cost. 

Volts, ohms, current and ratio. In three or four 
digit panel meters with output and accuracy assured 
by dual slope integration— the most accurate con-
version technique ever developed. 

The systems people play on our low input current, 
less than 100pA, for driving from a high impedance 
source. Get a load of our numbers: 

340A 3 Digit Single Polarity Meter 
341 3 Digit Auto Polarity/Systems Meter 

(isolated output) 
342 3 Digit AC Meter 
343 3 Digit Auto Polarity Meter 
344 4 Digit/Systems Meter (isolated output) 
345 4 Digit Low Cost Meter 

Data Technology Corporation, 1050 East Meadow 
Circle, Palo Alto, California 94303, 14151 321-0551, 
TWX 910-373-1186. 

Data Technology 

numbers. 
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Helipot 
Trims 

Price & Profile 

Series 
cermet trimmers feature: 

Low Cost: 
$1.35 each in 1-9 quantities; 

less than $1.00 
in quantities over 1,000. 

Low Profile: 
Maximum height of .250 inches 

adows for closer p-c board stacking. 

Ser es 89 trimmers with two different pin spacings 
are available "off-the-shelf" 

from 17 locations across tile country. 

[ Beckman 

INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
HELIPOT DIVISION 

FULLERTON, CALIFORNIe‘ 

41101.1111111ffl 

INTERNATIONAL SUBSIDIARIES: AMSTERDAM; CAPE TOWq; GENEVA; GLENROTHES, 
SCOTLAND; LONDON; MEXICO CITY; MUNICH; PARIS; STD:XI-10(M; TOKYO; VIENNA 
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Electronics 
A unique transmit-only solid state radar 
module promises great things for the future 
of phased array systems and could end 
the need for separate radar and communica-
tions antennas. The module, built with 
microstrip techniques, operates at both L 
and S bands and incorporates the phase 
shifting circuitry needed for phased-array 
operation. A dual-frequency radar system 

built with these compact modules in not much more space 
than that required by a single system could do the work 
of several at less cost than the units it replaces. 

Silicon on sapphire, an up-and-coming technology, now is 
taking mOS into speed ranges that had been exclusively the 
preserve of bipolar IC's. One speedy device being developed 
is a 256-bit moS random-access memory with access time 
of only 40 nanoseconds. And once mass production brings 
down the price of silicon substrates, considerable savings 
should be realized. 

Computer-aided design programs are a fine circuit-analysis 
tool but sometimes suffer from overkill. For example, if the 
designer requires only a low-frequency analysis, few programs 
are designed to speed up the many small iterations made by 
the computer to solve for high-frequency transient responses. 
Now, by proper adjustment of an active device model's 
critical parameters, expensive computer time can be saved 
with no loss of accuracy. 

Near-ideal power supply performance can be obtained by 
combining the best features of both series and shunt regulators 
without the usual disadvantages. Now it's easy with low-
cost, commonly available IC operational amplifiers and regu-
lators that yield a highly efficient, highly stable power supply. 

In a large digital data network requiring transmission from 
remote terminals, the ubiquitous data modem can be a costly 
item. Clever circuit economy and generous application of 
digital design techniques have yielded a 1,200-bit-per-second 
unit that's within the price range attractive to such cost-
conscious computer users as educational institutions. 

Coming 

Recent alarming reports citing fire, shock, and radiation haz-
ards in color tv's, radios, and microwave ovens have fanned 
continuing controversy over how safe consumer electronics 
products really are. A special report tells why hazardous de-
signs sometimes reach the marketplace, and what's being 
done about it. 
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Versatility is designed 
into dual-band module 
for phased array systems 
Built with microstrip techniques, L- and S-band transmitter is a step 
toward multifrequency and multifunction phased array networks 

By Alfred Rosenblatt, Electronics' staff 

• A two-for-one approach promises to be the trend 
of the future in reducing costs of phased array radar 
systems and easing up cramped space requirements on 
ships or in aircraft. The concept is a dual-frequency 
radar system that uses compact modules to operate at 
more than one frequency and operates with a single 
antenna. Such a system can do the job of several in not 
much more space than a single unit occupies. And it will 
cost less than the separate systems it replaces. 
Lockheed Electronics, Plainfield, N.J., has developed 

the first module for an all-solid state phased-array sys-
tem that operates at multiple frequencies. The transmit-
only radar module produces 32 watts of peak power at 
1.25 gigahertz, or 8 watts at 3.75 Ghz, its third harmonic. 
Cooled by forced air, the unit produces 100-microsecond 
pulses at a 10% duty cycle. The module was funded 
both by Lockheed and by the Naval Research Labora-
tory; the resulting dual-frequency techniques dovetail 
nicely with the Navy's Ships Integrated Electronics 
System (SIES). 

In SIES, the Navy is considering the total electro-
magnetic environment aboard' a ship, determining how 
various electronic systems may be integrated within 
themselves and within the vessel to conserve physical 
and electromagnetic spectrum space. As such, the SIES 
effort furthers the trend started with the DD-963, [Elec-
tronics, July 6, p. 102] in which naval vessels are built 

as a single integrated system, with both the vessel and 
its electronics designed simultaneously. 

In part the SIES effort resembles the Air Force's 
Unified Communications, Navigation, and Identification 
(UCNI) program [Electronics, May 11, p. 33]. Navy 
thinking goes beyond the CN and I functions to include 
such things as radar and command and control functions. 

Right now, the exact goals of the SIES effort—it is 
not a firmly established program yet, points out one 
Navy source—are still being worked out in discussions 
among organizations like the Navy's Office of Naval 
Operations, Ships Systems Command, Electronics Com-
mand, and the Department of Defense Research and 
Engineering. 

Along with integrating electronic "black boxes" aboard 
a ship, it's also possible to further save space and reduce 
costs, as well as end the need for separate radar and 
communications antennas, by combining various anten-
nas in a common array of elements. The key is to get 
harmonically related frequencies. The half-wavelengths 
are then integral multiples of each other and the number 
of elements in each band is proportional to the square 
of the harmonic number. 
Thus, for the Lockheed module, L- and S-band an-

tenna elements could be nested within each other, with 
every third element in a row of the S-band array also 
serving as an L-band array element. 

L and S. Lockheed Electronics' 
electronically steered, dual-frequency 
transmit module, fabricated in microstrip, 
measures roughly 71/2 by 5 inches. Eight 
circuit functions, each on its own alumina 
substrate, make up the module. 
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It's feasible to design systems using multifrequency 
modules and sharing a common antenna array to operate 
at frequencies ranging anywhere from L through X 
band, points out Robert W. Easton, manager of Lock-
heed's dual-frequency module project. Such a system 
could be digitally controlled to shift from one frequency 
to the other. And it could perform multiple functions, 
including multi-target acquisition and track, communi-
cations and navigation, Easton says. 
The Lockheed module accepts a pulsed, L-band input 

signal of 250 milliwatts. It's then digitally phase shifted, 
and is passed through a circulator and into an amplifier. 
Then the signal is either applied through an isolator to 
an L-band output connector, or is frequency multiplied 
by a factor of three and applied to an S-band output. 
Output frequency is selected by a logic-controlled switch 
circuit. Designed completely in microstrip, the module 
measures about 71/2 by 5 inches, and is one inch deep. 
It weighs just 27 ounces. 
L-band power is provided over a 10%, 1-decibel 

bandwidth at 1.25 Ghz. (The 3-db bandwidth is about 
15%.) At 3.75 Ghz, the bandwidth is reduced to 10% 
at 3 db. These percentage bandwidths are needed be-
cause such a module, although fixed tuned, also would 
have to operate at other than its center frequency. 
The module contains eight separate circuits, as shown 

below. Each circuit is built on its own alumina 
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substrate and performs a distinct function. At the 
module's input is a phase shifter circuit consisting of 
four digitally controlled phase bits. This circuit pro-
vides 337.5° of differential insertion phase in 22.5° 
steps. A circulator isolates and couples this output to a 
three-stage amplifier and can route received signals 
through its other port which, in the present module, is 
not used but was designed for possible use in future 
systems. 

Each circuit's alumina substrate is 25 mils thick and 
is bonded with a heat-conducting silver-loaded epoxy 
to a 1/4 -inch-thick aluminum frame. (The epoxy also 
has other functions. For example, it acts as ground-
return path for the varactor diode in the multiplier.) 
Miniature coaxial connectors then are bolted to the 
frame so the circuit may be tested and aligned. After 
testing, the connectors are removed and the substrate 
frames are bolted into an aluminum carrier frame that 
forms the complete module. End and side plates are 
added, with connectors passed through directly to the 
circuits. 
Within the completed module, the circuits butt to-

gether at machined surfaces raised from the sides of 
the aluminum frames, as shown at the bottom of the next 
page. The frames are screwed together to form a continu-
ous ground. The substrates actually are set slightly back 
from the frame edges so that they won't grind against 
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Powerful. L-band power amplifier delivers 
40 watts of peak power-100 microsecond 
pulses at a 10% duty factor—with two 
r-f power transistors in a power 
divider/combiner circuit. 

each other. The resulting 10-mil-wide gap between 
substrates is easy to bridge when the individual cir-
cuits are interconnected, Easton says. 

In the future, however, Lockheed plans to integrate 
the now separate circuits on two substrates at most, 
says Easton, to cut fabrication costs. Alternate inter-
connecting paths and extra tabs might be added to 
help in testing the completed circuit. The entire module 
could even be fabricated on one large substrate. But 
Lockheed fears processing problems may be encoun-
tered in putting such a large piece of alumina through 
the photographic and plating steps. Moreover, says 
Easton, Lockheed is considering selling the individual 
circuits it has developed. 
Lockheed's circulator is of its own design. It's a one-

inch-diameter device fabricated in microstrip and op-
erating in an above-resonance mode, says Lawrence H. 
Silverman, the engineer who designed much of the 
module's circuitry. Microstrip devices offered by out-
side suppliers all operate in a below-resonance mode 
and are about twice as large, he points out. Balanced 
stripline units, which would have been small enough, 
would have been difficult to integrate with the micro-
strip technology, Silverman says. 

Circulators are generally designed so that the ferrite 
material is biased to operate in a below-resonance 
mode. This mode requires a smaller externally applied 
magnetic field than does ferrite material operating 
above resonance. In addition, the size of the circulator 
remains fairly small for S- through X-band operation. 

But at L band, the size of a below-resonance circu-
lator is just too large for Lockheed's requirements, Sil-
verman says. This type of circulator also has a low 
characteristic impedance—one ohm—because its ferrite 
material cannot be thicker than the 25-mil height of 
its microstrip substrate. (The thicker the ferrite disk, 
the larger its impedance.) This makes for difficult 
matching in a 50-ohm system. On the other hand, the 
impedance of Lockheed's above-resonance unit is 18.8 
ohms. And its operating characteristics-20 db isolation, 
10% bandwidth, and insertion loss of 0.5 db—equal 
those of most stripline and below-resonance-microstrip 
designs, Silverman asserts. For his microstrip design, 
Silverman sliced a stripline circulator structure down 
the middle of its plane of symmetry. Thus, instead of 
using two ferrites separated by a conductor, he uses 

Interface. Special machined surfaces on 
the aluminum frame to which the 
individual substrates are bonded are 
used to bolt together circuits in the 
completed module. Circuit shown here 
is the above-resonance mode circulator 
which has vswr of 1.35 maximum, 
20 db isolation. 
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only one, with one magnet above and another below. 
The circulator was fabricated by ultrasonically drill-

ing a 0.9-inch-diameter hole in the alumina substrate. 
The ferrite disk, some 2 mils smaller in diameter, is 
fastened in the hole with nonconductive epoxy. Elec-
trical connections to the disk are made with soldered 
5-mil-thick copper strips. Quarter-wavelength trans-
formers of about 30 ohms match the circulator's im-
pedance at 1.25 Ghz to the 50-ohm microstrip line. 
To operate in the above-resonance mode, the circu-

lator requires an external magnetic field of 2,400 oer-
steds,—about 1;000 oersteds greater than in the below-
resonance mode. The required field is large enough to 
require two cylindrical magnets, one on either side of 
the ferrite. However, in a below-resonance device, one 
magnet would have sufficed. Lockheed uses magnets 
made of a barium ferrite because its properties remain 
stable with age and temperature. The magnets are an 
inch in diameter and 0.40 inch high. 
The three-stage solid state amplifier consists of pre-

amplifier, driver and power amplifier stages. It boosts 
the input signal to 40 watts peak power at L band, at 
a gain of 26 decibels. (L-band output power actually is 
only 32 watts due to switching losses.) This signal 
then goes into an isolator which buffers the amplifier 
from the output p-i-n diode switching circuit. Digitally 
controlled, the switch routes power from the L-band 
amplifier either to the L-band output of the module or 
to the varactor multiplier. The 8-watt S-band output 
from the multiplier is applied to a separate connector. 
The power output peak is supplied by two r-f power 

transistors in a power combiner/divider configuration, 
according to Easton. Such power is obtained with only 
two transistors using Microwave Semiconductor Corp. 
MSC 2010's, Easton says. These power transistors, 
rated 10 watts for continuous operation at 2 Ghz, can 
handle about 20 watts of peak power at the lower, 
1.25-Ghz frquency. Over-all d-c-to-r-f conversion effi-
ciency of the complete amplifier is 40%. Gain of the 
power stage, shown at the top of page 80, is 7 db. 
The impedance of both driver and preamplifier 

transistors varies with input power level and frequency, 
due mainly to the parasitic reactances of the transistor's 
package. This is characteristic of large-signal r-f power 
transistors. Lockheed operates the transistors saturated 
to keep phase shift through the amplifier constant with 

Phase shifter. Four-bit diode phase 
shifter uses p-i-n diodes in a loaded-line 
configuration to provide the 22.5°and 
45° phase shifts, and in quadrature 
hybrids for the 90° and 180° shifts. 

drive level. Saturated operation also allows the amplifier 
to tolerate an input variation of -±-1 db while main-
taining constant output, Easton notes. 
To match the driver to the power amplifier, Lock-

heed uses a quadrature coupler. This tends to isolate 
any impedance changes that occur in the power-ampli-
fier stage. Since any reflected signals caused by the 
mismatch are absorbed in a terminated port, the mis-
match doesn't upset the driver stage's balance. Also, 
if one of the power-stage transistors fails, only half 
of the input signal is reflected back and lost. The 
other transistor continues operating normally and the 
over-all module power drops but 3 db. 
»Lockheed also uses a quadrature coupler to match 

the power amplifier output to the switch. Terminations 
in the amplifier couplers are metal film resistors on a 
beryllia base. This allows the terminations to handle 
fairly high power-7 watts c-w—without overheating. 

Transistor bias voltages are routed by feed-thru fil-
ters placed in holes drilled in the alumina substrate. 
Easton feels that using the filters is simpler than hav-
ing to bypass each voltage-feed pin with a high qual-
ity r-f chip capacitor. 
The four-bit phase shifter circuit used for beam 

steering, shown above, uses p-i-n diodes. It pro-
vides up to 337.5° of phase shift, with an insertion loss 
at any phase shift of 2 db -±1/2 db, using a combination 
of 22.5°, 45°, 90°,- and 180° steps. The smaller shifts-
22.5' and 45°—are obtained simply with shunt-loaded 
transmission lines; the larger shifts are achieved by 
placing p-i-n diodes in the output ports of two quadra-
ture hybrid couplers. In each coupler, the phase shift 
depends on how the signal is reflected by the diodes 
at the output ports, or on whether the diodes are on 
or off. The coupler technique requires only two diodes 
per 90° or 180° phase shift, Easton points out. With a 
loaded line design, three diodes would be needed for a 
90° shift and five diodes for a 180° shift. 
The frequency multiplier uses a high-power varactor 

diode to provide 8 watts peak output at 3.75 Ghz. At 
the input is an elliptic low-pass filter chosen for its small 
size and sharp cutoff characteristics. The output filter 
is a quarter-wavelength, coupled-line bandpass filter. 
There are two other circuits in the module. The switch 

is designed fairly conventionally, says Easton. And the 
isolator is a circulator with one port terminated. • 
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MOS memory travels 
in fast bipolar crowd 
Silicon-on-sapphire technology yields a 256-bit random-access memory 
with access time of only 40 nsec and potentially inexpensive fabrication 

By Edward J. Boleky, Joseph R. Burns, John E. Meyer, and Joseph H. Scott, 
David Sarnoti Research Laboratories, RCA Corp., Princeton, N.J. 

• When you can build economical metal oxide semi-
conductor devices that operate at bipolar IC speeds, 
you know you've found a jewel of a technology. Silicon 
on sapphire is the name of this sparkling process, and 
some of its gems are a 50-stage dynamic shift register 
with a 90-megahertz clock rate, an associative memory 
with 10-nanosecond write and search time and a 50-
megahertz digital correlator. 
These and other high speed mos-sos circuits were 

built under Air Force sponsorship to demonstrate the 
potential of sos technology. The results have been 
so encouraging that a larger pilot production line for 
a process evaluation is being established, with an eye 
to full-scale commercial manufacturing in a year or 
two. And there's good reason to believe that, in spite 
of the present high cost of the sapphire substrate 
material, SOS eventually will be price competitive with 
conventional mOs IC's made of bulk silicon [Electronics, 
June 8, p. 88]. 

Theoretical analyses have shown that MOS IC's could 
be faster than bipolar integrated circuits. [See panel on 
opposite page.] This might be surprising in view of the 
slow switching performance of available mos circuits 
vis-a-vis bipolar IC's. 
The reason for this discrepancy between the ideal and 

the real is parasitic capacitance. MOS IC's are slowed 
down by the parasitic capacitance that abounds on the 
chip between the gate and source or drain electrodes, 
and between metal interconnections on the surface of 
the oxide and the silicon substrate under the oxide. 
Here silicon on sapphire offers a significant advantage. 

With SOS, sapphire, which is just a rhombohedral crys-
talline form of aluminum oxide, replaces bulk silicon as 
the structural base of the IC. Because sapphire is an 
insulator, parasitic interconnection capacitance is re-
duced to negligible levels, as is current leakage to the 
substrate. Moreover, since the active elements are con-
tained in thin-film islands of silicon on the surface of 
the sapphire and therefore are electrically isolated from 
each other, parasitic interaction among these elements is 
eliminated. Most important, the thinness of the silicon 
film allows the source and drain to be diffused all the 
way to the silicon-sapphire interface. This results in a 
drastic decrease in the source and drain junction area 
and junction capacitance. 
This is why RCA's random-access memory will exhibit 

such a short access time: computer simulations indicate 
that the time to address and read any bit in the memory, 
including the full address decode, is 40 nsec. The 
actual access time in an operating system, of course, 
will be somewhat longer because of delays in interface 
circuits and off-chip stray capacitance. 
Both design and layout of the SOS RAM are quite 

conventional, although less chip area is required than 
for standard p-channel or complementary MOS. The 
basic cell for each bit is used in many commercially 
available static MOS memories. Cell transistors are de-
signed with a conservative 0.4-mil-wide channel; no 
effort has been made yet to squeeze in the maximum 
number of cells per unit area. All in all, the performance 
potential of sOs has barely been tapped in the RAM. 
The memory cell employs complementary MOS tran-

sistors. Complementary MOS inherently provides higher 
speed and lower power dissipation than p-channel MOS 
[Electronics, Jan. 5, p. 170]. Although C/mOs requires 
considerably more processing than P/mOS in bulk-silicon 
IC's, the extra work involved in RCA's SOS technique is 
only slight; one extra oxide deposition and one more 
etching step do it. 

Efforts have been confined to memory-type circuits, 
rather than logic devices. Logic IC's use a variety of 
different-shaped cells, not just the single cell of memory 
circuits. Logic IC's also employ irregular metal inter-
connections, not the highly repetitive patterns encoun-
tered in memory circuits. Because these factors increase 
the area per function of logic IC's, they limit the 
number of gates that can be put on a chip of any given 
size, and make it necessary to transfer signals from 
chip to chip rather than process them completely on a 
single chip. Bipolar circuits have a clear edge here be-
cause they can drive the large capacitance that the 
printed-circuit wiring presents between chips. MOS cir-
cuits—even SOS MOS—cannot do it because of the high 
impedance of the MOS transistor. 
But in memory circuits, where the complete function 

can be accomplished on a single chip, SOS MOS really 
shines. And the market for IC memories is extremely 
important—it could amount to several hundred million 
dollars per year by the end of the 1970's as computer 
manufacturers replace ferrite cores with semiconductors. 

Typical conventional static MOS RAM's have access 
times measured in hundreds of nanoseconds. An 
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approach to speeding up conventional bulk-silicon 
MOS RAM's is to perform address decoding functions 
externally with bipolar circuits. But there are two 
major problems: first, the access time is still about 
three times greater than that of the SOS RAM; second, 
packaging the moS chip becomes extremely difficult be-
cause of the large number of leads required to connect 
to the external address and decode circuitry. For ex-
ample, about 40 leads are needed for a 256-bit memory 
of this type—enough to place the economy and reliability 
of the traditional wire bonding method in doubt. 
But the 256-bit fully decoded SOS RAM needs only 13 

leads, so wire bonding still is practical. Moreover, with 
that number of leads the chip can be put in a standard 
dual-in-line package. And even if the capacity of the 
fully decoded sOs RAM is quadrupled to 1,024 bits, only 
two extra leads are required. 
Moreover, as conventional P/mOs cells are made 

smaller to cram more bits on the chip, the sense current 
output gets smaller. The magnitude of the sense current 
from the memory chip determines the design of the 
external sense amplifier: the lower the sense current, 
the more complicated the external amplifier. A p-chan-
nel mos memory chip with extremely small geometry 
may have a sense current as low as 80 microamperes. 
The designer has merely converted an internal problem 
to an external one: although the chip is smaller, the 
external circuitry is larger, so there's no net size reduc-
tion. In the 256-bit Sos RAM, however, sense current ex-
ceeds 300 microamperes, a level that's easy to amplify 
and thus benefits the total system. 
Another major advantage of SOS sense current is 

minimal noise problems. Even if a low sense current 
can be discriminated by the sense amplifier, a noise 
problem remains because in a big system, noise spikes 
far exceed a sense current of 50 or even 100 microam-
peres. So, before sensing can be accomplished time 
must be wasted while the noise settles below the sense 
current level. No waiting is necessary with the SOS 
RAM, however—the current is well above the noise level. 
The high-speed performance of SOS integrated cir-

cuits isn't limited to active-element memories. A 256-bit 
read-only memory, for example, has been made from 
vertical-junction sos diodes by means of an extremely 
simple process that employs one diffusion and one oxida-
tion step. Yields of perfect packaged diode arrays were 
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Solid diffusion. 
Dopants from boron-
and phosphorus-doped 
oxides diffuse simul-
taneously into the 
silicon film to form 
p-channel transistor 
(left) and n-channel 
device (right). Comple-
mentary transistors thus 
are made in a single 
high-temperature 
operation. 

Faster than a speedy bipolar... 
If parasitic capacitance is eliminated—as it is just about 
eradicated in silicon on sapphire—the switching speed 
of mos integrated circuits should be equal to or be 
even less than that of bipolar integrated circuits. The 
reason lies in the mechanism of carrier transfer. In the 
bipolar transistor, charge carriers diffuse at a rate estab-
lished by the thermal voltage within the silicon bulk. 
Thus in the expression for transit time in a bipolar 
transistor, the diffusion constant of minority carriers in 
the base, D, which depends on the thermal voltage, 
kT/q, is the controlling factor for a given base width 
WB: 

W B2 W B2 
tb 

2.4D 2.4m (ii) 

where m is the mobility of minority carriers in the base 
region, k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute tem-
perature, and q is the charge on an electron. 

In an mos transistor, on the other hand, majority 
carriers move at a drift velocity determined by the 
operating voltage, V., and the effective mobility ji at 
the oxide-silicon interface: 

4 L2 
tinos = •— 3 mV o 

where L is the channel length. In this transit-time equa-
tion, as in the one for the bipolar tansistor, parasitic 
capacitance terms have been dropped on the premise 
that their contribution is negligible. 
Assume that the following values are typical for the 

terms in the equations: L = 5 microns, ¡i = 250 cm2/ 
volt-second, Vo = 10 volts for the mos transistor; WB = 
1 micron, m = 600 cm2/volt-second for an npn bipolar 
transistor with a base resistivity of 1 ohm-cm. For 
these values, tmos is 0.133 nanosecond and tim is 0.28 
nsec. 
Some argument could be offered about the precise 

values assumed for the terms, but the basic conclusion 
is unmistakable: without parasitic capacitance, mos 
transit time is in the same ballpark as bipolar transit 
time. 
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75%. When the 256-bit ROM's were breadboarded as 
a 4,096-bit ROM with emitter-coupled-logic driver and 
sense amplifier, a system access time of 18 nsec was 
obtained. Larger, electrically alterable SoS diode arrays 
are under development. 

It's a widely held view that because of the cost of 
the sapphire substrate, SoS is an expensive technology. 
While it's true that materials for sos circuits cost about 
five times more than those for conventional bulk IC's, 
there's every reason to believe that this figure will drop 
and approach that of silicon as synthetic sapphire is 
mass produced. Moreover, recent advances in the pro-
duction of spinel substrates have made this material 
available in quantity and at relatively low cost. [Elec-
tronics, July 6, p. 44]. Spinel is a crystalline material 
similar to sapphire, but more compatible physically and 
chemically with silicon. In any event, the substrate cost 
is only a fraction of the total processing cost of about 
$50 per wafer in volume production. 

Actually the cost factor favors SOS—or silicon on spinel 
—over bulk silicon because the insulating substrate 
affords a far greater process yield. The insulating sap-
phire substrate eliminates the need for guard bands sur-
rounding the transistors to provide p-n junction isolation, 
thereby cutting out the extra masking and diffusion 
steps required in bulk silicon in order to separate the 
components electrically. And this exposes the SOS IC's 
to fewer possibilities for introducing fabrication defects 
than either C/mos or bipolar circuits. 
Complementary mOS SOS circuits require no more 

diffusion steps than conventional P/mOS circuits, because 
the dopant for both n-channel and p-channel transistors 
is introduced simultaneously and the thick field oxide 
between devices is eliminated. In addition, the sapphire 
substrate gives C/mOs circuits an edge in yield over 
bulk P/MOS. This is because the silicon area of an SOS 
circuit is less than 5% of the area of a bulk silicon 
circuit, because of greater packing density and the 
small amount of silicon that's actually needed for the 
devices. There is a proportional reduction in the number 
of pinholes in the insulating oxide. Therefore, the SOS 
process should allow fabrication of bigger chips with 
greater memory capacity at higher yield and lower 
costs to the user. 
One of the factors that has inhibited the emergence of 

the SoS technology is that the circuit's active parts are 
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contained in an extremely thin film of silicon—about 
10,000 angstroms—and built up on a material that has a 
quite different crystal structure. Success in SoS fabrica-
tion requires an adjustment of the photoetching and 
diffusion processes to minimize these limitations. 
The difference between crystal structures—sapphire 

has a rhombohedral structure while silicon is cubic— 
means that some crystal distortion of the silicon is in-
evitable when it is grown on sapphire. This distortion 
becomes less significant as the silicon gets thicker. But 
since the difficulty of depositing metal interconnections 
over the silicon islands increases as the film gets thicker, 
the thickness can't be increased indefinitely; 10,000 
angstroms is the practical limit. So the single-crystal 
silicon film will always suffer from some distortion. 
The most obvious effect of this distortion is a reduc-

tion in carrier lifetime. But, with care, the lifetime can 
be as much as 90% of the bulk silicon lifetime, and the 
performance of the moS transistors doesn't suffer. 

Another more serious effect of the crystal distortion 
is the variation of the rates of both diffusion and etching. 
Etching proceeds more rapidly at the bottom of the 
silicon film than at the top, resulting in substantial under-
cutting of the silicon islands. The solution is to reduce 
the concentration of the etching solution and change the 
etching conditions as the etchant penetrates deeper into 
the film. Then, although some undercutting still occurs, 
it's far less serious. 

In addition, dopant tends to diffuse far more rapidly 
as it gets near the silicon-sapphire interface where dis-
tortion is greatest. Therefore, it's easy for the source 
and drain of a transistor to meet and short out at the 
bottom of the silicon film. 
The cure is to limit the circuit's exposure to high 

temperature to a single diffusion step. With tight con-
trol of temperature and time, diffusion of drain and 
source will occur vertically through the silicon film to 
the sapphire interface, but the drain and source will 
not spread appreciably toward each other. And they 
will not spread laterally during subsequent process steps; 
the temperature won't be high enough. 

Getting down to one high temperature step is some-
what tricky, particularly in the case of complementary 
mOs IC's, where two distinct dopants—n-type and p-type 
—must be diffused into the silicon. RCA's solution is to 
use solid diffusion, so that both dopants can be diffused 
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Blocked out. Superfast 256-bit 
complementary MOS SOS random-access 
memory requires only 13 external 
connections. In this block diagram, 
which is not drawn to scale, 
dimensions on each functional block 
indicate the area the function occupies 
on the SOS chip. Expanding the RAM to 
1,024 bits would require a larger chip 
but only two additional external 
connections—one more x decode pin, 
x5, and another y decode pin, y5. 

simultaneously, as shown above, during thermal 
growth of the gate oxide at 1,100° C. Subsequent steps 
are done at much lower temperatures. 
The dopants are deposited on the silicon surface in 

the form of oxides. To form the p-channel transistors, 
a layer of silicon dioxide containing boron is deposited 
on the silicon surface at 300° C. This boron-doped oxide 
is photalithographically etched away so that it remains 
only in those regions where drains and sources of the 
p-channel transistors are desired. Next, a layer of phos-
phorus-doped Si02 is deposited over the entire SOS 
wafer and likewise etched so that it remains only where 
n-channel transistor sources and drains are needed. 
Then the wafer is placed in an oxidation furnace, 
the gate oxide forms, and the drain and source regions 
of both n and p channel transistors are diffused into the 
silicon simultaneously. 

This single-step method for SOs was developed out 
of necessity, but actually it offers significant advantages 
for bulk IC fabrication, too. One benefit, for example, 
is that the n and p channel have virtually identical 
lengths, and therefore identical threshold voltages of 
0.5 volt. In bulk c/mOs processing, on the other hand, 
one type of device is diffused first, and tends to con-
tinue diffusing—and narrowing the channel—during the 
diffusion of the other type of device. 
The p-channel transistor used in RCA's SOS circuits, 

a deep depletion device developed by F.P. Heimann, 
is unusual in that it is based on lightly doped p-type 
(p—) silicon instead of n silicon. Because the silicon 
layer is so thin, and because the concentration of p 
dopant is so light, the channel can easily be depleted 
of carriers. In fact, at zero gate voltage, the channel 
is depleted and the transistor therefore is off. When 
the voltage is raised above about 0.5 volt, the transistor 
turns on and behaves just like a normal p-channel tran-
sistor. The deep depletion transistor, taking advantage 
of the fact that the silicon is a thin film, makes it pos-
sible to use the same p— silicon for both n-channel and 
p-channel transistors without a counter-doping step to 
alter the polarity of the p-channel devices. 
For the most part, however, the thinness of the silicon 

is a mixed blessing. It makes contamination more of a 
problem than in bulk IC fabrication. In bulk silicon, the 
10-mil thickness of the wafer provides a fairly large 
capacity for absorbing and diluting contamination so 

the effect on device performance is negligible. But in 
the 1-micron film of silicon in SOS devices, there's no 
place for the contamination to go—the sapphire acts as 
an almost impenetrable barrier—so that the contamina-
tion remains in the device's active region. Even the 
oxide that's grown on the silicon as a functional part 
of the device can saturate the silicon film with oxygen. 
If the film is subjected to heat after oxide formation, 
these oxygen atoms can be activated, drastically altering 
device characteristics. 
Even the sapphire substrate can be a source of con-

tamination. Sapphire, after all, is just a crystalline form 
of aluminum oxide, and both aluminum and oxygen 
atoms can diffuse from the sapphire into the silicon film. 

Again, the one-step high-temperature exposure of the 
fabrication process offers a solution. Because the wafer 
is subjected to high temperatures only during one dif-
fusion •step, the opportunity for unwanted diffusion is 
minimized. 
One remaining production problem was metalization. 

Each silicon island on the sapphire substrate is about 
10,000 A high, and aluminum stripes must climb up to 
interconnect these islands. A similar problem is en-
countered in bulk MOS circuits, where the aluminum 
metalization must pass over oxide as high as 14,000 A. 
The difference in SOs is that the islands are slightly 
undercut—because the dislocated crystal at the bottom 
of the silicon film etches faster—and the metalization 
must therefore climb an overhanging slope. The solu-
tion, it was found, is to use thicker metalization. When 
1.5-micron-thick aluminum was substituted for the usual 
less-than-1-micron aluminum, the resulting metal path 
over the step was continuous and reliable. 
The solution to these problems is really only the be-

ginning. Now that the basic technology has been proven 
and large-scale integrated circuits have been constructed, 
it's possible to move on to advanced circuit designs and 
fabrication techniques such as ion implantation and self-
aligning gates. • 
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Circuit design 

Designer's casebook 

Preset pulse train 
checks sequential logic 

By Bruce M. Smith 
University of Virginia 
Biomedical Engineering division, Charlottesville 

Testing clocked sequential logic circuits is easier 
with a pulse generator that can be set to produce a 
train of any number of pulses. The states of the 
logic circuits then can be checked after the preset 
number of input pulses are applied. With six 
integrated circuit packages and two 10-position, 
4-pole rotary switches, the number of pulses can 
be set to any number between 1 and 99. 
The rotary switches are wired to give the nine's 

complement, in binary-coded decimal format, of the 
selected number of output pulses. The clock can be 
obtained from gates wired as an astable multi-
vibrator, as shown, or from an external source. 

After the rotary switches are set, the pushbutton 
is depressed; the circuit generates pulses when it's 
released. Upon depression, the G1-G2 latch, used 
to prevent effects of contact bounce, sets FFi. This 

Designer's casebook is a regular feature in 
Electronics. Readers are invited to submit 
novel circuit ideas and unusual solutions to 
design problems. Descriptions should be 
brief. We'll pay $50 for each item published. 

causes FFI's 0 output to go low, removing enabling 
input from G4. The FFi 0 output also acts as data 
strobe input to the counters and enters the switch 
information into the counters—the nine's comple-
ment of the desired number of pulses (the counter 
will actually count from this number to 99, thus 
producing the number of pulses as set on the 
switches). 
The first clock pulse following the release of the 

pushbutton resets FFi, which enables G4 and the 
decade counters. Beginning with the next clock 
pulse, output pulses appear and are counted by the 
counters. The use of a clocked flip flop FFi 
guarantees that all output pulses will have the 
same width regardless of the timing of the asynch-
ronous release of the pushbutton. 
Output pulses continue until the counters reach 

99. At this time, both Do and Ao of each counter 
are l's. This causes the output of G5 to go low 
so that G4 turns off and blocks the flow of clock 
pulses to the output. The circuit then stays in 
that state until the pushbutton is depressed again, 
either with or without changing the settings on the 
two rotary switches. 
The extra flip-flop FF2 yields an output pulse 

whose width equals the time taken by the preset 
number of clock pulses. 
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Pulse train. The number of pulses in the pulse train is set with the two rotary switches, which fix the 
starting point for the two counters. When the pushbutton is released, the clock pulses flow to the output 
through GI and G3 and also are counted. When the counters reach 99, G5 turns off, blocking the pulses. 
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Feedback triggers one-shot 
from both polarity edges 

By P.B. Weil 

Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver City, Calif. 

When it's necessary to trigger a one-shot on both 
edges of a clock signal, the schemes that come to 
mind first likely are simple differentiator circuits 
or two additional one-shots. But such devices use 
large components that may be incompatible with 
integrated circuit packaging methods and may 
introduce their own timing problems. And the 
differentiator may be susceptible to noise. A better 
method is to use a set of integrated gates connected 
as flip-flops and to take feedback from the one-

shot back into the triggering circuit. 
The circuit produces a trigger whenever the clock 

changes state. When the feedback shows that the 
trigger has done its job, the trigger pulse is turned 
off. The one-shot's pulse length is set at a quarter 
of the clock period. Thus, when triggered on both 
clock edges, it produces a signal at twice the clock 
frequency. 
As the waveforms show, when the clock pulse is 

about to go high, flip-flop A-B has been set with B 
high. When CP does go high, output C goes low, 
firing the one-shot, within only two gate delays. 
When the one-shot output OS goes low, the flip-
flop A-B is reset, putting B in the low state, and 
forcing trigger pulse C to return to the high state 
within three gate delays after firing. 
When the clock goes from high to low, a similar 

action takes place in the A'-B' flip-flop. Here, C' 
acts as the trigger pulse. 

lOpf 5k 

17-) 1-11 3 

CLOCK CP  

RG3222 

C, 

ONE SHOT — 

NOT-OR 
INPUTS 

pL9601 

CR 

A 

CR 

A' 

C' 

OS   

8 

OS 

e OS 

ONE GATE DELAY 

POSSIBLLE zSPIKES 

On edge. The one-shot is triggered on each edge of the clock signal—when the clock goes from low to 
high, the one-shot switches and one of its outputs is fed back to A-B to turn off the trigger pulse. When the 
opposite clock transition occurs, the lower flip-flop produces the trigger pulse. 

FET phase detector can be 

frequency-voltage converter 

By Jerzy Kalinski 

Unipan Scientific Instruments, Warsaw, Poland 

A field-effect transistor with phase-shifted inputs 
to its gate and source, when used as a phase-sensi-
" tive detector, can deliver an output voltage propor-
tional to the input frequency. As a frequency-to-
voltage converter, it is useful in frequency meters 
and in measuring carrier frequency drift of higher 
r-f signals after demodulation. The FET circuit is 
particularly valuable in the audio-frequency range, 
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where other methods using simple capacitor-charge 
measurements may be inaccurate. 
The amount of phase shift depends on frequency; 

for one particular frequency, adjustable with poten-
tiometer R, phase shift will be 90°. At this fre-

quency, the d-c output voltage of the phase 
sensitive detector is zero. Frequencies that are lower 
than this center value voltage produce a positive 
voltage, while higher frequencies produce a nega-
tive voltage at the output. 

Eouy (volts) 

—0.2 

—0.1 

I I I I 1111 I I I 1111 III 
100 200 400 600 600 1k 1.5k 2k 3k 4k 6k ISk 10k 

f (hz) 

-0.1-

-0.2— 

FET detector. The field-effect transistor produces maximum voltage when its gate and source voltages 
are in phase or 180° out of phase; 90° phase shift gives zero voltage. Phase shift through the 
RC network depends on frequency and can be zeroed with the variable resistance. 

Variable FET resistance 
gives 90° phase shifts 

By Jerzy Kalinski 

Unipan Scientific Instruments, Warsaw, Poland 

Frequency-independent phase shifters that produce 
90° shifts in the audio-frequency range are useful 
for producing circular sweeps on a cathode-ray 
tube. They also can be employed in phase-measur-
ing methods where a calibrated 0-to-90° phase 
shifter is formed by adding a signal to the quad-
rature component. A field-effect transistor can 
be used as the variable resistance in the RC phase 
shifter; FET resistance is controlled by feedback 
from a phase detector and operational amplifier. 

In the circuit, the phase shift will be 90° when 
the reactance of capacitor C is equal to resistance 
R, the FET's source-drain resistance. When the 
phase shift tends to move off the 90° point due 
to a frequency shift, the phase detector produces 
an output of the proper polarity to bring the phase 
shift back to 90°. 
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FET setter. Field-effect transistor resistance sets the 
RC phase shift to 90°. FET resistance is controlled by 
the phase detector-amplifier combination. 
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from 
6-GHz supply 

to 
frequency 

shifter 

local oscillator 
for receiver 

At every repeater station of 
a microwave relay system, there's a 
microwave distribution network— 
a circuit assembly that combines, 
divides, and directs the signals of one 
transmission channel. It intercon-
nects the waveguides with coaxial 
cables that distribute microwave 
power to frequency mixers, modu-
lators, and amplifiers. 

Now, engineers at Bell Labora-
tories' Allentown, Pennsylvania, 
location have developed an inte-
grated-circuit version. This one 
structure, smaller than a cigar box, 
has only a tenth the weight and a 
fifteenth the volume of the previous 
assembly. And, it costs less. 

The network is shown above with 
its top half removed. The paths for 

power splitter 
in top half 
(removed) 

test 
port 

power 
monitor 

Miniature crossroads for microwaves 

the microwave signals are "stripline" 
—small rectangular channels with a 
copper-strip center conductor, 
electrically much like coaxial cable. 
The conductor strip is plated over 
an evaporated thin gold film on a 
ceramic substrate. Terminations and 
resistors are made by depositing 
tantalum nitride on the substrate. 
The four cross-shaped stubs (at the 
ends of the stripline) are stripline-to-
waveguide transducers. 

The seven black disks on the 
center conductor are ferrite micro-
wave circulato -s, three-port devices 
which let microwave power flow 
from any port to the next one in the 
indicated direction only. This con-
trols signal flow and isolates circuitry. 
The power splitter in the conductor 

to transmitter 
modulator 

modulated 
carrier 

to transmitter 

feeds the test port. 
Bell Laboratories engineers and 

their colleagues at Western Electric 
carefully selected this combination 
of modern materials and the tech-
niques for working with them— 
including precision aluminum die 
casting and tantalum and gold thin-
film technology. Analytical studies 
defined the geometry of the various 
circuit components to meet the 
rigorous standards of long-distance 
communications. This resulted in a 
superior component for our radio 
relay system and, at the same 
time substantial reductions in cost, 
size, and weight. 

From the Research 
and Development Unit 
of the Bell System: 

MO. MI • ••••••••••• «le 

Bell Labs 



Modified CAD device 
models can cut down 
circuit analysis costs 
Proper adjustment of an active device model's critical parameters 
cuts expensive computer time with no loss in accuracy 

By J. R. Greenbaum, 
Electronic Systems division, General Electric Co., Syracuse, N.Y. 

• Computer-aided design programs, like Sceptre and 
Circus have proven a powerful tool for circuit analysis. 
However, there's a drawback: if only a low-frequency 
analysis—less than 10 kilohertz—of a circuit were re-
quired, the user had no way to change the original com-
puter program to stop the computer from making the 
very small iterations necessary to solve for the high-fre-
quency transient responses. Since it usually takes con-
siderable computation time to run the short step size 
analysis, the user can run up heavy costs. 

In most computer systems, nonlinear circuit analysis is 
performed with a semiconductor charge-control model, 
usually found in the CAD program library. The model 
comprises resistors, capacitors, and equivalent current 
generators, and is evaluated by an iterative process 
under which the size of each step depends on the smallest 
resistor-capacitor product—the device time constant— 
used in the model. Since the program routines are not 
accessible, the step size can't be changed by manipulat-
ing them but, the value of the component most respon-
sible for the short time constant—usually the capac-
itor—can be adjusted to force the computer to take 
longer steps. 
Now the question is to determine how much to increase 

the model capacitance to minimize analysis time and still 
achieve accurate results. Although there are no ironclad 
rules that apply, usually the approach calls for gradually 
increasing the capacitance, and, after each increase, 
measuring the low-frequency response of the actual 
circuit and checking the results against the computer 
analysis to determine how large a change can be toler-
ated. Here a rule of thumb might be useful: if the 
critical capacitance is about 1 picofarad, an initial in-
crease to 1,000 pf should be attempted. If, however, the 
circuit's response above 1 kilohertz isn't required, the 
initial increase could be as much as 1 microfarad. Al-

though bothersome, this process is done only once for 
each different device. The modified device model then 
is recorded for future use. 

In the charge-control model of diodes and transistors 
the junction capacitance—particularly in the reverse 
biased case—determines the high-frequency operating 
limit. The junction capacitance of a diode can be ex-
pressed as 

Cd — 
A  

KdI„Ovd (4) — Vd). 

where cp = built-in potential across junction 
Vd = voltage drop across current source 
A = constant capacitance which depends on 

device 
n = constant which depends on type junction 
Kd = equivalent capacitance which is a function 

of stored charge 
= junction current 
= q/(KT) 

where q -=-- charge on an electron 
K = Boltzmann's constant 
T = absolute temperature in °K 

The transistor charge-control model is represented 
as two diodes back to back. In this configuration, one 
diode serves as the base-to-emitter structure and the 
other as the base-to-collector. The model has two sets 
of equations, Cm. and Cd2, each similar to that of the 
diode model. 
When the device is reverse biased, the capacitance 

of the junction can vary appreciably—as Vd becomes 
more negative, the capacitance becomes smaller. In 
this condition, the junction current is very small and 
the terms of interest are A and n. When the device is 
forward biased—Vd is positive—capacitance increases 
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Circus. Charge-control diode 
model (color) is used in analyzing 
the simple diode-resistor circuit. Model 
parameters for the 1N914 diode stored in 
the Circus library are tabulated. 
The dominant junction capacitance 
parameters for the reverse-bias case are 
A and n. For forward bias, the dominant 
term is the ¡unction current, l„, 
produced by the voltage-controlled 
current source, Jd: Diode time constant is 
determined by Cd and 128, Vd is the 
voltage across the parallel combination. 

PARAMETER VALUES FOR D1 

Rb -= 2.0 OHMS 

(I) -= 0.9 VOLTS 

21.5 

R, = 1.1 MEGOHMS 

with voltage. Junction current goes up from picoamperes 
to milliamperes and the equation becomes current 
dependent, hinging on 18, since Kd is a constant. 
For low-frequency analysis, the greatest control of 

the junction capacitance is obtained by adjusting the 
value of A. This can be done through establishment of 
tolerable levels of reverse signal (leakage) by changing 
the value of the junction's capacitive reactance. The 
user must determine how much leakage current he can 
tolerate and then establish a value for A that will meet 
this requirement. Although A is the value that offers 
the greatest control, some change can be effected by 
adjusting n. This value, however, is usually set equal 
to zero making A the only effective variable. 

It's easy to modify A and n in both the Circus and 
Sceptre programs when describing the circuit to the 
computer. Change statements indicating the new values 
are typed into the program as part of the circuit descrip-
tion, and are used only for a particular solution since 
the original values are permanently stored. 
To illustrate the effect on the analysis of modifying 

the junction capacitance, four different sets of values 
were used for A and n in the diode model in a simple 
diode-resistor circuit: n was set at zero; A was increased 
to 160 pf; n was made zero and n set at 160 pf; and 
finally the analysis was run using the original parameter 
values—n = 0.5 and A = 24 pf—stored in the CAD 
program library. 
The analysis used Circus with the provision that the 

computation would be terminated either after one minute 
of computer time, or when 20 milliseconds of applied 
signal time had elapsed, that is, after 20 cycles of a 
1-khz signal had been evaluated. 
The results: the unmodified diode model required the 

full minute of computer time and evaluated less than 

n = 0.5 

Kd = 18.1 ktf 

A -= 24 pf 

2.9 no 

10 msec of applied signal. All three modified models 
required less than the allotted minute of computer time 
to complete the analysis of 20 msec of applied signal. 
Of these, the fastest analysis—only 30 seconds of com-
puter time—was achieved when both parameters, A and 
n were modified; whereas it would have required two 
minutes for the unmodified case to run through the full 
20 msec of signal. 
The same four diode models then were analyzed using 

both Circus and Sceptre, but the analysis limit was 
set to 2 msec of applied signal. Economic reasons 
dictated the selection of the new limit. It was short 
enough to eliminate the possibility of minor transients 
and long enough to give accurate results. Each program 
required approximately the same amount of time to 
complete a comparable analysis. 
The computer analysis was examined with an ex-

panded time scale to determine short-term effects. The 
voltage across the load resistor in the diode-resistor 
circuit was presented on an expanded scale-500 micro-
seconds—with the following results: only the modified 
model, where A and n were changed, was affected. 
There was a marked increase in the relative voltage 
across the load resistor, and as the value of capacitance 
was increased, the phase of the output voltage shifted 
with respect to that of the applied signal. If either effect 
can't be tolerated in a particular circuit application, 
device modification must be reevaluated. 
The applied signal amplitude affected the junction 

capacitance of a reverse-biased diode, and the magni-
tude of change depended on the particular model used. 
For the case where n = 0 for reverse-bias voltages of 
10 millivolts and 10 volts, capacitance was 24 pf for A 
unmodified and 160 pf for the modified A. 
The reverse-biased case, where n wasn't zero, illus-
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CAPACITANCE VALUES 

MODEL APPLIED VOLTAGE CAPACITANCE pf 

Library —10 y 7.3 
— 1 mv 24 

A=24 pf, N=0.5 +10 v 17,000 

Modification 1 —10 y 24 
— 1 my 24 

A=24 pf, N=0 +10 v 17,000 

Modification 2 —10 y 48 
— 1 my 24 

A=160 pf, N=0.5 +10 v 17,000 

Modification 3 —10 y 160 
— 1 my 160 

A=160 pf, N=0 +10 v 17,000 

Changing. Junction capacitance variations of a 1N914 are plotted for 2 milliseconds using the Sceptre 
library model. Vertical scaling of the computer plot was insufficient to permit accurate determination 
of values; they were calculated and printed out as a function of the amplitude of the applied voltage. 
The tabulation checked the ¡unction capacitance of the three modified diode models for 10 volts and 1 mv 
of reverse bias and 10 volts of forward bias. 

trated the effect of the voltage across the junction: for 
the unmodified model the capacitance was 24 pf at 1 mv 
and 7.3 pf at 10 volts; when A was the only modified 
value, the capacitance was 24 pf at 1 mv and 48 pf at 
10 volts. For 10 volts of forward bias the capacitance, 
which is established by the large junction current, was 
17,000 pf for all four models. 
Then a dual-peak detector using four diodes was 

selected for analysis by Circus. The analysis was per-
formed with three models: the first used A --,-- 24 pf and 
n 0.5, the values initially stored in the program 
library; the second increased the value of A to 160 pf 
and kept n equal to 0.5; the third increased A to 24 
and reduced n to zero. In addition, two limits were 
imposed: the computer analysis was to terminate either 
after 24 psec of the applied 10-khz signal or after one 
minute of computer time had elapsed. 
The computer analysis was completed in 26 seconds 

for the model where n 0 and A = 24 id, and evaluated 
the entire 24 ¿sec of applied signal. With the original 
library model, only 0.4.25 µsec of applied signal was 
analyzed, while the model where n = 0.5 and A = 160 pf 
looked at 0.625 µsec of applied signal. 
A special analysis was conducted to illustrate the 

potential cost reduction. The one-minute time limit was 
removed. In one case, the simple diode model was 
modified by setting A equal to 24 f and n to zero. 
The other case used the unmodified library model, but 
its step size interval was changed from 1.17 nanoseconds 
to 1 nsec because the computer had advised that it ran 
out of computation time using the former increment. 
The special analysis indicated that even when analyz-

ing simple• circuits, a considerable cost reduction is 
achieved by properly modifying the modeled active de-
vice. Using the modified model, the computer analyzed 

59.3 psec of applied signal during its alloted one minute 
at a cost of $17.97 in computer time. With the library 
model only 0.425 µsec of signal using the 1-nsec steps 
was evaluated and cost $7.38. However, the computer 
costs would soar to about $102.50 if the signal were 
applied for a full 59.3 µsec. 

Next, a more complicated circuit was selected to 
further determine modification effects. The circuit, an 
amplitude/phase discriminator, comprises three µA709 
operational amplifiers and four 1N914 diodes. 

Three analyses were performed using different values 
for the diode model capacitance, A, and the input 
capacitance, C, of the operational amplifier model. For 
the first analysis, A = 2.4 pf and C = 25 pf. 
The computer used 4,870 steps, the majority of which 

were less than 1.6 nsec, and analyzed only 0.216% of 
the signal. In the second analysis A was increased to 
24 pf and C remained at 25 pf. The result was that 
4,850 steps, most of which were 2.6 nsec, were used and 
0.41% of the signal was analyzed. The final analysis 
provided the best results from the point of view of the 
400-hertz signal analyzed. Here the diode capacitance 
was greatly increased to 24 µf and the op amp capac-
itance to 250 pf. This analysis was performed in 4,780 
steps lasting from 50 to 200 nsec, while 13.5% of the 
applied signal was computed. 
The results of the previous three computer runs 

on the diode-op amp circuit indicate that the increase 
in percentage of computed signal in the model where 
A = 24 4 and C 7= 250 pf was due to the great increase 
in step size. Larger capacitance values produced approxi-
mately 60 times more information with no loss in accur-
acy for the same dollar investment—the computer ran 
for three minutes for all three analyses. 
The dangers of exceeding a reasonable increase in 
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capacitance reductions are illustrated by another cir-
cuit, this one performing a simultaneous switching and 
voltage level shift function. It consists of four 1N914 
diodes in series connected to the base of a common-
emitter 2N404 transistor. The circuit is designed to 
provide zero volts output for a zero volts input signal, and 
—6 volts when the input rises to +6 volts. 

Initially the value of A for the diodes and the transistor 
was increased from the 24 pf of the unmodified model 
to 24 nf. The computer analysis time was set for three 
minutes. Analysis showed that the transistor's output 
voltage responded to the input signals changes with 100 
usec delay for either negative- or positive-going signals. 

However, the results changed drastically when A 
was further increased to 24 /If and the analysis was 

repeated. When the input signal increased, the output 
voltage also increased, instead of decreasing to —6 volts. 
Because the semiconductors behaved as coupling ca-
pacitors, the output didn't reach —6 volts until the input 
signal switched back to zero in about 5 msec. 
The unmodified library model also was analyzed to 

determine the cost effectiveness of the modified version. 
The library model, using an A of 24 pf and a step size 
of 1 nsec, imposed by the program to insure complete 
analysis, cost $8.50 to analyze 800 nsec of applied signal. 
The modified model, where A was 1 nf, cost $8.29 to 
analyze 7 msec of input signal—about 9,000 times as 
much information as the unmodified case. The cost of 
analysis for the model using A = 24 ,uf was $2.14; the re-
sults were invalid, and the case too costly to consider. • 

Tilt. If the value of junction capacitance used in the semiconductor's charge-control model is increased too 
much, the response will be erroneous. The diode-transistor circuit's voltage-level shift is accurately depicted 
(left) when the value of A is 24 nanofarads, an increase of 103 from the Circus library value. But when A is 
increased to 24 microfarads, the circuit's output response (right) is erroneous. 
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IC's save power, 
boost efficiency of 
regulated power supplies 
By William L. Brown, 
Electrical Engineering Department, San Diego State College 

• Near-ideal power supply performance isn't some-
thing that's confined to designers' dreams. With proper 
use of low-cost, high-gain monolithic operational ampli-
fiers and low-power voltage regulators, designers can 
avoid the disadvantages of conventional power-supply 
regulators while retaining all the benefits of both series 
and shunt types. 
Though both series and shunt regulators feature con-

stant voltage output, the high output impedance of 
series units prevents rapid response to changes in load 
demand. And efficiency is poor if the series-regulated 
voltage is much lower than the source voltage. The low 
impedance of shunt regulators allows fast response to 
load variations, but low-current efficiency is poor. 
The advantages of both series and shunt elements 

can be combined in a single regulator circuit. But this 
approach doesn't improve the low efficiency of the con-
ventional shunt regulator. Here's where inexpensive, 
high gain operational amplifiers can be used to obtain 
the best possible performance. The class B output stage 
of these devices provides the low-impedance shunt path 
across the load terminals and the high-gain differential 
amplifiers sense the load changes and control the series-
pass transistor. Thus, the low efficiency of the shunt 
regulator is overcome, while still providing the neces-
sary low impedance. The reason: the series pass tran-
sistor is continuously readjusted to deliver only the load 

and operational amplifier demand; the shunt element no 
longer must absorb any excess current under reduced-
load conditions. 
Depending on requirements, the series-shunt regulator 

can be linear, or, if even greater efficiency—almost inde-
pendent of the load voltage—is required, a switching 
type can be used. In one application, a switching 
series shunt-regulator made from about $15 in parts 
delivers a regulated 15 volts from a 25-volt source with 
less than 1 millivolt peak-to-peak ripple at a load cur-
rent of 5 amperes. It also provides output regulation 
within 1 mv from no load to full load. The efficiency is 
about 90% under load currents from 0.5 to 5 amperes 
and remains greater than 50% down to 20 milliamperes. 
A typical series shunt-regulator is shown on page 95. 

At 15 volts, the operational amplifier can provide up to 
18 ma; Rg is chosen to keep the actual output current 
at 8 ma, about at the center of the available range. This 
resistor also provides surge protection for diode Dg, 
which compensates for the changé with temperature 
variation of Q3's base-to-emitter voltage. This insures 
that the average shunt current remains approximately 
constant. A germanium diode is used; its forward volt-
age drop is about 0.5 volt lower than that of a silicon 
transistor. Rg can thus be included to protect Dg as 
well as to provide a load resistor across which the op-
erational amplifier can develop a control signal for Q. 

Operational amplifier short circuit 
An operational-amplifier shunt regulator is usually used 
only to augment the current control effected by a higher-
power series regulator. Its own modest current capability 
cannot, by itself, provide regulation for load currents 
above a few milliamps. But combined with a series regu-
lator to handle the bulk of the load change requirements, 
an operational amplifier can present the equivalent of a 
low-impedance source for loads of several amperes. 
How good a shunt regulator an operational amplifier 

makes depends on how well it can respond to small 
changes in load voltages. The better the regulator the more 
its output current must change for a given change of input 
voltage. A good regulator thus resembles a short circuit. 
The amplifier's current-signal voltage characteristic 

could be conveniently defined by its transconductance, gm, 
but this parameter is seldom specified for an operational 

amplifier. However, it is closely related to the large-signal 
gain, Av, and can be easily derived. 

_ ALA I L(max)  
— LiVjn V(dift) 

VL(max) 

RL(min) 

Vec 

2A, 
The maximum specified output current, 'L(n.), occurs 

at the maximum output voltage swing, VL(..), which is 
approximately half the total power supply voltage, 
in order to maximize the amplifier's region of linear con-
trol. A typical operational amplifier will have a voltage 
gain of 50,000, and its load resistance will be at least 1,000 
ohms (2,000 ohms is a commonly used value; with 2,000 
ohms a 15 ma output current develops 30 volts). Therefore 
g. will be on the order of 50 mhos, and the dynamic shunt 
resistance (,=1/g.) will be about 20 milliohms—an excel-
lent approximation to a short circuit. 
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R5 limits the base current of Qs; while it has some 
effect on Q3's frequency response and phase shift, its 
value is not critical. 
The itA741 and LM107 have built-in output current 

limiting as protection against burning out. However, at 
high output voltages, Z2 must be chosen so that the 
current it can draw is held to within the maximum rating 
of the selected operational amplifier. Both of these de-
vices also have built-in frequency compensation, which 
is designed to ensure that at the unity-gain frequency of 
about 1 megahertz, phase lag is held to gbout 90°. A 
Bode plot of the circuit shows a 6 decibel/octave slope 
from about 10 hertz to 1 Mhz. By providing almost a 90° 
phase margin at unity gain, overshoot is suppressed. For 
a typical loop gain of 100,000 the gain starts to roll off 
at around 10 hz and, at —6db/octave, is unity at 1 Mhz. 
Despite this seemingly slow response the circuit can 
supply current to rapidly varying loads. Both the series 
and shunt elements are merely intended to act as low-
pass filters; the load-shunt capacitor, C4, typically rated 
in tens of microfarads, will supply the high-frequency 
components of load demand from its stored energy. 
Qi and Q2 are connected in the conventional Darling-

ton configuration to increase the series voltage regula-
tor's current gain. The pair acts as an emitter follower 
feeding the load. 
A low-frequency power transistor is chosen as (21, 

Vs 20v 

C3 

R3 

Qi 
2N3055 

2N1613 

2N1482 

FERRITE BEAD 
TO AID STABILITY 

using the manufacturer's "safe area" specification curves 
to match the regulator's maximum current, voltage and 
wattage needs. By choosing a transistor with ft above 
100 Mhz for Q2 the total phase shift contribution of 
the Darlington pair is minimized at gain crossover, 
thereby lessening the closed-loop stability problem. Also, 
since emitter followers may oscillate due to the effects 
of inductance in the base circuit, the base lead lengths 
should be kept short and, if necessary, a small pow-
dered-magnetic bead or toroid can be added to the 
emitter circuit. 
The type of transistor chosen for Q3 is noncritical, but 

since it does affect the closed loop gain, its phase shift 
near unity loop gain must be considered. A lag-ramp 
compensation network comprising Rg and Cs in series 
should provide a phase lag that goes back to zero at 
frequencies above f = 1/2 eR3C3. The phase lag en-
countered in the operational amplifier considered here 
begins to exceed 90° rapidly above 1 Mhz. Thus, to main-
tain loop stability and attain reasonable closed-loop trans-
ient overshoot (phase and gain margin), the values of 
R3C3 are chosen to reduce Q3's gain below unity at a fre-
quency below where the emitter-follower pass stage is 
producing 30° to 45° of phase lag. Added to the 90° 
lag from the operational amplifier, this results in a 45°-
60° phase margin against oscillation. 
For the network in the collector-to-emitter position of 

Q3, R3 is determined by 

a gain arbitrarily less 
g„,3R3 5 0.5 than 1, by a 2:1 safety 

margin 

where g„,3 is the transconductance of Q3 and is equal 
to the ratio of output current change to input voltage 
change. 
C3 is determined by 

1 1 , <  , , 
21-R3u3 ernibu4 

where hib is the resistance looking into the emitter of 
the emitter follower, Qi. 

Typical values are tens of ohms for Rg, and tenths 
of microfarads for C3, placing the upper ramp corner 
(zero) below 100 kilohertz and the lower ramp corner 
(pole) between 1 khz and 10 lchz. 
Voltage dividers 111 and R2 form a sampling network 

R4 
INVERTING 4.7k 

+15v 
TO LOAD 

— C4 

10-100p,1 

Choice. The linear 
series-shunt regulator 
is a good choice when 
the desired output is a 
large fraction of the 
source voltage. The 
dashed lines indicate 
optional circuitry; Cg 
for noise suppression 
and C1 to aid in loop 
stabilization. C1, R3 and 
Cg are selected to 
minimize load voltage 
overshoot when driving 
a fast-switching load. 
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Replacement. This 
simplified block 
diagram shows how a 
switching regulator 
replaces the continuous 
energy flow of a linear 
regulator with energy 
surges as pulsed 
samples of the source 
voltage. The filter net-
work passes the d-c 
component of the 
wave-shape—the 
waveform's average 
voltage, VD 

VIN 

RELAY 

HIGH —GAIN 
"LEVEL—DETECTOR" 
AMPLIFIER 

SIGNAL 

R E F 

VIN 

VS AMPLE 

HON o' tOFF 
IME 

by selecting a fraction of the output voltage for com-
parison with the reference voltage. This fractional load 
voltage sample can be adjusted by a trimmer; the sam-
ple appears at the non-inverting operational amplifier 
terminal. Stable resistors must be used in the divider— 
the temperature coefficient of the voltage divider is as 
important as that of the zener diode, D1. 
At its input terminals, the operational amplifier is a 

differential amplifier operated at an emitter current of 
about 15 microamperes, to minimize noise and base 
current, and insure high input impedance. The im-
pedance of the sampling network is a compromise: 
the current drawn must not be excessive-1 ma of 
"bleeder" current is typically acceptable. But at the 
same time it must be large enough to swamp out any 
rise in operational amplifier input current with a rise 
in temperature, thus limiting the regulator's temperature 
sensitivity. The inverting terminal has a resistance, 
R4P-ne R1 II R2, inserted in series for the same purpose. 
C2 iS a noise filter capacitor, typically 0.01 pf, and 

C1 is a phase lead compensating capacitor, usually be-
tween 5-20 picofarads. 

Short-circuit load protection for the series regulating 
element can be added as fold-back current limiting; a 
technique in which load voltage is sampled to sense 
overcurrent, and the series pass transistor is turned off. 
Measured performance for the circuit on page 95 is 

about 10 times better than commercial power supplies 
costing $100 that would have had a parts cost for the 
regulator section similar to this unit's. The measured 
output ripple and noise are below 100 microvolts, as is 
the d-c output voltage change over a load range from 
0 to 5 amps. But efficiency of the linear series shunt 
regulator can be very low. Since efficiency is approxi-
mately equal to the ratio of output and source voltage, 
it's not a good choice when required output is much less 
than the source voltage. A switching regulator serves best 
in this application because its efficiency is essentially 
independent of this ratio. Efficiency is related to the 
ratio of load current to regulator shunt current, making 
it ideal for low-voltage, high-current applications. 
While a switching regulator may have 10 times the 

load ripple of a linear regulator, it never exceeds 1 mv 
peak to peak and is more than offset by the substantial 
increase in efficiency: 90% compared to 70% or less for 
a similar linear regulator. 

The circuit on this page illustrates the basics of a 
switching regulator. The switching is accomplished by a 
mechanical relay, controlled by a high-gain amplifier. 
The inductive input filter produces a d-c output voltage 
equal to the average value of the input waveshape. The 
load voltage, assuming a lossless inductor is: 

= 
to N 

V  i n 
toN tofu? 

A series pass transistor can replace the relay; to minimize 
the power dissipated within it and insure high efficiency, 
the transistor should have low collector-to-emitter satura-
tion voltage and good switching speed. 
A typical switching series-shunt regulator, shown on 

page 97, is made up of two monolithic IC's. These are 
a high-gain operational amplifier and a low-power volt-
age regulator. Their function is to drive the higher-
powered series-pass transistors. 
The operational amplifier, either an LM107 or ILA741 

has two differential amplifier stages and a class B output 
stage. The first differential stage senses any load 
changes; the second amplifies any error signal that exists. 
The class B stage provides the low-impedance path 
across the load; its output then drives the voltage regula-
tor. The LM305 is used in this circuit, but several firms 
make this type of monolithic linear voltage regulator. 
It's actually cheaper to use than a switch made of dis-
crete components and includes circuitry and an input 
pin for either linear or foldback current limiting. To set 
it up for switching, add regeneration with an external 
positive feedback-path to pin 5. 

In addition, the IC's always contain a built-in reference 
voltage that can be used to maintain the amplifier's input 
accurately at the switching level. While IC voltage 
regulators have been used at switching rates up to about 
100 khz, losses in the higher-power switching transistors 
usually limit the rate to between 10 khz and 80 khz. 
The fast-switching diode, D3, provides a path to main-

tain current in the filter inductor, L1, when the series-
pass transistor is turned off. It also clips the negative 
inductive-switching spikes, which could cause collector-
to-emitter breakdown of Qi and Q2. The combination 
of L1 and C2 performs a dual function: primarily it 
determines the switching speed, and it smoothes the 
switching waveform by filtering the switching frequency 
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and its harmonics. Although switching actually is trig-
gered by the load-voltage ripple, this ripple, as well as 
recovery time from load changes, and transient over-
shoot all are affected by this filter. 
L1 typically is a molybdenum-permalloy toroidal core 

with an inner diameter about the same size as a power 
transistor. It's wound with about 100 turns of #20-22 
wire, for currents up to a few amperes and switching 
rates from 10 khz to 80 khz. The precise value will vary 
with load current between about 1 and 2 millihenries. 
C2 and C1, the capacitor on the input side, will have 

to handle fairly large switching currents. C2 for example, 
handles about 200 ma peak to peak at a switching 
frequency that's typically 20 khz. These currents may 
quickly overheat electrolytic capacitors designed for 
lower-frequency filtering. So far solid tantalum capaci-
tors have proved best for this application. However, 
they should have a voltage rating two to three times 
the nominal d-c voltage placed across them and should 
be selected on the basis of internal heating losses and 
ripple ratings at high-frequency currents. 
Although using the higher switching rate of 80 khz 

would minimize the filter's size and cost, higher fre-
quency series-pass transistors would be required. This 
would more than offset the decrease in filter cost. 
The ripple voltage attenuation provided by typical 

LiC2 filters is about 1000:1. For example, with a source 
voltage of 30 volts peak to peak the ripple out of the 
first L-C filter section may be as low as 30 mv peak to 
peak. The a-c current flowing through L2 in the second 
filter section would be less than 1 ma. While an opera-
tional amplifier could provide a low-impedance shunt 
path for that low a current, an electrolytic capacitor does 
the job simpler and as cheaply. Moreover, some load 
shunt capacitance is needed to maintain low power-
supply source impedance at higher frequencies and 
smooth out spike load transients. 
The shunt operational amplifier provides the addi-

tional d-c loop voltage gain, (10,000 to 100,000 times) 
required to maintain the d-c load voltage within a few 
microvolts for load currents of from 0-to 5 amps. In ad-
dition, it acts as an active low-frequency ripple filter by 
presenting a very low impedance to the remnants of 60-
and 120-hz line ripple from the rectifier. 

This circuit presents no spurious oscillation or loop 
stabilization problems, and the layout isn't critical. 

Versatile. This versatile 
switching regulator 
operates at a 20-khz 
rate, is efficient from 
output voltages of a 
few volts up to about 
40 volts, and at currents 
ranging from 20ma to 
5 amperes. Best of all, 
its parts list totals only 
about $15. 

Measured efficiency is in the 85%-90% range for cur-
rents from 0.5 to 5 amps, and remains above 50% down 
to about 20 ma. D-c and temperature stability depend 
almost wholly on the zener reference. Shunt regulator 
operation is identical to the one used in the linear case. 
Capacitors may be added as they were in the linear 
regulator to reduce circuit noise. The output voltage is 
easily set; it's simply equal to the zener reference voltage 
Vz multiplied by the quotient R1 plus R2 divided by R2. 
The minimum output voltage that can be handled by 

the switching regulator depends on the lowest voltage 
the operational amplifier requires to adequately drive the 
IC voltage regulator; whereas the maximum output volt-
age depends on its maximum voltage ratings. The 
LM107 for example, needs about 3 volts, to supply 2 
volts of drive, and it will withstand up to 40 volts. • 
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If you're reed-switching 
5-10g 5-10 ma loads 

(as in keyboards and IC packages), 

there's a good, small but growing company 
making good, small reed switches 

you should know about: 

GENERAL REED 

A 19 

.125 x 800 max. 

C 05 
.125 x .650 max. 

A 14 A30 
100 x 800 max 100 x 650 max 

In the last seven years, General Reed has designed and pro-
duced many millions of high-quality, miniature magnetic reed 
switches of Form A and Form C types. Expansion of our manu-
facturing, including the installation of over 1000 sq. ft. of Class 
3-4 clean room facility, has now increased our capacity to de-
liver highly reliable snap-action reed switches in quantity, at 
competitive prices, to meet your requirements. Many standards 
can be shipped immediately from stock, specials in as little as 
three days depending on the characteristics you need. General 
Reed quality assurance techniques include on-line testing of elec-
trical characteristics . . . production in controlled clean room 
areas . . . heat-treating in coeolled atmospheres for precise 
control of magnetic and mechanical properties . . . mechanical 
run-in of at least 100,000 operations for all switches . . . micra 
scopic inspection for all Form C switches. 

To achieve low and stable contact resistance throughout the 
operating life, General Reed selects from over 50 different com-
binations of noble contact plating materials specially developed 
to match a wide variety of specific load requirements. This capa-
bility alone offers significant advantages in difficult minimum-
current switching applications, such as keyboards and other 
solid-state circuit interfaces, where erratic contact resistance has 
been a frequent problem. 

Low bounce, long life and relatively high immunity to vibra-
tion, shock and temperature extremes are characteristic trade-
marks of General Reed switches. Call or write the Sigma stocking 
distributor near you for full details — or contact General Reed 
Division, Sigma Instruments, Inc., 19 Walnut Avenue, Clark, N.J. 
07066. Tel. (201) 382-7373. 

GENERAL REED 

98 Circle 98 on reader service card 

DIVISION OF SIGMA INSTRUMENTS INC. 
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Design pruning trims costs 
of data modem 
Device for communicating with a computer at 1,200 bits per second features 
digital techniques and circuit paring that keep costs to a minimum 

By Jack Stifle and Mike Johnson, 
Coordinated Science Laboratory, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

• Half the battle for economical computer-aided in-
struction systems was won with development of a suit-
able central computer. But the other half—low-cost, 
reliable modulator-demodulator units needed at each 
desk for communicating with the computer—is still being 
fought. To solve its own modem needs, the Computer-
Based Education Research Laboratory at the University 
of Illinois developed a 1,200-bit per second transmit-
receive modem for its Plato (programed logic for auto-
matic teaching operations) system. Although the modem 
was designed for use in a specific system, this approach 
may strongly affect the design of future modems des-
tined for similar applications. 
The modem can handle all of Plato's data transmis-

sion, and for less than one-quarter to one-seventh the 
cost of most commercially available modems. Both the 
modulator and demodulator fit on a two-sided 3" x 4%" 
printed circuit board. Significantly, the total parts cost 
for the entire unit is less than $70. It is designed for 
full-duplex operation, which means it is ready to transmit 
or receive data at all times. 
To achieve this operational flexibility without pro-

hibitive expense, three basic factors guided the design: 
Use of digital, instead of analog, techniques whenever 

possible. Digital techniques are inherently more reliable 
and can be effected through use of low-cost integrated 
circuits. 

Handy. Fabricated on two 3-inch 
by 41/2-inch printed circuit boards, 
the entire modem for Plato's com-
puter-aided instruction system can 
be built for about $70, a cost 
reduction factor of at least four 
over commercially available 
modems. 

Elimination of all unnecessary circuits usually pro-
vided in commercially-available modems. These include 
data-set-ready, request-to-send, clear-to-send, and tim-
ing circuits for line turnaround. Another feature is a 
frequency shift keying technique, wherein the carrier 
signal is always present; this eliminates a carrier detec-
tion circuit. 

Direct interfacing with transistor-transistor logic. This 
eliminates all voltage-level shifting circuits. 

Further economies are achieved by using just one 
oscillator—usually several are required. But since the 
frequencies are harmonically related, a simple standard 
counter IC, which divides the oscillator's output, pro-
vides the additional frequencies. Also, with no circuit 
requirement for processing fractions of cycles, the de-
modulator circuits can be made simple. In addition, 
the low data rate of 1,200 bits/sec allows rental of the 
most inexpensive telephone data lines. What's more, 
the demodulator's output contains both the data stream 
and the shift pulses, so that data can be stored in the 
central computer's shift register without the additional 
circuits usually required by many commercially available 
modems. 
To further reduce costs, no delay-equalizing circuits 

are used in the demodulator to minimize the delay dis-
tortion on the telephones between widely separated 
points. This limits the modem to relatively short-haul 
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Quietly flows the data. A 1,200-hertz signal is used as a transmit clock to 
control the flow of data into the modulator. A binary 1 selects one 
cycle of f1 while a 0 selects two cycles of fo. The composite signal goes 
through a low-pass filter which transforms it into a sine wave. Filter 
output is amplified and delivered to the phone line. In the demodulator 
the incoming signal is passed through a limiting amplifier and digital-
comparator which converts the sine wave back to a digital signal. The 
signal then is delivered to a 2-stage counter and an integrator-
comparator; the latter provides an output for the 1 pulses while 
the former provides an output for each pair of O's. The outputs 
of the integrator-comparator and the counter set the data flip-flop 
to the appropriate state and trigger the shift pulse circuit, 
which is composed of the shift flip-flop and 2 gates. The data 
flip-flop is set on the leading edge of the data signals while 
the shift pulse is generated on the trailing edge; thus the state 
of the data line is established in advance of the shift pulse. 
The shift pulse and the data line may be used by a shift register to 
input the data. 

operation—less than 100 miles. However, if longer dis-
tances are required, standard equalizing networks could 
be added to the modulator at the front end of the ampli-
fier-limiter. 

In the modulator, the 4.8-kilohertz oscillator drives a 
two stage counter. The signal from the 4.8-kilohertz 
oscillator is fed into the counter's first flip-flop to pro-
duce the 2.4-khz signal. This output then is fed into the 
second stage to provide the 1.2-khz signal. 

Using this technique to obtain an exact 2:1 ratio be-
tween frequencies fo and f1 provides an additional 
bonus: it also eliminates any problems that may arise 
from asymmetry in the oscillator's waveform. Since the 
flip-flops in the counter are controlled only by the trail-
ing edge of each pulse, only the oscillator's frequency 
and its pulse rise times must be maintained. 

Digital data is stored in a shift register in the central 
computer. Loading and emptying of the shift register is 
controlled by the 1.2-khz transmit clock. For transmis-
sion through telephone lines, this data must be trans-
formed into an f-m signal containing both fo and fi 
pulses. 
The data in the f-m waveform is represented by a 

string of binary l's and O's. A binary 0 consists of two 
cycles of the 2.4-khz signal, fo, and a binary 1 is one 
cycle of 1.2-khz, f1. Thus when a binary 0 is present 
two cycles of the 2.4-khz signal are transmitted; when 
a binary 1 appears, one cycle of the 1.2-khz signal is 
transmitted. 
The distinction between appearance of one's and 

zero's allows simple recovery in the demodulator: 
the high-frequency portion of the signal—two cycles 
for each 0 is simply integrated out, while the low 
frequency—one cycle for each data bit—is recovered. 
Furthermore, the data signals change only on the nega-
tive-going edge of the transmit clock, insuring that the 
composite signal contains an integral number of cycles 
of fo and 
Now all that remains for modulation is to transform 

the composite digital signal into an approximation of 
a sine wave for transmission through the telephone lines. 
This is done by routing the digital signal through a low-
pass pi filter to remove most of the high-frequency com-
ponents of the pulses. What remains is a fair sine-wave 
modulated f-m signal that's amplified and transformer-
coupled to the telephone lines. The gain control in the 

amplifier limits the power delivered to the telephone 
lines to +6dbm—approximately 4 milliwatts into a 600 
ohm load. 

In the demodulator, the incoming signal is trans-
former-coupled to a limiting amplifier and a digital com-
parator. These convert the sine wave back into a digital 
signal. This signal then simultaneously drives a two-
stage counter and an integrator-comparator, whose 
threshold is set so that only the 1 pulses, twice as wide 
as the 0 pulses, rise above threshold. The higher-fre-
quency 0 pulses therefore are removed and an integrator-
comparator output occurs only for the lower-frequency 
1 pulses. 
The two-stage counter normally provides an output 

for any pair of pulses regardless of width. But the 
integrator-comparator's 1 output also is fed into the 
counter via a gate; this pulse resets the counter when-
ever a 1 is present in the incoming data, assuring that 
the counter provides an output only for the shorter 
pulses that represent O's. Thus, the counter functions as 
a 0 detector; the integrator-comparator works as a 1 
detector. 
Now the composite signal data can be reconstructed. 

A 1 pulse from the integrator-comparator turns on a 
data flip-flop, and the 0 pulse of the counter turns it 
off. Since the data flip-flop's on duration equals the 
width of the data pulse, and off all other times, its out-
put is the digital equivalent of the transmitted data. 
An external shift register temporarily stores recovered 
serial data until it can be read out in parallel. The out-
put of the integrator-comparator and the counter are 
also used to trigger a shift-pulse circuit comprising a 
shift flip-flop and two gates. 

Since the data flip-flop is set by the leading edge of 
the data signals, and the shift flip-flop by the trailing 
edge, the state of the data flip-flop is established in 
advance of the shift pulse. 
A binary 1 is used to indicate the start of the message. 

It sets the start flip-flop that allows the remaining bits 
in the message to trigger the shift flip-flop and generate 
shift pulses. A counter that's external to the modem 
counts the shift pulses. Following receipt of the last 
message bit—the number of bits in a message must be 
known—the counter issues a CLEAR signal which resets 
the start flip-flop. This inhibits generation of shift pulses 
until the next message arrives. • 
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It's not rain or snow 
that's holding up your mail. 
It's eighty-two billion pieces of mail 
every year. 
Knowing the volume is going no-

where but up, the U.S. Post Office has 
asked our Electronics division to ex-
plore the possibility of electronic trans-
mission of some of the mail to help 
lighten the load. 

In addition to an analysis of satel-
lite, microwave and laser sending 
methods, the in-depth study is investi-
gating delivery by in-home printing 
devices. 
We think it will be possible one day 

to send a million letters coast to coast 
every minute without anyone but the 
correspondents knowing what's been 
written. 
The day of the electronic post office 

hasn't arrived. But for now, electronics 
can help move the mails in another 
way. In a San Diego test, we're posting 
electronic letters. 

These letters are printed circuit 
cards. They're enclosed in envelopes 
and packages that you can't tell apart 
from ordinary mail. 
The printed circuit has no power, 

but when it passes a monitor, it imme-
diately identifies itself, so we know 
when and where it's been mailed and 
where it's going. 
With this kind of information, we'll 

know more about what happens to a 
letter that becomes part of the mail. 
Sorting out eighty-two billion 

pieces of mail is a problem. But we 
put technology to work solving prob-
lems from the bottom of the sea to 
outer space...and a good bit in 
between. 

GENERAL DYNAMICS 
1 Rockefeller Plaza, NewYork, N.Y. 10020 
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Large Screen Displays 
wiemismaika 

Link your data or 
signal source to 
TV display systems with 

Tektronix scan conversion . . 

..... VW, 

• 

for convenient viewing 

in labs, classrooms, 
production lines, 
hospitals, 
computer installations 
and many other areas. 

• 

T .--The display size depends only upon 

your choice of TV monitor or receiver. 
The 4501 Scan Converter accepts alphanu-
meric and graphic data—in the form of analog 
inputs—and converts it to displays on TV re-
ceivers and monitors. The hi-contrast TV dis-
plays are ideal for individual or group viewing 
—even under bright light conditions. The dis-
plays may be viewed as light data on a dark 
background or as dark data on a light back-
ground, selected from the 4501 front panel. 

The 4501 uses a Tektronix bistable storage 
CRT. Data may be written once on the storage 
CRT and retained for an hour without refresh-
ing. The results are: call for your data once, 
then view it as long as one hour on a TV-size 
display. Besides that, the 4501 transfers con-
tinuously written data to your TV display. 

MULTIPLE DISPLAYS—The 4501 will drive 
multiple, inexpensive receivers and monitors. 
The units may be located locally or remotely. 
Outputs from a TV camera can be mixed with 

data from the 4501 to produce a picture that 
is an overlay of the two signal sources. With 
overlaying, you can instantly compare data 
from two different sources. 

The uses for the 4501 are virtually unlimited. 
For a demonstration, contact your local Tek-
tronix Field Engineer or write Tektronix, Inc., 
P. O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 97005. See 
your current Tektronix catalog for specifica-
tions. 

4501 Scan Converter   $2500 

Available in U.S. through the Tektronix lease plan 

U.S. Sales Price FOB Beaverton, Oregon 

Tektronix, Inc. 
committed to technical excellence 
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Shakeout due in minicomputers 
Recession, dominance 

of a few companies 

put the squeeze 

on a host of makers 

By James Brinton, 

Boston bureau manager 

By the year-end, a third of the 75 
or more minicomputer makers now 
in business may be out. In a year 
the number may be down to 10 or 
15. Though grim, these are the pre-
dictions of the industry's best in-
formed marketing men facing tight 
money and a changing market. 
Even conservative Arthur D. Little 
Inc. is predicting a "consolidation," 
pegging it for 1971-1972. 

Typical is the opinion of David 
H. Methvin, president of Computer 
Automation Inc., Newport Beach, 
Calif. "I've long expected a shake-
out, but it's happening 15 to 18 
months earlier than I thought it 
would." Lawrence Goshom, presi-
dent of General Automation Inc., 
Orange, Calif., predicts firms will 
be selling their inventories in bulk 
within the next six months and 
letting out rights in their operations 
soon after, just to keep cash flow-
ing. By next spring, he feels, the 
weakest companies will be ready to 
sell out entirely. 

In doing so, they'll be leaving 
a rapidly growing minicomputer 
market—usually meaning all eight-
to-16 bit-word processors—that 
could reach half a billion dollars by 
the mid seventies. Since it became 
apparent three or four years ago 
that the PDP-8 series manufactured 
by the Digital Equipment Corp. of 
Maynard, Mass, was a resounding 
success, the minicomputer firms 
have multiplied much as did semi-
conductor companies in the early 
1960's; now it appears they'll shake 
out just as drastically. 
Except for perhaps seven to 10 

companies which dominate the 

market, (not including IBM, though 
some consider its System 3 to be 
a minicomputer) most firms hold 
only a tiny share of the market. 
Nearly all were founded when cash 
flowed freely, but now interest 
rates are high, investors are scarce, 
and the stock market is bearish, 
making access to the capital mar-
kets very difficult. Also, now-cau-
tious original equipment makers, 
who were to have bought vast 
quantities of minicomputers for use 
in systems, are tending to stick 
with one of the big mini makers or 
in a few cases are bent on develop-
ing an in-house computer capabil-
ity. 

Just the idea of trying to com-
pete with the big firms is enough to 
frighten many. The market still is 
relatively small, though growing, 

but share-of-market figures show 
it already has become "Ism-ized." 
According to Little, the 1969 

market for mini's was about 6,000 
mainframes—and it's growing at 
35% to 50% per year. This means 
a 1970 market of 8,100 to 9,000 
machines, Little predicts. Industry 
officials are more optimistic—de-
spite the slumping economy, they 
predict 8,500 to 12,000 mainframes 
for 1970. 
Share unlike. Depending on 

whom you talk to, DEC sells from 
50% to 70% of all minicomputers. 
Little says DEC had 55% in 1969 
but factors IBM's System 3 into its 
figures. The other major manufac-
turers are Hewlett-Packard, Honey-
well's Computer Control Division, 
and Varian's Data Machines divi-
sion; each is said to have from 7% 
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.... few today want to risk buying 

from little-known firms.... 

to 10% of the market. The Data 
General Corp. also claims a 7% 
to 10% share, which it says is 
growing. And others credit General 
Automation with 4% to 5%. Add-
ing up the lowest of these figures, 
the rest of the mini makers must 
subsist on only 18% of the market 
—at most, 1,500 to 2,000 machines. 
Thus, at a time when cash flow 

is essential, only a little business 
is free to circulate among many 
firms. That's why industry ob-
servers expect the kind of shake-
out that hit semiconductor makers. 
And some claim to have seen early 
signs already. "First come price 
cuts," says one. "Varian already 
has cut price several times without 
major redesigns, and so has Gen-
eral Automation." 

Unkindest cut. "Price cuts hurt. 
They bite into near-term profits in 
the hope that quantity sales and 
the resulting parts-cost leverage 
will raise profit," continues this 
source. "But it almost never comes 
out that way." 
Such slashes sometimes are 

thought to be effective in the OEM 
market—the target of nearly all 
minicomputer makers' sales efforts. 
But the OEM market is toughening. 

Allen Z. Kluchman, marketing 
director of Data General, says his 
firm had expected to be selling 
70% of its output to OEM's today. 
Instead, "it's already 50-50, and 
we've begun accelerating our push 
into end user fields." Apparently 
looking ahead, Data General over 
six months ago began adding pe-
ripheral equipment and complex 
software packages to its line; its 
latest introduction is a bus allow-
ing minicomputers to be connected 
to form a multiprocessor [Electron-
ics, July 6, p. 34]. 
OEM's ossify. "There are as many 

orders out there as ever," says 
Kluchman, "but OEM's have cash 
problems too. And they are going 
to buy only from firms with estab-
lished reputations." Thus, the OEM 
market may not save many small 
firms. "Buyers are so scared," says 
an official of another firm, "that 
they even call our ad agency to 
see if our bill is paid." 
Robert Lowry, president of Tech-

nology Marketing Inc., Santa Ana, 
Calif., also notes that it takes about 
‘`a year to bring an OEM aboard, 
and that's a long time to wait." 
He adds, "Lack of liquidity pen-
alizes fast growing firms, but it's 
death to companies not growing." 
Kluchman's axiom is that only 

the toughest most persistent sales 
effort will penetrate the OEM's. He 
could add, only the best backed. 

Stacked DEC. DEC is regarded as 
the IBM of the minicomputer field 
and, in fact, claims to have sold 
more mainframes than IBM. It's 
position is such, that despite DEC's 
standing offer to overprint an 
OEM's logotype on any computer 
front panel, fewer than 10% of 
OEM's ask it. 
Few today want to risk buying 

from little-known firms that have 
limited software or service support. 
DEC maintains 65 outlets world-
wide employing about 650 service 
men, 400 sales engineers, and 400 
hardware-software support special-
ists. No other minicomputer maker, 
except perhaps Honeywell-CCD, 
can come close to this figure, al-
though Hewlett-Packard is said to 
have about 500 people in equiva-
lent jobs. 

Moreover, PDP-8 computer pro-
grams number from 500 to 600, 
some developed by DEC (more than 
300) and others (250 or more) de-
veloped and shared by PDP-8 users. 
These figures are unmatched by 
other mini makers and are a strong 
sales weapon. 

Also, DEC has dropped the bot-
tom out of the 12-bit computer 
price structure with introduction 
of the PDP-8/E, selling in one ver-
sion at a discounted price of about 
$2,500 [Electronics, July 6, p. 105]. 

Finally, with a plant larger than 
some auto assembly factories, DEC 
is in a position to deliver on time. 
And to quote Computer Automa-
tion's Methvin, when an order 
comes in, the maker had better be 
able to ship; "customers apparently 
wait till the last minute to order, 
then stand on us for delivery." 
Methvin's customers apparently 
want to keep cash in house as long 
as possible. But it could be worse; 
accounts receivable are now run-

ning 120-days, and some buyers 
even post date invoices according 
to one firm. 

Clouds. Just as the end-user 
market is becoming the target of 
the more aware mini computer 
makers, cash-rich Texas Instru-
ments and IBM enter the scene. 
IBM's System 3 already has proven 
its ability to take sales away from 
mini's in pure business applica-
tions. TI 980's are used at more 
than 90 stations in house as process 
controllers, and up to 10 may be 
in field test by potential customers. 

TI's other machine, the 9605, is 
said to be unique in architecture. 
It's a bit-oriented machine, aimed 
at "controlling discrete events,"' 
say TI sources, and appears to be 
aimed at complex process control. 
What scares competitors isn't 

Ti's process control goal or the 
960's architecture, but the fact that 
TI makes it's own semiconductors, 
"and it knows how to run a price 
war," according to one mini maker 
spokesman; "they know the value 
of a loss leader, and are literally 
capable of freezing out 95% of 
their competition." 

Gerald L. Seelig, president of 
the Lockheed Electronics Co., 
Plainfield, N.J., feels his venture 
would survive, but then no one is 
predicting his own failure. Seelig 
says that he personally has been 
approached by several firms seek-
ing to be acquired and feels the 
shakeout has already begun. 

Survival. In the face of this, 
firms are taking various routes to 
survival. Computer Controls Inc., 
Fairfield, N.J., is second sourcing 
the PDP-8 family of computers. Its 
version is similar in architecture 
and uses the same programs. Com-
pany president John Ackley says, 
"We looked at DEC with about 70% 
of minicomputer installations, then 
built a machine interchangeable 
with the PDP-8/I and with a lower 
price." Computer Controls sells 
only to OEM's and has given service 
duties to a representative organiza-
tion. Ackley is confident of success, 
but DEC says it isn't worried. 
Compiler Systems Inc.'s presi-

dent, John Hayne, says that he ex-
pects the firm's two upcoming 
machines, the CSI-16 and CE-24, 
to succeed because they can trans-
late and execute compiler language 
programing and do multiprogram-
ing, too. 
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visible I" 
...f rom the MOD line 

If you need a visual indication of what is 
happening n your system, equipment or 
instrument you should be using the 
FLV100 or FLV101 light emitting diode. 
Either one will provide you with a bright 
red status indicator. These products fea-
lure BLow cost (99c in 10,000 quantities) 
• High brightness (typically 1500 foot 
lamberts for the FLV100) • Mechanical 
rigidity (impervious to mechanical shock 
and vibration) B Solid state reliability• 
Moisture resistance (65°C and 95% rel-
ative humidity)B Low power consumption 
(within drive capability of standard dig-
ital IC's) B Wide viewing angle (160 
degrees fo • FLV101) 111 Plug in package 
for easy mounting 
You can have either a large area, wide 
viewing angle indicator (the FLV101) or 

FAIRCHILD MOD DISTRIBUTORS a highly intense point light source (the 
FLV100) for the same low price. Whether 
you need one lamp for an ON/OFF switch 
or thousands for a complex panel display 
you should contact Fairchild MOD. 
Fairchild Microwave and Optoelectronics 
Division (MOD), in addition to these de-
vices, makes a complete line of opto-
electronic products. 
Your local Fairchild MOD distributor, 
listed to the right, has sensors and 
emitters in stock. You can order the de-
vices you need from him or if you need 
detailed information he will be glad to 
send you data sheets. 
The FLV100 and FLV101 are the latest 
optoelectronics devices from Number 1. 
Keep watching Number 1 because more 
new products are on the way. 

SCHWEBER ELECTRONICS 

(516) 334-7474 (617) 891-8484 (416) 025-2471 (305) 927-0511 

(30)) 427-4977 (205) 539-2756 

HAMILTON/ AVNET SALES 

(213) 870-7171 (415) 961-7000 (713) 526-4661 

(7)4) 279-2421 (206) 624-5930 (303) 433-8551 (503) 255-8550 

COMPUTER COMPONENTS CORP 

(214) 239-0271 

SEMICONDUCTOR SPECIALISTS, INC 

(312) 279-1000 (313) 255-0300 (513) 278-9455 (412) 351-3811 

(317) 243-8271 (612) 861-3400 (314) 423-6500 

(216) 336-7020 

(602) 272-2601 

BM ANIL 11111111 
MICROWAVE AND OPTOELECTRONICS 
A DIVISION OF FeURCéln n ray( RA AND INSIRDTAINT CORPORATION 

2513 Charleston Rd., Mt. View, Ca. 94040 
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Leave my power supply system alone! 

You can get your own in only 9 days from Acopian. 

"I tried struggling through that old 
power supply system catalog. It was 
like a jigsaw puzzle, hunting for the 
pieces I needed for my new power 
system. There had to be a better way. 

"Then I remembered the Acopian 
hotline. I called it. I told them the 
DC voltages and currents I wanted. 
Discussed panel size. Meters. 
Switches. And other accessories. 

"They gave me a firm price. Right 
on the phone. It was a lot less than 
I expected. I had our buyer phone 
in the P.O. And Acopian designed, 

Circle 108 on reader service card 

built, tested and shipped it in nine 
days. Completely wired. 

"So go order your own Acopian 
power system It's easy!" 

HOW TO ORDER 
ACOPIAN POWER SYSTEMS 

• Call Acopian collect 

• Tell us the outputs and accesso-
ries you need 

• Get a firm price 

• Shipment of completely wired 
system will be made in 9 days. 

For immediate service, call the 
Acopian hotline: (215) 258-5441. 
For literature, write Acopian Corp., 
Easton, Pa. 18042. And remember, 
Acopian also offers 82,000 different 
DC power modules, every one 
shipped with this tag . . . 

THIS POWER SUPPLY WAS 

SHIPPED WITHIN 



Computers 

New IBM series comes on soft 
'Evolutionary' 370 line shares architecture with 360 machines; 

software man calls it 'just a 360 with some new bells and whistles' 

By Wallace B. Riley, 

Computers editor 

Something big has been in the 
works at IBM for months. A few 
knowledgeable sources were pre-
dicting a whole new series of su-
perfast computers with huge mem-
ories and radical design departures 
—machines whose impact would 
rival that of the 360 series [Elec-
tronics, June 22, p. 33]. Then came 
the eagerly awaited announcement 
—and the letdown: IBM will intro-
duce only two models of its "evo-
lutionary" new 370 line—the 165 
and 155—and they would not obso-
lete, but instead offer a step up 
from, some of the 360 models. 
Both machines, which will start 

going out early next year, share 
their architecture with the 360 line. 
Each one uses semiconductor 
"caches," high-speed buffer mem-
ories, as do the 360 models 85 and 
195, and each employs faster ver-
sions of the monolithic circuits, 
MST, first introduced last year in 
IBM's System 3 computer. The new 
machines can work with many 
second-generation programs and 
will accept any of the 360's input-
output devices. And each of the 
new computers uses error correc-
tion circuits for the main storage 
to increase reliability. 
IBM says the new 370/165 and 

155 offer a three- to fivefold im-
provement over their 360 counter-
parts—the 360/65 and 75, and the 
360/40 and 50, respectively (see 
table). 
Most computer houses are cau-

tious in commenting on the 370's, 
preferring to wait until other 
models are introduced. But one 
source notes, "By sticking to the 
360 architecture, IBM has just 
made an inefficient machine more 

efficient. But it still can't do real 
multiprograming efficiently—for 
example, running several cobal pro-
grams simultaneously." 

Martin Goetz, vice president 
and director of proprietary soft-
ware at Applied Data Research 
Inc., Princeton, N.J., feels IBM 

should have directed its efforts 
toward improving the 360 series' 
software, where there are "too 
many unsolved problems." At any 
rate, he notes, "The 370 isn't really 
all that new; it's just a 360 with 
some new bells and whistles." 
What's more, it doesn't seem likely 
that IBM's announcement will force 
many other computer firms to alter 
their plans. RCA Corp., for exam-
ple, is expected to announce a new 
line of its own this summer. 

Others feel IBM will be bringing 
other 370's out in the near future, 
especially since the new machines 
are relying heavily on proven tech-
nology. George Lowry, group vice 
president, Brandon Applied Sys-
tems, a New York consulting firm, 

Ups and downs. The 

new 370's are a step up 

from 360 models 50 
and 65 and a 

shade below the 360/ 
85, one of IBM's fastest 

machines. 

feels that next 370 models will be 
in the slow speed range and will 
be designed to take over the mar-
ket slots currently filled by the 
360/30 and 40. 
One factor that will bear heavily 

on computer makers' response to 
the 370 series is its cache memory. 
While very fast and economical 
for a single processor system, the 
memory still isn't cheap enough to 
pay off in multiprocessor com-
puters, on which many computer 
houses, unlike IBM, are pinning 
their hopes. 
The two new input-output de-

vices IBM introduced at the 370 
announcement may well be an im-
mediate hit. One, a 2,000 lines per 
minute printer, is almost twice as 
fast as existing IBM units. The 
other, a disk storage device, halves 
available access time and triples 
storage capacity. Brandon's Lowry 
feels other companies probably 
will follow IBM's lead with similar 
units. 
The cache makes the cumber-

Old vs New 
360/50 370/155 360/65 370/165 360/85 

Main memory 
cycle, gsec 

Capacity* min 
max 

Machine 
cycle, nsec 

Channels 

Transfer rate** 

Price range*** 

2.0 

65 
524 

500 

4 

1.2 

14-55 

2.1 

262 
2,097 

115 

6 

1.5 

37-79 

'in thousands of bytes 
*•in millions of bytes per second 

***in thousands of dollars per month 

0.75 

131 
1,048 

200 

7 

1.2 

34-100 

2.0 

512 
3,145 

80 

12 

3.0 

71-143 

1.0 

512 
4,096 

80 

6 

1.2 

84-200 
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Miss Raquel Welch 

Learn the seven 
warning 
signals of 
cancer. 
You'll be in 
good company. 
1. Unusual bleeding or 

discharge. 
2. A lump or thickening In the 

breast or elsewhere. 
3. A sore that does not heal. 
4. Change in bowel or bladder 

habits. 
5. Hoarseness or cough. 
6. Indigestion or difficulty in 

swallowing. 
7. Change in size or color of 
a wart or mole. 

If a signal lasts longer than 
two weeks, see your doctor 
without delay. 

And be sure to have a health 
checkup once a year, no 
matter how well you may feel. 

Fight Cancer with a checkup 
and a check 

American Cancer Society 

some main memory seem to run as 
fast as the processor; perhaps 95% 
of all memory accesses retrieve 
data already in the cache, so it's 
not necessary to wait for a main-
memory cycle. The cache concept 
succeeds because in normal opera-
tion accesses aren't truly random 
and tend to occur in nearby loca-
tions within periods of a few 
cycles. 

In actual operation, the cache 
memory exchanges data and in-
structions directly with the proc-
essor, matching its fast cycle time. 
The slower ferrite-core main mem-
ory dumps large batches of data 
into the cache in a single cycle, 
thereby assuring that successive 
words needed by the program are 
almost always at hand. 
Catchy cache. In general, cache 

memories are economical only 
when there's one central processor 
and one main memory, with the 
cache between them. Caches are 
ineffective in multiprocessing sys-
tems because several processors, 
all dipping into the main memory 
independently, change the essen-
tial nonrandom access pattern. A 

cache in each processor could over-
come this, but then the ratio of 
cache capacity to main memory 
capacity would tend to be too high 
for maximum cache efficiency— 
unless the main memory were 
much larger than usual. Since 
most large computer makers—in 
particular, Burroughs, General 
Electric, and Univac—all design 
around the basic frame of a multi-
processor, they've decided against 
the cache memory. 
But it's not even certain that IBM 

will stick with cache in the antic-
ipated smaller 370 models, unless 
they feature unusually large mem-
ories. 

Another trouble spot for the 
cache memory is in a multipro-
gramed machine—a single proc-
essor-single memory combination 
running several programs at once. 
In a non-cache computer, programs 
must switch back and forth be-
tween the main memory and a 
high-speed drum unit. But the 
cache itself requires a form of 
switching in and out of the main 
memory, so that the extra overhead 
may be too heavy in many cases. 

Then and now 
The differences between ism's announcement of the 370 and its 1964 

heralding of the 360 are more marked then the differences between 
the two machines. Six years ago, Thomas J. Watson Jr., ism's chairman 
said, "This is the most important product announcement we have ever 
made." He called the System 360 a "new generation," which effectively 
condemned all older ism computers to a lingering obsolescence. The 360 
required a whole new manufacturing line, new software, new servicing 
techniques—hardly anything was salvaged from the company's eight 
or 10 predecessor lines. This time, Watson was more subdued—and for 
good reason. 

IBM's troubles with the 360 software are legendary [Electronics, July 11, 
1966, p. 129; Aug. 22, 1966, p. 149]. Some of the compilers were 
either too big to fit the memory, or, if they did fit, they didn't work 
right. The operating system, which keeps the computer going by feeding 
jobs into it, one right after another, while doing bookkeeping chores, 
wasn't available at all when the first machines were delivered. And 
when it finally was offered, it was only as specialized versions working 
with tape- or disk-oriented installations, but not both. The generalized 
operating system eventually was finished, but it is already in about 
its 18th version, and some observers feel it is still rather inefficient. At 
one time, over 2,000 rim« people were working on the problem. 

In the manufacturing area, the 360's hybrid integrated circuit building 
blocks presented some rather serious difficulties, slipping delivery schedules 
over the first few months. Because of temporary shortages, ism started 
a crash program to redesign its 360 magnetic tape systems so that they 
could use discrete-component circuits from earlier second-generation 
computers. Since almost every computer installation involves from four 
to 20 tape drives, this redesign freed large volumes of the hard-to-get 
hybrid m's, which Ism calls solid logic technology, SLT, for central 
processors. 
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Nevertheless, IBM is touting the 
multiprograming capabilities of the 
370, which it says are superior to 
those in the 360 line. The new ma-
chines can be set up to emulate 
one of several older machines, and 
can switch between a program for 
that machine and one for the 370 
under control of the operating sys-
tem. IBM calls the technique "in-
tegrated emulation." This means 
the computers can simultaneously 
process programs written for the 
370 plus one older machine. How-
ever, equipping a particular ma-
chine to emulate a different ma-
chine isn't easy—a user can't decide 
on the spur of the moment what 
machines he will emulate. 
Copy chart In the 370/155, a 

systems engineer can emulate one 
of IBM's 1400 series in somewhat 
the same way as was done in the 
360—by replacing the read-only 
memory. But the process is much 
less time consuming in the new 
machine. In the 165, the data neces-
sary to emulate one of the IBM 
7000 series machines is stored in 
a writeable control store loaded 
by a supervisory program that's 
not controlled by the user. The 
store, a small semiconductor array 
physically similar to the cache but 
functionally an extension of the 
ROM, is essentially the same as the 
writeable control store in the 
360/85, which is used primarily 
for diagnostic programs. 
Other computer manufacturers 

also part company with IBM over 
including error correction circuitry 
for the main memory. This dras-
tically cuts speed, they maintain. 
But IBM cache speed circumvents 
this problem. Thus, the 370's cir-
cuits, which correct all single bit 
errors and detect all double-bit and 
most multiple-bit errors, hardly 
affect overall system speed. This 
was true of the 360/85, which 
marked the initial use of error 
correction in main memories. It's 
even truer of the 370's, whose main 
memories are considerably slower 
and less impacted by the delay. 
Two console printer/keyboard 

units will also be available with the 
155. One is another version of the 
familiar Selectric mechanism, a 
feature of most IBM console print-
ers for perhaps the last decade. 
The other has a new wire-matrix 
printing mechanism that stutters 
along at 85 characters per second. 

It took a new generation 
to bridge the gap 
Delevan's Micro-i Series 155 

A new generation of low-cost, miniaturized in-
ductors that is the long-sought transition between 
discrete and monolithic IC circuits. 
HIGH RELIABILITY AND VERSATILITY 

Originally designed to meet the rigorous standards 
of DOD and NASA specifications, Micro -i Series 155 in-
ductors are perfect for communications applications 
and the computer field where performance is critical 
and ownership costs are a consideration. Proven success-
ful for choke and filter applications. 
SUPERIOR FEATURES 

Ruggedly constructed with internal connections, 
thermo-compression bonded for high temperature pro-
cessing 

RF Inductor Epoxy-molded to meet MIL-C-15305, 
Rev. D, Grade 1, Class A. 

Miniaturization and low profile give improved com-
patibility with hybrid ICs. 

Four separate leads are readily adaptable for solder 
reflow connections. Eliminates costly body tie-down, 
reduces lead fatigue caused by vibration and is easily 
adaptable to tuned circuits by means of outboard chip 
capacitor. 

Write for complete technical data 

Dele van 

Division 0 AMERICAN 
PRECISION 
INDUSTRIES INC. 

270 QUAKER RD. / EAST AURORA, N. Y. i4052 

TELEPHONE 716/652-3600 TELEX 091-293 

OTHER DIVISIONS OF AMERICAN PRECISION INDUSTRIES INC.: BASCO•OUSTEM• 

MOELLER INSTRUMENT CO • OXFORD CORP. .TRUCK EQUIPMENT CO. 
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FROM THE 

nEw 
VARIABLE ELECTROMC... 

"DIAL-A-FILTER" 
Krohn-Hite's new Model 3750 Multifunction Tunable Filter with selectable attenuation 

slopes represents a revolutionary approach to RC filter design work. It's the f i rst"dial-a-filter" 
design tool of its kind. With it, you can set up virtually any type of variable electronic filter 
you require by simply setting dials. High pass, low pass, band pass or band reject with any 
kind of slope, and with or without gain. Best of all the cutoff frequency remains constant even 
though the slope is varied. 

Check these specs. Frequency Range: 0.02 Hz to 20 KHz, Attenuation Slopes: 24, 18, 
12, 6 db/octave, Band Pass Gain: 0 db or 20 db, Frequency Response: Butterworth 
or Low Q, Frequency Accuracy: 5%, Hum and Noise (RMS): 0.3 m\„ Optional Fea-
ture: Battery Operation. 

tel 

The Model 3750 Dial-tuned, low-priced variable electronic filter with selectable attenua-
tion is the latest addition to the famous Krohn-Hite line of quality variable electronic filters. 
Price is $850 (less batteries). Delivery from stock. For more information on the new Model 
3750 that lets you "dial-a-filter", or the full line of filters write The Wavemakers: Krohn-Hite 
Corporation, 580 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Mass. 02139. 

You'll soon be making signal success yourself. 

1.1-111A KROHN-HITE 
lxii 
OSCILLATORS / FILTERS / AC POWER SOURCES / AMPLIFIERS 

OVERSEAS SALES OFFICES: BELGIUM, C. N. Rood s. a.; DENMARK, SC Metric A/S; FRANCE, Antares; GERMANY, Nucletron 
Vertriebs-GMBH; HOLLAND, C. N. Rood n. V.; ITALY Dott. Ing. Mario Vianello; SWEDEN, Teleinstrument; ISRAEL, R. D. T. 
Elect. Eng. Ltd.; JAPAN, Shoshin Shoji Kaisha, Ltd.; AUSTRALIA, Sample Electronics (Vic.) Pty., Ltd.; G. B., B & K Inst. Ltd. 
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Aviation 

Air traffic control socked in 
Lack of funds, ineffective leadership, and political prob!ems 

are holding up implementation of fourth-generation system studies 

By Ray Connolly, 

Washington bureau manager 

Ten months have elapsed since the 
Air Traffic Control Advisory Com-
mittee delivered its two-volume 
study calling for an immediate 
start on a "fourth generation" ATC 
system. Yet the report is gathering 
dust on the shelves of the Depart-
ment of Transportation, which 
commissioned the two-year study. 
The Alexander report—named for 

General Research Corp.'s Ben Alex-
ander, ATCAC's chairman—was ap-
plauded for its comprehensiveness 
and technical detail when it was 
first presented [Electronics, Oct. 
27, 1969, p. 127]. Yet DOT still 
hasn't acted on any of the recom-

mendations. According to those in-
volved, the reasons—some call them 
excuses—boil down to three, all in-
terrelated: lack of funds, lack of 
leadership, and politics. 
Though DOT's Federal Aviation 

Administration is scheduled to re-
ceive $4 million more for fiscal 1971 
research and development than it 
did a year ago, its $45 million total 
allotment is minimal by almost any 
measure—$15 million less than the 
FAA wanted, and $2.5 million less 
than the Budget Bureau allowed. 
For fiscal 1971, FAA plans to 

spend $34.2 million on air traffic 
control R&D, nearly $5 million more 

than the previous year. But some 
$6.4 million of the total will go to 
increasing system capacities. No 
funds are proposed for FAA long-
range R&D, which received $1.2 
million a year ago. Yet industry 
sources see an annual outlay of 
about $120 million required to im-
plement the major improvements 
in air traffic control suggested in 
the Alexander report, and that's 
about twice the amount the Trans-
portation Department expects to 
get from user charges authorized 
by the recently passed airways and 
airport development legislation. 
Charges of lack of leadership— 

What's "automation"? 

Semantics often is a root cause of technological disputes. 
Example: what does "automation" mean in terms of 
air traffic control systems? FAA officials use it freely 
in their National Airspace System now entering Stage A, 
as well as for en-route air traffic control and the Auto-
mated Radar Tracking System, ARTS III. Though these 
represent advances, they are only semi-automated, 
say ATC engineers, because human controllers are needed. 

Gustav Lundquist, FAA's development chief, concedes 
NAS Stage A costs, when completed in 1974, will rise 
"20% to 30%" from the original $500 million estimate. 
DOT'S air traffic control advisory committee chairman, 
Ben Alexander, asserts that the agency has been "fritter-
ing away its money on NAS while it hasn't spent one 
penny studying fully automated air traffic control." 
Systems engineers, he charges, have "no knowledge of 
the subject; no idea of what may be needed by way 
of equipment or procedures." Alexander asserts the 
section of his committee's report co-authored by FAA'S 
Neal A. Blake and Univac's James C. Nelson is one 
of the first attempts to examine the technology re-
quired for full automation and, it is "a bare, halting first 
effort," he adds. 
To begin true ATC automation, Neal and Blake be-

lieve the 1975 computers which would be used in a 
1980 system will have to contend with these tech-

nological considerations: 
A basic component reliability at least one order of 

magnitude greater than today's, or between 1,000 and 
1,500 hours for a complete system, including input 
output devices, memory, central processor, and related 
black boxes. 
Component speeds of about 2 nanoseconds, resulting 

in 50-nsec add times, equivalent to a maximum 
throughput of 20 million instructions per second per 
computation processor. Also required will be loaded 
logic costs from 60 cents to $1 per logic node, including 
packaging, cooling, wiring, and cabinetry. 

First-level main memory with a 150-500 nsec cycle 
time using either film, wire or logic technologies with 
five-cent-per-bit cost. Also needed will be second-level 
random access, non-rotating memories of film, wire, 
or mos logic with cycle times on the order of 2 to 5 
microseconds with costs running to about 1/10th cent 
per bit. Data banks on the order of 107 to 108 bytes 
can be achieved with this technology. 
Input-out data rates will hold at a maximum rate 

of 1 megaword per channel, but will commonly be 
used at a much lower rate. Several peripheral devices 
will be multiplexed on a single, 1-megaword data 
channel, and several such channels will be controlled 
by a satellite 1/0 processor. 
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Our Reconstituted 
Mica Capacitors 
Are Tested Harder 

You get higher 
capacitor reliability 
for less 

Because Custom Electronics, Inc. 
is the reconstituted mica capaci-
tor maker who precisely grades 
the dielectric material before it 
reaches production, other manu-
facturers' final mistakes are never 
started at Custom. The result is 
fewer production rejects, and 
lower job quotes for Custom Elec-
tronics' customers. Add this grad-
ing system to Custom Electronics' 
rather fanatical Quality Control ef-
forts throughout the production 
process, and it becomes clear why 
our client list reads like the who's 
who of high voltage electronics. 

If your high voltage capacitor 
needs are RELIABILITY and IM-
MEDIATE SERVICE write or call 
Custom Electronics, Inc., Browne 
St., Oneonta, N.Y. 13820. Phone 
607-432-3880. 

The QC Fanatics 
STOM 

CUSTOM ELECTRONICS, Inc. 

the second ATC stumbling block— 
are leveled mostly at the Depart-
ment of Transportation, though 
some industry and government 
sources hang it on the Congress, 
too. The FAA is sympathetic to the 
Alexander report, "but there is a 
great suspicion of FAA at the top 
of the Transportation Department," 
says one of the committee's mem-
bers. While not conceding that DOT 
doesn't have a full appreciation of 
air traffic control problems, one de-
partment official says, "The way 
government works, it's premature 
to expect firm decisions from a re-
port that's still drawing comment 
from a lot of places." 

Politics. Two politically oriented 
moves bear on the inaction, accord-
ing to several Washington sources. 
First is the DOT move to aggregate 
power in the Office of the Secre-
tary, John Volpe, and its impact on 
ATC research and development. 
Second is last year's DOT takeover 
of NASA's Cambridge, Mass., Elec-
tronics Research Center, now 
the Systems and Technology Cen-
ter [Electronics, April 13, p. 48]. 
By putting more long-range 

transportation planning and R&D 
authority in the Secretary's office, 
Volpe sought to expand on his 
predecessors' powers, and asked 
for $22 million for that fiscal 1971 
function—double the existing ap-
propriation. But the House has cut 
that money to $14.5 million. 
However, air traffic control stud-

ies were not affected. The Secre-
tary's office got a $3.5 million in-
crease in funds earmarked for 
long-term looks at "full automation 
of the air traffic control system and 
techniques for increasing the ca-
pacity of urban airports." But $8 
million for STC will hardly support 
the center. "It takes $25-30 million 
just to keep the doors open," says 
one top department official. 

Tradeoff. Whether the STC con-
tribution to air traffic control will 
be worth the anticipated two-year 
delay required to bring it on 
stream is the subject of some de-
bate, to be resolved only by the 
center's performance as it begins to 
look at "full automation" beyond 
ongoing programs. Virtually all 
sources agree with Ben Alexander's 
observation that the center "is 
bleeding off any spare money" that 
DOT may have had to implement 
the report's recommendations. 

Alexander also believes the rec-
ommendations are not getting 
much support from the Depart-
ment of Defense, which is due 
to assess the report in about a 
month. A check with the Penta-
gon confirms his suspicion. Dis-
cussing the Alexander report's 
most controversial recommendation 
—use of intermittent positive con-
trol to divide airspace into three-
dimensional cells—sources at the 
Pentagon question whether the in-
vestment for military aircraft is 
worth it. Similarly, DOD has zeroed 
in on the call for development of 
a "Super Beacon" which would 
upgrade existing ATC radar beacon 
systems in two steps. "Unless we 
can see an improvement for the 
expense, it's not going to get very 
far," says the Pentagon. 
DOD believes cooperation by the 

general aviation community will be 
difficult to obtain, so the cost bene-
fit to the military to equip its air-
craft would be limited if general 
aviation were not obliged to par-
ticipate. 
How much would upgrading of 

existing beacons cost? It's a ques-
tion of critical importance to the 
private aircraft owners and pilots 
who make up the general aviation 
community. Dr. Lawrence Gold-
muntz, the special assistant to the 
DOT Secretary who monitored the 
Alexander report, estimates a data 
link would "add 10% to the cost 
of a beacon—about $250 a plane." 
Yet the Air Transport Association's 
Siegbert Poritzky calls it "a $1,000 
modification; nothing costs $250." 

Policy. However, as ATA's Por-
itzky puts it, "We want to see a 
policy first, a definite direction. 
We would like to see R&D move 
ahead rapidly. But we also want 
to see it defined more specifically." 
Poritzky says carriers want defined 
goals for R&D--to promise some-
thing better, not just different." 
One such goal for a terminal area 
computer system, for example, 
should be to offer a definite in-
crease in the airport's capacity. 
As for the Super Beacon concept 

itself, Poritzky observes: "This is 
an attractive possibility because it 
would appear that this approach 
could be implemented with rela-
tively less pain than some others. 
We do have some twinges, how-
ever." 

Rather than hang a limited-capa-
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New FET V-O-M features 
8 Low-Power Ohms Ranges... 
0.005 V AC Full Scale 

Triplett's new Model 801 V-O-M offers 73 measurement ranges including 
8 low-power resistance ranges that apply only 35 mV to the device under 
test. There are 22 voltage ranges-10 DC and 12 AC; 24 current ranges 
divided equally between DC and AC; 15 resistance ranges—including the 
8 low-power ranges; and 12 ranges of output measurement. 

As if such unsurpassed versatility were not enough, the Model 801 also 
offers 11 megohm DC and 10 megohm AC input resistances, 2% DC and 
3% AC accuracy and a 25 uA suspension-type meter with a nearly 71/2 " 
long scale. There's no doubt that the new Triplett Model 801 has no equal 
among analog V-O-M's in terms of sensitivity and versatility. 

See the remarkable new Model 801 V-0-M—priced at $200 suggested USA 
user net—at your Triplett distributor. For more information—or for a free, 
no-obligation demonstration—call him or your Triplett sales representative 
right away. Triplett Corporation, Bluffton, Ohio 45817. 

irrinTRIPLETT 
The World's most complete line of V-O-M's 
choose the one that's just right for you 

Model 801 

1. 8 ranges of low-power ohms at 35 mV 

with 1 ohm center scale. 

2. High sensitivity (0.005 V AC full scale) 

at 10 megohm input resistance. 

3. 8" meter has simplified scale with only 

2 arcs for 46 AC/DC ranges. 
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bility data link on the ATC Radar 
Beacon, "we need to move forward 
smartly on a universal digital com-
munications system if we're really 
going to get ATC automation in a 
reasonable time," Poritzky argues. 
He contends Federal footdragging, 
not technology, is air traffic con-
trol's biggest hangup. 
Of the ARTS III displays, he as-

serts that "we have been prac-
tically begging FAA for years to 
provide small, accurate target sym-
bols on which to base ATC separa-
tion. It seems almost inconceivable 
that the bright and shining new 
ARTS III system, which FAA hopes 
to implement in 1971, still keeps the 
1943-size raw beacon slash as the 
basis of control. Better techniques 
were developed and proven to be 
feasible by FAA 10 years ago...." 
On sidelobe suppression, Por-

itzky says, "The procurement of 
important ground hardware was 
held up for nearly two years in 
FAA, apparently because of mis-
understandings between various of 
the responsible offices." 
On alphanumeric displays, he 

suggests FAA has been reinventing 
the wheel. Alphanumeric char-
acters on radar displays were in 
use in the SAGE air defense system 
back in the 1950's, he says. And in 
1964 the FAA installed ARTS 

I, an alphanumeric terminal area 
ground display system for ATC 
radar beacon, primary radar and 
automatic altitude data. ARTS III, 

to be implemented in 1971, will be 
more modern but less capable, he 
notes. 
Thus does Poritzky, who gen-

erally speaks kindly of the expertise 
and effort that went into the Alex-
ander report, make a hard-nosed 
point for ATA. "We tend to be a 
little gun-shy about the bright, 
bold future for fear it may be a 
mirage. We believe strongly that 
great effort is necessary now to 
implement systems we know how 
to implement, to finally use the 
technology we've had for years." 

Similar views can be found 
among aviation professionals in the 
Department of Defense and else-
where. These are not necessarily 
criticisms of the Alexander report 
as such—far from it. They are, in-
stead, sharp raps at past FAA in-
action and may soon turn to crit-
icisms of FAA's uncertain parent, 
the Department of Transportation. 

Get your FREE power transistors from 
your authorized GE semiconductor distributor 

ALABAMA 
Birmingham 
Forbes Distributing Co. (205) 251.4104 
Huntsville 
Cramer/Hunstville, Inc. (205) 5364493 
Electronic Wholesalers, Inc. (205) 534-2161 

ARIZONA 
Phoenix 
Hamilton Electro of Arizona (602) 272.2601 
KieruIff Electronics, Inc. (602) 273-7331 
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Interstate Electronics Supply Corp. 
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Schweber Electronics (516) 331-7474 
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Warren Radio Co. (419) 248-3364 
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Portland 
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Hamilton Electro of Houston (713) 526-0661 
Sterling Electronics (713) 6234600 

UTAH 
Salt lobe City 
Kimball Electronics (801) 328-2075 

VIRGINIA 
CharlettesvIIM itri.adRadio Supply Co. (7031 2944181 

ism 
Meridian Electronics, Inc. (703) 353-6648 
Roanoke 
Peoples Radio & TV Supply Co. (703) 3424933 

WASHINGTON 
Seattle 
Aimac/Stroum Electronics (206) 763-2300 
Hamilton Electro Sales (206) 624-5930 
Kleruiff Electronics, Inc. (206) 763-1550 
Tacoma 
C&G Electronics Co. (206) 272-3185 

WEST VIRGINIA 
Charleston 
rdountaM Electronics (301) 342-0151 

WISCONSIN 
blihmkeo 
Electronic Expeditors, Inc. (414) 3744664 
West AIM 
Marsh Radio Supply Co. (414) 545-6500 

CANADA 
Toronto 
Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd. 

5374481 

GENERAL ELECTRIC n" 

FREE POWER TRANSISTORS -I 
Present (or mail) this coupon to your authorized GE semiconductor distributor 

ATTN: INDUSTRIAL SALES MGR. Please furnish 1 or 2 free power transistors shown below. 

TYPE VOLTAGE Fin (MIN.) 

low med high low med high 

E E III El El E 
El III a u a o 

NAME FIRM 
POSITION STREET CITY 
STATE ZIP Distributor Name  

Offer expires August 31, 1970 
—J 
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FREE SAMPLES 

Celebrate GE's new NPN/PNP 
transistors with a 
complimentary pair 
We're proud to announce the 
birth of another complemen-
tary pair of power transistors 
from General Electric. Housed 
in GE's silicon Power Pac 
package, these new 4-amp 
NPN/PNP transistors are color 
molded so you can tell NPN 
from PNP. And for a limited 
time only, you can get a pair 
free. That's right! To introduce 
you to GE's new arrivals, 
we're offering you a pair free. 
You may choose the new 
Power Pac types with round 

Tort 
eée 

leads or their older brothers 
in the power tab package 
(with flat leads). You may 
even choose two that aren't 
complementary . . . still with 
our compliments. General 
Electric's complementary pairs 
feature low saturation voltage, 
excellent gain linearity and 
fast switching characteristics. 
They're compatible with either 
TO-5 or TO-66 mounting and 
designed for use in amplifiers 
(dc-1 MHz.), regulators (series, 
shunt and switching), high-
frequency inverters and con-
verters and many other gen-
eral purpose controls. 

Type No. 
le (cont.) 
Amps. 

0400 OWN) 
0410 MOM 1.0 

(Te.25 C) 
Watts 

6.0 

PDis. 
(Tc-, 25 C 
Watts 

To get your sample power 
transistors along with a packet 
of application information, fill 
out the coupon on the oppo-
site page and present it (or 
mail it) to your authorized 
General Electric semiconduc-
tor distributor (also shown on 
opposite page). Offer expires 
August 31, 1970 220-90 

vmeti) Orr (min. or range) 

volts amps lo med hi  bias  lo  med  

VcE IC 

1.25 0.5 0.5 30 45 60 2V 0.IA 50-150 120-360 

D42C COPO) 
D43C (POP) 3.0 123 

hi 

290® 

2.10 0.5 1.0 30 45 60 IV 1.0A 10 20 

D44C INPM 
D45C (PPP) 4.0 30.0 1.33 0.5 1.0 30 45 60 IV 1.0A 10 20 

D4ON WPM 0.1 6.25 

250 

250 

1.65 250 — 300 10V .04A — 20 

0400 (PPP) 0.5 6.0 
(darlington) 

125 1.5 0.5 30 40 50 5V .2A 10K- 40K 
60K 

®Available in 30V NPN units only 
C)Available in 30V and 45V units only GENERAL ELECTRIC 
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Tecnetics Report No.4 

Another industry first: Practical hybrid 
microelectronic inverters. 

Still another breakthrough from Tecnetics: A new series of 3 
watt hybrid microelectronic DC-AC square wave inverters for 
card mounting in military and industrial point-of-load 
applications. 
These unique inverters are supplied in metal, hermetically-
sealed, cold-welded packages designed to meet requirements of 
MIL-STD-883 for hermeticity, shock, vibration, and other en-
vironmental conditions. 

Specifications 

Input voltage: 

Input current: 

Output power: 
Efficiency: 
Isolation: 
Center-tapped 

outputs: 

IV to 
40VOC 

20 VDC nominal operating • 40 VDC absolute 
maximum 
180 ma typ. at full load • 100 ma typ. at half 
load 
3 watts maximum 
80°h typ. full load (3 watts) 
300 VDC 

16 different outputs available from 5 to 300 Volts 
peak-to-peak—or available in your exact volt-
age requirements. 

SOME TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 
Square Wave Generator 

Note: With the addition of the appropri-
ate filters you can generate Sine-waves, 
Sawtooths, Pulses or other specialized 
functions. 

5V 

OUTPUT è — 500o 
OUTPUT FREO —410 NORM. 

10V 

High Power Power Supply High Voltage Power Supply 
(PMT, etc.) 

These inverters are the newest in Tecnetics hybrid power con-
ditioning components. Regulators and converters are available 
off-the-shelf—and other modules are on the way, including 
reference amplifiers, drivers, filters, and more. 
For more information on TEC power conditioning products, call 
collect 303-442-3837, or see EEM, EBG; or write . . . Tecnetics, 
Inc. (formerly Transformer-Electronics Co.), P.O. Box 910, Boul-
der, Colorado 80302. In Europe, contact Technique et Produit, 
Paris (626-02-35); or Industrial Electronics, Frankfort/Main 
(0611) 725130. 

e tecnetics inc. 

® The innovators in power conditioning 
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New Products 

Tester outraces IC memories 

July 20, 1970 

Aimed at replacing costly banks of hard-to-synchronize pulse generators, 

modular equipment anticipates storage devices with 10-nanosecond access time 

By James Brinton 

Boston bureau manager 

As logic speeds continually in-
crease, and as semiconductor mem-
ories appear in quantity, users find 
themselves with a testing problem: 
there's not much test gear around 
that is fast enough to check these 
devices under operating conditions. 
Even metal oxide semiconductor 

memories achieve access times 
below 500 nanoseconds-150 nsec, 
or so, in four-phase circuits—while 
emerging emitter-coupled and tran-
sistor-transistor logic memories ac-
cess data in 30 to 50 nsec with ease. 
Film and other advanced memories 
present similar problems—they can 
access data in 70-75 nsec or less. 

Keeping up. The DFE-1 from 
Tau-tron Inc. represents an answer 
to the testing problem. It can gen-
erate pulse trains at up to 125 
megabits per second and synchro-
nize pulses to within ±-500 pico-
seconds. This pulse rate translates 
into about a pulse every 8 nsec, 
giving the DFE-1 an edge over the 
fastest memories in use. It would 
replace costly banks of hard-to-
synchronize pulse generators used 

to test fast memories with repeti-
tious chains of 0-1-0-1, etc. In many 
instances, these devices lack the 
necessary speed. 
The DFE-1 consists of two mod-

ules: the wG-111 data generator 
and the FC-201 digital format con-
verter. The wG-111 puts out eight 
parallel channels of data, each a 
series of arbitrarily programable 
eight-bit words—an immediate ad-
vantage over other schemes, as 
some logic "locks up" only after 
uninterrupted streams of zeros or 
ones, something the pulse genera-
tor jury rigs can't produce. 
The WG-111 provides twin out-

puts for each channel, true and 
true's complement, for a total of 
16 available channels; one wG-111 
thus can trigger two FC-201's. Out-
put is -±-1 volt into 50 ohms imped-
ance. There's also a clock output at 
the same level and impedance, but 
clock pulse width is continuously 
variable from 3 nsec to 10 millisec-
onds with vernier adjustment. 
Though top speed is 125 mega-

bits per second, the user can get 

High-speed exerciser. Test system 
designed for fast-access memories 
has two modules, a data generator 
(top) and a digital format converter. 
The tester is aimed at quality 
control ¡obs in the memory maker's 
plant and at incoming inspection 
duties in the user's. 

anything from one bit per second 
on upward in nine ranges. Crystal 
control of these pulse repetition 
rates and of clock frequency is 
optional. A sync bit follows each 
8-bit word and can be delayed from 
0 to 10 msec in six ranges, each 
with vernier adjustments. The bits 
are typically 20 nsec wide, and 
amplitude is +1 volt into 50 ohms. 
Waveshape control. Coaxial 

cables link the WG-111 to the FC-
201 format converter. This second 
module allows variable width, time 
delay, amplitude, and voltage 'offset 
of pulses in each channel. It also 
is an eight-channel system, with 
each channel independent in oper-
ation and adjustment. Bu once 
again, both true and true' e com-
plement are available at' each 
channel. 

Inputs from the data genérator 
feed the FC-201's control and logic 
bank. At this point pulse shape 
variables for all eight channels are 
decided, except for baseline voltage 
offset—whether the output of a 
given channel is to be in non-return-
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start with this 
.01% DC DVM 

Model 3600 

The New Ballantine Model 3600 DC 
Digital Voltmeter is packed full of the 
features that only the oldest, most 
respected leader in voltage measuring 
techniques could offer. 

• High Accuracy... -± .01 of 
indication, r..1_- .01 full scale, 
± 1 digit 

• Options like remote 
programming, BCD Outputs, 
Internal Calibration Voltage 

• 100% overange capability 

• 41/2 digit display, 100 
microvolt resolution 

II Dual slope integration 
measurement technique 

III Modular interface capability 

Price $695 

add this10 MHz 
AC Converter 
with 10 mV Full Scale Sensitivity 

Model 3571 

Enjoy the full measure of a DVM system 
that will satisfy your most demanding 
AC and DC needs. The Model 3571 
AC Converter Module is packed with 
performance features like: 

• Highest Operational 
Bandwidth currently available 
in any AC DVM ... 30 Hz to 
10 MHz 

• High Input Impedance ... 
10 Megohms on all ranges 

111 10 millivolt full sCale 
sensitivity, 1 microvolt 
resolution 

B All front panel controls 
remotely programmable 

Now it's a 
Ballantine 
DVM System 

(rack configuration) 

Model 

3600/3571 

Quality and solidly engineered user 
benefits make the Model 3600/3571 
DVM System a new concept in voltage 
measurement ... the solution to all 
your voltage measuring tasks. Your 
Ballantine DVM can never be obsoleted 
because additional Converter Modules 
are easily added to make this one of 
the most advanced voltage measuring 
systems available. 

Write for your copy of our new catalog 
sheet on the Model 3600/3571 — 
The Singer Company, Electronic 
Products Division, Boonton, New Jersey 
07005 or your nearest Field Sales 
Representative. In Europe contact: 
Singer Sewing Machine Company, 
Instrumentation Division, P.O. Box 301, 
8034 Zurich, Switzerland. Tel: 
(051) 47 25 10 

SINGER 
INSTRUMENTATION 
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... tester can be used for incoming inspection 

or quality control of high-speed arrays... 

to-zero or return-to-zero format, the 
delay of pulses in one channel rela-
tive to those in other channels, 
pulse width, etc. 

Control logic is made from Tau-
tron's Univer modules. These use 
a current steering, tunnel diode 
switch approach that allows clock 
rates well into the uhf range [Elec-
tronics, Feb. 17, 1969, p. 56]. The 
Univer modules are derate,d, there-
fore, even in this high-speed test 
system, and spokesmen hint that 
Tau-tron has left itself growth 
capability to cope with logic sev-
eral times faster than available 
right now. 
Univer logic characteristically re-

sults in clean pulses; rise time 
typically is 1.2 nsec, fall time typi-
cally 1.5 nsec. Maximum wave-
shape aberration in the whole 
FC-201 is 7%, and this helps to 
keep ringing, overshoot, and droop 
low. 

Pulse width is continuously vari-
able from four nsec to 10 msec 
through six ranges and a vernier 
adjustment. Relative delay is con-
tinuously variable from 0 up to ten 
msec in six ranges with vernier fine 
control. With this capability, test 
engineers can skew pulse timing 
among the various channels, mak-
ing it possible to test multiphase 
mOs, for example, with ease and 
with tight control 'of conditions. 

After waveshape and delay are 
set, pulses are amplified with cur-
rent switching, back-matched am-
plifier circuits capable of providing 
-I- 12 volts at 120 milliamperes 
short circuited, or 5 volts into 50 
•ohms. Attenuators then cut output 
amplitude to the needs of the expe-
rimenter in 1-decibel steps to a 
maximum of — 10 db. Once again, 
the use of vernier control allows 
fine tuning. 
The final setting is for voltage 

baseline offset, variable to -± 3 
volts when driving 50 ohms. Base-
line and attenuation adjustments 
don't affect each other in the sys-
tem. 

Self control. With this much con-
trol over output, the user not only 
can use the DFE-1 for incoming 
inspection or quality control, but 
also, in computer laboratories, he 

can effectively measure the transfer 
characteristic of a memory. He 
knows exactly what went into his 
subassembly and so can match this 
against the output through a com-
parator or through real-time data 
recording. 

This allows flexibility not pos-
sible before in computer design— 
now the DFE-1 can be used to peg 
a bit rate, then design a multichan-
nel input train of pulses shaped to 
the needs of the memory and capa-
ble of yielding specific outputs. 

Also, since the DFE-1 simultane-
ously tests the read-write circuitry 
on or outboard of the memory, en-
gineers can design associated elec-
tronics to suit exact needs. For-
merly, it was sometimes necessary 
to overspecify associated compo-
nents in order to be safe. Now the 
added cost of overspecifying can 
be saved. 

For incoming and quality con-
trol testing especially, Tau-ton 
offers an eight-channel high-speed 
comparator, the DSU-350K/8. Its 
settling time is fast—typical per-
formance is in the neighborhood of 
4 nsec; minimums are running at 
2.5 to 3.0 nsec. 
The DSU-350K/8 takes outputs 

directly from the device under test 
and from the DFE4 system and 
compares them with a resolution of 
better than ±- 10 millivolts. It then 
provides outputs for magnetic tape 
storage for later computer process-
ing. There is also a "strobe on 
error" output available to flag im-
proper responses and therefore 
catch bad parts. The strobe would 
be suited to incoming test applica-
tions; the data processing output 
would be more useful in memory 
engineering and parts control data 
logging. 
The comparator is modular and 

is sold at $200 per channel. The 
DFE-1 itself can be assembled mod-
ularly; by adding Fc-201's, 48 or 
more channels of data can be ob-
tained without degrading any of the 
specifications. 

Price for an eight-channel DFE-1 
is $17,750: Tau-tron is quoting 
four-to-six weeks delivery. 
Tau-tron Inc., 685 Lawrence St., Lowell, 
Mass. 01852 [338] 

HOW SYNCHRON MOTORS 
control this specialized 

TIME-DELAY RELAY 
In this special design timer a Hansen 
SYNCHRON Motor drives the cam-
type sequence timer for an electronic 
time-delay relay. When power is ap-
plied, SYNCHRON runs through the 
first three sequences; starts the time-
delay relay, then stops. Relay per-
forms a panel-adjustable delay 
period of 180-240 seconds, then 
returns power to the motor to com-
plete the sequence. Special appli-
cations are easy to design, using 
SYNCHRON Motors. How about 
yours? Call or write Hansen, or your 
SYNCHRON representative, for bro-
chure and all the facts. 

SYNCHRON timing and control 
motors; 168 different speeds. Right, 
left or reversible rotations. 8, 20 or 
30 oz.-in. torques; 220, 110 or 24 
volts; 60, 50 or 25 cycles. 

HANSEN 
Manufacturing Co., Inc., Princeton, Ind.47570 

HANSEN REPRESENTATIVES: CAREY & AS-
SOCIATES, Houston and Dallas, Texas; R. S. 
HOPKINS CO., Sherman Oaks, Calif.; MEL-
CHIOR ASSOCIATES, INC., San Carlos, 
Calif.; THE FROMM CO., River Forest, III.; 
JOHN ORR ASSOCIATES, Grand Rapids, 
Mich., H. C. JOHNSON AGENCY, INC., Roch-
ester, N.Y.; WINSLOVV ELECTRIC CO., Essex, 
Conn., Villanova, Pa., and Teaneck, N.J. 
EXPORT DEPARTMENT: 2200 Shames Drive, 
Westbury, N.Y. 11590 
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Data handling 

Six MOS chips equal one calculator 
IC's are sold as standard products, but user builds proprietary machine; 

control read-only memory unit can be customized for special functions 

By Stephen Wm. Fields, 

San Francisco bureau manager 

One promise of large-scale integra-
tion was that a subsystem could be 
reduced to a single chip in a single 
package, providing compact build-
ing blocks for the systems designer. 
This promise is being fulfilled, but 
while it made things somewhat 
easier for the designer, the semi-
conductor maker faced a new prob-
lem: the world outside was turning 
into a custom market. 
The electronic calculator market 

was especially sensitive to the need 
for proprietary chips because all 
calculators have essentially the 
same format: they have a keyboard, 
an arithmetic unit, an output unit, 
and a display. The difference, and 
thus the selling point, is usually 
the type of keyboard, the available 
arithmetic functions, or the type of 
display. Before LSI devices, the dif-
ference was engineered in the cir-
cuit design, but with LSI available, 
the difference is in the devices 
themselves. On the other hand, be-
cause the electronic calculator mar-
ket is so big, and still growing, 

Tryout. Calculator (with case 
off at right) was built to test chip set. 

semiconductor manufacturers have 
been looking for a way to turn this 
custom market into a standard one. 
That's what Electronic Arrays has 
done with its calculator chips. 

According to Earl Gregory, vice 
president and director of marketing 
at Electronic Arrays, the calculator 
set—which consists of six circuits— 
will offer "reduced labor costs be-
cause of the reduced assembly 
time. This will open up the calcu-
lator market to companies that 
otherwise wouldn't get into it—and 
it will open up the market in a 
hurry." Gregory expects to deliver 
approximately 200,000 sets during 
the next 18 months. He is reason-
ably sure about this figure be-
cause close to half of it is already 
contracted. Amperex Electronic 
Corp., a subsidiary of North Amer-
ican Philips Corp., has signed a 
contract that Gregory values at $5 
million. "Amperex will handle the 
European market and we'll take 
care of the U.S.," says Gregory. 
As for selling the same circuits 

to different customers, Gregory 
says that "all of our customers will 
benefit from the high volume—it 
will be cheaper for all. And be-
sides, the circuits offer options so 
the calculators will not be copies 
of each other." New markets are on 
the horizon, too. Gregory says there 
has been a decline in American-
made calculators during the past 
few years, primarily because of 
high assembly costs, and customers 
have been looking to Japan. But 
now, says Gregory, the U.S. com-
panies can put their own units to-
gether, and with Amperex selling 
in Europe, the European compa-
nies also can compete with Japan. 

Gregory projects a price per kit 
of six devices at about $35 by mid-
1972. This is about half the present 
quantity price of $60 to $70. He 
says a complete calculator would 
cost from $100 to $200 depending 
on the quantity, case, keyboard, 
and type of display. 
The kit consists of six chips: an 

input unit; a control read-only-
memory chip; a control logic de-
vice; a register; an arithmetic unit; 
and an output chip. The input chip 
receives digit and command sig-
nals from the keyboard. An address 
code is generated through use of a 
six-bit read-only memory in the 
chip. At the appropriate time the 
address is transmitted to the con-
trol chip; the input chip then waits 
until the control chip is not busy 
before honoring new inputs. 
The control ROM chip contains 

the read-only memory unit which 
issues the basic control sequences 
that operate the calculator. There 
are 128 ROM words of 15 bits each. 
Each word contains a control bit 
pattern which causes a data move-
ment associated with a program 
step; a portion of each word speci-
fies address of the next program 
step within the ROM. The control 
logic chip contains counters which 
require shifting and accumulate 
digit counts during multiply and 
divide operations. It also provides 
ROM address sequencing control, 
bit timing, and point-position and 
single-digit storage. 
The register chip is made of 

three 64-bit shift registers, one 
four-bit shift register, and register 
selection gating logic. The three 64-
bit registers are the accumulator, 
the input, and multiplier/quotient 
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registers. Each has individual clear 
capability and can shift right or 
left. The input register receives 
keyboard figures, and also is one 
of the inputs to the adder on the 
arithmetic chip. The accumulator 
accepts arithmetic outputs, and the 
M/Q manipulates multiplier, divi-
sor, and quotient digits. 

In addition to full binary-coded 
decimal adder/subtractor and com-
plementing units, • the arithmetic 
chip contains sign and overflow 
flip-flops, a digit timing register, 
and synchronization circuits for the 
keyboard-generated "clear" func-
tion. Selection gates driven by ROM 
microprograming determine the 
data paths entering the arithmetic 
chip from the three registers. 
The output chip supplies signals 

for the bed digit value for display, 
as well as a signal for the decimal 
point display. Eight anode selec-
tion signals are sequentially activ-
ated to select one of eight positions 
for display. The calculator's arith-
metic capability is capable of accu-
mulating sums and products up to 
16 digits, but the 16 digit positions 
are viewed eight at a time by select-
ing an upper-half (most significant) 
or a lower-half (least significant) 
register. In the upper half, no deci-
mal point is displayed and leading 
O's are suppressd. In the lower half, 
leading O's are suppressed until the 
decimal point position is reached. 

Certain design constraints had 
to be followed, one of which was 
package size. Says Samuel Wau-
chope, Electronic Arrays' director 
of engineering, "In order to meet 
the cost objectives, we had to live 
with 24-pin packages, and this 
ruled out a truly parallel machine. 
Even the keyboard output had to 
be in serial form." 

Customizing is accomplished 
easily. Since the control and arith-
metic chips were designed to han-
dle more than just the simple con-
figurations, more input functions 
can be added by simply putting on 
another input chip. Similarly, if a 
full 16-digit output is required, all 
that is needed is another outppt 
chip. And non-standard functions 
can be provided by changing the 
programing in the ROM's in the 
control chip. 
Sample sets can be ordered from 

stock for $150. 

Electronic Arrays, 501 Ellis St., Moun-
tain View, Calif. [339] 

How Small is Big Enough? 

ture 
assis Mount Resistors 

NEW from SAGE! 
PROBLEM: To produce, for aerospace application, out-

board resistive components for use with hybrid 
and/or integrated circuits which combine mini-
mum size with maximum efficiency and reliability; 
also to provide mounting ease and flexibility using 
component clips, clamps or high temperature 
epoxy bonding materials 

SOLUTION: The new Sage Ultra-Miniature Chassis 
Mount Resistors shown here! 

STYLE 8111: 7 WATTS CHASSIS MOUNTED-3.5 
WATTS FREE AIR—LESS THAN 0.015 IN 3 
VOLUME 

STYLE 8112: 5 WATTS CHASSIS MOUNTED — 2.5 
WATTS FREE AIR — LESS THAN 0.009 IN3 
VOLUME 

Part Length Width 
' 

Height 
Standard 
Ranges 

Resistance 

8111 0.430" ±-0.015" 0.156"±0.005" 0.165" Max. .059-13KS2 

8112 0.305" + 0.015" 0.156" -± 0.005" 0.165" Max. .059-8K11 

ACCURACY: Tolerance to ± 0.05% 
PERFORMANCE: Meet or exceed all applicable require-
ments of MIL-R-18546 
Free air rating is based on maximum surface hot spot 
temperature of 275° C. 
Chassis mount power rating is based on maximum surface 
hot spot temperature of 150° C when mounted on 4" x 4" 
x 0.040" aluminum chassis. 
For complete engineering data on these new Sage achieve-
ments in miniaturized electronic products, write . . . 

SAGE ELECTRONICS CORP. • BOX 3926 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 14610 • Phone: (716) 586-8010 

Precision Power Resistors 

ELECTRONICS 
SUBSIDIARY OF GULTON INDUSTRIES, INC. 
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... or 4, 5, 6 or maybe over 100! If 
you're using a crystal ball to 
determine bit error rates of digital 
links, tape recorders, modems, or 
any digital transmission or storage 
device ... investicate the unique 
advantages of LINK-BERC (Bit Error 
Rate Calculator). For the first time, a 
single 51/4 inch unit offers so many 
advantages. 

• 0 to 10 Megabits/second. 

• Measure bit evors in periods 
ranging from 100 :o 10 million bits ... 
or on a continuous basis. 

• Bit error rates of Modems, 
Magnetic Discs, PCM Bit 
Synchronizers, etc. 

• Measure bit error rates of cigital 
simplex links ... duplex links are 
not required. 

o Rapidly determine bit errors on 
magnetic tapes previously recorded 
on the same or other recorders. 

• Also measure clock slippages.. 
advance or retard slippages are 
indicated and cloclç regeneration 
can be optimized. 

These features and many others 
are explained in detail in a new 
Application/Design Bulletin. For 
your copy, contact: Data-Control 
Systems, Inc. Commerce Drive, 
Danbury, Conn. 06810. Telephone: 
(203) 743-9241 ... or our world-wide 
network of experienced field 
engineering representatives. 

DATA•CONTROL SYSTEMS, INC. 

I see It-errors...two, maqbe three... 



New instruments 

Low-priced tester seeks low-volume work 
Built to check out digital circuits, this programable unit 

reads a character a second, costs $7,000 and has 24 outputs 

A family squabble has brought 
forth a versatile digital-circuit 
tester that's inexpensive and pro-
gramable. Called the minitester, 
the unit was built to smooth the 
passage of new products from de-
velopment to production at Cana-
dian Marconi Co. Previously, any 
disagreement over writing test pro-
cedures, building test fixtures, or 
interpreting results usually wound 

Digital voltmeter/multimeter 
model 7005 features a 51/2-digit 
readout, 10-microvolt resolution, 
and an accuracy of ±0.005%. 
Measurements can be made at a 
rate up to 5 samples per second, 
and readings include an auto-
positioned decimal point, polarity 
sign, and annunciator. Base price 
is $1,295. Systron-Donner Corp., 
888 Galindo St., Concord, Calif. 
94520 [361] 

Reel time analyzer model SD301B 
provides digital selection of im-
portant analysis parameters. In-
put range attenuation is precisely 
calibrated in 1 db steps from 
—5 db to —35 db from full 
scale, and output gain is increased 
to 26 db to provide optimum 
dynamic range for broad-band 
power spectral density measure-
ments. Spectral Dynamics Corp., 
Box 671, San Diego, Calif. [365] 

up with designers and production 
chiefs pointing accusing fingers at 
each other. "There was continuous 
harassment and arguing about how 
to test properly,- recalls Harvey 
Kolodny, Marconi's manager of 
avionic testing. 
Now, engineers write a test pro-

gram as they develop a product, 
continually checking out their lat-
est prototype with a minitester. 

Sampling digital voltmeter model 
1166 measures true root-mean-
square or peak of continuous or 
bursts of complex waveforms. It 
employs a square law detector 
that measures waveform over an 
interval as short as 10 gsec with 
a sample period of 3.3 msec, 
making it suitable for computer 
controlled measurements. Scien-
tific Atlanta Inc., P.O. Box 
13654, Atlanta, Ga. 30324 [362] 

Multifunction generator TWG 501 
is for use in research, develop-
ment, production test, field serv-
icing and educational laboratory 
situations. It covers a frequency 
range of 0.01 hz to 1 Mhz, a full 
8 decades with 10% overlap each 
end of each decade range. Accur-
acy of frequency setting is ±2% 
with less than 0.1% drift. Feed-
back Inc., 438 Springfield Ave. 
Berkeley Heights, N.J. [366] 

When development is over, the 
engineers turn over a test program 
along with final designs. With a 
minitester of their own, the pro-
duction people have little trouble, 
and take little time, setting up test 
stations and checking out new 
products. 

In fact, the minitester has worked 
so well testing new products, says 
Kolodny, that now it's going to be 

Pen recorder model 310 has a 
full scale span of 1 mv to 100 
v, accuracy better than 1/2%, 
pen response up to 10 in. per 
sec, and single or dual chart 
speeds of 1/4 in. per hr to 6 in. 
per sec. Four-inch fan-fold paper 
offers a quick-reference feature. 
All electronics are on an easily 
replaceable p-c board. Laboratory 
Data Control Inc., 42 Shelter 
Rock Rd., Danbury, Conn. [363] 

Digital integrating microvoltmeter 
DS-100 solves instrument drift 
and repeatability problems suf-
fered by aerospace and industrial 
technicians involved in physical 
measurements and other low level 
instrumentation. Zero drift due 
to time and temperature is 
stopped with the Auto-Zero me-
thod of a-d conversion. Dor;c 
Scientific Corp., 7601 Convoy 
Court, San Diego, Calif. [367] 

Digital signal generator DG-7 
operates from 1 hz to 35 Mhz 
with its own internal oscillator. 
It provides a serial data stream 
16 bits long, plus a parallel pulse 
stream, and can operate in either 
RZ or NRZ format. Output signals 
feature ±4 y offset and 10 y 
signal amplitude with 5 nsec 
rise and fall. Price is $990. Tau-
tron Inc., 685 Lawrence St., 
Lowell, Mass. 01852 [364] 

Six portable Cassegrainian tele-
scope systems combine the auto-
ranging, direct digital readout, 
and wide dynamic range of optical 
test instruments with the power 
and precision of the finest small 
telescope. They make possible 
precise measurement of radiance, 
irradiance, luminance, or illumin-
ance at any distance. Cintra Inc., 
440 Logue Ave., Mountain View, 
Calif. 94040 [368] 
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...It may be slow says a man who has one. 

but a faster minitester would cost more... 

a product itself. Marconi engineers 
are reading a commercial model. 
A paper-tape reader controls 

the 3-foot-high minitester. With 
24 output and 24 sense lines, 
the unit checks most digital net-
works, be they integrated circuits, 
printed-circuit cards, or subassem-
blies. 

In Marconi's avionics division, 
where the minitester was devel-
oped, a large production run is 
200 or 300 units. So the minitester 
isn't for high-volume testing and 
automatic handlers. Section leader 
Frank Woo says that the instru-
ment could be made to accept com-
mands faster than its present 60-
characters-per-second rate, but the 
tradeoff would be a doubled or 
tripled price tag. As it stands now, 
the minitester will sell for under 
$7,000 when it comes to market 
late this year. 

Test time. To use the minitester, 
a tape must be put onto the reader, 
which is mounted on the front 
panel. The tester must be con-
nected to an adapter which holds 
the product to be tested. All that's 
left is a push on a button. Each 
type of product has its own adapter, 
which can be anything from a pin-
to-pin connector to a multiplexer. 
Programs are written in ASCII 

code on one-inch tape, with one 
character to a line. A single test 
may require as many as 17 lines 
or as few as one. 
The commands from the reader 

go through an input/output reg-
ister to a digital comparator. Test 
signals then pass back and forth 
between the comparator and the 
adapter. 
The minitester has three operat-

ing modes. In manual, it reads one 
line each time the START button is 
pushed. In the semiautomatic 
mode, the tester runs through a 
block of commands-17 lines—and 
then stops. The third mode is 
automatic; here a complete pro-
gram is executed with no stop un-
less there's a failure detected. 

Seeking supplies. The minitesters 
running at Marconi have 5-volt 
supplies for logic circuits, and 12-
volt supplies for operational ampli-
fiers. However, the company will 

be able to match supply voltages 
to customer needs. 
Marconi engineers are repack-

aging the commercial version of the 
minitester and shopping for better 
power supplies. Modular units are 
in the company's testers, but Ko-
lodny says that supplies on plug-in 
cards would be more versatile and 
cost less. 
Kolodny still faces the problem 

of service. The minitester will be 
Marconrs first off-the-shelf prod-
uct for the U.S., where the com-
pany has no sales or service force. 
Kolodny is looking for distributors 
who'll sell and fix the tester. 

Canadian Marconi Co., 2442 Trenton 
Ave., Montreal 301, Canada [369] 

New instruments 

Old analyzer 

looks like new 

Built to resolve 0.1 hz, 

spectrum measuring unit 

can now do twice as well 

Not everybody is happy when a 
product is improved; in fact some-
one who has just laid out the cash 
for the old model may get down-
right angry. But an engineer with 
the SA1-51 spectrum analyzer & 
digital integrator shouldn't be up-
set, even though the new SA1-52 
will have twice the resolution. En-
gineers at Signal Analysis Indus-
tries Corp. (Saicor) knew this im-
provement was coming when they 
were designing the 51; so they built 
it to be converted to the higher 
resolution. 

Here's how it works. Just a few 
months old itself, the SAI-51 ana-
lyzes, in real time, spectrums over 
ranges from d-c to 20 hertz up to 
d-c to 1 megahertz. In the 9-by-17-
by-22-inch box with the analyzer 
is a digital integrator which takes 
noise out of a spectrum by averag-
ing it over a number of sweeps. 
Like most other spectrum ana-

4 
hi 8 Où 4"60 ieftel» 13 ft fit 

(.11 

Card trick. A rewiring ¡ob and three 
cards double this analyzer's resolution. 

lyzers, the 51 breaks an input sig-
nal into segments, each with the 
same bandwidth. Then the energy 
in each segment is measured. 
Roughly speaking, this energy level 
is proportional to the amplitude of 
a segment's center frequency. 
Thus, for a given frequency band, 
the more segments an analyzer 
looks at, the better the analyzer's 
frequency resolution. Since the 51 
can break a band into 200 seg-
ments, it can resolve 0.1 hz when 
set to its 20-hz range. Now there's 
the 52, which breaks a band into 
400 segments, giving this instru-
ment a top resolution of 0.05 hz. 
The 51 can be converted into a 

52 by Saicor engineers, who put 
in additional memory cards, change 
some wiring, and replace a front 
panel. The price for the job is 
$4,700. That's the difference in 
price between the $17,500 for a 52 
and the $13,300 for a 51, plus a 
$500 service charge. Sales manager 
Frank Kasper says the conversion 
takes no more than 30 days. 
On special orders, says Ira 

Langenthal, director of research, 
Saicor will build analyzers with 
even better resolution. He points 
out that his company already has 
built 1,000-segment units for mili-
tary radars. 
Langenthal says that the military 

was the first customer for Saicor's 
early analyzers and integrators. 
But now industry is starting to use 
them, particularly to monitor vi-
brations—in aircraft engines and 
huge chemical vats, for example. 

Signal Analysis Industries Corp., 595 
Old Willets Path, Hauppauge, N.Y. 
11787 [370] 
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New instruments 

Loop tracer's 
accurate to 0.5% 

Integrator also expands 

versatility of 

magnetic flux testing 

A hysteresis loop tracer for testing 
transformer cores promises to make 
things easier for production engi-
neers. Many have had to put up 
with instruments that provide only 
minimal accuracy, allow gauging 
of only one or two selected mag-
netic characteristics of a material, 
and require frequent calibration. 
The loop tracer built by Hall-

mark Standards Inc. provides 0.5% 
accuracy, says H.R. Brownell, vice 
president of engineering. This is 
attained by using a sweep that 
automatically or manually adjusts 
to the steepness of the measured 
curve. Furthermore, the direction 
of the exciting current can be re-
versed along any point of the up-
ward half of the loop by pushing 
a button while recording. Sweep 
speed is 6 to 30 seconds and 
H-amplitude, 1-120% of full scale, 
is adjustable. 
The Hallmark loop tracer applies 

an exciting voltage through a coil 
that's wrapped around the material 
under test. A second coil covers 
the first, and is attached to a Miller 
integrator that replaces the conven-
tional electromechanical converter. 
It calculates the flux by measuring 
the difference between the input 
voltage of the first coil and the 
output voltage of the second. Soft 
materials are measured by an excit-
ing current with a resistance, and 
an air gap magnetizing force using 
an H-coil with integrator measures 
hard materials. Calibration for 
measuring hard or soft materials 
is required only when the equip-
ment is installed. After this initial 
calibration, all that's required to 
check different material is turning 
several dials to preset positions. 
The price is between $13,000 and 

$25,000, depending on options. 

Hallmark Standards Inc., 257 Washing-
ton St, Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10551 
[371] 

THE MOST ACCURATE 
RF MILLI VOLTMETER. 
PROGRAMMABLE 

AVAILABLE ONLY FROM BOONTON 

ricWorel111 RF MILLI VOLTMETER 

• MODEL 92A 
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The Model 92A has been designed as the definitive rf milli-
voltmeter. Accuracy at all frequencies and voltage levels is the 
best ever offered by Boonton Electronics, long a leader in the rf 
millivoltmeter field. 

Fast warm-up, high reliability, long intervals between calibra-
tions, plug-in PC boards for ease of servicing, light weight, and 
no heat, are characteristics of the Model 92A's solid state design. 

STANDARD FEATURES 

fa Accuracy 1% full scale + 1% reading 

• Programmable 
• Measures 100 1N to 3 V* from 10 kHz to 1.2 GHz 
• True RMS response to 30 mV** 
• Convenient push-button ranging and half-rack packaging 
• Fast, high level dc output 
• High input resistance, low input capacitance 
• Overload protection to 400 V dc, 10 V ac 
• VSWR less than 1.15 up to 1.2 GHz 

Price: $750 Standard Unit 
•To 300 V, up to 700 MHz with accessory 100:1 divider 
• •To 3 V, up to 700 MHz with accessory 100:1 divider 

Call or Write for Details or Demonstration 

BOONTON ROUTE 287 

ELECTRONICS TPeAlReSplhPoPnAeN. 2Y0, IN 8. J 70 8. 70515104 

CO R POP AT I ON TW X: 7 10 - 9 86 8241 
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If you could pinpoint 

one company 
that was completely, totally, 
thoroughly capable of 

Designing 
Developing 
Processing 
Packaging 
Testing and 
Delivering 

both custom and standard MOS 
arrays that could more than meet 
your specs for quality, performance 
and economy, it would save you a 
lot of time and trouble 

MOS TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
saves you a lot of time and trouble 

111.! 1411111111101 • 
— 

We've Turned 
A Technology 

Into A Company • 
MOS TECHN 

IMF 
OLOGY, INC. 

VALLEY FORGE INDUSTRIAL PARK, VAL 

WESTERN REGION 

Mr. Jack Turk, Sales Direc-
tor, MOS Technology Inc.. 
2172 Dupont Dr. (Patio 
Bldg.), Newport Beach, Calif. 
92660 • 714-833-1600 • 
REPRESENTATIVES—Hun-
ter Associates, 1208 Fox 
Plaza, San Francisco. Calif. 
94102 • 415-626-8576 • 
W. B. Knight Co., Inc., P.O. 
Box 400, 112 Glasgow Ave., 
Inglewood, Calif. 90301 • 
213-6784711 • J. A. Tudor& 
Associates, Inc., 2605 West-
ern Ave., Seattle, Wash. 
98121 .• 206.682-7444 • 
Checkmate Sales, P.O. Box 
22411, Denver, Colo. 
80222 • 303-771-4920 • 
Toward Engineering Associ-
ates, Inc., P.O. Box 15268. 
Arcadia Station. Phoenix, 
Ariz. 85018 • 602-955-3193 

EASTERN REGION 

Mr. Bill Whitehead, Sales Di-
rector, 88 Sunnyside Blvd.. 
Room 307, Plainview, N. Y. 
11803 • 516-822-4240 • 
REPRESENTATIVES—Mi. 
chael Scott Co., Inc., 20 Wal-
nut St., Wellesley Hills, 
Mass. 02181 • 617-235-
0102 • Ossmann Component 
Sales Corp., 39 Saginaw Dr.. 
Rochester, N. Y. 14623 • 
716-442-3290 • Bob Jackson 
Mfr.'s Rep., P.O. Box 17484, 
Charlotte, N. C. 28211 • 704-
366-6678 • Falk-Baker Asso-
ciates, 382 Franklyn Ave.. 
Nutley, N. J. 07110 • 201'-
661-2430 • Atlantic Compo-
nent Corp., 1331 Harbor Lake 
Dr., Largo, Fla. 33540 • 
813-584-8257 • C. H. New. 
son & Associates, Inc., 711 
Bethlehem Pike, Philadel-
phia, Pa. 19118 • 215-248-
3377 

CENTRAL REGION 

Mr. Al Mattal, Sales Direc• 
tor, 10400 W. Higgins Rd., 
Suite 631, Rosemont, Ill. 
60018 • 312-298-2035 • 
REPRESENTATIVES—Nor-
yell Associates, P. 0. Box 
20279. Dallas, Texas 
75220 • 214-357.6451 • 
John Grey Associates, 3957 
Denley St., Apt. 206, Schil-
ler Park. III. 60176 • 312-
671-3258 • Hastings Inc.. 
249 Winding Way. Dayton. 
Ohio 45429 • 513-771 
5674 • Special Electronic 
Sales, 8053 Bloomington 
Freeway, Bloomington, Minn. 
55420 • 612-884.4317 • 
Harlan J. Weisler & Assoc' 
ates. Inc., 2050 Woodson 
Rd., St. Louis. Mo. 63114 • 
314-428-3934 

Y FORGE, PA. 19481 (215) 686-7950 

A Proud Affiliate 
of Allen-Bradley Co. 

M OS TI-CHINCDL_CDGY,C. 
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New components 

Multidigit display has single-unit construction 
Corresponding cathodes of nine-segment gas discharge tubes 

are bused by metal strips; design eliminates welded connections 

Just about everything in the design 
of desk calculators is integrated— 
except, of course, the display, 
which usually is a group of dis-
charge tubes. The display in most 
calculators still consists of a sepa-
rate tube for each digit plus asso-
ciated decoding, driving, and strobe 
circuits. Although solid state dis-
plays are increasing in popularity, 
they still do not compete with tubes 

;00 

Beryllia-core Acrasil precision/ 
power wirewound resistors are 
silicone-coated. Standard power 
ratings of the axial lead units 
range from 1 through 15 w with 
resistance values from 0.1 ohm 
through 25 kilohms maximum in 
the 15 w rating. Standard re-
sistance tolerance is ±1% with 
tolerances as close as -±0.05% 
available. Sprague Electric Co., 
North Adams, Mass. [341] 

Square microminiature relay series 
T is suited for high isolation 
switching and r-f application. The 
2pdt unit is rated at dry circuit 
through 1 amp resistive, operates 
from —65° to +125°C, and has 
a life at rated load of 100,000 
cycles. Contact bounce is at a 
low 0.0015 sec maximum, and 
dielectric strength at sea level is 
500 V rms. Leach Corp., 5915 
Avalon Blvd., Los Angeles [345] 

on a cost basis. A new multidigit 
display, which includes all digits in 
a single envelope, further advances 
the design simplicity of calculators 
using gas discharge tubes, and con-
tributes further to cost reductions. 
Designated the Segmatron, the 
nine-segment display is made by 
Burroughs Corp. 
To the manufacturer of calcula-

tors and other readout instruments, 

Light controlled, variable resistor 
called Pi-Switch provides a solid 
state isolation switch. The CSN 
756 is rated at 0.75 w and 600 
V; and CSN253, rated at 0.25 w 
and 350 V. Units feature current 
capability to 10 ma in the light 
source element, and a dynamic 
range of 200 to 10° ohms in the 
resistance element. Pulsar Instru-
ments Inc., Hurlingame Ave., Red-
wood City, Calif. [342] 

Hermetically sealed, TO-5 relay 
model CBR40 is for industrial 
applications. It is available in 
coil voltages of 6, 9, 12, 18 and 
26 y d-c. Operate/release time 
is 4 msec and 3 msec max., re-
spectively. It will withstand shock 
of 30 g's (11 msec) and vibration 
of 10 g's, over a range of —55° 
to +71°C. Babcock Electronics 
Corp., 3501 Harbor Blvd., Costa 
Mesa, Calif. C3461 

the single-envelope construction 
means doing away with handling 
individual tubes and inserting them 
into printed circuit boards, inter-
connecting and soldering the indi-
vidual leads of the tube, and align-
ing the digits. 
"The integrated display will 

house 9, 14, or 16 digits and be 
price-competitive with Nixies and 
with other segmented displays," 

Ceramic capacitors type CK06 
have a range of 1,200 pf to 
1,000,000 pf per MIL-C-11015/ 
19. Units have proven failure 
rates of less than 1% per 1,000 
hours. Operating temperature 
range is —55° to +125°C with 
capacitance tolerances of ±10% 
and -±-20%. Standard lead mate-
rial is solder coated copper. Vitra-
mon Inc., P.O. Box 544, Bridge-
port, Conn. [343] 

Inexpensive, octal base, plug-in 
time delay relay known as Sen-
sitak model 41 uses a solid state 
timing module. The timer is of 
the "on delay" type. When voltage 
is applied to the control circuit, 
the timer contacts transfer only 
after a preset time delay, and 
then return to normal after 
power is removed. Price (1-24) 
is $19.80. Struthers-Dunn Inc., 
Pitman, N.J. 08071 [347] 

High-voltage, blocking oscillator 
transformer model 4210-1627 is 
designed to operate over a tem-
perature range from —55° to 
+125°C, has a fast rise and fall 
time (0.4 gsec and 1 »sec, re-
pectively), and meets MIL-T-
21038, grade 7 requirements. Di-
electric strength is 1,120 I/ a-c; 
insulation resistance, 10,000 meg-
ohms. Bourns Pacific Magnetics 
Corp., Romoland, Calif. [344] 

• 

Waterproof audio connectors MIL-
C-10544 (10 contacts) and MIL-
C-55116 (5 contacts) are designed 
for use in communications equip-
ment. Both series meet rigid mili-
tary environmental specifications 
for resistance to immersion, salt 
spray, temperature cycling, and 
vibration. Plugs and receptacles 
mate quickly and easily. Elco 
Corp., Maryland & Computer, Wil-
low Grove, Pa. [348] 
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says John R. Bethke, sales manager. 
In addition to the seven segments 
comprising standard displays, the 
Segmatron also contains two ver-
tical center segments, which, when 
decoded, form a 1. In most dis-
plays, the digit is formed by the 
rightmost segments, and this cre-
ates the appearance of a blank or 
a burned-out tube. 

Conventional gas discharge de-
vices have welded connections. 
The oathode is welded to a pin 
which makes the connection to the 
circuit board. The Segmatron, how-
ever, has no welded joints in the 
tubes. There are 11 individual 
pieces—nine cathode strips plus a 
decimal point cathode strip, and 
one common etched strip which 
forms the anodes of the display. 
The same segment of each digit is 
bused and etched out of a single 
piece of metal. 
The cathodes fall into grooves 

cut out of a glass plate at the back 
of the display. Each cathode is 
made up of a single piece of metal 
that is brought out as a connection 
to the circuit board. Each digit's 
anodes consist of an etched screen 
or wire mesh. The anode structure 
also comprises one metal sheet 
upon which the pattern is exposed 
and etched. Circuit connections are 
made via tabs located at the top 
and bottom of the digit. 

Circuit operation of the Segma-
tron is similar to other multidigit 
displays and uses the same decod-
ing and driver logic circuits. Since 
corresponding segments of the indi-
vidual digits are internally con-
nected in the multidigit tube, the 
display is suitable only for strobed 
use in a time-shared mode. This 
mode is more desirable than d-c 
because it saves a considerable 
number of driving circuits. One 
driver circuit is needed for each 
segment of the pattern, plus one for 
each digit. This also reduces the 
number of printed circuit board 
connections. 
A 12-digit Nixie display needs 

144 connections, and a comparable 
segmented display 96. The inte-
grated display, on the other hand, 
requires only 22 connections. 
Another advantage is in the 

closer spacing achieved between 
the characters. The Segmatron's 
center-to-center spacing is 0.375 
inch versus the 0.540 inch for stan-
dard Nixie tubes. The viewing 

angle also is improved because of 
its inherent in-plane structure. All 
cathodes lie in the same plane close 
to the viewing surface of the device. 
There's no partitioning between the 
digit positions. 
Perhaps the most significant fea-

ture to come out of the integrated 
structure is the reduced cost for 
manufacturing the device. Accord-
ing to Bethke, prices will run on the 
order of $1.50 per digit for a 12-
digit display in OEM quantities. 
This should amount to almost a $1 
per digit savings over Nixies, which 
run about $2.50 per digit in large 
quantities. Bethke estimates that 
customers will realize cost savings 
for multidigit displays down to 
about six digits, below whioh 
Nixies are cheaper. Displays using 
light-emitting diodes run from 
$3 to $5 per digit. 

Engineers at Burroughs predict 
an average life of up to 200,000 
hours at brightness levels compara-
ble to Nixie tubes operated in a 
multiplex mode. 
The display operates from a sup-

ply of 200 volts d-c. The anode 
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Beh nd the scene. Logic circuitry 

needed to drive display results in 
fewer connections, simpler wiring. 

driver switching voltage requires a 
100-volt swing, a cathode driver 
switching voltage of 80 to 100 volts, 
with a peak cathode current for 
each segment between 1 to 3 milli-
amperes. The time duration of the 
strobe requires a minimum 150-
microsecond pulse for each digit 
position. 
The display panel is available in 

sample quantities, with production 
quantities expected shortly. The 
display will be on view at the 
\Vescon Show in August. 

Burroughs Corp., Electronic Compo-
nents Division, Plainfield, N.J. 07061 
[349] 

New components 

Pot handles 
high power 

Trimming device has 

resistance element 

elevated above base 

Big things sometimes come in 
small packages—like the power ca-
pability in an ultra-miniature po-
tentiometer, measuring only 3/16-
inch square by 0.060-inch high. 
The trimming potentiometer, 

made by Mark Micro-Electronics 
Manufacturing Co., can dissipate 
more than 50 -watts per square 
inch due to what the company 
describes as an unusual package 
design. The single-turn potentiom-
eter, which incorporates a Cermet 
element, has the resistance struc-
ture on an alumina substrate elev-
ated above the base of the device. 
This raised structure is said to 
enable the device to remove heat 
more efficiently than units which 
mount the resistance element flush 
with the base. 
The unit employs a true cross-

bar design for making contact. 
"Because of the elevated design, 
we can make a rotary contact look 
like a crossbar to the resistance, 
as opposed to point contacts, 
brooms, or balls," says John Rec-
tor, chief engineer. And, according 
to Rector, the design allows very 
accurate resistance values. Toler-
ances of stock units are 1%, 5%, 
and 10%. The trimming poten-
tiometer is available in 16 resis-
tance ranges from 10 ohms to 1 
megohm. 
The contact material is the same 

as the resistance material, result-
ing in a bulk-effect ohmic interface 
for uniform current flow through 
the contact. 
The units are available in four 

mounting configurations and are 
sealed to withstand wave solder-
ing and immersion cleaning. The 
price is 47 cents each in hundred 
unit lots. 

Mark Micro-Electronics Manufacturing 
Co., Potentiometer Products Division, 
21 Cottage Street, Bayonne, N. J. 
07002 [350] 
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small wonders: big news 
Denser PC packaging at low cost is now possible ... thanks to 
CAMBION's low-profile standard variable inductors. They're 
wound on new, thin wall coil forms that allow higher Q's and 
inductance values. 

Ultra-reliable as well as miniature, these high performance 
inductors are built for longer life ... longer by a factor of ten 
in tuning tcrque. They have an operating temperature range of 
—55° to 125°C and a tuning range of zt 20% from the 
mean inductance. 

For total circuit reliability - at a small price - it pays to choose 
CAMBION inductors. They're available in a wide choice of 
values, sizes, styles and finishes for immediate delivery. 
Cambridge Thermionic Corporation, 445 Concord Ave., Cambridge, 
Mass. 02138. Phone: (617) 491-5400. CAMBION Electronic 
Products, Ltd., Castleton, Near Sheffield, England. Phone: 
Hope 406/407. 

Standardize on 

CAA/MONT 
The Guaranteed Electronic Components 

Circle 158 on reader service card 

FOR EXCELLENCE IN 

ROTARY SWITCHES 
SPECIFY GRAYHILL 
• 15°, 30., 36°, 45°, 60° or 90 ° 

Angle Of Throw 
• 2 To 24 Positions Per Pole 
• Ratings Up To 15 Amps. 
• 1 To 6 Poles Per Deck 
• 1 To 12 Decks 
• Diameters 1/2" To 21/4 " 
• Shorting Or Non-shorting Contacts 
• Explosion Proof 

• Military Or Commercial Styles 
• Single Or Concentric Shafts 
• Solder Lug Or Printed Circuit Terminals 
• Switch And Potentiometer Combinations 
• Key Lock Option 
• Homing Rotor (Bridging And 

Shorting) Option 
• Spring Return Option 
• Power or Signal Switching 
• Isolated Position (Pull-To-Turn) Option 
• Adjustable Stop Option 

ILV. 
For your Grayhill 
Engineering Catalog 
offering complete technical 

• data—contact 

523 Hillgrove Avenue 
LaGrange, Illinois 60525 

Area Code 312, Phone 354-1040 

... the Difference Between Excellent and Adequate 

PLUG-IN DIGITAL MEASURING SYSTEM 
MODEL 3202 

3% digit. Nine wide range 

plug-ins for measurement 

of AC-DC Voltage, DC Cur-

rent, Resistance, Capaci-

tance, Frequency and Time. 
Digital Printer and Set 

Point Controller accessories. 

Main Frames from $385.00 

Plug-Ins from $100.00 

DIGITAL MULTIMETER 
MODEL 3300 

31/2 digit, with internal recharge-
able battery pack. 26 ranges 

for measurement of AC-DC 
Voltage, AC-DC Current, and 

Resistance. 

$395.00 including recharageable 
battery pack 

25 MHz OSCILLOSCOPES 
MODEL 5000 & 5002 

00,-ZDZD70:4. 
e-_ 

e e 

III to 1P 

Solid State, high perfor-
mance single and dual 

trace models. Simpli-

fied, stable triggering to 
50 MHz. 

Single Trace $725.00 

Dual Trace $995.00 

NEW INSTRUMENTATION CATALOG 

A new Catalog describing 

these instruments and listing 

your local Hickok Represent-

ative is now available. Send 

for your copy today. 

«ear. 

HICK0K INSTRUMENTATION GROUP 
10514 Dupont Ave., Cleve., Ohio 44108 
Phone (216) 541-8060 
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Fastest disconnect in the business 
(And practically indestructible.) 

Apply gentle pressure on the locking latch of this 
coupling connector and the ejector spring pops the 
plug assembly into your hand. 

It's the MB6 series, and it connects easily, too, 
especially in limited access areas. Manipulation for 
blind mating is convenient and safe, and a dead-front 
pin-protecting plate makes the plug "more than 
scoopproof". When inserted, a quick "click" let you 
know it's connected ... securely. 

Burndy uses resilient nylon for both the plug and 
receptacle. Lightweight, reliable and low-cost, it will 
withstand many times more disconnects than a metal 
connector, without any wear or galling. Even if 

BURNDY 
Electronic Products/Norwalk, Connecticut 

accidentally stepped on, it cannot be deformed. 

Unaffected by humidity, the MB6 is rated for 
temperatures from —55°C to +100°C and is shock and 
vibration resistant. Uses standard copper alloy 
gold-plated contacts installed with standard tools. 

Burndy has more connectors like this, with and 
without the self-ejecting spring,feature. Write for 
complete information, including test results. 

Plug Assembly Type MB6P-

Elector Spring Locking Latch 

Pin Protecting Plate —\ V Retain, g Rug with Plug Assembly 

nu-- 84 1.44 

R Mining Ring Pin in. 

Receptacle Assembly Type MB6R-

INTERNATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS & MANUFACTURING FACILITiES: 

CANADA/ENGLAND/BELGIUM/MEXICO/BRAZIL/JAPAN/Sales Offices in Aimee Cities 

Circle 132 on reader service card 

Accepts five standard contacts for No. 24-20 wire, plus ether one 
standard contact for No. 14-12 wire, or one coaxial cable contact. 70-26 



New microwave 

Gunn unit shoots for millimeter-wave jobs 
Oscillator delivers 5 milliwatts at 50-60 gigahertz; 

it's tunable over 200 megahertz, needs only 3.2-volt supply 

Increased demand for solid state 
power sources is reaching up to 
the millimeter-wave region. A Gunn 
diode oscillator developed by Var-
ian Associates operates at 50-60 
gigahertz with a c-w output of 5 
milliwatts. Believed to be the high-
est-frequency Gunn device on the 
market, the oscillator is intended to 
replace reflex klystrons and fre-
quency multipliers in radiometry 

Power sources series P8060 fea-
ture phase-locked stabilization of 
a Gunn oscillator. The units, called 
Gunnloc, are applicable for any 
requirement where spectral purity 
and high stability are needed in 
conjunction with higher microwave 
levels in X-band at output powers 
to 100 mw or more. Price for 1 
to 9 units is $1,850. Phi!co-Ford 
Corp., Spring City, Pa. 19475 
[401] 

Voltage-tuned, transferred-elec-
tron oscillator S293, a solid state 
replacement for klystrons, oper-
ates at 10 Ghz. It can be tuned 
throughout a 6% bandwidth cen-
tered at 10 Ghz, and a minimum 
power output of 10 mw. Unit 
makes use of a differential nega-
tive resistance in the bulk of a 
GaAs diode. Price (1-10) is $700 
each. RCA Microwave Solid-State, 
Harrison, N.J. 07029 [405] 

systems, secure military communi-
cations, and laboratory local oscil-
lators. 
Of the two bulk-effect devices— 

Gunn and limited space-charge ac-
cumulation—under development as 
possible replacements for traveling 
wave tubes and klystrons, Gunns 
seem to have the edge, at least for 
the moment. Although both LSA 
and Gunn devices use gallium ar-

Low cost, L-band doubly balanced 
mixer model DBM-181 comes in 
a miniature, shielded pin package. 
It accepts r-f and I-o inputs from 
300-1750 Mhz and provides i-f 
outputs from d-c to 500 Mhz. 
Model DBM-300B, provided with 
3 mm SMA connectors, operates 
with r-f and I-o inputs from 300-
1500 Mhz and i-f outputs of d-c 
to 500 Mhz. Vani-L Co., 3883 
Monaco Pkwy, Denver. [402] 

Spdt coaxial relay type 61-2308, 
which measures only 2 3/16 x 
41/2  x 21/32 in. over-all and 
weighs only 4 oz, will withstand 
a 15 g 11 msec shock, and will 
withstand vibration at 10 g from 
10 to 2,000 hz. It will handle 125 
w of r-f power at 100 Mhz and 
75 w at 1,000 Mhz. Maximum 
vswr at 1,000 Mhz is 1.15. Dow-
Key Co., P.O. Box 348, Broom-
field, Colo. 80020 [406] 

senide as the active material, the 
requirements on the GaAs are not 
as stringent for Gunns as they are 
for LSA's, because Gunn diode 
structures, with their much nar-
rower active region, do not need 
the large, defect-free junction of 
critically doped GaAs required in 
LSA devices. And at higher-fre-
quency c-w operation, the LSA 

junction structure becomes very 

Low profile, double balanced mixer 
model DBM-500 PC occupies 0.08 
cu in. and is designed to plug 
into a 14-pin dual-in-line socket 
or mount directly to a p-c board. 
It has an r-f and I-o input range 
of 2 to 500 Mhz, and an i-f that 
operates from d-c to 500 Mhz. 
Unit contains matched, low noise 
Schottky barrier diodes. Elcom 
Systems Inc., West Industry Court, 
Deer Park, N.Y. [403] 

Video detector UD-901 is designed 
for systems using wideband, high 
frequency i-f circuitry to provide 
a-m detection and amplification 
of 1 khz to 50 Mhz modulation 
components on any carrier in the 
100 to 1,000 Mhz pass band. 
Typical rise time is 15 nsec. 
Maximum pulse overshoot is 5%. 
Price is $90 in small lots. Avantek 
Inc., 2981 Copper Rd., Santa 
Clara, Calif. 95051 [407] 

Sweep generator model 103 cov-
ers, without plug-ins, a frequency 
range from 10 Mhz to 12,400 
Mhz. Range is divided into 3 bands 
(0.01-4.2 Ghz, 4.2-8 Ghz, 8-12.4 
Ghz), selected by a front panel 
control. Continuous sweep is up to 
4,200 Mhz. Output power is 2 
mw minimum to 8 Ghz, 20 mw 
minimum above that level within 
±0.5 db. Space-Kom Inc., P.O. 
Box 10, Goleta, Calif. [404] 

Thruline coaxial wattmeter is an 
insertion type instrument for 
measuring forward and reflected 
c-w power in 7/13 in. EIA as well 
as in r-f cable transmission lines. 
It measures r-f power flow with 
an accuracy of ±5%. Price of a 
complete package, including a line 
with two female N connectors and 
one element, starts at $119. Bird 
Electronic Corp., 30303 Aurora 
Rd., Cleveland [408] 
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WE'VE GOT A BETTER 

WAY TO MAKE 
PRINTED CIRCUITS! 

New techniques developed to make 
circuit boards more reliable. 
The Printed Circuits Operation of CDC used a unique etch-back technique for 

producing reliable multi-layer circuitry for the Mercury project. Its success is indicated 

by the fact that the same techniques were used in the Gemini and Apollo projects 

without design change ... millions of inter-facial connections with no known failures. 

Designs ranged from double-sided circuitry to complex 15-layer circuit boards . . . 

using sequential laminating, extra fine line width and spacing, and plated slots and 

edges . . . and were used for systems control telemetry, hi and low level multiplexer, 

command module telemetry, LEM flight control system, and the seismograph 

experiment. 

The Mercury-Gemini-Apollo program demonstrates our capability for the design 

and production of high quality circuit boards. Hundreds of other projects use our 

circuit boards in many phases of civilian and military equipment. We've got a better 

way to make printed circuitry. 

F 104 

Developed new technique to 
produce circuit boards with 
more reliable plated-thru 
holes. 

F-111 

New industry technique was 
used to produce multilayer cir-
cuit boards with an internal 
heat sink. 

707 

Reliable circuit boards in high 
volume at low cost were pro-
duced for this project. 

We introduced circuit boards 
that had the highest density 
circuitry ever used before on a 
production basis. 

Required new techniques for 
manufacturing heat sinks and 
insulation by chemical milling. 

POSEIDON 

Developed new technology for 
sequential laminating multi-
layer circuit boards with alum-
inum backbone. 

This design and production experience can 
work for you . . . CALL US NOW. 

CONTROL DATA 
CORPORATION 

CONTROL DATA CORPORATION 
PRINTED CIRCUITS OPERATION 

7800 COMPUTER AVENUE 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55435 

PHONE: (612) 927-5681 

... device can be tuned 

over 200-Mhz range... 

difficult to fabricate with good re-
producibility. 
The new oscillator makes use of 

the low-noise characteristics of the 
bulk effect in gallium arsenide. As 
a fundamental r-f frequency source, 
it's free of spurious and harmonic 
signals commonly found in har-
monic multipliers. In fact, the de-
vice's noise output is comparable 
to that of a reflex klystron. 
Labeled the VSE-9020 by Varian, 

the Gunn oscillator is mechanically 
tuned by means of a single-screw 
unit over a 200-megahertz range 
selected between 50.1 and 59.9 
gigahertz. An oscillator with a tun-

Compact. Volume of 50-60 Ghz 

source is less than one cubic inch. 

ing range of 1 Ghz is available at 
extra cost. 

Although the VSE-9020 lacks a 
reliability history, Varian says it 
has accumulated 262,330 hours on 
19 Gunn oscillators—X-, Ku- and 
K-band units—without a failure. 
One manufacturer has decided to 
use the mm-wave source as a 
radiometer local-oscillator in a 
weather satellite scheduled for 
launch in 1971. 
The VSE-9020 is designed to 

operate over a temperature range 
of 0 to 50°C and can withstand 
vibrations up to 20 G's. It is biased 
using a single 3.2 volt d-c power 
supply and draws 500 milliamperes. 
Housed in an aluminum structure 
only 1% by 3/4 by % inches, the 
oscillator weighs less than 2.5 
ounces. 
The VSE-9020 is priced at $5,000 

in quantities of 1-9. 

Varian Associates, 611 Hansen Way, 
Palo Alto, Calif. 94303 [409] 
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New subassemblies 

Hybrid converters aimed at MOS systems 
Small, low-power, thick-film units have high resolution; 

a-d device contains equivalent of more than 600 discretes 

Analog medium-scale integration is 
the tag that Beckman Instruments' 
microcircuits operation puts on 
two hybrid thick-film devices—the 
model 871 analog-to-digital con-
verter and the model 847 digital-to-
analog converter. Resolution for 
the a-d unit is 12 bits; it's 10 bits 
for the d-a device. 
"Our hybrid technology plus re-

cent advances in monolithics make 

Modular instrumentation ampli-
fiers 3345/14 and 3346/14 are 
for transducer readout in portable 
battery-powered equipment. The 
encapsulated units have high im-
pedance differential inputs with 
common-mode rejection in excess 
of 100 db. Price (1-9) is $64 
for the 3345/14; $44 for the 
3346/14. Burr-Brown Research 
Corp., International Airport In-
dustrial Park, Tucson [381] 

Operational amplifier model A502 
is for high frequency inverting ap-
plications. It offers a slew rate 
capability of 1,000 v/gsec and 
100-Mhz gain-bandwidth product. 
It features a 0.1% setting time 
of 60 nsec. Unit will drive loads 
up to ±50 ma at --L-10 y and op-
erate over a temperature range of 
—25° to +85°C. Price (1-9) is 
$125. Intronics, 57 Chapel St., 
Newton, Mass. 02158 [385] 

it possible to put complete analog 
circuit functions in a package," 
says George Smith, director of re-
search and development. The a-d 
converter has the equivalent of 
more than 600 discrete devices in 
it. All the user has to add is a ref-
erence voltage and a system clock. 
Both units fit into hermetically 

sealed metal plug-in packages 
measuring 1.8 by 1.2 inches, and 

Hybrid thin-film preamplifier fea-
tures a wideband, low-noise, and 
low-input capacity design. Size is 
0.5 x 0.5 x 0.1 in. Performance 
factors include bandwidths of d-c 
to 10 Mhz, 40 db gain, 2 db 
max. noise figure at 2 khz for 
source resistance between 1 
kilohm and 5 kilohms, input ca-
pacity of 4 pf max. Odetics Inc., 
1845 S. Manchester Ave., Ana-
heim, Calif. 92802 [382] 

Solid state amplifier provides 
phase linearity of ±-1° at 4 Ghz. 
Units provide a gain of 30 db, 
6.5 db noise figure and an es-
sentially flat 500-Mhz bandwidth; 
1,000 Mhz at the 3 db points. 
Amplifiers use advanced strip-line 
fabrication techniques that pro-
vide band-pass flatness to ---L-0.25 
db. Applied Research Inc., 76 S. 
Bayles Ave., Port Washington, 
N.Y. 11050 [386] 

both are built with MOS converter 
chips for MOS system compatibil-
ity. "We see systems people get-
ting more and more interested in 
MOS," says Smith. "Instrument 
manufacturers, military and air-
borne systems users are the ones 
who will make MOS go because 
they need it for small size and low 
power dissipation." 

Smith says that if the a-d and 

A-d converter model 501 converts 
10 bits in less than 30 gsec. 
Input signal range is from 0 to 
+10 v. Unit contains its own 
references, its own clock, and all 
the digital logic required for 
operation. It will operate from 
0° to +70°C. It is fully en-
capsulated and suited for p-c 
mounting. Hybrid Systems Corp., 
95 Terrace Hall Ave, Burlington, 
Mass. [383] 

Plug-in power supply PC5-1.2A 
can power approximately 120 IC's 
and will deliver 5 y d-c at 1.2 
amps. It operates from 105-125 

a-c, 60 to 400 hz. Line and 
load regulation is held to ±25 
my max., with ripple and noise 
held to 10 my rms max. After 
warm-up stability is -±5 mv. Price 
(100 lots) is $23.95. Armour Elec-
tronics Corp., 51 Jackson St., 
Worcester, Mass. [387] 

Chopper-stabilized operational 
amplifier model 1701 combines 
low voltage drift (0.1 gv/ °C, —25 
to +85°C), low input bias cur-
rent (±50 pa max.), low flicker 
noise (1 AV peak-to-peak), and 
a choice of power supply opera-
tion from ±8 y to -1--20 v. It 
comes in a package measuring 
1.5 x 1.5 x 0.6 in. Teledyne 
Philbrick Nexus, Allied Dr. at 
Route 128, Dedham, Mass. [384] 

Compact power supply series PS-
100 is designed to meet the 
particular needs of small com-
puters and data processing equip-
ment. It is for the digital data 
equipment OEM market, and fea-
tures multiple regulated output 
voltages. Power density is 2 w per 
cu in., and a typical unit is 4 x 
41/2  x 91/a in. Killian Engineering 
Corp., 281 Wood Rd., Braintree, 
Mass. 02184 [388] 
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SHIELDED BOXES 
Take 

your 
pick. 

The newly expanded line of Pomona Shielded 
"Black Boxes" now comes in six different 
sizes; in cast or extruded aluminum; some 
slotted to accept circuit boards; in a broad 
choice of connector combinations or no con-
nectors. There's bound to be one to meet 

your requirement. Write for complete infor-
mation in our General Catalog. 

Fi POMONA 
ELECTRONICS 

1500 E. Ninth Street • Pomona, California 91766 

e  

• . MOS arrays perform conversion function, 

permitting smaller package for devices... 

d-a functions were accomplished 
with bipolar integrated circuits in 
a hybrid package, they would re-
quire a much larger package be-
cause more IC's would be needed 
and because the smaller package 
couldn't dissipate the heat gener-
ated by the higher-powered bipolar 
circuits. 
Power consumption of the model 

871 analog-to-digital converter is 
950 milliwatts maximum. In the 
model 847 digital-to-analog unit, 
it's 350 milliwatts maximum. Equi-
valent bipolar circuits would dissi-
pate three or four times more 
power, according to Smith. 
He says the closest things to the 

871 in a-d converters are potted 
modules that usually measure 2 by 
3 inches, adding that no monolithic 
IC can do the a-d conversion with-
out some outboard parts. There is 
one other hybrid d-a converter 
available, but Beckman engineers 
claim theirs is more accurate and 
less expensive. The top-of-the-line 
model 847 has a guaranteed ac-
curacy of ± 0.0025% at 25°C, 
which is equivalent to resolving 
one-half bit in 11; the competitive 
d-a converter typically resolves 
one-half bit in nine, and sells for 
$225. 
The model 847 price for quan-

tities of one to nine—and for the 
most accurate version of the d-a 
unit—is $195. 
The model 871 ranges in price 

from $295 for the most accurate 
version—±0.025% at 25°C—to $195 
in quantities of one to nine for the 
version whose accuracy is ±0.1%. 
Smith looks for customers among 
instrument designers who have to 
convert from analog to digital to 
get data into a computer. "In the 
past, they've had to pay as much 
as $1,000 for an a-d converter," 
says Smith. 
He points out that while the 

units aren't aimed at the super-
high reliability market, such as 
satellite systems, they should find 
applications in shipboard, ground, 
and aircraft equipment. Both units 
meet environment specifications in 
Military Standard 883. They have 
a typical temperature coefficient of 
± 0.005% °C. 

"The model 871," Smith says, 
"could easily be used to put the 
output of a transducer amplifier 
into digital form in a system where 
you have one to a few channels 
of data." 
The logic 0 level for both units 

is 0 to —2 volts; the logic 1 level 
is —9 to —30 volts. The model 
871 (d-a) uses the successive ap-
proximation technique to convert 
analog voltages into a correspond-
ing binary code. 

It also offers dynamically ad-
justed offset for 10-bit operation, 
conversion time of 100 microsec-
onds for 10 bits (10 kilohertz), free-

Compatible. Converters' voltage 
levels are suited to MOS systems. 

running or synchronous conversion 
with return-to-zero capability, and 
two analog input configurations to 
accommodate bipolar (-5 to ±5 
volts) or unipolar (0 to 10 volts) 
operation. 
The model 847 d-a converter will 

accommodate digital word entry 
into the input register serially or 
in parallel, selectable by logic com-
mand, and settles to 0.1% of full 
scale in 30 esec maximum. Its full-
s cale output voltage range of 0 to 
10 volts can be offset for —5 to 
+5 volt operations. 

Delivery of both units is from 
s tock. 

Helipot Division, Beckman Instrument 

Inc., 2500 Harbor Blvd., Fullerton, Calif. 

92634 [389] 
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New semiconductors 

Mesa process widens Darlington market 
Prices reduced as much as two-thirds from level of planar units; 

simplified heat-sinking also seen opening up industrial, consumer jobs 

In the military marketplace, Dar-
lington transistors—usually made 
by the planar process—sell for $10 
to $20 each. In an attempt to 
broaden their application, engi-
neers at Motorola's Semiconductor 
Products division adapted the 
group's epitaxial-base mesa tech-
nology to the manufacture of 
power Darlingtons and developed 
a line intended for output devices 

Ole 

4f1P 

Voltage tuning diodes series MV-
1652 through MV1666 are de-
signed for use in electronic 
tuning and afc applications at 
lower radio frequencies. The nom-
inal 4-volt capacitance ranges 
from 120 pf to 330 pf in eight 
different diode types. The volt-
age breakdown up to 220 pf is 
greater than 20 V. MSI Elec-
tronics Inc., 34-32 57th St., 
Woodside, N. Y. [436] 

Four hybrid dual-phase clock 
driving devices operate in con-
junction with standard TTL/DTL 
line drivers. They provide fixed 
width clock pulses for multiple 
MTOS (metal thick oxide silicon) 
shift registers. Units have high 
output swings (30 v), high out-
put current (500 ma), and a high 
repetition rate (2 Mhz). Gen-
eral Instrument Corp., 600 W. 
John St., Hicksville, N.Y. [440] 

in complementary general-purpose 
amplification jobs. 
Range of current ratings runs 

from 1.5 to 15 amperes, with break-
down voltages from 60 to 100 volts. 
D-e current gains are as high as 
1,000. The units are offered in both 
pnp and npn form. 
The family of silicon devices 

"will revolutionize a lot of think-
ing, because we're really talking 

Solid state switches series EL20, 
EL200 are designed and speci-
fied as drivers for electrolumin-
escent displays. They have for-
ward and reverse blocking voltages 
from 200 to 400 y with high 
reverse gain for minimum power 
consumption, and can be driven 
directly from low-level IC's. Price 
(100-999) is from $1.85 each. 
Unitrode Corp., 580 Pleasant St., 
Watertown, Mass. 02172 [437] 

Six-ampere silicon single phase 
bridges designated the BRV600 
series have been value engineered 
to those rectifying applications 
that require surge ratings of 50 
amps or less. Voltage types from 
50 to 1,500 y are featured, with 
packaging in a 0.4 in. case having 
fast disconnect appliance type ter-
minals. Rectifier Components 
Corp., 124 Albany Ave., Freeport, 
N.Y. [441] 

about power integrated circuits," 
says James Quinn, marketing man-
ager for power transistors. "These 
units consist of two active devices 
and a biasing network, or two 
transistors and two resistors. But 
since we make them as a single 
device, we're seeing yields as good 
as those with a single transistor." 

That's one reason for the lower 
price of the new devices. Also, the 

Pnpn gate-triggered scr's are 
typed with gate sensitivities 
ranging from 50 ua max., 200 
ua max., and 1.5 ma max. They 
may be used for low-level switch-
ing from 12 ma to 10 amps. 
They are available in several 
packaging configurations in 30 to 
800 y ratings. Units are suited 
for such uses as feedback con-
trols. ECC Corp., 1010 Pamela 
Dr., Euless, Texas [438] 

Npn type phototransistor model 
BP101 is for use in automatic 
electronic flashlight units, elec-
tronic toys and similar applica-
tions. It is packaged in a TO-18 
case with the light falling through 
a translucent epoxy cover. It 
features a typical photo current 
of 150 ma for an illumination of 
1000 Lux. Siemens Corp., 186 
Wood Ave., South Iselin, N.J. 
08830 [442] 

Power transistors KS6101 
through KS6130 range from 20 y 
to 100 v. They switch currents 
from 0.25 amp to 20 amps. Typi-
cal turn-on and turn-off times for 
any of these currents are 35 
nsec and 85 nsec, respectively. 
Packages range from TO-39 for 
low currents to TO-3 for cur-
rents above 5 amps. Kertron Inc., 
7516 Central Industrial Dr., 
Riviera Beach, Fla. [439] 

R-f power transistors series 2N-
2877, 2N2878, 2N2879 and 
2N2880 are rated at 30 w with 
a beta cutoff up to 50 Mhz, 
with collector-to-emitter voltage 
of 80 v. Applications include high 
frequency inverters, converters, 
linear amplifiers, and high speed 
switching regulated power sup-
plies. General Semiconductor In-
dustries Inc., 230 W. 5th St., 
Tempe, Ariz. [443] 
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WI EMPLOYMENT 
WV1 OPPORTUNITIES 

ADDRESS SOX NO. REPLIES 7'0: Box No. 
Classified Adv. Dept of this publication. 
Send to office nearest you 
NEW YORE. N Y. 10056: P. 0 Box 12 
CH1CA00. Ill. 60611: 645 N. Michigan Ave. 
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal. 94111: 255 Californ,la St. 

POSITION VACANT 

Electronic Engineering position open In non-
government industry. Desired experience in 
magnetic recording. FM/FM telemetry, dig-
ital circuitry, computer interface etc. Send 
resume, including salary requirements to 
Applied Electronics, Inc. 24710 Crestview 
Court, Farmington, Michigan 48024. 

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES 

Fee Paid Employment Service for all tech-
nical fields since 1959. Over 1,000 U.S. 
client cos. Send resume. Atomic Personnel, 
Inc., 1518 Walnut St., Box L, Phila., Pa., 
19102. 

The Resume Game: An Insider's Guide How 
to write & use your successfully. Cover 
letter/resume samples. $2. Plymouth Pubs, 
Box 318A Plymouth Mtg Pa. 19462. 

A fee-paid employment service for engineers 
& scientists. Nationwide. Write Joseph P. 
Corcoran Personnel Consultant, 505B Ger-
mantown Pike, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444. 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 

IIFICHLIGHT SECTION 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
USED OR SURPLUS EQUIPMENT 

RADAR SYSTEMS GROUND AND AIRBORNE AUTOMATIC 

TRACKING ANTENNA SYSTEMS. NIKE AJAX. NIKE HER-

CULES M.33 MS0-1A. MPS-19. MPS-9. SCR 584 IPS-10 

TPS-28 FAA-ASR-2 AIRBORNE SYSTEMS. APN-84 APN-I 02 

APS-20. APS-27 APS-45 DPN-I9. DIGITAL COMPUTERS 

IBM 650 IBM 704 e LARGEST INVENTORY OF RADAR AND 
MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT IN THE WORLD. 

RADIO RESEARCH INSTRUMENT CO. 
45 WEST 45TH ST N Y 10036 213-JU 6-4691 

CIRCLE 966 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

free catalog 
POTTING APPLICATORS 
MANUAL AND DISPOSABLE 

6cc 1210 30cc 
FOR POTTING, ENCAPSULATING, AND 
SEALING OF MINIATURE COMPONENTS 

PHILIP FISHMAN COMPANY 
/ CAMERON 51 WELLESLEY 81, MASSACHUSE115 

CIRCLE 967 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 

Capital Contacts—Before you try Public or 
Private Placements to Underwriters, Invest-
ment Banking Houses, write for helpful in-
formation to Confidential Consultant, 817 
51st St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 

Don't forget the 

BOX NUMBER 
When answering the classified advertise-

ments in this magazine don't forget to put 

the box number on your envelope. It's our 

only means of identifying the advertisement 

you are answering. 

epitaxial-base mesa process is sta-
ble, and, according to Quinn, less 
expensive than the planar process. 
These factors will allow the user 
"to think of power Darlingtons for 
the consumer market," says Quinn. 
"He can buy the Darlington 
cheaper than he could get the tran-
sistor pair for the same function, 
and still not have to worry about 
heat sinking." The mesa structure 
makes it easier to dissipate heat 
from the collector. 
The 10-ampere, 60-80 volt units 

are designated mj2500, mj2501 
(pnp) and mj3000 and mj3001 
(npn). The pnp units sell for $3.65 
and $4.05, respectively, in quanti-
ties of 100 or more, while the npn 
devices are priced at $3.05 and 
$3.45, respectively. 
Minimum d-c current gain is 

1,000 with a collector current of 5 
amps. This means that the input to 
the device can be as low as 50 mil-
liamps, well within the capability 
of integrated circuit logic gates. 
The devices are being marketed 
initially in a To-3 package, and are 
available from stock. 

Besides the 10-amp unit, Motor-
ola is stocking quantities of 1.5 and 
15-amp power Darlingtons, al-
though no device numbers have 
been assigned. The 15-amp device 
is rated at 60-100 volts and has a 
gain of 750 to 1,000. The 3-amp unit 
is rated at 60-80 volts, with a gain 
of 1,000 at 1.5 amps. 
Motorola engineers have used 

the same technology to come up 
with a 300-volt power Darlington 
with a 2-amp current rating, but 
there's no plan now to market it. 

Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., 
Box 20912. Phoenix, Ariz., 85035 [444] 

Power IC. Chip pattern looks like a 
maze, acts like a Darlington. 

New materials 

Spray provides 

conductive coating 

Silver-filled acrylic paint called 4900 is 
a spray-on, one-component air-drying 
conductive coating that provides 
emi/rfi shielding on plastic or other 
nonconductive enclosures. When ap-
plied in a 1-mil thickness, surface re-
sistivity is 0.05 ohm/sq. (max.). Resis-
tivity decreases as thickness increases. 
The paint is available in bulk quantities 
for under $45 a pound, and in 6-oz 
aerosol cans at $16.20 each. Chomerics 
Inc., 77 Dragon Court, Woburn, Mass. 
01801 [421] 

Phosphorus Oxychloride-S is a liquid 
phosphorus compound of 99.99+ pur-
ity. It is used for preparing p-n junc-
tions by diffusion technique, for doping 
epitaxial growth, and for oxide doping 
as well. It is available in 5-gram am-
pules, 2-fluid-oz size, and 1-lb size, 
priced at $2, $5, $20 respectively. Tran-
sene Co., Route One, Rowley, Mass. 
01969 [422] 

Quartz-mat-reinforced, and cross-linked 
polystyrene is available from stock. Fea-
tures of this stripline laminate are ex-
tremely low electrical loss in a rein-
forced dielectric material, giving excel-
lent electrical and mechanical proper-
ties. The material is available clad or 
unclad in various sizes and thicknesses. 
Custom Materials Inc., Alpha Industrial 
Park, Chelmsford, Mass. 01824 [423] 

Thermosetting flame-retardant and 
track-resistant molding compounds are 
designated as Plenco 714, 744 and 757 
melamine-phenolic and Plenco 1502, 
1506, and 1507 alkyd. The materials 
offer improved, consistent arc resist-
ance, and excellent resistance to track-
ing under the influence of conductive 
contaminants. The materials are UL 
recognized. Plastics Engineering Co., 
Sheboygan, Wis. 53081 [424] 

Dynaloy 479 is a sliver alloy polymer 
coating that exhibits excellent conduc-
tivity and contains no carbon or copper. 
It gives good environmental protection 
and can easily be soldered with conven-
tional materials. It adheres readily to 
metals, plastics, glass, rubber and also 
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ceramic surfaces. Uses include com-
ponent lead terminations, printed cir-
cuit repair, electroplating base, and 
component grounding. It is easily ap-
plied by dip, brush, roller coating, or 
spraying. An evaluation kit of 3 oz 
costs $9.50. Dynaloy Inc., 7 Great 
Meadow Lane, Hanover, N.J. 07936 
[425] 

Aremcolox grade 502-1400, a 99% 
alumina ceramic, readily machinable by 
the user and operable at temperatures 
up to 2,600°F, is available in a wide 
range of standard rods and plates. It is 
designed for prototype work or in fab-
ricating high-temperature tooling such 
as firing boats, brazing fixtures, etc. As 
received, it has a compressive strength 
of 10,000 psi, flexural strength of 8,000 
psi, dielectric strength of 100 NI per mil, 
and resistivity of 10 " ohm-cm. Aremco 
Products Inc., P.O. Box 145, Briarcliff 
Manor, N. Y. 10510 [426] 

Latex-based protective covering called 
Soder Mask is for use while soldering. 
It is a specially formulated elastomer 
that comes as a solvent or water solu-
ble formulation. Easy to apply with dis-
penser, brush or syringe, the material 
protects holes and areas that must be 
kept free of solder during reflow and 
repair operations. The substance may 
be removed by peeling or rubbing and 
leaves no residue. Soder Mask is also 
effective as a conformal coating or 
paint resist. The material withstands 
temperatures up to 300°F. Techni-Tool 
Inc., 1216 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
19107 [427] 

Two-part RTV silicone rubber Silastomer 
70, when cured, is suitable for use 
between —60°C and +250°C, with ex-
cellent dielectric properties, resistance 
to moisture, weathering, corona dis-
charge, ultraviolet light, and ionizing 
radiations. Applications include potting 
and encapsulation of electronic com-
ponents. Midsil Corp., Box 475, Emer-
son, N. J. 07630 [428] 

Passivation glass designated IP 540 is 
designed to increase yields and give 
packaging flexibility to planar devices 
with shallow diffusions, such as MOS 
and TTL IC's. The glass is applied over 
the existing oxide and aluminum, her-
metically sealing the device while it 
is still in wafer form. IP 540 is available 
for as low as $23 per pound when or-
dered in production quantities. lnnotech 
Corp., 181 Main St., Norwalk, Conn. 
06851 [429] 

Pure copper braid desolderer called 
Soder-Wick, treated with a special pure 
rosin, leaves no conductive residue on 
a dispenser spool of 5 ft. When solder 
melts it is immediately drawn up into 
the Soder-Wick. Usual desoldering time 
is one second. Simply snip off the used 
portion of Soder-Wick and touch the 
fresh portion of the material to the con-
nection. Apply soldering iron and the 
connection is desoldered. Techni-Tool 
Inc., 1216 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
19107 [430] 

erisp aacon 
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with INTERNATIONAL'S 

MICROWAVE OVEN 

The culinary wonder of space age cooking moves to your 
kitchen with this new International countertop oven that 
cooks with radar-spawned microwave power. 

People on the go will welcome an oven that makes cooking 
chores a pleasure. Imagine a "piping hot" TV dinner (frozen) 
in 3 1/2 minutes* instead of 20 to 50 minutes. Bake a potato 
in 5 minutes instead of 60 minutes. Warm a chilled baby 
bottle in 60 seconds. Fry crisp bacon in 90 seconds on a 
paper plate. Great for those leftovers. 

International Microwave Oven is truly remarkable. No more 
waiting for the oven to reach cooking temperature. 

Countertop designed for the home, mobile home, or the 
galley on your boat. No special wiring required. Works on 
115 vac house circuit. $695.00 

Available direct from International or through 
your local appliance dealer. 

*Times listed are approximate and vary with size of item. 

Write for folder 

INTERNATIONAL 
h en a  

CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC. 
10 NO. LEE • OKLA. CITY, OKLA. 73102 
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BREADBOARD 
DESIGNER 

The ELite 2 is stingy with your money- with your time 
When it comes to advanced circuit design 
This dynamic lab in a box will enable you to design, layout, test 
and construct (and re-use) all IC and discrete components circuitry 
(LIS, MSI, MOS) WITHOUT SOLDERING, SPECIAL TOOLS, PLUGS 
OR PATCH CORDS. 

PLUS THESE BUILT-IN FEATURES: 
• Wide range function genera- • All breadboard interconnec-

tor — sine, square, triangle tions with solid #22 guage 
• Wide range pulse generator— hook up wire 

bi-polar outputs • Desk top convenience: 
• 3 monitored power supplies 6 inches high, 171/2  inches 
— floating, stable, short wide, 12 inches deep. 
circuit proof • ORDER ONE TODAY 

• 12 data display lamps — 
high input impedance Write or call for complete 
-.- turn-on thresholds specifications catalog 

Circle 160 on reader service card 

fdt-,-1•441, 

PRICE 

$1,300 
COMPLETE 

EL Instruments 
Incorporated 

61 First Street 
Derby, Conn. 06418 

Phone: 
203/ 735-8774 

Where reliability 
really counts! 

The reliability of Zenith 

Flat-Face Metal CRTs is 

demonstrated by their 

extensive use in enroute 

air traffic control cen-

ters and airports. When 

safety depends on relia-

bility, Zenith is speci-

fied! Shouldn't you take 

advantage of Zenith CRT 

quality in your applica-

tion? Write for details. 

EN/JW ZENITH RADAIO NCO IRPORATION 

5614 W. JARVIS AVE. • CHICAGO, ILL. 60648 • 312-647-8000 

THE R 

New Books 

Recently Published 

Introduction to Nonlinear Network The-
ory, Leon O. Chua, McGraw-Hill, 959 
pp., $22.50 

Provides a unified treatment for both 
analysis and synthesis of nonlinear cir-
cuits. Concentrates on developing meth-
ods that will allow the reader to easily 
adapt them to accommodate any new 
components. Although requiring only 
a background in calculus, the book dis-
cusses different algorithmic methods 
for computer solution to these types of 
problems. 

Manual of Logic Circuits, Gerald A. 
Maley, Prentice-Hall, 297 pp., $19.95 

Designed to help prevent the prac-
ticing logic designer from re-inventing 
the many previously designed switch-
ing and logic networks. The manual 
covers Boolean algebra and logic sym-
bols and then lists and explains over 
100 logic circuits using Karnaugh maps 
and flow charts; the material covered 
represents major areas of present logic 
design activity. 

Theory and Applications of Field Effect 
Transistors, Richard S.C. Cobbold, 
Wiley-lnterscience, 534 pp., $19.95 

Deals comprehensively with the theory, 
fabrication, properties, and application 
of field effect transistors. Device phys-
ics gets strong attention; throughout, 
the book relates theory to experimental 
measurements, the performance of real 
devices, and the restrictions that are 
usually imposed by fabrication tech-
nology. 

Government reports 

All these reports are available from the 
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and 
Technical Information (CFST), 528 Port 
Royal Rd., Springfield, Va. 22151. Price 
is $3 for each hard copy, or 65 cents 
for each microfiche. 

Dual input transponder AD 696 958 

Describes a dual-input transponder sys-
tem developed in an effort to eliminate 
signal loss, which may occur when an 
aircraft is maneuvering and the fuse-
lage or wing interrupts line-of-sight 
transmission between the transponder 
and the Air-Traffic Control ground inter-
rogator. 

Experimentation and analysis of radar 
siting criteria AD 693 541 

Discusses procedures for determining 
the sites for future radar beacons and 
includes various methods for minimiz-
ing the signal-reflection problems at 
existing sites. 
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Technical Abstracts 

Micro makes it 

An asynchronous digital controller 
A.A. Frank 
Department of Electrical Engineering 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wis. 

Introducing a single central digital 
computer isn't always the best and 
most reliable way to control an in-
dustrial process. To handle the cal-
culations required for many process 
points, such a central unit may 
have to be prohibitively large. And 
failure could put the entire plant 
out of operation. 
As an alternative, today's inte-

grated circuit technology makes it 
feasible to locate small, prepro-
gramed microcomputers at each of 
several control sites along the line. 
The central computer then is rele-
gated to monitoring and perform-
ing set-point calculations. 
A microcomputer could be as 

small as a pack of cigarettes and 
cost $100. It could perform stan-
dard control functions, including 
proportional, rate, and reset con-
trols generally handled by an ana-
log controller. A combination of 
such computers would perform 
asynchronously, each working only 
when necessary. 

This type of design is feasible 
because control calculations don't 
have to be extremely accurate. 
Thus a machine that handles digital 
words with as few as three bits 
could be used; a four- or five-bit 
machine would be more than ade-
quate in most cases. 
The microcomputer consists of 

three basic parts: an error com-
puter, a compensating logic com-
puter, and a pulse modulator. In 
one configuration, the error signal is 
computed using a look-up subtrac-
tion table implemented with diode 
gates. The computed error signal 
then goes to the compensating 
logic, where its rate is calculated. 
The error signal and rate are ap-

plied to the pulse modulator which 
converts it into a pulse-width mod-
ulated signal. Output pulses from 
the modulator are amplified by 
power switches which operate the 
plant's controls. Only design 
studies have been made so far. 

Presented at the IEEE Solid State in 
Industry Conference, Cleveland, June 
15-17. 

Indianapolis 
is only 

a (layaway... 
Indianapolis . . . where you 

and your product are within 24 hours 

by truck of more major cities than any other 

place in the United States. Your prime buyers and 

suppliers are, at most, only a day away via seven inter-

state freeways that circle the city. 

Twelve U.S. highways are linked to the Interstate 465 

urban loop to form a transportation network unparalleled 

in the nation. And an abundance of planned plant sites and 

developments adjacent to the 465 loop put you within 30 

minutes of any part of the city. 

GHIGAGO ST:LOUIS DETROIT 
CINCINNATI LOUISVILLE 
maim zemom 1111614Villa 
COLDCM31(> CLEVELAND --Telage 
Dayton SOUTH BEND Foam= 
CEIRRGESTEIN 4e-try MILWAUKEE 
M.A.ID I SON GRAND RAPIDS 

For infornation, for assistance on sites 
and build ngs, for computerized site 
selection, write John Hardy, Area 

Development Director. Dept DA225 or 
call 317 635-6868. 

INDIANAPOLIS 
POWER e 
LIGHTUL 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 
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New Literature 

Linear IC's Fairchild Semiconductor, 
Box 880A, Mountain View, Calif. 94040, 
offers an 88-page, pocket-size catalog 
describing its complete line of linear 
IC's. 
Circle 446 on reader service card 

Miniature recorder. Esterline Angus, di-
vision of Esterline Corp., P.O. Box 
24000, Indianapolis 46224. A four-color 
brochure describes the Minigraph re-
corder, which is 3/8 in. wide, 5% in. 
high and 4% in. deep. [447] 

Elapsed time indicators. A.W. Haydon 
Co., 232 N. Elm St., Waterbury, Conn. 
06720. Bulletin M1600-RI introduces a 
line of five-digit elapsed time indicators 
designed for industrial and commercial 
use. [448] 

Interactive graphic system. Computek 
Inc., 143 Albany St., Cambridge, Mass. 
02139. Series 400 interactive graphic 
terminal, graphic tablet and joystick 
input devices are described in a four-
page brochure. [449] 

Data gathering for EDP. Motorola In-
strumentation and Control Inc., P.O. 
Box 3409, Phoenix 85010. Use of the 
MDR optical mark reader to obtain data 
for a computer directly at the source, 
eliminating the delay and costs of key-
boarding, is featured in an eight-page 
bulletin. [450] 

Silicon triacs. RCA, Commercial Engi-
neering, Harrison, N.J. 07029. File 431 
covers a new series of 2.5-amp sensi-
tive-gate silicon triacs for low-power 
phase control and load switching appli-
cations. [451] 

Computer cassette. Auricord division, 
Scovill, 35-41 29th St., Long Island City, 
N.Y. 11106, has available a data sheet 
on its CM series metal computer cas-
sette, which cuts static charges. [452] 

Universal circuit system. Robinson-
Nugent Inc., 800 E. Eighth St., New 
Albany, Ind. 47150. A universal circuit 
system for test and breadboarding is 
fully detailed in a six-page catalog. 
[453] 

Ladder networks. Beckman Instruments 
Inc., 2500 Harbor Blvd., Fullerton, Calif. 
92634. A two-page catalog sheet fea-
tures the series 862 BCD ladder net-
works designed for FET switching. 
[454] 

Stampings capabilities. Volkert Stamp-
ings Inc., 222-34 96th Ave., Queens 
Village, N.Y. 11429, has issued a six-
page booklet describing its expanded 
capabilities for producing small pre-
cision parts for the electronics, data 
processing and allied industries. [455] 

Microwave communications system. 
Canadian Marconi Co., 2442 Trenton 
Ave., Montreal 301, P.Q., Canada. An 

illustrated folder contains a detailed de-
scription of the MCS 6900 microwave 
communications system. [456] 

IC packages. Sylvania Electric Products 
Inc., 12 Second Ave., Warren, Pa. 
16365. Specification sheets describing 
three new glass-ceramic IC packages 
may be secured by writing on company 
letterhead. 

Digital IC's. National Semiconductor 
Corp., 2900 Semiconductor Dr., Santa 
Clara, Calif. 95051, has published a re-
port describing two types of operational 
life tests it uses on digital IC's [457] 

Paper tape readers. Dataterm Inc., 1611 
Maning Blvd., Levittown, Pa. 19057, 
has published a six-page interface guide 
to the HS-300 series of paper tape read-
ers. [458] 

Push-button switches. Cinch Mfg. Co., 
1501 Morse Ave., Elk Grove Village, Ill. 
60007, has prepared a brochure cover-
ing 66 styles of Ucinite momentary con-
tact, push-button switches. [459] 

General-purpose transistors. KMC Semi-
conductor Corp., Parker Rd., Long Val-
ley, N.J. 07853. A four-page pamphlet 
contains practical reference data on 
general-purpose transistors from vhf 
through S band. [460] 

D/A converter. Beckman Instruments 
Inc., 2500 Harbor Blvd., Fullerton, 
Calif. 92634. A complete digital-to-ana-
log converter in hybrid IC form is de-
scribed in catalog sheet 843. [461] 

Operational amplifiers. Fairchild Con-
trols, 423 National Ave., Mountain View, 
Calif. 94040. "Selection Guide To Oper-
ational Amplifiers" is a new catalog de-
scribing modular products and linear 
integrated circuits. [462] 

Digital motor-controller. Theta Instru-
ment Corp., Fairfield, N.J. 07006. En-
gineering bulletin 67-13A describes in 
detail a new digital control system for 
prime movers. [463] 

Dual power supply. Hewlett-Packard, 
New Jersey Division, 100 Locust Ave., 
Berkeley Heights, N. J. 07922, has 
available a technical data sheet describ-
ing the DPB series dual power supply. 
[464] 

Variable Capacitors. Johanson Mfg 
Corp., 400 Rockaway Valley Rd., Boon-
ton, N.J. 07005. Variable capacitors 
with higher Q's than previously avail-
able are featured in stock catalog 170. 
[465] 

Differential video amplifiers. Silicon 
General Inc., 7382 Bolsa Ave., West-
minster, Calif. 92683. A four-page tech-
nical bulletin covers the SG733 and 
SG733C, monolithic two-stage wide-
band amplifiers that are particularly 

suited for applications requiring a fast 
linear function. [466] 

Modular power supplies. North Electric, 
Galion, Ohio 44833. A 12-page catalog 
introduces a modular line of standard-
ized shelf power supplies and accessor-
ies. [467] 

Miniature r-f connectors. Sealectro 
Corp., 225 Hoyt St., Mamaroneck, N.Y. 
10543. Four-page catalog 981A covers 
the SRM line of miniature pf connectors 
that conform to MIL C-39012, series 
SMA. [468] 

Data-logging printers. Datadyne Corp., 
Bldg. 37A, Valley Forge Center, King of 
Prussia, Pa. 19406. Four-page folder 
3070A gives complete specifications, 
illustrations and prices for 10 and 20 
line per second data-logging printers 
with a 64-character ASCII capability. 
[469] 

Videotape recorders. Ampex Corp., 
2201 Estes Ave., Elk Grove Village, Ill. 
60007. Comparison sheet V70-1 con-
tains essential specifications, other de-
scriptive data and suggested list prices 
on a complete range of one-inch, closed 
circuit videotape recorders and players. 
[470] 

Silicone gasket. Metex Corp., 970 New 
Durham Rd., Edison, N.J. 08817, offers 
a pamphlet describing Polastick, a pres-
sure sensitive, adhesive-backed silicone 
gasket for both emi shielding and pres-
sure sealing. [471] 

R-f connectors. Bendix Corp., 401 N. 
Bendix Dr., South Bend, Ind. 46620, 
has issued a 161-page illustrated cata-
log covering all major r-f connector 
classifications and sub-types. [472] 

Scr drive controllers. Randtronics Inc., 
465 Convention Way, Redwood City, 
Calif. 94063, has released a specifica-
tion sheet on the series SFB single-
phase, full-wave, bidirectional scr drive 
controllers. [473] 

Power supplies. Electronic Measure-
ments Inc., 405 Essex Rd., Neptune, 
N.J. 07750. A four-page brochure de-
scribes the SCR series power supplies 
for high power applications. [474] 

Audio connectors. Switchcraft Inc., 
5555 N. Elston Ave., Chicago 60630. 
Product bulletin 198 describes three 
new additions to the Q-G (quick-ground) 
series of audio connectors. [475] 

Servomechanisms. Weston-Transicoil, 
Components Division of Weston Instru-
ments Inc., Worcester, Pa. 19490. A 12-
page catalog shows electrical and me-
chanical specifications for servo motors, 
generators and motor generators, syn-
chros, resolvers, stepper motors, d-c 
torquers, and servo amplifiers. [476] 
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JJ, krj. 

YOU'RE 

WHISTLING 

IN THE 

DARK... ' 

... if you think that heart disease and stroke hit only 
the other fellow's family. No one is immune. Prolect 
the hearts you love. For authoritative information, ask your 

Heart Association. For medical advice see your doctor. Tc 

safeguard your family. 

Contributed by the Publisher 

• GIVE... 
so more will live 

HEART 
FUND 

new 
slide-in mechanism 
for « Compact-Cassette » 

• Automatic start by inserting 
the cassette 
• Automatic stop at end of tape 
• Available as playback only 
and as recorder/playback, mo-
naural or stereo. 
.1 Advanced design for assem-
bly in automobile sets and in any 
portable cassette tape recorder. 

For full information write to: 
LESA Costruzionl Elettromeccaniche S.p.A.-Via Bergamo 21 - 20135 MILANO 

Circle 161 on reader service card 

• MORE PRECISION 

LOVVER CONTACT 
• RESISTANCE 

• HIGHER CURRENT 
CARRYING CAPACITY 

Type 20A 

11, LONGER LIFE ..., 
...... .00  

FOR THE PRICE 
*Available in remote controlled versions, open or 
hermetically sealed. SEND FOR FREE CATALOG. 

TECH LABORATORIES, INC. 
Palisades Park, New Jersey 

Type 2A 
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Peripherals 
got you confused? 

Let ('MC counters, totalizers, and time interval meters interface 
your mini-computer with the process it measures or controls. 

USING 

COUNTER 

FOR RATE 

MEASUREMENT OF 

MECHANICAL 

PROCESS 905 COUNTER CAM ROTATION 

PROCESS 
-), 
INPUT 

USING 
TOTALIZERS 

FOR CONTINUOUS 

READOUT 

OF LIQUID 

LEVEL 

925 TOTALIZERS TANK 

G/C 

(II I! 

L. 

BCD 

BCD 

BCD 

PROCESS 

OUTPUT 

USING 

TIME INTERVAL 

METER 

IN GAS 

CHROMATOGRAPHY 

o 
BCD 

915 TIME INTERVAL METER 

MINI-
 > COMPUTER 

DIRECT 
  MEMORY 
 b. ACCESS 

CHANNEL 

CMC offers a complete line of low-cost, single-function instruments that could solve many 
of your peripheral interface problems. Why make when you can buy? Why re-invent the 
wheel? 

For prices that are truly nominal, CMC may be able to supply you with an off-the-shelf in-
strument that is exactly what you need. Here are a few examples: The Model 905, a com-
pact little counter that can measure rates from 1 to 15 million events per second.... a Model 
925 Totalizer that will count up to 99,999 at rates from 1 to 1 million events per second; 
a Model 915 Time Interval Meter that is capable of measuring the time between two 
events with a resolution of 1 microsecond; and two preset controllers, the Model 912 
(single) and the Model 913 (dual). 

For product data sheets, just use the reader service card. For application information, drop 
us a line on your letterhead describing your problem. 

COMPUTER MEASUREMENTS COMPANY 

c C 
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International Newsletter 
July 20, 1970 

TTL prices tumble 

in West Europe ... 

... as U.S. makers 

trigger shake-out 

Who's No. 2 

in computers? 

The Japanese 

U.S. integrated circuit makers, sitting on large unsold stocks of 74 series 
transistor-transistor logic as a result of over optimistic growth forecasts 
and stagnant home demand, are intensifying efforts to unload it in 
Europe. In Britain, basic gates have gone for only 20 cents each in 
mixed orders of 250,000 at a time. The going rate in a 5,000-to-10,000-
gate mix is 35 cents or less, compared with 45 to 50 cents a month ago 
and 70 to 80 cents six months ago. Dual J-K flip-flops have been offered 
at less than 50% more than basic gates, full adders at $2.40, and dual 
eight-bit shift registers at $6.60 in four figure mixes. 

In France, one of the big instrument makers thinks TTL has been 
cheaper than anywhere else in Europe until the last few weeks. Six 
months ago, it paid 45 cents a gate in quantities of 100,000—now it is 
paying 32 cents a gate. In Germany, current prices are similar to those 
in Britain, but the price war started slowly there six months ago. 

Diode-transistor logic is following ni down—but not so violently. 
DTL is now a few cents more than the lowest TTL levels, and opinion 
is that it may have already stabilized. The resilience of DTL, which 
was always generally cheaper than TTL, is due to a bigger spread of 
buyers, some characteristics that mean it's not a direct alternative to 
TTL, and less surplus production. 

Price cutting pacesetters are Texas Instruments and National Semicon-
ductor. Both buyers and sellers expect prices to go lower yet before they 
stabilize. National Semiconductor's British marketing manager says: "It's 
our policy, at today's price levels, never to lose an order on pricing." 
In the long run, insiders expect some of Britain's suppliers will be 
forced out of the 74 market, though not necessarily out of IC produc-
tion. Though this might look ominous for the non-American suppliers— 
Ferranti and Mullard, a Philips subsidiary—both maintain they've no 
intention of abandoning 74. Furthermore, Marconi-Elliott Microelec-
tronics is using its Fairchild license to enter the 74 market, and SGS, 
owned by Olivetti of Italy, is tooling for production later this year. Asked 
how he expects to compete successfully, M-E's marketing manager says: 
"By pushing hard on MSI, which we will be able to make economically 
at our Scottish plant." 

Japan claims the second highest number of computers in operation in 
the world. At the end of March, according to the Japan Electronic Com-
puter Co., the government-sponsored computer-rental joint venture of 
Japan's six computer manufacturers, there were 6,718 computers in 
operation. That gives Japan 48 more than West Germany, says the 
company, but is still far short of the 47,997 computers in operation in 
the U.S. However, compared with 0.24 computers per 1,000 persons in 
U.S., Japan lagged behind Germany, England, France, Canada, and 
Australia with only 0.07 computers for each 1,000 people. 

Installations of computers during the year ended March 31, 1970 rose 
20% in number compared with the beginning of the year, and nearly 
40% in value. Of these, 1608 were domestic computers worth $338.3 
million, a 45% increase in value. During the same period, 527 imported 
computers worth $251.1 million were installed, a gain of only 34.5%. 
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London's Heathrow 

first to record 

plane landing data 

Hot color tv sales 

in West Germany 

may cool off 

Tv telephone 

service set 

for Britain 

Japan's next 

satellite to have 

working payload 

Preparing for automatic landing, London's Heathrow Airport will start 
automatically recording the flightpath and speed of landing planes, the 
point of touchdown, and the rolling distance for one runway. Pulling 
in the initial contract is Elliott-Automation Radar Systems Ltd., which 
will install the system next year. 
Approach performance will be measured by passive optoelectronic 

detectors mounted on the ground below where the plane should be at 
altitudes of 200 feet, 100 feet, and 50 feet. As the plane passes over the 
detector, the shadow triggers an output. At night the plane's lights serve 
the same function. Speed information is provided by detectors sepa-
rated by a fixed distance and sensitive straight upward; altitude infor-
mation by detectors sensitive at precise vertical angles, and centerline 
information by detectors sensitive at vertical and horizontal angles. Once 
on the runway, the aircraft breaks horizontal infrared beams angled to 
provide speed and centerline information, and seismic devices record 
touchdown and rolling distance. 

Surging labor costs and a chronic shortage of parts may cripple the West 
German boom in color television sales. Both domestic sales and exports 
of color sets have leaped ahead of expectations. This year's domestic 
volume, predicts Germany's electronics industry association is likely to 
hit 750,000 sets, nearly twice as many as were sold in 1969. That volume 
would put total installed color sets in West German homes by the end 
of the year at roughly 1.5 million, the highest in Europe. The association 
sees little reason for demand to slacken because only 5% of the nation's 
households now own a color receiver. Exports, too, are climbing, up to 
150,000 this year from 100,000 last year. 

All the weaknesses in the picture are on the production side. With 
wages for electrical workers up 15% and more this year—and thus far 
outpacing productivity—manufacturers are up against diminishing profits 
on color sets. They are fighting hard to keep set prices at their current 
levels—an average of $500 for a 25-inch set. What's more, with demand 
outstripping earlier estimates, there is an increasingly serious shortage 
of components. For some items—deflection units and picture tubes, for 
example—delivery times of up to six months are commonly quoted. 

The British Post Office plans to open early next year what it believes 
will be the world's first closed-circuit television network on rental to 
businessmen wishing to confer at long distance. Initially studios will be 
in London and Glasgow, and later in Birmingham, Manchester, and 
Bristol. Up to five people will be able to sit at a table in each studio, 
and controls on the table will focus a stationary camera on either one, 
three, or five of them. In addition, a vertical camera over a table has a 
zoom lens to examine documents or products. Charges are not set yet, 
but are expected to be about $2.50 per hour for each mile separating the 
studios. 

Japan will attempt to orbit its first "useful" satellite, a 143-pound pack-
age of scientific experiments, within a month. The rocket to be used 
for the launching, scheduled for August 19, will be the four-stage M4S1, 
Japan's largest rocket. The planned orbit will have a perigee of 375 
miles, an apogee of 1,250 miles, and a period of 100 minutes. 
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Future of Europe's space effort 

rides on imminent go/no-go decision 
French propose a superagency with strong management and longterm budgeting, 

replacing ESRO and ELDO; British acceptance or rejection will be crucial 

Europe's space program, the fate 
of which is continually in doubt, 
goes on the block this month for 
what may be the last time. 
Members of the satellite-building 

ESRO and the rocket-developing 
ELDO—particularly the French— 
are weary of the agencies' per-
petual crisis atmosphere and want 
to build a more solid edifice in 
which they can take to truly co-
operative space work—or leave it. 
About time. For cliff-hanging 

drama, few space exploits can sur-
pass the earthly crises the two 
agencies brave every few months. 
Members menace both agencies 
with reduced budget contributions. 
Italy perpetually gripes that its 
payouts exceed hardware orders 
for Italian industry. Britain threw 
ELDO into chaos in 1968 by an-
nouncing plans to drop out next 
year and by withholding new funds 
in the meantime. France threatened 
to sabotage ESRO as a result. 
Even with funds, management 

impasses hobble the space agen-
cies. Many decisions require two-
thirds and even three-quarters 
votes by member countries. Each 
stage of ELDO's three-stage Eur-
opa-1 rocket is built independently 
in Britain, France, and Germany. 
As a result all stages fired success-
fully only on the tenth by. 

Ministers of the countries par-
ticipating in ESRO and ELDO are 
due to meet in Brussels this week 
for the annual European Space 
Conference at which there's a good 
chance for some positive action. 
New look. The French, backed 

by Germany, are pushing hardest 
to recast Europe's space effort. 
Paris has revived a long-standing 
plan to dump ESRO and ELDO, re-
placing them by one superagency 

having a strong, independent man-
agement and longterm budgeting 
that would run all European space 
activities outside national pro-
grams. 
At a preconference meeting of 

Common Market and British sci-
ence ministers in Brussels last 
month, only Britain hestitated over 
the superagency plan. However, 
London promises to accept or re-
ject it a few days before this week's 
planned meeting. 
The British stand is crucial. Only 

if Britain accepts the new agency 
will this week's meeting be held 
at all, because the French say they 
intend to drop out of European 
space work unless their plan is 
accepted—and they feel Britain's 
weight is essential for stability. 
But the French say they're opti-

mistic London will join the new 
agency. The Conservatives seem 
more pro-European than the de-
feated Laborites, according to the 
French, who also feel that a British 
rejection of the space agency would 
go „down badly just when London 
is negotiating to join the Common 
Market. 

Role. In the French and German 
view, the new agency would con-
centrate on applications satellites. 
Its first major project would be a 
European telephone and television 
relay satellite, which could carry 
several thousand telephone con-
versations and link national tv net-
works. A 4,400-pound experimental 
satellite would be launched first. 
The new agency would hopefully 

also build half the hardware for 
the proposed aircraft communica-
tions and navigation satellite sys-
tem, being studied with U.S. agen-
cies. ESRO and NASA are already 
planning a tentative system based 

on L-band frequencies, which this 
week's European conference is 
expected to endorse. 

Finally, the French and Germans 
hoped the agency would join with 
NASA in developing the proposed 
post-Apollo space shuttle. NASA 
has been sponsoring technical 
meetings in Europe this spring 
and summer to induce European 
participation in the program. 

Strings. France and Germany 
are attaching two conditions to 
participation in the shuttle pro-
gram. One is that the European 
role include developing identifiable 
satellites, shying away from proj-
ects that could compete with the 
U.S.-backed Intelsat communica-
tions network. 

If Washington sticks to its "re-
strictive" policies and "forces" 
Europe to continue launcher de-
velopment, says a Bonn science 
ministry official, the Europeans 
would have no money left to join 
the post-Apollo program. 
The British have long maintained 

that Europe is duplicating Ameri-
can efforts by building rockets— 
the reason London decided to pull 
out of ESRO. But a British aero-
space official comments: "I doubt 
if the Americans could give a 
launcher guarantee that would 
satisfy the French." 

Great Britain 

Velocity of blood 

In developing a sophisticated piece 
of medical electronics gear, a 
British researcher has devised a 
new printout device which may 
find applications far away from 
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doctors' offices. Indeed, the print-
out unit can show real time, three-
dimensional spectrums of transient 
velocities ranging from automobile 
vibrations to speech waveforms. 
Henry Light of the National In-

stitute for Medical Research at 
Hampstead developed the instru-
ment. It's in two parts: the first 
section comprises an ultrasonic 
probe and doppler processing sec-
tion; the second is a real time 
printer which registers 18 velocity 
categories and shows, following 
each heartbeat, the proportion of 
the total bloodflow falling into each 
category. The clock-marked print-
out paper marks off each flow pulse 
in time. Thus, the device can show 
the maximum velocity of flow in a 
curved blood vessel, and if used 
on a straight blood vessel where 
the ultrasonic wave approach angle 
is known, the 18 categories indicate 
the distribution of velocities across 
the vessel. 

Check-up. When a doctor checks 
bloodflow, as in cases of poor cir-
culation, by measuring the doppler 
shift of applied ultrasonic radia-
tion, the velocity readout is gen-
erally an average derived from all 
doppler shifts detected where the 
radiation crosses the blood vessel. 
When the vessel is near the surface 
it is easy enough to estimate the 
angle at which the radiation crosses 
the vessel and get a good idea of 
true maximum velocity, but when 
the vessel is deep in the body 
estimation is not so easy. 
What's more, the main output 

Printout. Blood pulse leaving heart 
shows velocity spread across vessel. 

vessel from the top of the heart, 
which is most useful for determin-
ing heart condition, curves con-
tinuously which renders a single 
reading derived from reflected 
radiation almost meaningless. What 
was needed was some way to 
capture in real time all the doppler 
shifts detected. The old way of 
obtaining a complete velocity spec-
trum readout involves sampling 
and off-line analysis. This is not 
much use to a doctor, who wants 
an on-line reading so that he can 
move the probe about. 

Light is now experimenting with 
a prototype system. The ultrasonic 
detector he's using in it at present 
is a standard $300 instrument that 
is moved around, along with the 
printer, on top of a small cart 
housing power supplies and most 
of the electronics. He estimates 
that in series production the com-
plete system could be made for less 
than $2,000. The printer alone 
might cost about $300. 

Departure. The ultrasonic probe 
and doppler processing is along 
established lines. The applied fre-
quency is 2 megahertz and the 
range of doppler frequencies is 
extracted from the reflections. But 
then Light applies the doppler 
frequencies to 18 parallel filters. 
Each filter passes a band of about 
170 hertz and the highest frequency 
passed is 3 kilohertz which cor-
responds to a blood velocity of 
about 4 feet per second. 
These filter outputs drive the 

printer. The 18 currents pass to 

electrodes laid out side by side 
and in contact with the bottom sur-
face of electrolytic printout paper. 
On top of the paper, opposite the 
electrode array, is a stainless steel 
ribbon anode. As the paper passes 
the electrodes, it is printed with 18 
lines, which vary from pale grey 
to dense black according to the cur-
ent through its electrode. 
The paper passes the electrodes 

at a fixed speed, but in Light's 
application the paper does not 
show 18 continuous lines because 
between heartbeats the bloodfiow 
out of the heart more or less comes 
to a stop. In fact, the slope of the 
leading edge of each pulse print 
is a good measure of blood acceler-
ation, says Light, and the area of 
the pulse shape is a measure of the 
total amount of blood passed. 

Light points out that the printer 
is inherently cheap, and there are 
no expensive components in the 
whole system. The most expensive 
element is the filter array. In the 
prototype, the filters are induc-
tance-capacitance networks, but 
suitable active or digital filters 
could be made much less expen-
sively for a production system. 

Glass breakthrough 

Glass delay lines have been 
around a long time but since they 
are not easy to make nobody con-
templated volume production be-
fore the advent of the West Ger-

Ribbon. The system's printout unit has 18 electrodes on one side of paper 
and a loop electrode, to distribute ionic corrosion, on the other side. 
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man approach to color tv. Color 
receivers that use PAL, for phase-
alternating-line, standards incor-
porate a delay equivalent to one 
tv line-63.943 microseconds at the 
European 625-line, 50-field-per-
second standard. This is far too 
long for a practicable metal delay 
line. 

In Europe both Philips and ITT 
have developed volume production 
of glass components. Philips has 
the larger market share and sup-
plies European Free Trade Asso-
ciation countries from its Mullard 
plant at Blackburn, England, and 
the European Economic Commu-
nity countries from its Dutch 
plant. The Mullard plant, the big-
ger of the two, is working up to 
an output of around 20,000 units 
per week by the end of the year. 
Much of the original work on the 
Philips delay lines was done at 
Mullard's Research Laboratories, 
which has released some details 
of its production process. 

Reflections. Mullard's glass 
blocks are about 3.5 inches long. 
Their ends are ground flat. On one 
end are two vacuum-deposited 
squares of Nichrome overlaid with 
copper to which the input and out-
put piezo-electric transducers are 
soldered side by side. The signal 
is reflected internally from the 
other end for a total delay line 
path of about 7 inches. 
The biggest problem, say Mul-

lard technologists, has been devel-
opment of economically suitable 
glass and production processes. 
Temperature changes cause 
changes in both the length of the 
delay line and the velocity of the 
signal within it. Mullard Research 
Labs and Philips Glas Werk in 
Holland developed a lead-silica-
potash glass in which tempera-
tures changes in length and ve-
locity have equal and opposite 
effects so that delay remains con-
stant. 
The transducer bonds are crit-

ical, and each has to be individu-
ally checked. Satisfactorily bonded 
blocks are aged until their charac-
teristics have stabilized, then the 
reflecting end is finish-ground to 
the precise length in two stages. In 
the first stage, the glass is ground 
until a signal transmitted through 

it superimposes closely with a ref-
erence signal on an oscilloscope: 
In the second stage, a phase meter 
is used to reduce the phase differ-
ence to zero. 

Mullard at present makes delay 
lines two at a time by sawing the 
completed glass block in half 
through the transducers in the 
plane of the signal path. Even-
tually the company is likely to pre-
pare glass blocks with very long 
transducer and reflecting faces for 
slicing up into many separate de-
lay lines. This technique may be 
combined with new block shapes 
incorporating multiple reflected 
signal paths so that the total vol-
ume of glass can be reduced and 
the delay time made smaller and 
cheaper. 

The Netherlands 

A glowing complexion 

Using an integrated array of infra-
red sensors, researchers at Philips 
Research Laboratories have come 
up with a fast way of capturing 
thermograms, or heat pictures. 
Their prototype produces thermo-
grams with a frame frequency of 
50 hertz and temperature resolu-
tion of 0.2°C. Moreover, the new 
system does away with a good part 
of the complex mechanical scan-
ning mechanisms needed with con-
ventional thermographs. 
At the Eindhoven-based labora-

tories, the late G. E. G. Hardeman 
and G. B. Gerritsen set about over-
coming the limitations of conven-
tional thermographs. Generally 
based on infrared cameras, these 
devices use a cryogenically cooled 
detector that is sensitive to infra-
red radiation. This detector works 
with a system using movable mir-
rors and prisms to effect point-by-
point and line-by-line scanning of 
the heat-radiating object. The se-
quence of thermal pulses projected 
onto the detector produces corre-
sponding currents which are de-
coded and then fed to a display 
device, usually a cathode ray tube. 
Not only are such systems com-
plicated, they are also slow, and 
that's the price that must be paid 

for resolution when using a single 
detector. 

Arrayed. The key to the Philips 
thermograph's high speed—some 
10 times faster than other systems 
—is a row of 64 individual detec-
tors, that scans a line instead of a 
point at a time. The moving optical 
system that irradiates these ele-
ments need therefore scan in only 
one direction and so can be built 
more simply than usual. 
Each detecting element is about 

2 millimeters long, has a cross sec-
tion of 200 by 250 microns, and is 
separated from its neighbor by 
about 50 microns. The detector 
material—silicon with a little gal-
lium added—is cooled to liquid 
helium temperature. Elements of 
uniform quality are made by sol-
dering a homogeneous slice of sili-
con onto a metal substrate, vapor-
depositing an aluminum layer on 
top and then sawing the slice into 
64 side-by-side strips. Individual 
layers are connected to an IC-
based circuit which amplifies the 
output of each detecting element. 

Soviet Union 

Behind the curtain 

Once veiled in mystery, Soviet 
electronic components have now 
become familiar products on the 
European trade show circuit. Visi-
tors have seen the Russian lineup— 
often through a haze of vodka 
toasts—for two years running at the 
big Paris Components Show, in 
London, and at Russian road 
shows in Scandinavia. 
But the equipment the Russians 

use to turn out advanced semi-
conductor components has re-
mained largely unkown to the 
West. Moscow lifted that curtain 
last month with a major display 
of electronic manufacturing equip-
ment at a Soviet industrial exhibi-
tion in Paris. The last such show 
in the West, also in Paris, was 
nearly a decade ago. 
On the blocks. The Soviets 

showed off—and offered for sale— 
their latest integrated circuit dif-
fusion ovens, IC mask-making ma-
chines, and some exotic new laser 
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gadgets, including a device to in-
spect ceramic resistor substrates. 
Moscow's mask-maker stole the 

show. Though able to produce only 
small masks, up to 40 by 40 milli-
meters, compared to the 200-by-
200-mm masks commonly needed 
by Western IC manufacturers, the 
machine will sell in the West for 
a bargain $110,000. That price is 
less than half that of large-mask 
U.S. machines of comparable per-
formance. Moreover, the Russians 
claim it is the only automatic ma-
chine able to make masks on either 
ordinary photographic plates or on 
more accurate metallic-film plates 
with photoresist. 

Clever. French engineers were 
impressed by the unit. "We were 
surprised that the Russians could 
make a simple, clever machine 
with performance equal to West-
ern machines," said Charles Poli-
goroff, an engineer with France's 
Cifal. "It should be an attractive 
solution for small companies." 
A punched-tape program, which 

the user can develop on any small 
computer, runs the Russian ma-
chine. The tape turns on and off 
an ultraviolet light that scans 225 
squares on a photographic or pho-
toresist plate, thus reproducing the 
programed pattern. 
The original mask is then re-

duced 10 times to actual IC size, 
making copies directly in the ma-
chine, eliminating the need for an 
additional copying machine as in 
U.S. systems. A complex IC takes 
about an hour to lay out and eight 
actual-size copies can be made in 
3 hours. For fine work, the Russian 
machine's scanning system can be 
moved as little as 1 micron. The 
accuracy of coordinate adjust-
ments is 1.5 microns. 

Superficial. The Russians also 
showed a machine for evaporating 
thin films of hybrid IC substrates. 
Instead of the masks ordinarily 
used by such machines, the Rus-
sian unit is based on photolitho-
graphy—which Soviet technicians 
say is cheaper and simpler and 
gives faster deposits. 
Up to 100 substrates are at-

tached to five drums rotating in-
side an oven that looks like a 
vertical washing machine tumbler. 
Three ducts introduce either semi-

conductor materials, metals or 
quartz for evaporation. The oven 
heats to 400°C. The unit will sell 
for $10,000 in the West. 
The laser device to reject flawed 

resistor substrates works like this. 
The substrates drop into a bed of 
turning bars, where each substrate 
is scanned over its entire surface 
by a laser beam that reflects into 
a photomultiplier tube. The ma-
chine can check 7,200 pieces an 
hour, with an accuracy of 0.3 mm 
for black spots, holes, and other 
defects. Rejection probability is 
0.98. It will sell for $20,000. 
The Russians also showed a 

laser light modulator for voice 
communications based on the lin-
ear electro-optical effect of a 
lithium niobate crystal. The modu-
lator's main advantage is that it 
needs little voltage—only 120 volts. 

Japan 

Floating bubbles 

Magnetic bubble devices show 
promise for many memory and logic 
applications, but until a few weeks 
ago only Bell Laboratories had 
announced success in growing the 
high-quality single-crystal ortho-
ferrites that were first used to pro-
duce the devices. Now a group at 
Nippon Electric Co. says that by 
using a floating zone process it 
can produce excellent single crys-
tals about a hundred times faster 
then Bell Labs. Although much re-
search has shifted to garnet crys-
tals, the NEC development should 
ensure large supply of inexpensive 
magnetic bubble material. 
For use in bubble domain de-

vices, orthoferrites must be single 
crystals, free of defects that may 
impede the motion of the magnetic 
domains. Earlier methods of grow-
ing the crystals involved placing 
the starting material in a large 
platinum crucible, heating it to 
about 130°C., and then cooling it 
by 0.5° to 1°C. per hour. With luck 
a single crystal starts to grow. 

Stoichiometry. More recent at-
tempts to adapt the methods used 
in creating semiconductor single 
crystals to the production of single-

crystal orthoferrites have run into 
difficulties. The Bridgman method, 
in which an elongated container 
with a pointed end is loaded with 
molten material and then cooled 
from the pointed end, has failed 
because of contamination from the 
container. And, previous attempts 
to use floating zone techniques had 
failed because of crystal defects 
such as pores, twins, subgrains, 
and sliplike defects. 

Floating zone. NEC's process 
starts with a molten zone between 
a seed crystal and a sintered ferrite 
rod. This molten zone is gradually 
passed through the rod, leaving 
behind a single crystal that is an 
extension of the seed. To suppress 
the formation of pores, however, 
Nippon Electric researchers found 
that the single most important con-
dition is control of stoichiometry 
of the sintered ferrite. For example, 
they grow perfect yttrium ortho-
ferrite crystals from a mixture of 
Y2 03 and Fe2 03, ideally with 50 
mol % of each constituent, but 
never with more than 50.3 mol % 
of either one. This admittedly is a 
difficult requirement because even 
the chemical analysis techniques 
used by Nippon Electric allow an 
accuracy of only 0.1 mol %. 
Other important conditions are 

a high oxygen pressure around the 
molten zone, typically 10 atmo-
spheres, and uniform heating of 
the molten zone. To realize both 
these conditions, NEC developed a 
furnace that has an elliptical 
reflecting surface, with a large 
heated-filament halogen lamp at 
one focus and the molten zone at 
the other focus. This allows uni-
form heating of the sample because 
energy is focused on it from all 
sides, yet surrounding materials 
are relatively cool to prevent con-
tamination. 
The sample is surrounded by a 

quartz tube, which permits high-
pressure oxygen atmosphere sur-
rounding the sample. The seed 
crystal is rotated in one direction, 
the ferrite feed rod in the other, 
and the molten zone traverses the 
ferrite rod at a rate of several 
millimeters per hour. Perfect 
yttrium orthoferrite rods 8 mm in 
diameter and 50 mm long have 
been grown in 8 hours. 
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ir General Electric's 
parade of power 
control IC's 
Voltage, phase, temperature and threshold 
detector IC's for industrial control 

General Electric—long a 
leader in power semiconductor 
devices—now offers a broad 
line of monolithic integrated 
circuits for power control 
tasks. Because they're 
monolithic, these devices 
provide better thermal 
coupling and stability. This 
means increased reliability 
which is essential to your 
industrial control applications. 

PHASE CONTROL 

PA436—Phase-control 

• controls loads up to 15A 
and 280V 

• internal compensation for 
temperature and voltage 
changes 

B induction motor speed 
control 

PRECISION THRESHOLD 
DETECTION 

PA494—Th reshold detector 

II Schmitt trigger action 
• 10% hysteresis 
• low voltage operation 

(to 2.3V) 
II high sensitivity 

(typ.1nA) 

GENERAL 

VOLTAGE REGULATION 

PA264/PA265— 
Five-watt voltage regulators 

la 25- and 37-volt ratings 
MI 5-watt dissipation for 

on-card regulation 
B Up to 1.25 amperes 

TEMPERATURE CONTROL 

PA424—Zero-voltage switch 

• a-c line operation 
Im eliminates RFI 
II triggers power triacs/SCR's 

For more information about 
General Electric integrated 
circuits, call or write your 
GE sales representative or 
authorized distributor, or write 
General Electric Company, 
Section 220-87, Room C-2, 
Northern Concourse Office 
Bldg., North Syracuse, N.Y. 
13212. In Canada: Canadian 
General Electric, 189 Dufferin 
Street, Toronto, Ont. Export: 
Electronic Sales, IGE Export 
Division, 159 Madison 
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016. 

ELECTRIC 

Circle 151 on reader service card 
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WHICH DEFLECTION YOKE 
FOR YOUR DISPLAY u 

Consult SYNTRONIC 
\\\ 

YOKE SPECIALISTS 
Syntroniz's team of experts knows more about yoke design, engineering and 
quality control than anyone else. A solid 10-year record of leadership— 
acknowledged throughout the industry. Benefit from it. 

• 

syntromc INSTRUMENTS, INC. 100 Industrial Road, Addison, Illinois 

Circle 162 on reader service card 

HEART ATTACK 

STROKE 

HIGH BLOOD 
PRESSURE 

INBORN HEART 
DEFECTS 

Wing Nuts 
risA. 

Cap Nuts 

Thumb Nuts 

s e," 
_ 

‘iste 4ir 

Thumb 8. 
Wing Screws 

MOLDED 
NYLON & 
DELRIN 

, \\Screws 

f 

Hex Ruts 

FASTENERS FROM 
DIE CAST 

ZINCr Big help for your 
tiny assemblies! 

MINIATURE molded 
NYLON SCREWS 

Now as or Nil% 

small 
as 
#00 

GRC Small 8, miniature screws 
simplify designs—at lower cost. 

• Sizes *00, *0, *1, 2, *3 
and #4. 

• Many head types, lengths. Set 
screws, too. 

• Flash-free, precise and uniform. 

Washers • Corrosion-resistant, vibration-proof, 
electrical insulating with high 
strength to weight. 

Ask for sample kit prices . . . data 
Screw about other GRC Plastic Fasteners— 

Insuleurs screws, nuts, washers, etc 

Giles Reproducer Co. 
Division of Coats & Clark Inc. 

151 Beechwood Ave., New Rochelle, N.Y. 10802 
(914) 633-8600 
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How to keep the Grope 
from bagging your prospects 
without them lifting a finger. 
The Grope preys on people who don't know where to 

find what they're hunting for ... turning their search for you 
into a jungle hunt. 

But you can put one over on the Grope, 
if you don't spread yourself thin. Cover your 
territories . . all of them, by listing yourself 
in the surrounding area Yellow Pages. 

The Grope footprint You see, a lot of your prospects that 
goes In all directions, are nearby, use a nearby Yellow Pages. 

like you without And when they lift a finger, if you're not there 
the Yellow Pages. they miss out on you and you on them. 
So play it smart and list yourself in the surrounding area 

Yellow Pages. After all, why try for some of the 
customers some of the time, when you can try for 
all of the customers all of the time! 

The Yellow Pages 

• 
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Stay thin with Dale 
e tuit,i,h1,13 .éptur“),Int r t• et ut tr it tusi FUIllit e 

Honeywell Series 32 Computers 
Use Dale Thinline Connectors 
to Link Processing Options 

Dale's EBTL 050 gives you the lowest profile available in a 
.050" edgeboard connector. This is one reason Honeywell 
uses it to interconnect processing options for its Series 32 
Computers. Reliability is another reason. Connector failure 
in this application could shut down the entire system and risk 
data loss. According to Honeywell, the EBTL 050 "combines 
minimum insertion force with maximum withdrawal" and 
withstands low frequency vibration testing without discon-
tinuity of more than 50 nanoseconds. And the cost is as low 
as the profile. Keep your package, and your budget, thin— 
call Dale for your next .050" requirement. 

Phone 402-564-3131 for details or 
write for Connector Catalog. 

DALE ELECTRONICS, INC. 
Box 180, Yankton, South Dakota 57078 
In Canada: Dale Electronics Canada, Ltd. 
A subsidiary of The Lionel Corporation 

EBTL 050 THINLINE SERIES 

Contacts: 8, 16, 20, 25, 32, 50 
or 64 per side on .050" centers 

Current Rating: 0.5 amp. 

Board Thickness: 
1/16" (.056-068") 
1/32" (.027 -.035") 

Profile: 
.190" (1/16" boards) 
.158" (1/32" boards) 

Body: Glass-filled 
phenolic. 
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RCA Linear IC Arrays: performance, 
dependability, and versatHity in application. 
Here are ten important answers to 
some of yoiir most pressing circuit 
design problems. These monolithic, 
active-device arrays combine the at-
tributes of integrated circuits with the 
design flexibility and accessibility of 
discrete devices. 

In this series of transistor and diode 
arrays, you get the economy and avail-
ability of mature devices. But you are 
in no way locked into a circuit config-

uration which may not meet the re-
quirements of your application. 
RCA IC Arrays offer four, five or six 

transistors in three package styles; six 
diodes in bridge configuration or as 
an array of independent diodes. 

For new design freedom, for excel-
lent device matching and temperature 
tracking, for significant savings—look 
into these RCA IC Arrays. 

For further information, see your 

local RCA Representative or your RCA 
Distributor. For a copy of RCA's In-
tegrated Circuit Product Guide (or a 
specific technical bulletin by File No.) 
write RCA, Commercial Engineering, 
Section 70 F-2 /CA37, Harrison, New 
Jersey 07029. International: RCA, 2-4 
rue du Lièvre, 1227 Geneva, Switzer-
land, or P.O. Box 112, Hong Kong. 

CA3045 

Device 
Type Package 

CA3018 12-lead TO-5 

CA3046 

Technical Price 
Bulletin 11009-unit 

Description File No. level) 

TWO isolated 338 S .98 
transistors and 
Darlington-connected 
transistor pair 

CA3018A 12-lead TO-5 338 1.35 
CA3018 

CA3019 10-lead TO-5 One diode-quad, 236 .98 
two isolated diodes 

CA3026 12-lead TO-5 Dual differential 388 1.25 
amplifier 

CA3036 10-lead TO-5 Dual Darlington array 275 .89 

CA3039 12-lead TO-5 Six matched diodes 343 .98 

CA3045 14-read OIL Differential amplifier 341 1.50 
ceramic and three isolated 

transistors 

CA3046 14-lead DI L Differential amplifier 341 .98 
plastic and three isolated 

transistors 

CA3049 12-lead TO-5 Dual independent 378 1.95 
differential RF/IF 
amplifiers 

CA3054 Dual independent 388 1.25 14-lead OIL 
plastic 

CA3054 

differential amplifiers 

CA3036 

CA3039 

CA3049 

Circle 902 on reader service card RCR 
Integrated Circuits 

Premium version of 




